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ABSTRACT 

This study explored how a teacher-training course helped secondary art 

student teachers in Taiwan to develop their perceptions and practice of 

creativity and creative pedagogy [CPed]. A series of CPed workshop 

sessions, based on the Western theoretical framework of possibility 

thinking [PT] and its pedagogy [PTCPed], were designed to introduce to the 

twelve secondary art teacher training students in an arts university in 

Taiwan.  

 

Through adopting an action-based case study approach, qualitative data 

were collected from the participants’ interviews together with the 

reflective documents of the participants and the researcher, and any 

possible visual materials. Observations were also video-recorded. The 

analytical methods focused on both inductive and deductive approaches to 

explore how student teachers developed their perceptions of creativity and 

CPed and the possible influences in practice.  

 

Adopting the idea of “contextualising” one set of cultural values in another, 

a new landmark of PTCPed emerged. This study confirmed most features of 

PT, but found question-posing and question-responding to be intriguingly 

absent in the participants’ definitions of creativity (PT) and their practice of 

CPed; and it also, significantly, identified several emerging PT characteristics 

and attitudes: originality, confidence, no limitations, and problem-solving. 

These features were fostered by teacher’s creative teaching [CT] and 

learners’ creative learning [CL] in an enabling and effective context in which 

teachers offered the learners’ opportunities (including time, space and 

challenges) to develop ideas and confidence to play with the materials, 

prioritised learners’ agency (including individual and group activities), and 

stood back to offer freedom, and at the same time moved step forward to 

observe the learners’ engagement and check when to offer help. Finally, 

this study also highlighted the implications for the practice in the Taiwanese 
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initial art teacher education [IATE], in which teacher educators are 

suggested to appreciate this complexity, and to understand and allow 

student teachers to interact with different perspectives or approaches 

when interpreting their pedagogy through reflective practice. 
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1.1 Introduction 

Over the past twenty years, creativity has become an increasingly popular 

term used in the vocabularies of several fields and has been valued as the 

driver for the economy in both the private and public spheres in many 

countries around the world (e.g. Western countries, such as the UK; Eastern 

countries, such as Taiwan, HK, Japan, and Singapore) (Chan, 2002; Ministry 

of Education [MOE] in Taiwan, 2002b; Shaheen, 2010; Thomson & 

Sefton-Green, 2011). As a result of this trend, it was recommended in many 

countries that the education system be reformed in order to generate 

tomorrow’s citizens who will be creative, flexible, and imaginative, and 

have the ability of problem-solving (MOE, 2002b; Banaji et al., 2010; 

Thomson & Sefton-Green, 2011) so as to cope with increased competition 

in today’s new ‘creative age’ (Seltzer & Bentley, 1999; Shaheen, 2010). 

Since then, creativity has been a key element on the official agenda in 

relation to the classroom practices of policy makers, practitioners and 

researchers. 

 

But, what is creativity? Creativity can be thought of, variously, as an 

abstract form, such as a thought, a process, or a concept; or as a concrete 

object, such as certain behaviour or a product. It can also be expressed in 

different ways and in different contexts. In Western societies, creativity is 

embraced in a positive capacity or disposition. A large number of theories 

and research have been accumulated in the Western academic world 

regarding the varied dimensions of creativity (see Chapter Two). As 

Rhyammer & Brolin (1999) point out, there has been ‘an even broader 

range of speculation’ about the nature of creativity. In this study, as the 

focus is placed on introducing creative pedagogy [CPed] to Taiwanese visual 

art student teachers, the insight into creativity is mainly been focused on 

the field of education. Therefore, the question, ‘what is creativity?’, may 

need to be narrowed further so as to consider ‘what is creativity in 

education’ and, more specifically for this thesis, ‘what is creativity in visual 

art education’, or in practice, ‘how do visual art student teachers view and 

foster creativity?’ 
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Regarding the field of education, in Taiwan, creativity has previously been 

documented in the government’s educational policy. During the 

1970s-1980s, the concept of “creative education” first received attention, 

which can be seen as the first wave of creativity education. In this period, 

Western theories and assessments of creativity were introduced. 

Subsequently, in the second wave of creativity education, many reformed 

policies in education advocated that the cultivation of creativity was 

included and exemplified throughout the society’s educational curriculum 

in order to enable Taiwan to become a ‘Republic of Creativity’ (MOE, 2002b: 

1). For instance, the first declaration that concentrated on creativity 

education, the ‘White Paper on Creative Education’ [WPCE], was 

announced by the MOE in 2002, in which creativity was associated with 

diversity and innovation that can be expressed at the ‘individual, school, 

societal, industrial, and cultural’ level (ibid: 2). Therefore, creativity was 

believed to be a core ability for the public. In August of the same year, the 

implementation of the current Grade 1-9 Curriculum in elementary school 

and junior high school education was also executed (following a revision in 

1993, promulgated in 2000, and currently used in Taiwan until now (2013)), 

and indicated that ‘to develop creativity and the ability to appreciate 

beauty and present one’s own talents’ was one of the major curriculum 

goals (MOE, 2002a: 4). More specifically, 

 

Appreciation, representation, and creativity, which involves the 
capability of perceiving and appreciating the beauty of things as well as 
exerting imagination and creativity, developing an active and 
innovative attitude, and expressing oneself in order to promote the 
quality of living. 

(MOE, 2002b: 5) 

 

Creativity in the Grade 1-9 Curriculum is considered as a cross-discipline 

competence (Kang, 2002; MOE, 2003a,b; Yeh, 2006), but it appears to 

connect with the area of the arts in the written policy documents. Most 

recently, the third wave of creativity education has driven a three-year 

project (2011-2013), ‘Future Imagination and Creativity in Education’ [FICE] 
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(Humanities and Social Science Education Programme of the Ministry of 

Education Adviser Website [HSSEP]: http://hss.edu.tw/index.php). This 

project covers all the educational systems (e.g. school education, family 

education, and society and life-long education) in order to introduce 

creativity through teaching and learning, and to have concern for the 

present and a vision for the future. As quoted above, the inclusion of 

creativity in education today is, predominantly, as a ‘fundamental life skill’ 

(Craft, 2000) which needs to be developed in order to prepare future 

generations (Parkhurst, 1999) for economic success (Chen, Wu & Chen, 

2005; Cheng, 2004). 

 

This introductory chapter begins with the research background and 

personal rationale behind this study (1.2), in which my personal experience 

and reflections of creativity in art, and the educational reforms to creativity 

in Taiwan in relation to its pedagogy, are described. However, through 

these reflections, several issues were found to challenge the current 

creativity education in Taiwan, and these will be discussed as the research 

context (1.3). Following this, the research focus, including the main 

research question and the scope of this study, will be highlighted (1.4). 

Finally, an outline of the rest of the study offers signposts to the content of 

the remaining chapters (1.5). The outline is shown as below. 

 

1.1 Introduction 

1.2 Personal rationale and research background for the study 

1.3 Issues and challenges to creativity education in Taiwan 

1.4 Research purpose and the main research question 

1.5 The organisation of the study 

 

1.2 Personal Rationale and Research Background for the Study 

In this section, my personal journey regarding creativity in the field of visual 

art will be discussed in terms of my role as a learner (1.2.1) and as a 

teacher (1.2.2), before returning to my role as a learner again while 

studying in the UK (1.2.3). 

http://hss.edu.tw/index.php
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1.2.1 As a Learner 

Tanner (cited by Jones & Wyse, 2004: 114) emphasises the importance of 

the arts in the creative development of the child, while Gill (1990: 25) 

points out that, ‘true knowledge can best be acquired through experience’. 

The focus for this study emerges from my personal experience of creativity 

within the learning of visual art in Taiwan, firstly within the context of 

subject-specific classes for gifted and talented children, and specifically 

visual art from the ages of ten to nineteen (from elementary to senior high 

school). There has been considerable emphasis on creativity in Taiwanese 

education since the 1970s (the first wave of creativity education), but this 

was only developed in the talented and gifted area belonging to special 

education (Chen, Wu & Chen, 2005). These classes, therefore, are seen as 

belonging under the umbrella of special education and are funded by the 

Taiwanese Government. It contains various specialisms, such as visual art, 

music, dance, sport and maths. Children who are selected to experience 

these classes need to meet several requirements. Taking my experience of 

visual art classes as an example, an IQ test, aptitude test and the 

production of a painting and a sculpture were needed. Even though one of 

the main purposes of education in the talented and gifted programme is to 

foster pupils’ creativity (Wu & Chen, 2001; Kuo et al., 2007; The Team of 

Special Education in MOE, 2007), in my experience the teachers focused 

principally on the training of various professional art techniques in order to 

support students in winning prizes in visual art competitions and taking 

part in exhibitions. It may be worth noting that art education during the 

1980-2000s in Taiwan was greatly influenced by the ‘Discipline-based Art 

Education’ [DBAE] approach in the USA (Kang, 2002:10; Chen et al., 

2005:40; Hsu et al., 2008). 

 

An unfavourable example from my experience as a learner is as follows: In 

every art lesson in primary school, whatever the topic was, my art teacher 

always drew a sample picture relating to the topic on the classroom 

blackboard for us to copy and colour in. When I was about eleven years old, 
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one day, the topic was “The World of Fish”. Since fish were among my 

favourite pets, I was delighted to create my own fish world instead of 

copying his sample. However, when my teacher saw my drawing, he just 

stopped and said, “Why did you not follow my sample?”, and then he didn’t 

approach me until the lesson ended. Until I had made this drawing, I had 

never experienced losing the favour and praise of my teacher. I was curious 

as to why having a novel idea of my own was so wrong; when people 

seemed to believe that artists create many of their own outstanding 

artworks, is it not precisely because they have a lot of their own innovative 

ideas? After that experience, I became unwilling to contribute my own 

ideas to my artwork in the art class. In the continuation of this programme 

at secondary school, the main focus turned to art skills training for the 

university entrance exam. These learning outcomes and teaching strategies 

also continued in my teacher training period where subject knowledge and 

technique training were the only emphases in art education. Being creative 

was not encouraged in my learning journey. 

 

Reflecting on this journey, several essential questions came to mind such as; 

does art education only mean the acquisition of professional techniques in 

art through imitation? How is creativity located in art education? And how 

does a teacher undertake their role in art teaching so as to promote 

students’ creativity? These issues will be discussed below as creativity in 

visual art education (1.2.1.1) and the role of teachers in creativity 

education (1.2.1.2). 

 

1.2.1.1 Creativity in Visual Art Education 

There have been two major debates about the concept of creativity within 

the context of art education since the end of the Second World War, 

namely the DBAE approach and the learner (child)-centred approach 

(Hickman, 2005a,b; Zimmerman, 2009; Fleming, 2010). A discussion on 

these two approaches to visual art education will be detailed in Chapter 

Two. The DBAE approach, as mentioned above, has taken root in my art 

learning in schools since the 1980s. In the DBAE approach, with the 
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emphasis upon the ‘cognitive elements’ in art (Hickman, 2005b: 20), 

students are taught through sequenced curricula, which are derived from 

its disciplinary sources - ‘the artist, art historian, art critic and the 

aesthetician’ (Greer, 1984, 1993; Clark, Day & Greer, 1987; Hickman, 2005a: 

17; 2005b; Halstead, 2008). Given the principles of diverse cultural contexts 

and the emphasis on learning about adult artists and ‘masterpieces’ 

(Freedman, 2003: 10), the DBAE approach aims to help students 

understand works of art. Through learning the disciplines of aesthetics, art 

history and art criticism, visual art in this paradigm seems to largely cover 

the elements of ‘appreciation’ (Hickman, 2005a: 150). However, Lachapelle 

(1997) later re-addressed the foundation of ‘experiential-knowledge’ in 

aesthetic encounters. In his work, the theoretical knowledge (aesthetics, 

art history and art criticism) is suggested as ‘an essential complement to 

the experiential learning involved in art making’ (ibid: 141). Thus, Willing 

(2000) claims that the production of art by young people cannot be ‘fully 

successful’ without theoretical and experiential knowledge. As a result, the 

importance of ‘tradition, form and formula’ is essentially entitled in art 

discipline-based teaching and learning (e.g. Abbs, 1994; Claxton, 2003; 

Cunliffe, 2008). 

 

Although several academics have argued that creativity is scarcely 

mentioned in the DBAE approach (Unsworth, 1992; Zimmerman, 2005; 

Fleming, 2010), DBAE employs a rigorous approach to learning the skills 

and techniques of studio art production (Greer, 1993) and intends to 

produce standard original artwork, and is considered when allowing pupils 

to explore their creative, inventive possibilities. Hence, creativity in this 

approach, in my viewpoint, might be associated better with the concept of 

‘domain specific’, as creative ideas in this concept require particular 

knowledge and skills within the field (NACCCE, 1999: 42; Sternberg & 

Lubart, 1999; Sawyer, 2006; Weisberg, 2006), such as the rules and 

language of a recognised action (Abbs, 1994; Ford, 1996), required to 

achieve a valued goal (Seltzer & Bentley, 1999; NACCCE, 1999; Banaji, Burn 

& Buckingham, 2010). Taking visual art as an example, the ability to paint is 
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fundamental to a painter; the understanding of how to use tools is an 

integral part of making or creating a piece of art. In schooling, students, 

therefore, learn key knowledge and techniques in using different artistic 

materials to produce an artwork that meets certain standards in the arts. It 

is the reason that appropriate knowledge and rule (technique) learning 

from tradition are essential to reconstruct creativity (Abbs, 1994; Cunliffe, 

2008; Sawyer, 2006). 

 

According to Ruppert (2010: 2), creativity requires ‘building upon the 

capacity of one’s imagination to visualise new possibilities for thought, 

action and the use of materials’, and it involves two aspects of conception 

to view creativity: “imaginative thinking or behaviours” and directed to 

achieve “original and valuable outcomes” (NACCCE, 1999: 30). However, 

from my experience, it seems that technique training refers more to 

imitation and where the possible room for creativity development is 

missing. For instance, responding to Ruppert’s words above, students are 

allowed to play with their imaginative thoughts or to communicate through 

a variety of media while they practice these fundamental techniques or 

make their artworks, and not just address the final product. More 

discussions in relation to the above issues will be detailed in the literature 

review chapter. 

 

1.2.1.2 The Role of Teachers in Creativity Education 

Teachers can help students develop their creativity by adapting teaching 

strategies that balance the generation of new ideas with the ability to 

translate theory into practice (Sternberg & Williams, 1996). The NACCCE 

(1999: 101) report refers to methods that encourage exploratory learning 

activities and are often associated with promoting creativity, freedom and 

self-expression. Meanwhile, Hennessey and Amabile (1987) claim that the 

more freedom children experience in the classroom, the more creative they 

are. Jeffrey (1997: 59) also writes that ‘at the centre of the creative process 

is the teacher who artfully develops pupils’ learning experiences.’ It is clear 

that teachers, or to use Csikszentmihalyi and Wolfe’s (2000) word, 
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‘gatekeepers’ play the key role in the development of pupils’ creativity 

(Fryer, 1996; Beetlestone, 1998; Craft, 2000). However, comparing 

descriptions of the art teacher above, the above one in my experience 

seemed to use opposing ways to promote students’ creativity (for instance, 

the teaching strategy where the art teacher forced me to follow and copy 

his drawing) and I was also trained to value the lack of questioning and not 

to develop my creative abilities. What should a teacher do in their teaching 

that can promote, rather than block, students’ creativity? 

 

1.2.2 As a Teacher in Secondary Schools and a Teacher Educator in a 

University 

From these reflections whilst working as a full-time (2000 and 2006) and 

part-time art teacher in secondary schools (2001- 2005), I continued to ask 

myself “how can I enable my students to create more imaginative and 

creative artworks?” Furthermore, this question was also conveyed to 

student teachers I taught while I worked as a full-time teacher educator in a 

secondary art teacher training programme in university (2001-2004). 

 

During this period, the significant reforms in relation to creativity, as 

mentioned in Section 1.1 (as the second wave of creativity education), were 

advocated by the Taiwanese government in 2002 to develop and 

strengthen pupils’ imagination and creativity (MOE, 2002a; 2002b). These 

reforms included the publication of the WPCE and the inclusion of 

creativity in the new Grade 1-9 curriculum in elementary school (grade 1-6; 

age 7-12) and junior high school (grade 7-9; age 13-15) education. It is 

noted in the new curriculum that the subject of visual art is integrated with 

music and the performing arts (drama and dance) and modified to ‘The 

Arts and Humanities Learning Area’ [AHLA] (MOE, 2003). The aim is to help 

students to cultivate an interest in the arts and encourage them to 

participate enthusiastically in art-related activities in order to promote 

abilities, such as imagination, creativity and appreciation for the arts (ibid). 
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In these reforms, in the field of teacher education, both pre-service and 

in-service teachers are being encouraged to make more effort in a number 

of areas (MOE, 2002a; Lin, Y. L., 2002; Cheng, 2004), including:  

 

 developing creative instructional plans and teaching materials that aim 

to foster creativity in every subject;  

 participating in collaborative teams and to learn from each other;  

 carrying out various action research with the aim of developing 

teaching materials and methods for creativity in their creative 

teaching.  

 

In the meantime, in order to encourage teachers to include creativity in 

their teaching, various creative teaching [CT] competitions and rewards, 

organised by the MOE, universities and non-governmental organisations, 

were introduced, such as the GreaTeach Creative Teaching Awards and the 

Award for Innovative Teaching. I was fortunate to be awarded a grant by 

the GreaTeach 2002 Creative Teaching Awards scheme, their purpose being 

to encourage teachers to develop innovative teaching plans and materials, 

focusing in particular on the approach of using information and 

communication technology [ICT] (MOE, 2002b; Lin, Y. L., 2002; Hsiao, 2006; 

Computer Centre of Ministry of Education [CCME], 2008). 

 

The concept of ‘CT’ was a goal for me in my dual role as both a secondary 

visual art teacher and a teacher trainer. As a secondary art teacher, I used 

playful activities in my visual art lessons, such as applying role play or 

storytelling, and ICT into my teaching activities. Additionally, as a teacher 

educator, I also encouraged student teachers specialising in the AHLA to 

develop their teaching plans in more interesting and innovative ways with 

the aim of fostering their students’ creativity and extending their insights 

into the arts. However, although I put great efforts into changing teaching 

strategies and making improvements to teaching plans, something still 

seemed to be missing in the work produced by my students at secondary 

school level (aged 13-15). For example, the most frequent patterns shown 
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in their works were characters from their favourite cartoons, and the same 

was true for my student teachers’ students. This suggested that they lacked 

their own original ideas, or perhaps lacked the motivation to create their 

own work. Yet, how could I offer my students the appropriate stimulation 

and opportunities to foster their creativity? 

 

1.2.3 Studying in the UK 

Carrying on these questions, I registered as a postgraduate student in 

Creative Arts in Education in the UK in order to broaden my insights on art 

education and teacher training. On this course, I first began to learn about 

the theoretical frameworks of creativity in an educational setting and how 

it underpins art teaching and learning in primary and secondary education. 

The experience of cultural differences were often challenged, yet also 

extended my insight regarding art teaching and learning. In particular, the 

up-to-date discussions on creativity teaching stimulate my perceptions and 

my ways of teaching. The literatures suggest that this includes CT, teaching 

for creativity [T for C], and creative learning [CL] as three interrelated 

aspects essential in creative pedagogy (Jeffrey & Craft, 2004). As initial art 

teacher education [IATE] is my particular interest, I also spent much time 

participating in and observing the art Postgraduate Certificate in Education 

[PGCE] course at secondary level at Exeter University.  

 

Therefore, my MEd dissertation (2006-2007), informed by my background, 

investigated a comparative study of IATE in secondary schools in England 

and Taiwan. Gaining an insight into the art teacher training system in 

England, including policy concepts and practice contexts, creativity was 

found to be highlighted within the whole education system. In the following 

MSc study (2007-2008), therefore, I turned my focus to gathering 

Taiwanese visual art student teachers’ conceptions of CPed, in which a 

teacher-directed approach (teaching creatively) is found to be the main 

purpose of CPed in Taiwanese creativity education. Hence, my PhD study, 

building on my MSc work, connects creativity and art teacher training with 

the aim of developing a learner-directed pedagogy (taking possibility 
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thinking [PT] as a core concept) that will be useful for future student 

teachers in Taiwan and help them to foster pupils’ creative development 

through visual art. 

 

The topic of fostering creativity through education may not appear to be 

novel. Worldwide research has been done to seek good teaching practices 

that enhance learners’ creative capacities. In Taiwan, a wide range of 

positivist studies have focused on exploring teachers’ sense of humour, 

creative attitudes, and intrinsic motivation toward creativity/CPed in the 

classroom setting (for detailed examples refer to the methodology chapter). 

However, only rarely did these studies pay attention to how teachers 

construct and implement their conceptions of creativity and CPed, 

particularly in the field of IATE, which makes this study unique. 

 

To carry on this research, it is necessary to address the current challenges 

in promoting creativity within the Taiwanese educational environment as 

the research context. In the following sections, the dilemmas within the 

practical context are further identified. 

 

1.3 Issues and Challenges to Creativity Education in Taiwan 

Since creativity education is promoted eagerly in Taiwan, Cheng (2004) in 

her study commented that Taiwan enjoys the celebration of creativity, 

particularly in the field of education through the government’s support, 

and perhaps more than any other country in the world. However, it is still 

questionable whether students’ creativity is enhanced. There are a number 

of conceptual challenges that are relevant to this issue, such as the nature 

of the concepts of creativity in Eastern Confucian culture, policy 

constructions, and teachers’ own conceptualisations and stances in relation 

to creativity in education. Three possible dilemmas are briefly discussed 

below, including: 

 

 the influences of Chinese culture may neglect the promotion of 

creativity in education (1.3.1) 
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 the meanings of creativity and CPed are not yet defined within the 

Taiwanese educational context (1.3.2) 

 the paradoxes of CPed are common in current creative practice (1.3.3) 

 

1.3.1 The Influences of Chinese Culture may lead to Neglect of the 

Promotion of Creativity in Education 

The literature reviews indicate that education within Eastern society, 

influenced by the Confucian cultural tradition, particularly ‘obedience and 

hierarchy, conformity, suppression of expression, and work–play dichotomy’, 

may present cultural blocks to creativity (Kim, 2005: 341, 2007; Vong, 2008). 

For instance, as Wu (2004) remarked, Taiwanese students are expected to 

stay at a ‘well-behaved nice boy and nice girl stage’ (176), which is due to 

the moral reasoning rules of law and social order. It is apparent that the 

traditional relationship between teacher and student tends to be 

hierarchical and formal (Ho, Peng, & Chan, 2002; Kim, 2005; Lincoln, Cole, 

Wang, & Yang, 2002; Dineen & Niu, 2008; Oral, 2008). In addition, Paine, in 

his work on producing a Chinese model for teaching (cited in Cheng 2004: 

141), stated that ‘the lessons in Chinese societies were dominated by 

teacher-talk; it seems that teachers are artistic performers and students are 

the audience.’ Compared with the Western pedagogy, teachers in Eastern 

classrooms seem to be much more involved in students’ learning as guides 

(Ye et al., 2004; Vong, 2008). Furthermore, Chinese education has focused 

solely on ‘measured academic performance’ (Wu, 2004: 175; Tang & Biggs, 

1996; Lu, 1998; Cheng, 2004; Niu, 2006; Dineen & Niu, 2008), such as 

helping students to pass entrance examinations or participate in 

competitions. Leung, Lu and Leung (2004: 118) also indicate that ‘Chinese 

culture … endorses goal-directed and performance-oriented modes of 

educational process.’ Similarly, in the field of visual art education, Mortimer 

(2000), therefore, argued that many arts educators and teachers (including 

visual art) tend to over-emphasise the end product rather than inspiring 

students to challenge received artworks or look beyond the curriculum. 

This narrow viewpoint has neglected the promotion of creativity and the 
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critical evaluation of the nature of the art itself, as discussed above. This 

broad distinction of creativity made between the East and the West is 

explored later in Chapter Two. 

 

1.3.2 The Meanings of Creativity and CPed Are Not Yet Defined within the 

Taiwanese Educational Context 

Educational policy can shape practice by indicating both content and 

pedagogy through frameworks, outcomes and assessment, both in initial 

teacher education [ITE] and continuing professional development [CPD]. 

Although teaching and designing courses are widely seen as sites for 

creativity, how creativity is situated in the curriculum is also open to 

different interpretations; for example, how the policy identifies creativity 

within the curriculum and practice. In light of creativity education in Taiwan, 

in neither the recent creative education projects (such as WPCE and FICE), 

nor the reformed Grade 1-9 Curriculum, is there a clear picture of what 

kind of creative capacity should be developed through education, or 

guidelines of what pedagogical strategies to adopt to promote creativity. 

These foundational frameworks were also missed in ITE (until 2013, the 

relevant courses on creativity and CPed are not compulsory in most ITE 

programmes in Taiwan; see Section 2.4.5). As a result, (student) teachers’ 

limited knowledge of creative approaches to teaching may obstruct their 

motivation and stances towards CPed in their (future) classroom practice 

(Jackson, 2006; Ting, 2008). 

 

1.3.3 The Paradoxes of CPed are Common in Current Creative Practice 

Unclear guidelines on creativity in Taiwanese education may also affect 

teachers’ implementations of CPed; for instance, how teachers identify 

creativity within their teaching, and how teachers foster students’ creativity 

through effective pedagogical strategies. Research has found that the 

common definition of CPed in Taiwan has been described as when teachers 

apply their own creativity in their teaching plans and activities, and that, 

through this creative activity, students’ creativity is developed (Chen, 1990; 
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Mao, 1994; Chao, 2004; Hsiao, 2006; Lin, 2008; Lin, W. W., 2011), but rarely 

have studies explored the student teachers’ viewpoints (e.g. my MSc study: 

Ting, 2008). In practice, according to many researchers and the findings of 

my research in 2008, some Taiwanese teachers believed that CPed refers 

more to the terms of ‘teaching creatively’ (Lin, Y. L., 2002; Ting, 2008; Wong, 

2008; Vong, 2008) that I have argued is a ‘teacher-directed’ teaching 

approach (Ting, 2008). For example, most CT competitions, as mentioned in 

Section 1.1.2, actually paid more attention to assessing whether the 

teaching activities, methods and materials were creative and innovative, 

rather than considering the learners’ creativity development. Furthermore, 

several academic studies in Taiwan, particularly those which are managed 

by in-service teachers, define CPed as the development and use of novel, 

original, or inventive teaching methods (Lin, Y. L., 2002; Hsiao, 2006).  

 

Beyond Taiwan, it has been argued that the use of a CT strategy may 

provide a positive learning environment for learners, but that this is not the 

same as developing the learners’ creativity (NACCCE, 1999; Craft, 2000, 

2002; Craft, Cremin & Burnard, 2008). As several studies suggest, a 

powerful CPed would be to focus more on CL, i.e. a learner-centred 

engagement (NACCCE, 1999; Jeffrey & Craft, 2004; Craft, et al. 2008). As 

Jeffrey and Craft (2006) state: 

 

Creative learning is where learning is relevant to the learner, where they 
have a considerable amount of ownership and control over the materials, 
techniques and processes of an engagement with some knowledge or 
skills activity and where the opportunity to be innovative exists (49). 

 

Noting the limitations of CT in CPed as discussed above, it seems 

reasonable to be concerned that, without proper understanding and 

training in creativity and CPed, Taiwanese teachers may continue to uphold 

stereotypes or explanations of CPed solely as CT in many facets of their 

practice. Therefore, I would suggest the importance of training in creativity 

and CPed in Taiwanese ITE (and CPD, though this study focuses solely on 

ITE), particularly focusing on the recognition of CL as the core of CPed. 
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A team of English researchers, initiated by Craft, have proposed that 

possibility thinking [PT] is at the core of CL, and its concept and pedagogical 

principles (naming this possibility thinking creative pedagogy [PTCPed]) of 

foster students’ PT has been developed over recent years (Craft, 2000, 

2001b; Cremin, Burnard & Craft, 2006; Chappell, Craft, Burnard & Cremin, 

2008a, b). Craft (2000, 2001b; Cremin et al. 2006) argued that PT is implicit 

in learners’ engagement with problems, and suggests that it is exemplified 

through the posing of the question ‘what if?’ in multiple ways. It involves 

the shift from asking ‘What is this and what does it do?’ to ‘What can I do 

with this?’, particularly in relation to ‘identifying, honing and solving 

problems’ (Craft, 2000, 2001b; Jeffrey & Craft 2004; Jeffrey 2005; Chappell, 

et al. 2008b: 268) (More discussions of the empirical work of PT and its 

pedagogy are reviewed in Chapter Two). Hence, more specifically this 

doctoral thesis aims to take PTCPed as the main focus on training in 

Taiwanese teacher education. 

 

1.4 Research Purpose and the Main Research Questions 

Reflecting on the above dilemmas that have challenged Taiwanese 

creativity education, several fundamental questions were on my mind, such 

as: What is the discourse of creativity and CPed in the Taiwanese 

educational setting? More specifically, how do art teachers see the value of 

creativity in their teaching? How would they carry out CPed in a visual art 

classroom? In particular, besides CT strategies which seem to be more 

frequently used in Taiwanese visual art classroom, is there any room for CL? 

Nevertheless, research (e.g. ETUCE, 2008; EUSFP, 2012) suggested that the 

improvement of the education of teachers and trainers can be seen as one 

the key objectives to improve the overall quality of the education and 

training systems. Thus, rather than investigating the views from in-service 

teachers, in this study, I considered it was necessary to look back at the 

origin of education (e.g. ITE) and consider the views of student teachers, 

more specifically art student teachers in AHLA in secondary level (focusing 

on junior high school). I hoped to explore through this research, from the 
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insight of a teacher trainer, how an art teacher-training course can help 

student teachers to develop their conceptions of CPed, in terms of 

knowledge, teaching techniques and confidence, in which not only CT but 

also CL are placed in the heart of CPed. Thus, my purposes are to introduce 

the English model (PTCPed) and its relevant theories and pedagogical 

strategies for fostering creativity in Taiwanese teacher educational settings, 

and to link the approaches of visual art with the framework of PTCPed (see 

conclusion chapter).  

 

Introducing a pedagogy from one culture into another culture raises many 

concerns as it is impossible to transplant the teaching courses or to copy all 

the teaching strategies directly into another classroom without any 

adaptations. It is important for me to remain conscious of the fact that, by 

adopting British PT pedagogy and placing it within a Taiwanese context, 

certain cultural issues are likely to arise as are differences in educational 

values and discourses between Eastern and Western societies. Thus, the PT 

pedagogic model here is constructed from participants’ responses to 

creativity and its pedagogy in order to enable a concept of PT within the 

Taiwanese context to emerge from this study. As CT, T for C, and CL are 

three interrelated aspects essential in creative pedagogy (Fautley & Savage, 

2007), participants were encouraged to engage in ‘what if’ thinking. As a 

result, it is hoped that a shift may be detected from a more 

teacher-focused approach (CT and T for C) into new territory in terms of a 

more learner-focused approach (CL). The study sought to document such a 

change, with a focus on the context of an enabling environment, and the 

core processes of PT: posing questions, play, immersion, innovation, being 

imaginative, self-determination and risk-taking (Cremin, et al. 2006). 

 

This study was also set up within a “micro” environment, a five-session 

workshop within the concept of PT and its pedagogy and run with twelve 

volunteer student teachers from a secondary-level art teacher training 

programme at an arts university in Taiwan. This small-scale and focused 

context approach was believed to be sufficient enough to explore the 
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interactions between the researcher and student teachers and where we 

could incorporate our perceptions and perspectives for a deeper insight 

into the development of PTCPed in a Taiwanese context. Moreover, this 

study was concerned with exploring what methods and strategies were 

used by these student teachers to conceptualise and implement PTCPed, 

and thus to develop some insight into what is the Taiwanese concept of PT 

and PTCPed. Thus, the principal research question guiding this study is: 

 

How do secondary visual art student teachers in Taiwan develop their 

perceptions of PTCPed in terms of knowledge and practice during a short 

workshop alongside a teacher-training course? 

 

1.5 The Organisation of the Study 

This thesis is organised under nine chapter headings:  

 Chapter One: Introduction  

 Chapter Two: Literature Review  

 Chapter Three: Research Design and Methodology  

 Chapter Four: The Framework of the Creative Pedagogy Workshop  

 Chapter Five: Findings to Research Question One: Creativity  

 Chapter Six: Findings to Research Question One: Creative Pedagogy  

 Chapter Seven: Findings to Research Question Two  

 Chapter Eight: Discussion  

 Chapter Nine: Implications and Conclusion 

 

There are eight additional chapters following this Introduction chapter. 

More detail is given about the content of each chapter below: 

 

Chapter Two contains a summary and critique of the literature on creativity 

as well as CPed (including CT, T for C and CL). It discusses how the cultural 

contexts that have informed creativity and creative pedagogy are identified 

in order to set my study within a wider context and justify its relevance. 

Furthermore, the discussion of creativity and CPed then focuses on the 

field of visual art education and IATE which shapes my study in a specific 
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context. 

 

Chapter Three describes the research methodology and the research design 

of this study. The theoretical perspective and context of the methodology 

with the philosophical assumptions are provided for the choice of methods. 

The choice of an action-based case study approach is explained regarding 

its type and purpose. The research design is then explicated in terms of the 

details of the multiple methods and techniques used in the data collection 

and analysis. Issues of ethical considerations are also identified. 

 

Chapter Four presents the theoretical framework underpinning this study. 

The rationale and organisation of the CPed workshop based on the 

framework of PT and PTCPed that explore creativity and its pedagogy in the 

Taiwanese context are developed from current relevant literature. 

 

Chapters Five and Six report on the findings generated from the data 

collected. Key themes are highlighted and discussed in reference to the 

research questions. In Chapter Five, the analysis is aimed at exploring 

“what” the visual art participants’ perceptions of creativity and CPed were, 

and how these perceptions had changed. The findings were analysed in two 

stages. Firstly, the analysis started from the perspective of all of the visual 

art participants’ views of creativity and CPed. Secondly, the discussion was 

then narrowed down to an analysis for every individual visual art 

participant. In Chapter Six, the analysis focuses on “how” the visual art 

participants manifested their perceptions of CPed during the workshop and 

“what” may influence on visual art participants’ developments of PTCPed.  

 

Chapter Seven brings together the main findings from the above two 

chapters and considers their significance in light of the literature and the 

study’s research questions. 

 

In the final chapter, Chapter Eight, conclusions based on the study’s 

findings are drawn to highlight the key issues and implications for future 
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research into adopting CPed in the field of visual art education.



         Literature Review  Chapter2 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
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2.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this literature review chapter is to provide a summary and 

critique of research into creativity, mainly focusing on texts relating to 

education and CPed in order to set my study from a wider context to a 

more specific setting and justify its relevance. The chapter is divided into 

eight main sections, which are listed below: 

 

2.1 Introduction 

2.2 What is creativity? 

2.3 cultural context of creativity comparing East with West 

2.4 Creativity in teaching and learning 

2.5 Creativity in the visual art curriculum 

2.6 My stance on creativity in visual art education 

2.7 Summary 

 

In the following section, the dominant theories and approaches to 

creativity in the Western tradition are discussed. 

 

2.2 What Is Creativity?  

In this section, I will briefly discuss the theories and approaches to 

creativity, including 2.2.1 theories of creativity and 2.2.2 approaches to 

define creativity 

 

2.2.1 Theories of Creativity 

Through the centuries, there have been many theories and ideas about 

creativity. Stemming far back in history, creativity started with mystical 

beliefs (Stenberg & Lubart, 1999) that was attributed to a ‘superhuman 

force’ where all novel ideas originated from the gods (Sawyer, 2006: 12). 

During the Renaissance and the 18th Century that followed, people began 

to recognise artists’ knowledge and artistic genius and to believe that 

artists had a unique ability to create a novel and original work (Kristeller, 

1990; Albert & Runco, 1999; Sawyer, 2006; Banaji et al., 2010). For the first 
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time, the term ‘creativity’ was believed to be from the source of the inner 

human self and not from God (Kristeller, 1990). By the end of the 

nineteenth century, psychologists then started to investigate what fostered 

creativity. Scientists, mainly in the discipline of psychology (Sternberg, 

2003), have held different concepts of creativity. For instance, some 

psychologists believe that creativity arises from unconscious drives 

(psychodynamic/psychoanalytic tradition; e.g. Freud; Kris, 1952; Kubie, 

1958; Jung, 1968), while other researchers defined creativity as intelligence 

exploration and a staged process (cognitive tradition; e.g. Galton, 1869; 

Mednick, 1962). Other studies looked at creativity from a biological 

approach (behaviourist tradition; e.g. Skinner), while some research was 

concerned with the individual’s potential and the development of healthy 

growth and self-actualisation (humanistic tradition; e.g. Maslow, 1943, 

1959, 1968; Rogers, 1954).  

 

These varied approaches in creativity have indicated that it is difficult to 

come to a consensus view of creativity, but they offered a picture of how 

the concepts of creativity have been developed and understood over time. 

A variety of concepts were used concerning the investigation of creativity, 

such as ‘originality’, ‘creative capacity’, ‘mental capacity’ and 

‘problem-solving capacity’ (Ryhammar & Brolin, 1999: 262). However, 

according to Craft (2001a), these approaches were influenced more by 

‘philosophical speculation’ than by scientific and technological 

investigations (Ryhammar & Brolin, 1999; Craft, 2001a; Sawyer, 2006). 

 

 

The beginning of the modern age of creativity research is usually marked 

from Guilford’s influential address before the American Psychological 

Association in 1995. Guilford expanded the definition of creativity to 

include everyday creativity, not just genius, as he believed that everyone 

has creative potential. In addition, his psychometric work has launched 

creativity within systematic and experimental sources through scientific 

investigations whereby the methodological basis has changed to involve 
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more inductive, large-scale, and positivist approaches (Craft, 2001a; 

Feldman & Benjamin, 2006). Reacting to Guilford’s endeavour, there 

followed varied research studies that were largely concerned with testing 

or measuring creativity with more interests in order to describe its 

characteristics and to stimulate it through education (Ryhammar & Brolin, 

1999; Mumford, 2000; Craft, 2001a). 

 

To describe the rich and multiple-faceted studies of creativity after the 

1950s, some researchers looked at the studies of creativity from a time 

scheme. Consequently, it was identified as three waves, within two major 

approaches, of a general trend: Individualist (including Personality, 

Cognitive waves) and Contextual approaches (Sawyer, 2006). Between the 

1950s and 1960s, the personality psychologists searched for paper-and–

pencil tests to measure a person’s creative potential, and found ways to 

investigate the creativity of individual works (Helson, 1996). By the 1970s, 

psychologists began to believe that creativity was common and that 

everyday mental mechanisms are shared by individual personalities (Albert 

& Runco, 1999). This shift to a more cognitive approach, led to the end of 

the personality studies of creativity by 1980. At the beginning of the 1980s, 

contextual approaches, including social, cultural or evolutionary contexts 

(Mayer, 1999: 458), went beyond the individual perspective by further 

exploring creativity in anthropology, sociology and history. This 

interdisciplinary approach was believed to fully explain creativity, as a 

better understanding of creative people and their social and cultural 

contexts was needed. This is because creativity is realised through a 

culturally and historically specific idea that changes from one country to 

another and from one century to another (Sawyer, 2006: 35-36). Research 

into creativity, as a result, became more comprehensive. The methodology 

for investigating creativity also shifted from positivist, large-scale studies 

toward ethnographic, qualitative research, as well as philosophical 

discussions around the nature of creativity (Craft, 2001a: 10). 

 

Similar to the groupings from a historical consideration, some researchers 
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traced the three prominent lines of the development of creativity research 

during this period: personality, cognition and how to stimulate creativity 

(Craft, 2001a; Ryhammar & Brolin, 1999). A fourth line emerged later 

(during the 1980s and 1990s) as a social-psychological approach, such as 

the confluence approach, that combined the previous research dimensions 

into an integrated model (Craft, 2001a; Ryhammar & Brolin, 1999; 

Sternberg, 2003). Sternberg and Lubart (1999), on the other hand, 

presented different lines in their study of creativity in post-1950s studies, 

including pragmatic, psychometric, cognitive, social-personality, and 

confluence approaches. As with Stenberg’s grouping, Runco (2004) 

reviewed creativity by providing a more detailed disciplinary framework, 

such as those organised by biological, cognitive, developmental, 

psychometric, and social perspectives. 

 

Since many influences on creative work have been identified, creativity has, 

therefore, been approached from widely different points of departure. 

However, it is difficult to distinguish sharply between researchers and their 

work because research dimensions may overlap. For instance, the 

investment theory of creativity, proposed by Sternberg and Lubart (1991, 

1995), is generally associated with the confluence approach, but it was 

catalogued into the economic theory in Kozbelt et al.’s article (2010) due to 

its economic metaphor.  

 

It is clear that the theories and research into studies of creativity from the 

middle of the 20th century to the current day involves many interpretations 

resulting in a variety of discipline-based creativity theories. In general, this 

constitutes the democratic era of scientific research on human creativity. 

Craft (cited in Spendlove, 2005: 13) views the current prevailing climate for 

creativity research with an emerging focus that is now upon: 

 

 ordinary creativity rather than genius; 

 characterising rather than measuring; 

 the social system rather than the individual; 
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 encompassing views of creativity which include products but do not 

see these as necessary. 

 

Although these creativity theories from a discipline-based perspective 

provide a reasonable and historical overview of the theoretical landscape 

of creativity studies, it is noted that some theories actually have a large and 

unclear boundary but are much within-category along with a clear centre 

that pertains to the orientation. There are several orientated theories that 

have been raised to view creativity in order to provide more ‘complete 

considerations and conceptualisations of creativity’ (Kozbelt, et al., 2010: 

23). These will be discussed in the following section. 

 

2.2.2 Approaches to Define Creativity 

In this section, the theories of creativity are classified within several 

approaches, namely Big-C and Little-C Creativity or a four C model of 

creativity (2.2.2.1), and the four (or six) P’s of creativity (2.2.2.2). 

 

2.2.2.1 Big-C and Little-C Creativity or a Four C Model of Creativity 

Although researchers have defined creativity in several different ways, two 

major directions can be distinguished from the majority of investigations of 

creativity: high creativity and ordinary, everyday, creativity (refers to Little-c 

creativity or Small-c creativity) (Craft, 2001b, 2002; Fasco, 2006; Gardner, 

1993; Amabile, 1996; Sawyer, 2006; Kozbelt, et al., 2010; Starko, 2010). 

 

The first direction is that creativity has been focused on the genius and 

gifted individual of this type of pioneering creativity, which refers to 

Boden’s H-creativity (1999) and Kaufman and Beghetto’s Big-C creativity 

[BCC] (2009). In this sense, creativity is seen as any act or product that 

contributes to or has a substantial effect on a domain, or that even changes 

the world (Gardner, 1993; Feldman, et al., 1994; Csilszentmihalyi, 1997). 

More specifically, Gardner defined such a creative person as one who 

‘regularly solves problems, fashions products, or defines new questions in a 
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domain in a way that is initially considered novel but that ultimately comes 

to be accepted in a particular cultural setting’ (1993: 35). Research on BCC 

has been focused on a range of aspects of the concept, including the 

persons, processes, products and places for understanding this high-level 

creativity. For example, Feldman et al. (1994) have suggested that BCC 

emerged from three nodes of a triangle within the systems model: the 

individual (and their talents and interests), the domain, and the field. 

Simonton’s works on creative genius (1990, 2004) illustrated creative 

products based on a reference to a field by meeting various criteria of 

unprecedented originality (or novelty) and functionality (usefulness) (cited 

in Kersting, 2003). 

 

The other direction arising from another term of ‘Little-c’ creativity [LCC] 

(Gardner, 1993; Craft, 2000, 2002) refers to NACCCE’s ‘democratic’ 

creativity (NACCCE, 1999) and Craft’s ‘lifewide’ creativity (2001, 2002), such 

as those creative actions in which ordinary people could participate each 

day. Unlike BCC, LCC is not necessarily linked to a product-outcome (Craft, 

2002: 56); it tends to recognise everyone’s potential to be creative in terms 

of everyday problem-solving. As Craft (2001b: 15) suggested, LCC involves 

the qualities of ‘being imaginative, going beyond the obvious, being aware 

of one’s own unconventionality, being original in some way’. Boden (cited in 

Kahl, n.d.) makes a further definition of this individual creativity in that 

producing something is new for the doers but may be ‘not necessarily new 

to humankind in general’ in historical terms. 

 

Drawing on humanistic, social-personality, cognitive, pragmatic and 

confluence approaches and her own research results, Craft (1997, 2001b; 

Cremin et al. 2006) suggested that at the heart of LCC is the notion of PT, 

which is implicit in learners’ engagement with problems through posing 

‘what if’ questions in multiple ways. It involves the shift from asking ‘What 

is this and what does it do?’ to ‘What can I do with this?’ for ‘identifying, 

and solving problems’ (Craft, 2000, 2001b; Jeffrey & Craft 2004; Jeffrey 

2005; Cremin et al., 2006; Chappell, et al., 2008b). Craft proposed a 
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three-way framework for exploring PT, which is also necessary to LCC. 

These three necessary interrelated parts involve agents (people), processes, 

and domains (Craft, 2001b: 55-56). 

 

 Agents: Craft believes that the individual displays their LCC in a unique 

way, with their talents, skills, and aspirations. Also, the features of the 

individual, their knowledge and their cultural environment may 

influence the choices people make. 

 

 Processes: Processes includes both the intuitive (non-conscious) and 

the rational (conscious) thinking processes. Attitudes, such as being 

imaginative, the abilities of problem-finding and solving, and 

convergent and divergent thinking, are also involved in the creative 

process. 

 

 Domains: LCC is a notion which can be applied to all domains across a 

life span, rather than only to the creative arts. In addition, the domain 

of creativity also helps to position personal agency and process aspects 

of creativity as part of the picture instead of the whole of it. 

 

Craft and her colleagues, therefore, concluded a number of features of PT, 

based on empirical and narrative analysis, which involved several clusters of 

abilities and attitudes through individual, collaborative and communal 

engagement: posing questions, play and possibilities, innovation, 

self-determination and direction, risk-taking, being imaginative, and 

immersion (Burnard et al., 2006; Cremin et al., 2006; Chappell et al., 2008a; 

Craft et al., 2012; Cremin et al., 2012) (a more recent PT study (Cremin et 

al., 2012) which focused on the role of narrative will be further discussed in 

Section 2.4.2.2.1). With concerns about the abilities to face everyday 

challenges and to find solutions and ways through all situations that 

everyone is able to develop, Craft (2001b, 2002) suggested that 

self-directing LCC is more relevant to our educational context. In this study, 

therefore, the LCC concept, in particular the framework for PT, is 
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considered relevant for developing a creative pedagogy [CPed] for 

secondary art student teachers. For the details of the PTCPed, refer to 

section 2.4.2.2.1. The plan for the workshop is referred to in Chapter 4. 

 

Beyond BCC and LCC creativity, Kaufman and Beghetto (2009) recently 

suggested a four C model to further explain the nature of creativity by 

proposing two additional categories of creativity: Mini-c creativity [MCC] 

(transformative learning) presents a ‘novel and personally meaningful 

interpretation of experiences, actions, and events’ (Beghetto & Kaufman, 

2007a: 73); Pro-c creativity [PCC] exhibits professional- or vocational-level 

people who have not yet attained eminent status. The MCC construct is 

based on the personal and developmental aspects to studying creativity, 

which suggests encompassing creativity in the learning process and 

highlights the standards required to judge creative insight up to the 

secondary levels (Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009). PCC, on the other hand, 

represents the developmental and effortful progression beyond LCC in 

terms of knowledge and motivation, and the grey area between BCC 

(Kozbelt, et al., 2010), which is consistent with the ‘expertise acquisition 

approach’ (Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009: 5) of creativity. 

 

This four-c model is intended to help distinguish more clearly between the 

un-apprenticed amateur in the particular creative domain, the professional 

who was domain-competent, and the creative genius. It also presents a 

thoughtful developmental trajectory for individual creative life, although a 

full progression from MCC to BCC may be rare, in which BCC creators, in 

Kaufman and Beghetto’s viewpoint (2009), are not required to pass through 

each stage. Nevertheless, they suggest the important role that deliberate 

practice and preparation plays in superior creative performance (Beghetto 

& Kaufman, 2007a, b; Kaufman & Beghetto, 2009). In addition to providing 

a useful framework for analysing creative processes in individuals, this 

model is also considered to highlight domain-competence as an essential 

component. 
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2.2.2.2 The Four (or Six) P’s of Creativity 

In addition to the previous category, some research psychologists focus 

their emphases and investigations on one or more central aspects of 

creativity. Rhodes (cited in Runco, 2004: 661), for instance, indicated a Four 

P’s approach, including ‘personality, process, products, and place/press (the 

environment, climate etc.)’, which has been regarded as a tradition to 

understand creativity. According to Kozbelt, Beghetto and Runco (2010: 24), 

more recent versions of this framework have been extended to the six P’s 

aspect of creativity, in which two additional factors are introduced - 

‘persuasion and potential’. 

 

The following Table 1 presents a bigger picture of the types of creativity 

theories which have been discussed in the above sections. Within each 

category (some of them may contain more than one sub-category), a brief 

summary illustrating the key concepts, together with the considerations 

linking with multiple P’s and levels of magnitude of creativity, provide a 

clear overview of creativity theory. The main reference sources for this 

summary come from the summarised table of theories of creativity, edited 

by Kozbelt, Beghetto and Runco’s article “Theories of Creativity” (2010: 

27-28). 
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Table 1 A summary of the types of creativity theories 

 

Category Sub-category Summary Six P’s Focus Levels of Magnitude Major studies and 

Examples 

Psychodynamic 

/Psychoanalytic 

 Creativity arises from the tension between 

conscious reality and the unconscious drives. 

Person & 

Process 

Big-C Freud (1908) 

Kris (1952) 

Kubie (1958) 

Cognitive Stage & 

Componential 

Process 

The creative process proceeds through a series 

of stages or components. 

Primarily 

Process 

Mini-C to Big-C Wallas (1926) 

Mednick (1962) 

Runco & Chand (1995) 

Amabile (in press) 

 Problem Solving Creative solutions to problems result from a 

rational process, relying on cognitive 

processes and domain expertise. 

Person, Process 

& Product 

Little-C to Big-C Finke, Ward & Smith (1992) 

Weisberg (1999) 

 Problem Finding Creative people proactively identify problems 

to be solved. 

Process, Person, 

& Potential 

Primarily Mini-C Csiksentihalyi & Getzels 

(1971) 

Mumford et al. (1994) 

Runco & Chand (1994) 

Basaduret al. (2000) 

Behaviourist  Creativity is the interaction between genetic 

endowment and environmental factors. 

Person & Place Little-C to Big-C Skinner 

Humanistic  Creativity can be seen as self-actualization; 

self-realising person acts in harmony with 

their inner needs and potentialities. 

Person, Process, 

Product, Place & 

Potential 

Mini-C to Little-C Maslow (1968) 

Rogers (1961) 

(continued) 
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Category Sub-category Summary Six P’s Focus Levels of 

Magnitude 

Major studies and 

Examples 

Psychometric Measurements of 

creative thinking 

Creativity is measured reliably and validly; 

differentiating creativity (divergent thinking) 

from IQ (convergent thinking), and 

highlighting its domain-specific nature. 

Primarily Product, 

but also Potential 

Little-C to Big-C Guilford (1968) 

Torrance (1974) 

 

 Measurements of 

creative 

individual 

Creative individuals are measured for their 

attitudes and dispositions that affect creative 

orientations. 

Primarily Person Little-C to Big-C Gough’s (1952) 

Williams (1971) 

Pragmatic  The focus is on the development of techniques 

to promote creative thinking. 

Process & 

Product 

Primarily Little-C De Bono (1985) 

Osborn (1953) 

Social-personality  Studying creativity focuses on personality and 

motivational variables, and the factors from 

the socio-cultural environment. 

Person & Place Mini-C to Big C Amabile (1996) 

Csikszentmihályi (1990) 

Simonton (1997) 

Evolutionary 

(Darwinian) 

 Eminent creativity is evolutionary in process, 

involving blind generation and selective 

retention. 

Person, Process, 

Place & Product 

Primary Big-C Campbell (1960) 

Simonton (1997) 

Confluence  Creativity occurs within a complex system of 

interacting and interrelated factors. 

Varying emphasis 

across all P’s. 

Little-C to Big-C Csikszentmihalyi (1997, 1999) 

Gruber & Wallace (1999) 

Sternberg & Lubart (1995) 

Economic  Creative ideas and behaviour are influenced 

by market forces, and cost-benefit analyses. 

Person, Place, 

Product & 

Persuasion 

Little-C to Big-C Rubenson & Runco (1992) 

Florida (2002) 

Sternberg & Lubart (1995) 

Primary resources: Kozbelt et al. (2010) Theories of Creativity, in J. C. Kaufman and R. J. Sternberg (eds.) The Cambridge Handbook of Creativity, pp. 27-28. 
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2.3 Cultural Context of Creativity: Comparing East with West 

As mentioned above, I have discussed a range of theories of creativity 

based on Western culture. What about creativity in Eastern society or other 

cultures? Do they share a universally meaningful concept? Since the late 

1980s when social psychology started to investigate the factors influencing 

creativity from a socio-cultural view, culture and the social system have 

been recognised as major components in shaping an individual’s private 

cognitive process and behaviour when expressing creativity 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1988; Kim, 2005; Morris & Leung, 2010). Cross-cultural 

comparisons have shown how culture and creativity interact and how 

culture affects and values the expression of creativity based on social 

norms and the philosophical base (Niu & Sternberg, 2002, 2003, 2006; 

Wonder & Blake, 1992; Lubart, 1999b; Albert & Runco, 1999). Thus, it is 

probable that different cultures have different perceptions of creativity, 

although creativity may share some common features in between (Niu & 

Sternberg, 2002, 2003, 2006; Rudowicz, 2004; Oral, 2008). For instance, the 

characteristics of creativity include originality, imagination, intelligence, and 

independence (Wang & Cheng, 2011), and creativity is understood to be 

measured through divergent thinking (Niu & Sternberg, 2002). Especially, 

today’s society tends to have more interaction across cultures, and 

creativity, therefore, is recognised as a universal value which is propagated 

mainly through the global influence of Western culture (Craft, 2008). 

However, Craft (2008) argues that this may be inappropriate or premature 

for other cultures, where very different values are nurtured. Based on my 

background and research context, the East (Asian Chinese cultures rooted 

in Taiwan, Mainland China, Hong Kong, and Singapore) and the West 

(mainly draws on the cultures from the USA and European countries, as 

discussed above in this chapter) are examined in this study to explore the 

different values of creativity in terms of 2.3.1 Concepts of Creativity; 2.3.2 

Values Attached to Creative Expression; and 2.3.3 Modern Definitions of 

Creativity in Taiwan. 
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2.3.1 Concepts of creativity 

In general, under the influence of Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism, 

Chinese culture tends to prioritise collectivism and social conformity 

(Chang & Richard, 1991; Ho, Peng & Chan, 2002; Lau, Hui & Ng, 2004; Oral, 

2008) and has a very different value-system and philosophy from the West, 

where individualism and originality are prioritised. Notwithstanding this, 

several researchers have advanced that people from the East and the West 

actually hold a similar, but not identical, concept of creativity, particularly in 

the ancient philosophical roots (Niu & Sternberg, 2006; Craft, Gardner & 

Claxton, 2008). Similar to the Western concept of ‘divine creativity’, ‘natural 

creativity’ was employed in ancient China (Niu & Sternberg, 2006: 26-27). 

In Chinese culture, people believe in ‘supernatural moral authority and 

potential creator/judge – Tian’ (天: Heaven) (ibid: 26). Later, the idea of 

Tian was replaced by Tao (道: Way) which represented an ultimate force of 

nature in both Confucian and Taoist philosophies. Rudowicz (2004: 59) 

explained that creativity throughout the history of Chinese philosophy is 

associated with the idea of finding the ways of nature or following the Tao, 

which implied that there was nothing new to create. Therefore, creativity 

can be interpreted as ‘an inspired imitation of the forces of the nature’ 

(Rudowicz, ibid). Niu and Sternberg (2006: 29) summarised three common 

features shared by divine creativity and natural creativity: (1) they both 

emanate from a mystical tradition; (2) the nature of this ultimate origin lies 

in its endless production and renovation of changes; (3) the nature of 

Tao/creativity is its creation of all goodness. 

 

According to Niu and Sternberg (2006), both divine creativity and, later, 

natural creativity have been somehow gradually turned into individual 

creativity, but with different interpretations (see a brief summary in Table 

2). 
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 West East (Chinese Culture) 
Ancient Modern Ancient Modern 

Genesis God(s)/individual Individual Nature/individual Individual 

Features Novelty 
Moral goodness 

Novelty 
Usefulness 

Moral goodness Novelty 
Moral goodness 

Usefulness 

 Everlasting 
renovation 

 Everlasting 
renovation 

 

Primary resources: 
Niu, W. & Sternberg (2006) The philosophical roots of Western and Eastern concepts of 
creativity. Journal of Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology, 26, 1-2. pp.19. 

Table 2 People’s concepts of creativity across times and cultures 

 

Since the Enlightenment, Western concepts of creativity have changed 

from an emphasis on divine inspiration to an emphasis on individual 

creativity through human success with the achievement of new inventions 

and new discoveries. Creativity, therefore, is often defined as a 

self-fulfillment or celebration of an individual accomplishment by 

producing a product with the features of usefulness, appropriateness, and 

novelty through problem finding and problem solving strategies 

(Hennessey & Amabile, 1988; Zimmerman, 2005; Morris & Leung, 2010). 

 

In contrast, under the influence of Confucian theory, the concept of 

individual creativity in ancient Chinese is achieved through deep 

experiences and interaction with natural creativity. Different from the pure 

individualism in the West, Eastern individualism is actually seen as no 

different to nature (universe). As Mencius (Lao, cited in Niu & Sternberg, 

2006: 30), a great Confucian master, once said, ‘for a man to give full 

realisation to his heart is for him to understand his own nature; and a man 

who knows his own nature will know Heaven’. Therefore, following this 

concept, wisdom growth, inner development and moral values, such as 

ethics and manners, are emphasised. It is the journey of self-discovery and 

self-cultivation through an intuitive approach, learning from tradition 

rather than the manifestation of product and novelty (Gardner, 1990; 

Lubart, 1999a; Niu & Sternberg, 2002; Rudowicz, 2003; Kim, 2007). In this 

way, not only creative activities, but also creative individuals are 

encouraged to achieve ‘moral goodness and benevolence’ (Niu & Sternberg, 
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2006: 32). These are interpreted as a connection to heaven or greatness 

and, therefore, to a high level of creativity, just as the universe is inherently 

good. As a result, Eastern creativity can be perceived as the connection 

between tradition and novelty, especially with the central ideal of 

maintaining and honoring tradition (Gardner, 1990; Lubart, 1999b; Niu & 

Sternberg, 2002, 2003, 2006). 

 

2.3.2 Values Attached to Creative Expression 

Cultural features have a catalysing effect on creative activity and, as a 

consequence, people’s values and attitudes towards the outlet of creative 

expression are defined differently across cultures (Lubart, 1990, 1999b). In 

Western culture, creative performance involves the elements of invention, 

newness, a willingness to reject tradition, and concentration on the future. 

Such a concept of creativity is strikingly different from Eastern creations, in 

which creativity takes place within a coherent network of customs, beliefs, 

cultural norms, and social structures. These have flourished through the 

methods of modification, adaptation, renovation, re-interpretation of the 

past (Rudowicz, 2004), intrapsychic process, and integration with the 

environment (Leung et al., 2004). Taking artistic works, as an example, to 

view differences in cultural values through creative expression between the 

East and the West, a comparative study of Chinese ink-brush painting and 

contemporary Western painting was carried out by Li (cited in Dineen & Niu, 

2008). The results of this study proved that within the individualistic 

orientation of Western culture, the standards of contemporary Western 

painting tend to be relatively individualised, reflecting the artists’ and 

judges’ personal preferences. Conversely, the standards of Chinese 

ink-brush painting tend to be more uniform and emphasise knowledge and 

the mastering of skills, reflecting the collectivist characteristic of Chinese 

culture. However, other research also suggested that people from both 

cultures (China and the United States) tend to use similar criteria (e.g. 

creativity) when judging artistic creativity (e.g. Chen et al., 2002; Niu & 

Sternberg, 2001). 
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The atmospheres of society also impact on the nature and process of 

creative expression and cultivation. Researchers distinguish between 

Western and Eastern societies as embracing democracy and liberal 

individualism versus authoritarianism and conformity (Craft, 2005; Leung, 

Au & Leung, 2004; Lubart, 1999b; Rudowicz, 2004). Chinese society 

underlies the principles of Confucian philosophy, which emphasises 

conformity and acting predictably within a situational context, tending to 

be a more tightly organised, collectivistic, and hierarchical (Rudowicz & Ng, 

2003). In addition, adherence to group interests for the sake of achieving 

harmony is often a top priority rather than individual interests. Studies (e.g. 

Ng, 2001; Goncalo & Staw, 2006; Oral, 2008) have suggested that the 

culture of liberal individualism, which emphasises individual views and 

rights and self-determination mainly rooting in Western societies (Kim, 

2007), is more conducive to people engaging in creative behaviour than the 

culture of collectivism. The possible reason may result from the 

psychological bounds constraining collectivistic members to behave in a 

creative manner and performance. Education, representing another form 

of society value, has been agreed a social–cultural process. Therefore, an 

acceptance of the cultural values of the conformity from the Confucian 

tradition, borrows the process of educational practice to be reinforced, 

which then continues to influence future generations. 

 

2.3.3 Contemporary Definitions of Creativity in Taiwan 

Being deeply influenced by its Chinese inheritance, together with a history 

of colonisation, Taiwan, nevertheless, is now recognised as a multicultural 

society that welcomes diverse cultures from its own and other foreign 

countries (Wu & Hung, 2003; Chen, 2006; Wang & Cheng, 2011). Since the 

late 1990s, creativity has gained increased attention in academia, as well as 

by the government, due to the global interest in maximizing creative 

potential for economic success (Chen, Wu & Chen, 2005; Cheng, 2004). As 

discussed in Chapter One, the definition and approach to creativity 

research in Taiwan depended heavily on Western theories proposed by 

first-generation scholars who had study experience abroad (e.g. mainly in 
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the USA and the UK, see the example in Table 2.3 below). Consequently, 

the tendency to define the creative vision is moving towards a confluent 

approach, which brings together the varied aspects into a comprehensive 

viewpoint (Wu, Hsu, Rau, Jian, Chen, Chang & Huang, 2008). It is not only 

based on professional domain knowledge, but also includes the abilities of 

perception, cognition, conceptualisation, imagination and symbolisation, as 

well as the elements of creative personality and environment (Mao, 1995). 

Taking one of the most common definitions of creativity in Taiwan as an 

example, Mao, Kuo, Chen & Lin (2000) described “creativity” by 

summarising a numbers of studies, mainly from the West, into eight 

features, presented in Table 3 below. 

 

Definition Representative studies 

(1) an ability to create original ideas or 

products 

Ghiselin, 1952; Getzels & Jachson, 

1962; Barron, 1969; Osborn, 1957; 

Guilford, 1985; Wiles, 1985 

(2) to engage in self-fulfillment creativity in 

everyday life 

Maslow, 1959; Hallman, 1963; 

Moustakas, 1967; Dewey, 1910 

(3) an ability to solve problems Torrance, 1962; Parnes, 1967; 

Cheng, 1984 

(4) to produce a creative outcome from the 

thinking processes 

Dewey, 1910; Polya, 1957; Pasnes, 

1967; Torrance, 1969; Jone, 1972; 

Chang, 1983 

(5) an ability of inventing and 

problem-solving 

Guilford, 1968; Taylor, 1959; 

Torrance, 1964; Williams, 1971; 

Wiles, 1985; Gardner, 1983 

(6) a personal characteristic, such as the 

greater tendency towards creativity, or 

more creative expressions 

Maslow, 1959; Rogers, 1959; May, 

1959; Stein, 1967; Parnes, 1967; Jia, 

1976; Rookey, 1977 

(7) an ability to connect or combine with 

any possibility to become a new 

outcome 

Mednick, 1962; Parnes, 1966; Taylor, 

1959; Wiles, 1985; Arietil, 1976 

(8) a comprehensive expression Gardner & Gruber, 1982; Gowan, 

1972; Ferguson, 1973; Clark, 1983; 

Kuo, 1985; Keating, 1980; Li, 1987 

＊ The local Taiwanese scholars/studies are highlighted in red. 

Primary resources:  

Mao, et al. (2000) Research on Creativity [創造力研究]. Taipei: Psychological Publishing. 

Table 3 Modern definitions of creativity 

 

Furthermore, due to the increasing importance of the knowledge-economy, 

creativity is acknowledged as individual competitiveness, in particular, 

putting the emphasis on the benefits for a flourishing innovative industry 
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(MOE, 2002a,b, 2009). Therefore, originality, novelty, usefulness and 

appropriateness have been taken as the common standards to value 

creative products (Lin, Y. L., 2002; Hong, Lin, & Lin, 2004). Consequently, 

this direction of policy towards encouraging creativity also applies to 

education (refers to Section 2.4.1). Creativity, therefore, is considered not 

only as individual thinking ability, but is greatly emphasised as 

implementation (Lai, 2011), such as product orientation and innovative 

industry-wide/technological approaches in a life span (MOE, 2009). 

 

From the above, the nature of creativity has been interpreted through a 

wide range of literatures, as well as through the cultural context in the 

West and the East. In the next section, the discussion will focus on 

creativity in teaching and learning. 

 

2.4 Creativity in Teaching and Learning 

This section will explore creativity in the context of teaching and learning. 

Firstly, research into the development of creativity in education (2.4.1) is 

discussed to get an overview of what creativity looks like in an educational 

setting. Following this background information, the discussion focuses on 

the practical aspects, including the framework of creative pedagogy [CPed] 

(2.4.2), the particular definition of CPed adopted in this study (2.4.3), the 

role of the teacher in promoting creativity (2.4.4) , and creativity in Initial 

Art Teacher Education Curriculum (2.4.5). 

 

2.4.1 Research into the Development of Creativity in Education 

To connect creativity with education, key questions underlying this issue 

need to be addressed: Can creative capacity be taught or enhanced, and if 

so, then what kind of creativity can be fostered? And how?  

 

2.4.1.1 Approaches to Creativity in Education 

The debate over the nature-nurture position on creativity has existed for a 

long time. In addition, much research on the nature of creativity has 
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supported the idea that creativity is amenable to education (e.g. Cropley, 

1992; Nickerson, 1999; Craft, 2002; Puccio, & Gonzalez, 2004; Fryer, 1996; 

Baer & Kaufman, 2006; Esquivel, 1995). After Guilford’s powerful speech in 

1950, the attempts to foster creativity through teaching and learning were 

given more attention. Various movements in the field of education in 

historical development included comprehensive (2.4.1.1.1), educational 

(2.4.1.1.2), behaviourist (2.4.1.1.3), psychodynamic (2.4.1.1.4), and 

humanistic (2.4.1.1.5) approaches (Craft, 2001a; Ryhammar & Brolin, 1999), 

as discussed below. 

 

2.4.1.1.1 Comprehensive Approaches 

Comprehensive approaches attempt to use a range of techniques to 

stimulate adult creativity, both on an individual and group level, such as 

role play, brainstorming, psychotherapy and hypnosis (Craft, 2001a; 

Ryhammar & Brolin, 1999). However, it has been argued that these 

approaches are not particularly effective or only has short-term effects in 

training people to become more creative (Ryhammar & Brolin, 1999). 

 

2.4.1.1.2 Educational Approaches 

Educational approaches are also recognised as cognitive approaches, in 

which various kinds of training programmes have been advocated by the 

cognition scholars to develop creative thought processes. Creative thinking 

in this approach is often considered as the ability for originality, the 

generation of ideas, and a range of strategies for problem-solving. Although 

specific skills, such as problem solving, can generally be taught and 

improved upon, there is rarely a transfer to more complex activities, such 

as creative production (Craft, 2001a). However, certain teaching strategies 

of this approach may possibly put greater effort on creativity development. 

For example, G Stanley Hall and John Dewey advocated children’s play and 

play featured prominently in their educational scheme on creativity 

enhancement (Feldman & Benjamin, 2006). Piagetian 

cognitive-developmental programmes are associated with creativity that 
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encourages children to generate original ideas or to think of many different 

ways to do the same thing, such as carrying out hands-on materials and 

inquiry-orientated methods in early childhood education (Feldman & 

Benjamin, ibid). Lev Vygotsky’s cultural-historical theory was the key to 

understanding individual change and transformation. He suggested a more 

active, assertive role for adults in children’s creative processes and 

production (Moran & John-Steiner, 2003). The Montessori approach 

emphasises the importance of self-expression for fostering life-long 

creative skills and the Reggio Emilia approach to pre-school education in 

Italy is particularly successful at fostering children’s creativity (cited in Craft, 

2001a). 

 

2.4.1.1.3 Behaviourist Approaches 

Although behaviourism has not treated creativity as its major focus of work, 

Rhyammer & Brolin (1999) suggested that some educational programmes 

contain behaviourist assumptions (Craft, 2001a). As mentioned in section 

2.2.1.2.3, behaviourists place an emphasis on the significance of the 

environment in influencing the behaviour of the individual. That is to say, 

‘environment is seen as a massive collection of stimuli to which an 

individual builds up a complicated series of responses’ (Fautley & Savage, 

2007: 8). Consequently, creativity is learned or can be fostered through 

stimulus, reinforcement and response. 

 

2.4.1.1.4 Psychodynamic Approaches 

Both psychodynamic approaches and humanist approaches emphasise the 

development of personality traits. Psychodynamic approaches emphasise 

the openness to preconscious processes, which are considered as the true 

source of creativity (Sternberg & Lubart, 1999). Psychodynamic scholars 

demonstrated how to increase creativity by following psychodynamic 

input/training through a case study. However, it is clearly problematic to 

generalise from such results, as well as to compare the creativity of 

equivalent individuals who did not have the input (Craft, 2001a). 
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2.4.1.1.5 Humanistic Approaches 

Humanistic approaches view creativity as a self-creation that is ‘the 

generation of personal identity and agency’ (Craft, 2001a: 17). Humanistic 

studies have also been undertaken using the case study approach and, 

again, suggest that humanistic training can influence an individual’s 

effectiveness in both health personality and productive creativity (Ochse, 

1990), such as building a free, easy-going environment to allow the 

spontaneous expression of creative ideas. However, the method of 

investigation is subject to the same problems as psychodynamic 

approaches. 

 

2.4.1.2 Other Aspects of Creativity in Education 

Beyond these broad themes, research also tends to indicate that different 

forms of creativity in education are mainly viewed from three aspects. The 

first aspect is big-C and little-C creativity (2.4.1.2.1); the second aspect is 

general and domain-specific creativity and (2.4.1.2.2); the third aspect is 

product-orientated and process-orientated creativity (2.4.1.2.3). 

 

2.4.1.2.1 Big-C and Little-C Creativity 

As mentioned in the previous section (2.2.3.1), researchers draw a 

distinction between BCC and LCC creativity. These are transformations that 

contribute personal and cultural values or innovations that solve problems 

or enrich daily life. Together with the movement towards child-centred and 

innovative pedagogy, the focus has gradually shifted to ordinary people in a 

contemporary educational setting. Instead of highlighting remarkable 

achievements, LCC (referring to the abilities to adapt to and deal with 

change and problem-solving) and Mini-c creativity (referring to the creative 

insights inherent in the learning process), as a result, are found more likely 

to be chosen by today’s educators who see average students on a daily 

basis and as part of a lifelong process (Craft, 2001a; Spendlove, 2005). The 

belief behind these efforts is that everyone has the potential to be creative 
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(NACCCE, 1999; Feldman & Benjamin, 2006) and, therefore, that person 

will be able to make creative contributions in different fields. 

 

2.4.1.2.2 General and Domain-Specific Creativity 

Creativity researchers also draw a distinction between general creativity 

and domain-specific creativity. Throughout history there have been 

individuals who are very creative in a specific domain and, therefore, 

researchers believe that a person can be very creative within one domain 

(e.g. music, painting, writing, science, mathematics, etc.), but not 

necessarily in another. For example, the NACCCE report outlines that 

creativity is better as a ‘democratic’ concept in a classroom setting, as this 

belief provides opportunities for everyone to succeed according to their 

own strengths and abilities to respond (1999: 29). Researchers in this camp 

also suggested that creative expression and outcome require particular 

knowledge and skills within the field (NACCCE, 1999: 42; Sternberg, 2000; 

Sawyer, 2006; Weisberg, 1999, 2006; Csikszentmihalyai, 1997; Kaufman & 

Beghetto, 2009; Feldman & Benjamin, 2006). Some other researchers, on 

the other hand, suggested that some creative skills, such as 

problem-solving strategies or divergent thinking skills, ‘can be 

demonstrated in any subject at school or in any aspect of life’ (Lucas, 2001: 

38). This means that this kind of creativity is generic; once learned in one 

domain, it can also be transferred to others. For instance, Craft (2001b: 53) 

suggests that her concept of LCC is not necessary to the domain. Instead, it 

is an approach and attitude to life when faced with uncertainty or 

blockages. Bleakley (2004: 467-473) also identifies creativity as a ‘pluralistic’ 

concept, suggesting a typology of creativities, in terms of ‘an ordering 

process; rhythm and cycle; originality and spontaneity; the irrational; 

problem solving; problem stating; inspiration; serendipity; resistance to the 

uncreative; withdrawal and absence’ to widen the scope of creativity in 

schools. 
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2.4.1.2.3 Product-orientated and Process-orientated Creativity 

In this aspect, a significant distinction between product-orientated and 

process-orientated creativity, focusing on different facets and values of 

novel invention (James, Lederman, & Vagt-Traore, 2004; Safford & Barrs, 

2005; Smith, 2005), is also often discussed in the classroom. Product 

creativity states that creative production should meet the standards of both 

novelty (refers to original work) and appropriateness (concerns the 

usefulness of the product towards a certain need) (Sternberg & Lubart, 

1999). In contrast, process-orientated creativity focuses on the ‘mental 

process’ involving the creative potential to generate new ideas, solutions to 

problems, and the self-actualisation of individuals (Esquivel, 1995; Fryer, 

1996). As a result, the developmental process is seen to be as equally 

important as the product outcome in school. 

 

The implications of teaching approaches for developing everyday creativity 

have been suggested in several aspects, such as certain characteristics of 

the teacher, an open attitude towards creative ideas or behaviour (more 

discussion refers to Section 2.4.3), and the supportive environment 

(Ryhammar & Brolin, 1999; Craft, 2001a; Esquivel, 1995; Lin, W. W., 2011). 

Environmental factors are concerned with the cultural ethos of the 

classroom or learning space. These have been interpreted as various terms 

in the literature, such as climate, atmosphere, conditions, and 

classroom/school culture (Craft, 2001b; Esquivel, 1995; Cropley, 1992; Fryer, 

1996; Lucas, 2001; Joubert, 2001). Leading to a supportive culture and 

pedagogy, it has been identified as being particularly powerful in nurturing 

student creativity. In addition, it provides stimulating materials and 

resources, offering opportunities of ‘relevance, ownership, innovation and 

control’ (Wood, cited in Craft, 2001a: 22) for CL conversations, in which 

students’ ideas are valued highly and are also seen as important factors in 

fostering creativity (Fryer, 1996; Cremin, et al., 2006; Craft, 2001a; Jeffrey, 

2005). 
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2.4.1.3 Creativity and Education Futures 

Shaheen (2010) comments that fostering creativity in education needs to 

address many concerns, such as dealing with ambiguous problems, coping 

with a fast changing world and facing an uncertain future (Parkhurst, 1999). 

A current rationale for promoting creativity becomes a global interest in 

raising educational achievement levels for seeking future success (Craft, 

2005; Shaheen, 2010). In order to fit the intense changes caused by social 

and knowledge economic growth, the demand for enhancing 

competitiveness in the labour force, such as ‘risk taking, learning by doing 

and exhortations to be creative’ (Craft & Jeffrey, 2008: 578) have been seen 

as important goals in relation to the basis of industrial activity in schooling 

(Hartley, 2003, 2005; Jeffrey, 2006; Craft & Jeffrey, 2008). Therefore, the 

function of education is to interact effectively with the wider economic and 

social landscape, to build ‘human capital’ (Shaheen, ibid: 166) by equipping 

young people with development skills in creative and collaborative 

capacities and imaginative engagement, as well as knowledge delivering 

(Craft, 2005, 2011b,c; NACCCE, 1999; Sawyer, 2004; Lin, Y. S., 2011; EUSFP, 

2012). The inclusions of creativity in education policy and curriculum 

reforms have been carried out to respond to this trend in many nations, 

both in the East and the West (Shaheen, 2010; Lin, Y. S., 2011; EUSFP, 

2012). 

 

In addition to the economic drive toward creativity education, Craft (2011a) 

highlights the impact of the digital technology drive to concern the future 

success in today’s education. Facing the increase in digital engagement and 

economic challenges, children and young people’s lives, through interaction, 

play and learning, have been changed. This includes four characteristics: 

pluralities (of place, of activity, of connection, of their own online presence); 

possibilities (being able to transform from what is to what might be, and 

multiple opportunities to act ‘as if’); playfulness (the online expansion of 

playworlds into extended make-believe ones through opportunities to 

self-create through emotionally rich gaming, social networking and 

generating content); and participation (becoming an author, maker, 
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performer, audience, in a democratic space where all ideas are welcome) 

(Craft, 2011a). As local and global challenges urgently change the demands 

for our creative potential and wisdom in a digital, marketed age, Craft 

(2011b) suggests that the current system of education needs to encourage 

creativity in children and young people in order to achieve ‘creative 

education futures’ (p152) through ‘wise creativity’ and ‘collective possibility 

thinking’ (Smith, 2011). 

 

The Taiwanese government also responded to this trend that concerns the 

issue of future success in creativity education. As mentioned in Chapter 

One, the MOE have recently begun to carry out a three-year project 

(2011-2013), “Future Imagination and Creativity in Education” (HSSEP, n.d.). 

This project focuses on the cultivation of ‘futures thinking’ and ‘futures 

imagination’ in order to create ‘desirable futures’ (Chan & Chen, 2011). 

Underlying the principle of ‘Futures= Imagination + Innovation + 

Implementation’ (Wu, 2009), this project highlights developments in the 

ability to imagine the future, create the future and adapt the future for the 

students. Therefore, the abilities of individuals are fostered through 

education in terms of problem-solving, thinking (e.g. flexible thinking and 

critical thinking), communication, imagination, and creativity in order to 

improve technologies and society in general. Citizens are also encouraged 

to engage in novel leadership and life-long learning, both in science and 

humanities, and to support our society with sustainable development and 

environmental thoughts (HSSEP, n.d.; MOE, 2009). 

 

To arrive at a working definition for creativity in teaching and learning, 

there are four characteristics to be interpreted in the NACCCE report (1999). 

This report is a significant document which can influence the promotion of 

creativity in education elsewhere in the UK, and perhaps can be applied in 

this study. 

 

Firstly, they (creativity) always involve thinking or behaving imaginatively. 
Second, overall this imaginative activity is purposeful: that is, it is directed 
to achieving an objective. Third, these processes must generate something 
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original. Fourth, the outcome must be of value in relation to the objective. 
(NACCCE, 1999: 29) 

 

In addition to this useful set of characteristics for creativity, Fautley and 

Savage also suggest more details of creativity for classroom practice, 

involving ‘processes and products; group and individuals; classrooms, 

teachers and pupils; and it will be everyday creativity with which we 

(educators) are likely to be concerned the most’ (2007: 14). 

 

2.4.2 The Framework for Creative Pedagogy 

In this section, a framework for CPed aims to illustrate the relationship 

between creativity and its pedagogical practices, mainly in the Western 

academic field, which has been firstly described through two interrelated 

elements: CT and CL (2.4.2.1). Following this, two examples of the CPed 

model, first in England (focuses on PTCPed) and then in Taiwan (e.g. ATDE), 

are further addressed (2.4.2.2). As mentioned in Chapter One, the 

introduction of Western definitions and frameworks of CPed is not new in 

Taiwanese creativity education; yet, in this study the rationale for choosing 

the English model (PTCPed) as an example is because this model places 

emphasis both on how and what the teacher and learners contribute to CT 

and learning. This attempts to provide a contrasting example for the 

current Taiwanese CPed practice that has been argued more in relation to 

teacher-focused approach (for more detail, see Chapter One). 

 

2.4.2.1 The Discourse and Practice: Creative Teaching and Creative 

Learning 

When discussing teaching and learning associated with creativity, there 

have been varied terms and concepts emerging in the Western literatures 

(e.g. Jeffrey & craft, 2004; Jeffrey, 2006; Ferrari, Cachia & Punie, 2009; Lin, Y. 

S., 2011; Lin, W. W., 2011). In principle, the discourse of pedagogy and 

practice in the Western classroom involve the concepts of 

creative/innovative teaching and CL (see Diagram 1 below).  
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Diagram 1 The discourse of “CPed = CT + CL“ based on Jeffrey’s study (2006) 

 

These two terms were suggested by Jeffrey (2006) based on his European 

project (2003-2005). The former term analytically characterises some 

significant strategies used by teachers, and the other term entitles the 

experiences of the students involved (Jeffrey & craft, 2004; Jeffrey, 2006). 

Jeffrey identified the ‘common characteristics of CT and CL practices 

defined as involving innovation, ownership, control and relevance’ (Jeffrey, 

2006: 401). Ferrari, Cachia and Punie (2009: iii) further state: ‘creative 

learning requires innovative teaching… Both aspects call for an educational 

culture which values creativity and sees it as an asset in the classroom’. 

These two terms are further described in the following sections: CT: 

Teaching Creatively and T for C (2.4.2.1.1); and CL (2.4.2.1.2). It is noted 

that the above terms are primarily based on the Western literature 

(particularly in European countries). However, as previously mentioned, 

creativity is represented by different features in different cultures and its 

teaching and learning may, therefore, be through different ways or foci in 

the East, which will be discussed in 2.4.2.1.3. 

 

2.4.2.1.1 Creative Teaching: Teaching Creatively and Teaching for 

Creativity 

CT, in the NACCCE report (1999: 102), made a distinction between the 

practice of T for C and teaching creatively. As the report argued, many 

teachers in the England actually see CT solely as teaching creatively, ‘using 
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imaginative approaches to make learning more interesting and effective’ 

(NACCCE, 1999: 89). Similarly, the educators in Taiwan are seen to hold the 

same concept (see Chapter One). However, the terms of reference imply a 

primary concern with T for C as forms of teaching that are intended to 

develop young people’s own creative thinking or behaviours (ibid). 

Consequently, it was recognised in the report that there is a close 

relationship between these two terms as it states clearly that ‘teaching for 

creativity involves teaching creatively’ (ibid: 90) and notes that, ‘young 

people’s creative abilities are most likely to be developed in an atmosphere 

in which the teacher’s creative abilities are properly engaged’ (ibid: 90). 

 

Jeffrey and Craft (2004) later proposed empirical research to examine the 

relationship between teaching creatively and T for C, and argued the 

former may be interpreted as being more concerned with ‘effective 

teaching’, with the latter perhaps being interpreted as having ‘learner 

empowerment’ as its main objective (p77). They also outlined how these 

two practices are seen to be interconnected and indispensable. It can be 

found that the features of CT, such as being dynamic, appreciative, 

captivating, innovative and having a caring ethos (ibid), contribute to pupils’ 

learning and their development of creativity (that is “T for C”). Also, in 

order to achieve the goal of developing creativity, the teacher employs 

effective teaching strategies and a supportive ethos (Fryer, 1996) that are 

embedded in CT. Several features in practice, as summarised by Jeffrey and 

Craft (2004), are as follows: 

 

 Teachers teach creatively and teach for creativity according to the 
circumstances they consider appropriate and sometimes they do both 
at the same time. 

 Teaching for creativity may well arise spontaneously from teaching 
situations in which it was not specifically intended. 

 Teaching for creativity is more likely to emerge from contexts in which 
teachers are teaching creatively notwithstanding some evidence of 
creative reactions to constraining situations (Fryer, 1996). Learners 
model themselves on their teacher’s approach, find themselves in 
situations where they are able to take ownership and control and are 
more likely to be innovative even if the teacher was not overtly 
planning to teach for creativity. 

(Jeffrey & Craft, 2004: 84) 
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Therefore, T for C is mainly emphasised as being a ‘learner inclusive’ 

approach (ibid: 84), in which the learner and teacher engage in a more 

collaborative approach to teaching and learning, such as in decisions about 

what knowledge is to be investigated, about how to investigate it and how 

to evaluate the learning processes. Jeffrey and Craft (2004) then concluded 

a more useful distinction for CPed where CT focuses on teacher practice, 

whereas CL highlights learner agency (refers to Section 2.4.2.1.2). This is 

found to be linked to Jeffrey’s discourse of CPed mentioned above (see 

Diagram 2). 

 

 

Diagram 2 “CPed = CT (for teacher) + CL (for learner)” based on Jeffrey and Craft 
(2004) 

 

In Diagram 2, drawing on the existing literature, the set representing CT 

would include teachers using, for example, imaginative, dynamic, and 

innovative teaching approaches (Jeffrey, 2006) that facilitate children’s 

agency and engagement. This includes, for example, exploring new 

possibilities, encouraging and providing opportunities that are creative and 

a hands on experience (Jeffrey & Craft, 2004: 81), inspiring children’s 

imagination and new ideas which lead directly to T for C. The circle of CL 

represents an active process where the learner is engaged (more discussion 

is presented in Section 2.4.2.1.2). Compared to the previous discourse of 

CPed that only paid the attention to the teacher, this new interpretation of 

CPed from Jeffrey and Craft’s study (2004) consistently takes teachers and 

learners into new and positively challenging spaces. 
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2.4.2.1.2 Creative Learning 

As mentioned above, Jeffrey and Craft’s study (2004) unpacked a new 

version of CPed (see Figure 2.2), in which the teacher was not the only key 

motivator for students’ creativity through CT, instead students, themselves, 

could be seen as a significant self-motivated engine to develop their 

creative contributions through active learning. In fact, the notion of CL was 

firstly given added attention in 2002 by the contributions of the Creative 

Partnership in the UK (Sefton-Green, Parker & Ruthra-Rajan, 2008; 

Cochrane, Craft & Jeffery, 2008). CL contains both meanings of creativity 

and learning. In general, CL can be understood as ‘the use of imagination 

and experience to develop learning’ (Hobbs, cited in Craft, et al., 2008: xxi). 

Spendlove and Wyse (2008: 8) noted that ‘creative learning is learning 

which leads to new or original thinking which is accepted by appropriate 

observers as being of value’. In Jeffrey’s interpretation (2006: 407), ‘the 

creative in CL means being innovative, experimental and inventive, but the 

learning means that young participants engage in aspects of knowledge 

enquiry’. Craft argued that CL has been informed by ‘social constructivist 

models of meaning making’ (Craft, Cremin, Burnard, & Chappell, 2007: 138; 

Craft, 2005). 

 

Within these contexts, a significant tension exists in recent work on 

exploring how children can be offered the chance to learn and think 

creatively; some work focuses on learners’ active learning process, in which 

learners explore their curiosity spontaneously, even without a teacher or 

adults teaching and stimulating. For example, following Wood’s idea (1995), 

Jeffrey and Craft (2006: 49) considered the student’s role in the CL; as they 

stated: 

 

‘Creative learning is where learning is relevant to the learner, where they 
have a considerable amount of ownership and control over the materials, 
techniques and processes of an engagement with some knowledge or 
skills activity and where the opportunity to be innovative exists’ 
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Yet, teachers’ behaviour is also suggested by researchers to have the 

potential influence to support creativity. Underlying this concept, the term 

of CL is presented through a co-participative approach (Jeffrey & Craft, 

2004; Spendlove & Wyse, 2008), where students also ‘use their imagination 

and experience to develop their learning, contribute to the classroom 

curriculum and pedagogy, and evaluate their own learning and teachers’ 

performance (Jeffrey & Craft, 2004: 85). Such commentaries conclude that 

‘CL attempts to bridge pedagogy and learning, and seeks to recognise and 

value the learner’s experience. Therefore, it can be seen as the ‘middle 

ground’ between creative teaching and teaching for creativity (Jeffrey & 

Craft, 2004, 2006). 

 

Varied concepts in relation to CL are identified by researchers attempting to 

explore its meanings and to document it in practice. It can be 

acknowledged as two possible features, explained below: 

 

 Process or Product 

In CL, some researchers believe that students are expected to actively 

engage in the “process of learning”, rather than “the achievement of a 

creative output” (e.g. Jeffrey & Craft, 2004). However, some scholars view 

that the end product of learning is deemed to be important in educational 

goals. For example, the latest definition has been used by Craft and her 

colleagues (2006) to inform further research into CL, 

 

significant imaginative achievement as evidenced in the creation of new 
knowledge as determined by the imaginative insight of the person or 
persons responsible and judged by appropriate observers to be both 
original and of value as situated in different domain contexts. 

(Craft et al., 2006: 77) 

 

This definition connects imagination with the development of knowledge 

and recognises the need to be able to evaluate some sort of outcome or 

product (Spendlove & Wyse, 2008). Besides, other researchers (e.g. Jeffrey, 

2005; Fautley & Savage, 2007) hold a middle stance and view CL as a 

journey (process) as much as the destination (product). 
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 Collaborative or individual emphasis 

Whilst some work celebrated a learner-centred approach based on 

individualised perspectives (e.g. Maker, Sonmi, & Muammarb, 2008; 

Eglinton, 2003), particularly in the Eastern classroom (see next section 

2.4.2.1.3), others (e.g. Sawyer, 2010; Afzalkhani, 2011) have suggested that 

learning in groups may also have a pervasive, effective contribution. For 

example, Creative Partnerships has been developing partnerships between 

teachers and visiting ‘creative professionals’ or artists, which has been seen 

as a significant model for creative work enabling students to emulate 

collaborative social practices often modelled on team-working and shared 

problem-solving (Jeffery, 2005; Cochrane, Craft & Jeffery, 2008: 29). 

Bechtoldt, De Dreu and Nijstad (2007: 2) suggest that group learning 

reveals not only the best individual for a certain job but also the best 

combination of individuals in terms of their specific characteristics. 

 

More features of CL are also identified in recent studies, in terms of 

playfulness (Kangas, 2010), development of imagination (Craft, et al., 2007; 

Spendlove & Wyse, 2008), PT (Jeffrey & Craft, 2004; Jeffrey, 2006; Cremin, 

et al., 2006; Burnard, et al., 2006), and supportive context (Oral, 2008) or 

enabling conditions (Fautley & Savage, 2007), such as the freedom to fail 

and take risks. These features of CL, in principle, imply the interplay 

between teachers and learners, which echoes the previous discussion. 

Among these features, the notion of PT has particularly been highlighted in 

the process of CL (Jeffrey & Craft, 2004; Jeffrey, 2006). PT can be 

understood from the perspectives of ‘people/agents, processes and 

domains’ (Cremin, et al., 2006: 109). It encompasses an attitude by using 

imagination, with intention, to find a way around a problem, which may 

lead to both finding and solving problems (Craft, 2002). In an educational 

setting it has more links with activity or action (Jeffrey, 2006), and recent 

early years empirical research suggests that it involves posing questions, 

play and immersion, being imaginative, self-determination, risk-taking, and 

making connections (Burnard et al., 2006; Cremin, et al., 2006). Details 
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about PTCPed will be discussed in Section 2.4.2.2. 

 

2.4.2.1.3 CPed in the East (Taiwan) 

Similar to the UK, CPed in an Eastern context, such as Taiwan and China, 

also involves the terms of CT/teaching with creativity (Chao, 2004; Hong, 

2005; Hsiao, 2006; Lin, 2008; Lin, W. W., 2011) and T for C/teaching for 

creative thinking (Mao, 1994; Chen, 1997; Hsiao, 2006; Lin, Y. S., 2011), but 

as separate elements. Research (e.g. Lin, Y. L., 2002; Wu, 2002; Ting, 2008; 

Hsiao, 2006; Lin, W. W., 2011) has shown that in classroom practice many 

primary and secondary teachers were confused by the meanings of 

teaching with creativity, instructional innovation and T for C. They thought 

CPed was solely used for teaching creatively (CT strategies) in order to 

achieve teaching goals (effective teaching). A common stance of CPed has 

been described as when teachers apply their own creativity in their 

teaching plans and activities, and that, through this creative activity, 

students’ creativity is developed (Chen, 1990; Mao, 1994; Chao, 2004; Lin, 

2008). Varied innovative teaching methods have been suggested to foster 

students’ creativity, such as using comic or picture books (Chen, 1997, Chen, 

2001), computer software (Hsiao, Hong & Wu, 2009), play, drama and 

dance within teaching (Lin, W. W., 2011), and creating an open curriculum 

design (Chen, 1997; Chen, 2006; Hsiao, 2006). 

 

Recent studies (e.g. Hsiao, 2006; Lin, Y. S., 2011; Tsai, 2011; Chang, 2011; 

Hsiao & Tu, 2012) have been greatly influenced by Western creativity 

theory to distinguish the differences between CT and T for C and to 

recognise and highlight the role of T for C (Hsiao, 2006; Lin, W. W., 2011; Lin, 

Y. S., 2011; Tsai, 2011) in the cultivation of creativity. Consequently, in 

practice, teachers have gradually shifted their pedagogical focus from CT to 

T for C. According to Chang (2011: 4-5), T for C involves the following 

features in the teaching and learning process: ‘learner-centre approach, 

practice-based creativity, enhancing creative attitudes and metacognition, 

and creative thinking strategies’. In addition, few works have mentioned the 

importance of CL in school practice based on the Western literatures (e.g. 
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Vong, 2008; Ting, 2008; Tsai, 2011). However, research (e.g. Ye, et al., 2004; 

Vong, 2008; Ting, 2008) has argued that the term of CL in the East is seen 

as a ‘child considerate’ approach (Jeffrey & Craft, 2004: 84), and ‘comes 

only after the teachers’ teaching strategies’ (Vong, 2008: 25). This for me is 

more in relation to the meaning of teacher-focused T for C (Ting, 2008), 

which implies that although the learner’s empowerment is suggested by 

the priority in the teaching and learning processes (Tsai, 2011), to some 

degree, learning still happens under teacher-designed activities, where the 

‘teacher has a certain autonomy and control of the learning process and … 

culturally attuned to students’ (Jeffrey, 2006: 401). 

 

This situation may possibly be explained through a cultural context. 

Underlying the principle of Confucianism, concepts, such as filial piety, 

obedience, acceptance of social obligations, and sacrifice for the in-group 

(Ng, 2001; Rudowicz, 2004: 71), are cultivated in Chinese society. Students 

learn when they are told what they should learn and accept the ideas from 

authority, such as teachers or books. Therefore, traditional teaching and 

learning in Chinese countries tends to be examination-orientated, 

teacher-centred, and textbook-orientated (Cheng, 2004: 141). It is 

suggested in many works (e.g. Wu, 2004; Kim, 2007; Lin, Y. S., 2011) that 

the neglect of spontaneity and the overemphasis on obedience and 

automatically accepting teachers’ opinions could result in difficulties in 

students’ creative growth and expression. As the result, learner-focused CL 

(Ting, 2008), a salient role in the framework of CPed, then is considered to 

be highlighted in this study and in Taiwanese classroom settings. This 

indicates that the terms and practice of CPed in this study then involves the 

concepts of CT and CL. 

 

2.4.2.2 Models of CPed 

In this section, two examples of the CPed model in the UK and Taiwan are 

discussed. 
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2.4.2.2.1 PT and its CPed in the UK 

Over recent years, the concept and nature of PT within everyday and 

lifewide creativity has developed from conceptual work (Craft, 2000, 2001b, 

2002) to empirical work, which has been carried out to characterise PT and 

its related pedagogy (PTCPed) in early years classroom settings. The 

pedagogical principles of foster students’ PT have been identified by 

Cremin et al. (2006). Their model of PTCPed is useful as it describes how 

teachers create a supportive environment through effective strategies that 

prioritise children’s purposeful engagement in CL. Pedagogy facilitating PT 

has been explored through two stages of qualitative work using 

observations, interviews and video analysis. 

 

During the first stage, a number of distinct but interlinked features of 

children’s and teachers’ engagement with PT emerged, including 

question-posing, play, immersion, innovation, risk-taking, being imaginative, 

self-determination and intentionality (Burnard et al., 2006). Later, Cremin 

et al. (2006) identified key pedagogical strategies which nurtured PT (see 

Diagram 3), in which a playful classroom, through dynamic interaction 

between teacher and students, was seen as an enabling factor. The 

pedagogical strategies are important in the evolution of PT through 

‘standing back, profiling agency and creating time and space’ for CL 

(p113-115). 
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Diagram 3 Pedagogy nurturing PT (Cremin et al., 2006: 116) 

 

A subsequent stage was undertaken, narrowing its focus on the nature of 

students’ question-posing and subsequent question-responding, and their 

interrelationship within PT in immersive and playful contexts (Chappell et 

al., 2008b). In terms of question posing, three dimensions of questioning 

were identified as being characteristic of PT, which included: 

 

 Question Framing: reflecting the purpose and nature inherent within 

questions for adults and children, including leading, service and 

follow-through questions (p276); 

 

 Question Degree: the inherent breadth of possibility in children’s 

questions, including ‘possibility narrow’, ‘possibility moderate’, and 

‘possibility broad’(p276-277); 

 

 Question Modality: manifestation of the modality inherent in children’s 

questions, including verbal questions and, more frequently, non-verbal 

questions through enacted expression (p277). 

 

In addition, the varied types of question responses, common across 

possibility broad and possibility narrow, and leading, service and 
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follow-through questions, were categorised as predicting, testing, 

evaluating, compensating, completing, repeating, accepting, rejecting, and 

undoing (Craft, McConnon & Matthews, 2012: 50). As shown in Diagram 4, 

the overall context was one of playful immersion, and question-posing and 

question-responding occurred in the context of ‘imaginative 

self-determination’ (ibid) in which children followed through their own 

intentions. It is noted that one key feature of PT previously identified, 

risk-taking, was not evidenced in this second phase of the study (ibid). 

 

 

Diagram 4 Question-posing and question-responding and original PT framework 
(Chappell et al., 2008a: 19). 

 

In 2012, Craft and her colleagues’ work reinforced the key aspects of 
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pedagogy for PT. It differed from previous investigations of PT, being 

focused on the relationship between teacher and student creativity in the 

context of the use of provocation. This research offers a new landmark in 

the blend between ‘individual, collaborative and communal creativity’ 

(Chappell, 2007: 14). Teachers were supported strongly by the head teacher 

and deputy head as a shared commitment to consider how to develop the 

use of provocations to nurture students’ creativity. Pedagogy nurturing PT 

in this study extended the previous work on PT to further identify: 

 

 How teachers blended standing back with stepping forward into the 

students’ play-space, and co-imagining with the children; and 

 

 How the students’ play involved a blend of individual, collaborative and 

communal play, driven by a leading narrative and also encompassed 

risk-taking along with the other features of PT (e.g. question posing and 

responding, innovation, being imaginative, self-determination and 

intentionality). 

 

These findings open a new insight into the dynamics between students and 

between students and teachers/adults (Craft et al., 2012: 59). Diagram 5 

shows an overall finding of this study. 
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Diagram 5 A New Emerging Pedagogy Nurturing PT (Craft, et al., 2012: 60). 

 

The most recent PT work was undertaken by Cremin et al. (2012) and 

highlights the consideration of narrative in reviewing published PT work 

from the empirical studies conducted between 2007 and 2012. The new 

analysis reveals that narrative (involving the fantasy, everyday and 

everyday/historical narrative) plays a foundational role in PT that exited in 

‘the dynamic of narrative in relation to questioning and imagination 

involved in play, layered between children and adults’ (ibid: 32). 

Furthermore, five core features of narratives were identified: character(s), 

plot, sequence of events, significance to the children and 

emotional/aesthetic investment. 

 

Craft’s PTCPed is based on LCC (2000) and is generated by young children in 

all areas of learning if adults give children time and space (Cremin et al., 

2006). The notions of PTCPed were originally developed and more 

practiced in the early years of education. There have been several further 

studies focused on PTCPed with older learners (e.g. Lin, Y. S.’s work on 

creativity in drama with upper primary learners, 2009; PT in upper primary 

mathematics, Clack, 2011; Greenwood’s work on PT with secondary aged 

pupils, uncompleted PhD work). By contrast, this study aims to help visual 
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art student teachers to foster creativity in secondary classrooms. It could be 

argued that firstly the secondary learners’ development and features of 

creativity (PT) may be presented in different ways. Secondly, the targets 

and evaluations of creativity (PT) in the secondary visual art curriculum may 

also have different requirements and criteria in content knowledge and 

skills. Consequently, the teachers’ pedagogical strategies may have 

different foci.  

 

Meanwhile, PT encompasses the means by which intelligence, self-creation, 

self-expression and know-how are bought together and expressed (Craft, 

2000), which is a very Western characteristic of creativity (see Section 2.3). 

It finds a way around a problem by posing questions and finding a problem 

through identifying a question or topic to be investigated. Therefore, in 

CPed fostering young children's PT involves moving their thinking on from 

'what does this do?' to 'what can I do with this?’ (ibid). It involves moving 

away from the convergent to more divergent thinking. Reflecting on the 

Confucian-influence learning context of this study, nurturing PT in the 

Eastern classrooms may meet challenges, such as an open and idea-inviting 

learning climate which may meet difficulties in a teacher authority-led 

classroom and management as practiced in Taiwanese secondary schools.  

 

Bearing these above concerns in mind, the rational of my choice to 

introduce PTCPed to the Taiwanese teacher education in this study will be 

further discussed in Section 2.6.  

 

2.4.2.2.2 ATDE CPed Model in Taiwan 

A significant influence upon the current CPed in Taiwan is a 

cross-curriculum approach – the ATDE Creative Pedagogy Model [ATDE]. 

This model is also widespread called ‘LOVE’s model’ (Chen, 2006: 150) as 

“ATDE” is homonymic with “LOVE’s” [愛的 I-De] in Mandarin. The nature 

and concept of the ATDE model was gathered and generalised by Chen 

(1990) from many views or ideas in Western creativity literature (e.g. 
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Guilford, 1977; Osborn, 1963; Williams, 1970), yet he did not support this 

model with empirical evidence. Nevertheless, this model has been taken 

and examined later by several empirical studies based on primary schools 

in Taiwan, mostly in postgraduate research work. While using “ATDE 

Creative Pedagogy Model” as a keyword to search the academic database 

in Taiwan’s National Central Library, 197 dissertations and theses, and 295 

journal papers appeared in total (searched on 12th July 2012). 

 

As Diagram 6 shows below, in the ATDE model, students’ background 

knowledge and experiences are highly emphasised as the core (as creativity 

in this model is seen as “changing and extending”). Students’ creativity only 

happens under a safe, free and supportive learning environment provided 

by teachers’ love. Under this love enabling context, four pedagogical 

strategies - ‘asking, thinking, doing and evaluation’ (Chen, 2006: 149) are 

incorporated to foster students’ creativity, but they always involve room for 

amending and switching the pedagogical orders. 

 
 

 

Diagram 6 The ATDE Creative Pedagogy Model (Chen, 2006: 150) 

 

 Asking: Teacher uses questions to offer opportunities for students to 

think and to solve problems; 

 Thinking: after posing questions, the teacher provides enough time to 

encourage students’ convergent and divergent thinking; 

 Doing: teacher offers varied leaning contexts (e.g. writing, singing, 
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playing and speaking) for students to learn by doing; 

 Evaluation: teacher and students, collaboratively, develop the criteria 

for evaluation, in which teacher and students respect each other and 

give feedback to each other. 

 

As the ATDE model starts with asking, Chen (2006) also proposed that 

teachers should adopt the ‘ASK’ framework as the core of their pedagogical 

approach. ‘ASK’ is an acronym for “Attitude, Strategy and Knowledge” that 

centres on teachers’ positive, enthusiastic and confident attitudes, good 

use by teachers of materials and strategies, and teachers’ professional 

knowledge of subjects during creative instruction, including “know what” 

and “know how”. 

 

Comparing these two PTCPed and ATDE models, they share many parallels. 

Firstly, both of them were mostly practice in up to primary levels in all areas 

of learning (e.g. play, music and scientific enquiry). Additionally, both 

highlight the importance of an enabling/supporting context, involve 

question-posing to develop students’ creative thinking or behaviours, and 

finally suggest the provision of learning agency, including various materials 

and enough time, for students in creativity cultivation. However, they are 

different in principle; PTCPed seems more situated to learners’ 

empowerment in a teaching and learning context, whilst the ATDE model 

tends to follow a teacher focused teaching method, in which the teacher 

seems more involved in and even dominant over students’ learning. 

Although Craft et al. (2012) in their latest work mentioned pedagogy with 

more stepping forward into students’ learning, teacher and students are, 

basically, in a collaborative relationship. 

 

2.4.3 The Definitions of CPed in this Study 

In Section 2.4.2, I discussed the discourses of CPed in West and East and 

also introduced one of each CPed model. There are several overlaps can be 

found among the discourse of CPed but being presented in different terms 

(e.g. teaching creatively, T for C and CT) based on the varied literatures and 
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cultural contexts, and this may cause a confuse in exploring visual art 

student teachers’ perceptions of CPed in this study. In order to aid 

understanding, in this section I attempt to summarise the common terms 

and the definitions of CPed used in the UK and Taiwan from the literatures; 

and these will consequently produce the definition of CPed that I intend to 

apply in this study (shown in Table 4). 

 

Terms related to and definitions of CPed in other work and for this study 

The terms 
in the UK 

Teacher as the main motor Learner as the main motor CPed= CT 
(teacher) +CL 
(learner) 

CT (Jeffrey & Craft, 2004) CL (Jeffrey & Craft, 2004, 
2006; Craft, Cremin & 
Burnard, 2008) 

Teaching 
Creatively 
(NACCCE, 1999) 

T for C (NACCCE, 
1999) 

The terms 
in TW 

CT/ Teaching with 
Creativity (Chao, 
2004; Hong, 2005; 
Hsiao, 2006; 
Lin,2008) 

T for C/Teaching 
for Creative 
Thinking (Mao, 
1994; Chen, 1999; 
Hsiao, 2006; Lin, 
W. W., 2011) 

 CPed= ‘CT’ or 
‘Teacher-focused 
T for C’ (Ting, 
2008) 

The terms 
in this 
study 

CPed= CT + CL  

 CT involves the meanings of teaching creatively and effectively (Teacher-focused): 
arranging innovative teaching activities and strategies that make learning more 
interesting and effective 

 CL involves a “learner inclusive” pedagogy to foster creativity, in particular focusing on 
possibility thinking creative pedagogy (Learner-focused): 
- Standing back: allowing learners to do their own thinking and learning 
- Creating time and space: creating or providing opportunities, including time and 
space, for learners to explore ideas, materials with more possibilities. Furthermore, 
setting challenges/tasks is also another way to stimulate creativity, such as asking 
questions, or using limited time or materials to create a work. 
- Profiling agency: encouraging different ways of learning by employing both individual 
and collaborative activities, during which learners’ individual and social creativity are 
developed. 

 T for C in this study only presents the literal meaning, such as the teaching methods or 
activities that involve the intention or purposes of to foster a learner’s creativity 
(Teacher-focused). 

Table 4 The discourses of CPed between the UK and Taiwan, and in this study 

 

It can be seen from Table 4, firstly the general discourse of CPed in the UK 

involve the co-meaning of CT (for teacher; includes the meanings of 

teaching creatively and T for C) and learning (for learner). In Taiwan, the 

discourses of CPed cover two separate meanings, that are teaching 

creatively (the most common terms are “CT” and “teaching with creativity”) 

and T for C (or the term of “teaching for creative thinking”). In addition, as 
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argued in Section 2.4.2.1.3, the discourses of CPed in Taiwan seemed more 

in relation to the meaning of “CT”, or more recently “teacher-forced T for 

C”. Thus, the concept of CPed that I intend to introduce to student teachers 

in this study involves a co-meaning of “CT + CL”. In other words, this 

concept of CPed includes not only a teacher-focused approach of CT (is 

defined as “teaching creatively and effectively”). This but also, the most 

importantly, encourages a learner-focused CL (is joined the ideas of “T for C 

in a learner-inclusive approach”, e.g. PTCPed in England). Finally, the term 

of T for C in this study then only presents the teaching methods or activities 

that involve the intention or purposes to foster learner’s creativity 

(teacher-focused approach). 

 

2.4.4 The Role of Teachers in Promoting Creativity 

The key role of teachers in fostering creativity has been widely documented 

in the literature (e.g. Fryer, 1996; Beetlestone, 1998; Craft, 2000), and is 

particularly highlighted in the Eastern classroom (Vong, 2008; Chen, 2006; 

Lin, W. W., 2011; Tsai, 2012). Rostan, Pariser and Gruber (2000, cited by 

Zimmerman, 2005: 65) found that  

 

successful teachers of highly able students are knowledgeable about their 
subject matter, able to communicate instructions effectively, and selected 
learning experiences that challenged their students to attain advanced 
levels of achievement.  

 

Therefore, by adapting appropriate teaching strategies, teachers can help 

students develop their creativity, including the promotion of collaborative 

practices and team work (Jeffery, 2005; Burnard et al., 2006; Cochrane et 

al., 2008; Sawyer, 2010), and giving more choice and challenging students 

to develop their problem-solving skills (Jeffrey & Craft, 2001). In addition, 

teachers are key figures in constructing a creative climate, such as giving 

students the freedom to enquire, question, experiment and to express their 

own thoughts and ideas (Fryer, 1996; Jeffrey & Woods, 1997; NACCCE, 1999; 

Craft, 2000; 2001). Through active praise and atmosphere construction, 

teachers could encourage young people to believe in their creative 
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potential, encourage their sense of possibility and give them the 

confidence to try something new (NACCCE, 1999: 90). Evidence from 

research also suggested that the teacher’s attitude towards creativity, social 

relations between the teacher and their pupils, and the teacher’s teaching 

skills may either improve or block the pupils’ creative development 

(Angeloska-Galevska, 1996; Jin & Cortazzi, 1998; Yang & Hua, 2003; Wu, 

2004). 

 

2.4.5 Creativity in the IATE Curriculum in Taiwan 

As argued in Chapter One, the foundational frameworks of creativity and 

CPed are not clearly defined in Taiwanese educational settings, including 

initial teacher education [ITE]. In this section, how the concepts of 

creativity and CPed are trained in current ITE will be valued; nevertheless, 

to add understanding, a brief introduction of ITE course in Taiwan needs to 

be firstly mentioned. ITE refers to the professional preparation organised by 

teacher education institutions in order to help teachers obtain a certificate 

to teach in primary and secondary schools. Snoek and Zogla (2009) 

identified that the goals of ITE are to, support teachers’ theory and practice, 

achieve a balance between subject and pedagogical studies, and prepare 

the teachers to meet modern pupils’ needs. Literature suggests that, to 

achieve this, the appropriate approach of ITE is to bring together school 

and university-based practitioners and the academic knowledge to enhance 

teachers’ professional development (e.g. Zeichner, 2010; Snoek, Uzerli & 

Schratz, 2008; Furlong et al., 2000). In Taiwan, the Initial Art Teacher 

Education [IATE] for secondary level, which belongs to a specialist category 

in the ITE course, is provided by higher education institutions working in 

partnership with secondary schools. The Teacher Curriculum and the 

qualification are controlled by the MOE. According to the Teacher 

Education Act (MOE, 2005), teacher education includes ‘ordinary courses, 

specialised courses, education concentration courses and a half-year of 

teaching practicum’. Trainees who meet the teaching programme 

requirements obtain a Pre-service Teacher Education Certification (from 

universities). They must then also pass the teacher certification exam held 
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by the MOE to acquire an Art/Arts and Humanities Certified Teacher 

Licence.  

 

There are three main ways to be trained as a secondary art teacher in 

Taiwan. Before the 1990s, normal universities were the only institutions 

specifically for training primary and secondary teachers. In 1994, The 

Teacher Education Act was amended so as to open up new ways for all 

public and private universities to provide secondary teacher education 

programmes (Lyu 2003), offering a two-year teacher training programme 

contained in a four-academic-year university course. Since then, secondary 

teacher education is no longer monopolised by normal universities and the 

government has broken down ‘the traditional teacher education system of 

centralised, unified, government scholarship and job distribution’ (Lo, 2006: 

183). Meanwhile, the government has also encouraged universities to 

establish a one-year postgraduate teacher training programme, which is 

suitable for people with a Bachelor of Arts degree or people working in a 

school who are not yet qualified to be an art teacher. This has contributed 

towards an increasing diversification of secondary art teacher provision and 

competition (Hwang 1999; Chien 2004). In addition, because of reforms to 

the Grade 1-9 Curriculum (see Chapter One and Section 2.5.2.2), secondary 

art teachers are now officially separated into ‘Art Teachers’ (who are 

trained for teaching in senior high schools; age 17-19) and ‘Arts and 

Humanities Teachers’ (who teach in junior high schools; age 13-16) (MOE, 

2011). However, the difference between the training of teachers for junior 

and senior high schools amounts to only one course, which is concerned 

with teaching methodology. The process of secondary art teacher 

education in Taiwan is shown in Diagram 7. 
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Diagram 7 The process of secondary art teacher education and certified teacher 

in Taiwan 

 

As explained above, the structure of the IATE course is issued by the MOE, 

which works in partnership with the university-based ‘education 

concentration courses’ and a school-based practice of ‘teaching practicum’ 

for six months (MOE, 2003b, 2011). A brief introduction and discussion to 

both sides of the training courses, including the roles of creativity and CPed, 

are provided below. 

 

2.4.5.1 University-based Educational Theory Learning 

Trainees who satisfy the entry requirements should attend at least 26 

credits of the education concentration courses in order to develop the 

educational competencies required of teachers. Taking my target 

participants (art student teachers in AHLA) as an example, these courses 

contain an education foundation module (9 courses of 18 credits), an art 

education methodology module (2 courses of 4 credits) and an art 

education practice module (2 courses of 4 credits) (MOE, 2003b, 2005, 

Entry requirements and exam 

Art/ Arts and Humanities trainee teacher 

Teacher Education 
Programme  

University undergraduate / 
postgraduate students in art 
or related art programmes 

People who at least 
obtained Bachelor of Art or 

other related art degree 

Certified Art/ Arts and Humanities teacher 

Meet the programme 
requirements and obtain 
Art/ Arts and Humanities 
Pre-service Teacher 
Education Certification  

26 credits of educational theory learning 

Six months period of practice in secondary school 

Teacher Certification Exam 

Postgraduate Teacher 
Education Programme  

Obtain Art/ Arts and 
Humanities Certified 
Teacher Licence 

Bachelor of Art Education 
at Normal University 
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2011). Additionally, in order to meet the AHLA qualification for teaching the 

integrated arts in the Grade 1-9 Curriculum, the trainees who are preparing 

to teach in junior high school are required to take additional compulsory 

modules: (1) 4 credits of pedagogy and teaching practice courses in relation 

to AHLA (e.g. Curriculum Planning and Instruction in AHLA and Teaching 

Practicum in AHLA); and (2) 8 credits of the art-related courses (e.g. visual 

art student teachers need to attend two music-related courses and two 

performance-related courses (normally one is drama-based and the other is 

dance-based)). Although, when qualified, they will teach their own 

professional subject in a school, the design of the cross-art-discipline 

training aims to provide a general concept for student teachers in order to 

familiarise them with different art disciplines. This enables them to 

collaborate effectively in integrated arts teaching. Compared to the beliefs 

in Western countries that promote practice in real contexts and encourage 

the systematic reflection by trainees (e.g. England), it has been argued that 

ITE in Taiwan (including IATE), overall, has paid more attention to the 

cultivation of academic theory delivered by the educators (Ting, 2007; Lan, 

2002). In other words, the theoretical principles of education are the major 

components of the IATE programme in Taiwan, aiming to help trainees to 

understand the pupils’ cognitive development and, thus, how to help pupils 

learn more effectively. However, I would argue that the university-based 

training courses lack the nurturing of professional values and up-to-date 

policy in practice (Ting, 2007). As a result, there is still a wide gap between 

theory and practice.  

 

This issue also applies to the delivery of the topic of creativity and CPed in 

the university-based learning stage. Since the promotion of creativity has 

been undertaken as one of the significant objectives in the Taiwanese 

education context, creativity, nevertheless, has not become the compulsory 

                                                 
 These two pedagogy and teaching practice courses are taught by mixing specialised 
approaches where student teachers learn the pedagogical strategies from different 
specialist groups and develop integrated art teaching projects, collaboratively.  
 Student teachers specialising in the other art forms (e.g. music and performance student 
teachers) need to take two art-related courses and two music-related courses or two 
performance-related courses.  
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module in ITE as proclaimed by the MOE. Only some universities which are 

interested in the field of creativity and CPed may report them as one of 

their elective modules. However, until 2013, less than one quarter of the 

IATE programmes in Taiwan have provided this module (searched 04 

February 2013). 

 

2.4.5.2 School-based Practice Training 

Trainees completing the education concentration courses can take the 

education practicum. According to the Teacher Education Act Enforcement 

Rules Article 3 (MOE, 2003b), ‘…education practicum is a half-year full-time 

education practice for teacher development comprising a teaching 

internship, "homeroom" teaching (general class affairs) supervision, 

administrative work practice, and study and training activities’. Therefore, 

trainees on art teaching practice are provided with many opportunities to 

observe experienced teachers teaching, and are then asked to develop 

their own teaching plans and undertake teaching projects. Moreover, in 

training, they are required to be familiar with administrative work and 

home-class management and they learn how to get along with pupils and 

deal with pupils’ routine work. Regarding the field of creativity, similar to 

university-based learning, creativity and its pedagogy have also obtained 

less attention in school-based practice (Wu, 2004; Ting, 2008). I would 

argue the possible reasons may be as a result of the cultural factors (see 

Section 1.3.1 and 2.3) and the lack of support and enthusiasm (Ting, 2008; 

Lin, Y. S., 2011), which have shaped in-service teachers’ experiences and 

their willingness to approach CPed and, therefore, also applies to student 

teachers.  

 

Responding to the discussions in previous sections, the creation of a 

supportive climate for developing creative abilities and qualities is 

suggested through the interaction between innovative and effective 

teaching by the creative facilitator, and CL by the active learner. Within the 

teaching and learning process, Y. S. Lin (2011) argued that the three 

interconnected elements (CT, T for C and CL) complement each other as a 
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resonant process. Reflecting on the Taiwanese classroom, emphasis is 

mainly placed upon the teacher’s role and teaching strategies in T for C. 

This is a particular dimension of and uniquely salient to CL. PT at the core of 

everyday creativity has been highly evaluated by researchers in classroom 

settings (e.g. Burnard et al., 2006; Cremin et al., 2006), and it is believed it 

may open a new window in Taiwanese creativity education. I would argue 

that this is because no professional training relevant to this issue is 

available through IATE and, as a consequence, student teachers may face 

the dilemma of what kind of creative capacity should be developed, or 

what pedagogical strategies they should adopt for promoting creativity in 

their future classroom practice (Jackson, 2006; Ting, 2008). Hence, in this 

current study, it is significant to target art student teachers as the main 

focus in order to introduce them to the framework of creativity CPed, 

where PTCPed is chosen as the core. 

 

In the next section, the focus turns to how creativity is situated in my field 

research, visual art education, with a link between visual art and creativity 

in the curriculum and pedagogy. 

 

2.5 Creativity in the Visual Art Curriculum 

This section starts with a rationale of visual art education (2.5.1) and is 

followed by an exploration of the relationship between creativity and visual 

art education (2.5.2). Finally, CPed in visual art is discussed (2.5.3). In each 

subsection, I start by posing several core questions centred on these topics 

for a further detailed reflection. 

 

2.5.1 Why Learn Visual Art? The Rationale of Visual Art Learning 

In this section, the nature of visual art education (2.5.1.1) is firstly 

discussed and followed by two main approaches to visual art teaching and 

learning (2.5.1.2). 
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2.5.1.1 The Nature of Visual Art Education 

This section involves two issues, namely the role and value of visual art in 

education (2.5.1.1.1), and definitions and practices of visual art in 

education (2.5.1.1.2). 

 

2.5.1.1.1 The Role and Value of Visual Art in Education 

Art education has been embedded in the school curriculum in many 

countries for a long time. But, why learn art? Why has art become a subject 

in the fundamental curriculum? What contribution does it make to 

students when they learn about art? An American art educator, E. W. Eisner, 

mentioned (1972) that ‘the prime value of the arts in education lies … in 

the unique contributions it makes to the individual’s experience with and 

understanding of the world. The visual art deals with an aspect of human 

consciousness that no other field touches on.’ (p2) 

 

As Clay et al. (1998: 5) suggested, ‘the arts (including visual art) are a 

response to our thirst for knowledge, insight and revelation… they (the arts) 

provide ways of knowing, representing, presenting, interpreting and 

symbolising, and a context for appreciating and valuing’. Many scholars 

believe that the process of drawing and painting can provide opportunities 

for pupils to explore media, to invent their own forms, and to express their 

ideas and feelings through a suitable technique introduction (Gardner, 1990; 

Lowenfeld & Brittain, 1987, cited by Unsworth, 1992) in which pupils bring 

together the diverse elements of their experience to make a new and 

meaningful work. Additionally, for older children, art learning then further 

allows them to develop practical and critical skills and more personal 

expression (Clay et al., 1998) as well as to create imaginative and innovative 

responses for communicating with the world. It may also help some of 

them to prepare for their future vocational engagement.  

 

2.5.1.1.2 Definitions and Practices of Visual Art in Education 

The term of art education frequently covers the concepts of ‘Art’, ‘Craft’ 
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and ‘Design’ in the curriculum (Hickman, 2005a: 12) to learning art-based 

activities, including drawing, painting, craft, design, photography and 

poetry. Nevertheless, in response to changing conditions in the 

contemporary world, art is more than just one aspect of ‘a work of art’ (ibid: 

13), but it appears as a broader concept of ‘visual culture’ (ibid; Duncum, 

2001a,b, 2002; Freedman, 2000, 2003; Freedman & Stuhr, 2004). The term 

of visual is a ‘whole new culture of the image’ (Jameson, 1984 cited by 

Duncum, 2002: 15), referring to what we see of the physical aspects of the 

world around us every day. However, visual is much more than this; it 

involves a process of vision and perception, in which young people interact 

with images that attempt to convey a message in a visual language. As 

Barker (2010: 4) stated, 

 

‘“visual” becomes multimodal and even more deeply embedded within 
and dependent upon a sentient being that is able to negotiate multiple 
sign systems in order to identify meaning in the visual (or visualized)’. 

 

In this sense, the visual products activity not only transforms individuals’ 

material and visual environment but also the way we think about ourselves 

and others (Freedman, 2003; Addison, 2010). Driven by technical capital, 

Duncum (2004) suggested that today’s cultural forms, such as television 

and the Internet, involve more than visual images as a ‘communicative 

mode’, where ‘meaning is made through an interaction of music, the 

spoken voice, sound effects, language, and pictures’ (p252). Therefore, the 

forms of visual culture include all of the visual art and design (both 

historical and contemporary), the fine arts, advertising, popular films and 

video, folk art, television and other performances, computer graphics and 

other forms of visual production and communication (Freedman, 2003). 

 

However, teaching visual culture is not just about teaching popular culture; 

it is about students making and viewing the visual art to understand their 

meaning, purposes, relationships, and influences (ibid: 11). Hickman (2005a) 

further defined a common accepted notion of “visual art” in education, 

including the concepts of not just skills but also expression and organisation, 
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in addition to creativity and imagination (p11). Visual art education, then, 

as defined by the National Art Education Association in the USA, includes a 

broad category of different types of art, which also applies to the current 

study; 

 

‘the traditional fine arts, such as drawing, painting, printmaking, sculpture; 
communication and design arts including film, television, graphics, 
product design; architecture and environmental arts, such as urban, 
interior, and landscape design; folk arts; and works of art, such as ceramics, 
fibers, jewellery, works in wood, paper, and other materials’. 

(http://www.arteducators.org/about-us/definition_visual_arts.pdf) 

 

2.5.1.2 Two Approaches to Visual Art Education 

Since the end of the Second World War, there have been two main 

paradigms of visual art education. These include the ‘learner/child-centred’ 

approach (the creative self-expression art education approach [CSEAE]; e.g. 

NACCCE, 1999; Zimmerman, 2005, 2009) that indicates the value of 

self-expression and creativity, ‘embracing “responding” to art work as well 

as “creating” (2.5.1.2.1); and the ‘discipline-based’ art education [DBAE] 

approach (e.g. Greer, 1984, 1993; Dobbs, 1988; Hsu et al., 2008; Halstead, 

2008) that places more emphasis on ‘tradition, form and convention’ 

(Fleming, 2010: 26) (2.5.1.2.1). 

 

2.5.1.2.1 CSEAE Approach 

CSEAE approach to visual art was grounded in romantic idealism and 

psychoanalytic psychology in the nineteenth century (Siegesmund, 1998; 

Wong & Piscitelli, 2009). Seeing art with the characteristics of ‘enjoyable, 

tension-releasing, physical engagement with media, and a means for 

creating forms which are symbolic of human feeling’ (Kolbe, 1992 cited by 

Wong & Piscitelli, 2009: 4), the primary role of art education is seen to 

‘protect and nurture the autonomous, imaginative life of the child’ 

(Siegesmund, 1998: 200). In the field of visual art education, the works of 

Viktor Lowenfeld in America and Herbert Read in the UK (Efland, 1990; 

Burton, 2001; Fleming, 2010) were probably the best representations of 

this approach, principally being focused on early years learning. Within the 

http://www.arteducators.org/about-us/definition_visual_arts.pdf
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belief of "the pupil as natural artist", art educators adopting this approach 

are concerned fundamentally with ‘individual/creative growth’ (Hickman, 

2005a: 46), and seek to develop a student’s inherent creative, imaginative 

and expressive abilities as the ultimate goal of art education (ibid; 

Zimmerman, 2010). Creativity, in this case, is regarded as being innate and 

developing naturally to express ‘inner life’ (Addison, 2010: 17) through the 

imaginative transformation of artistic materials. In this sense, each student 

is believed to have the potential to present personal meaning through his 

or her own ways of making art, in which ‘processes and outcomes are 

socially relevant and allow for creative expression’ (Zimmerman, 2010: 2), 

so that it is unnecessary to include the imposition of adult/teachers’ 

interventions (ibid; Efland, 1990; Zimmerman, 2005). 

 

Therefore, a teacher’s role in this learner-centred approach to teaching and 

learning, in Lowenfeld and Brittain’s view (1987 cited by Wong & Piscitelli, 

2009), is as a facilitator rather than an instructor. By discouraging the direct 

teaching of skills or with limited instruction and social intervention in 

students’ art making activities, the teacher in the expressionist approach 

tends to stand back and encourage pupils to express themselves freely. The 

pedagogical strategies are employed by providing motivation, support, 

resources and an enabling environment (Efland, 1990; Wong & Piscitelli, 

2009; Zimmerman, 2009), instead of criticising pupils’ work. 

 

Since the mid-1960s, the belief in the CSEAE approach has declined while 

several educators argued for its narrow approaches with unclear and loose 

structures in academic outcomes in the classroom (Siegesmund, 1998; 

Hickman, 2005a; Fleming, 2010). For example, Hickman (2005a) critiqued 

that the CSEAE approach was difficult to assess as it does not fit easily into 

the assessment structures (p106). Scholars also argued that creative, 

artistic development is not an automatic consequence of maturation 

(Zimmerman, 2005: 64). Instead, it is a required, learned set of complex 

abilities or forms that are influenced by culture (Zimmerman, 2010; 

Hickman, 2005a). As Burton (2001: 41) states, ‘we are not born knowing 
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how to get ideas into materials or how materials can be manipulated to 

shape ideas and create meaning’. Kindler (1996) suggested the balance of 

skills/techniques and creativity/self-expression in art teaching and learning 

would enhance pupils’ artistic capabilities. Consequently, the critical roles 

of the teacher and teaching are recognised as essential in helping pupils to 

develop and express their reflections and experiences through visual 

images and dialogue, and to encourage pupils’ creativity (Kindler, 1996; 

Burton, 2001; Read, 1956 cited by Fleming, 2010; Zimmerman, 2005, 2010; 

Vygotsky, 1978 cited by Wong & Piscitelli, 2009). To reform these 

shortcomings of the learner-centred approach, a subject-centred DBAE 

approach was supported by the Getty Centre for Arts Education (Clark et al. 

1987; Greer, 1984, 1993; Freedman, 2003) in a 1980s curriculum reform 

movement in the USA, which is discussed below. 

 

2.5.1.2.2 DBAE Approach 

Under the sweeping reform influenced by the policy ‘No Child Left Behind’ 

(Zimmerman, 2010: 5) in the USA, art learning that could be assessable by 

standard measures was prioritised, sending creativity to the backstage (ibid; 

Freeman, 2003). The DBAE approach emphasises a broader content and a 

more structured and organised curricula framework in which knowledge 

and subject-matter learning activities, such as methods and techniques, are 

important. Visual art education, in this sense, is viewed as a subject that 

can be taught, learned and evaluated in ways within the school system 

(Clark et al., 1987; Zimmerman, 2010). The DBAE approach draws upon an 

integrated content taken from four foundational art disciplines: aesthetics 

(concepts of the nature of art), studio art (processes and techniques for 

creating art), art history (contexts in which art has been created), and art 

criticism (bases for valuing and judging art) (Clark et al. 1987; Greer, 1984, 

1993; Dobbs, 1992; Hickman, 2005a,b; Wong & Piscitelli, 2009). 

Consequently, the DBAE approach has been seen as a comprehensive 

approach which is adaptable to all grade levels and is flexible enough to link 

with multiple subjects, such as dance, drama, and music (e.g. The Arts and 

Humanities Learning Area in Taiwan) (Dobbs, 1992) in contemporary visual 
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art education (Greer, 1984; Clark et al. 1987; Dobbs, 1992; Halstead, 2008) 

worldwide . 

 

In practice, the DBAE employs a rigorous approach to learning the skills and 

techniques of studio-focused art production (Efland, 1990; Greer, 1993), 

and emphasises the importance of tradition and form (Abbs, 1994; Claxton, 

2003, Cunliffe, 2008; Fleming, 2010). DBAE educators believe that 

producing original artwork allows pupils to explore their creative and 

inventive possibilities, to take conceptual risks by engaging with materials, 

imagine and speculate with ideas and processes, and to seek solutions 

through visual or material means (Grierson, 2011). Furthermore, 

well-established studio-based pedagogies in art skill and technique practice 

toward the output of quality artworks have been considered to meet the 

industrial and economically driven expectations in the globalised world of 

today. The DBAE curricular structure also has far-reaching objectives: In 

addition to learning the aesthetics and techniques of art making, it 

contextualises the artworks and the artist in historical periods, and artistic 

movements from social and culture influences (Freeman, 2003). This 

balanced content promotes the engagement from multiple perspectives to 

broaden learners’ understandings of art and enrich their experiences with 

art. Hetland and her colleagues (e.g. Winner et al., 2006; Hetland et al., 

2007) later brought up ‘the framework of studio thinking’ (Hetland et al., 

2007: 4), involving three Studio Structures for Learning (along with 

‘Demonstration-Lecture, Students-at-Work, and Critique’ (ibid: 5)); and the 

identification of eight studio habits of mind: 

 

 Develop Craft: Learning to use tools, materials, artistic conventions; and 

learning to care for tools, materials, and space. 

 Engage & Persist: Learning to embrace problems of relevance within the 

art world and/or of personal importance, to develop focus conducive to 

working and persevering at tasks. 

 Envision: Learning to picture mentally what cannot be directly observed 

and imagine possible next steps in making a piece. 
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 Express: Learning to create works that convey an idea, a feeling, or a 

personal meaning. 

 Observe: Learning to attend to visual contexts more closely than 

ordinary “looking” requires, and thereby to see things that otherwise 

might not be seen. 

 Reflect: Learning to think and talk with others about an aspect of one’s 

work or working process, and, learning to judge one’s own work and 

working process and the work of others. 

 Stretch & Explore: Learning to reach beyond one’s capacities, to explore 

playfully without a preconceived plan, and to embrace the opportunity 

to learn from mistakes. 

 Understand Arts Community: Learning to interact as an artist with other 

artists (e.g. in classrooms, in local arts organisations, and across the art 

field) and within the broader society. 

(ibid: 6) 

 

Teachers are central to the success of DBAE as they believe that children 

can be more productive through free experimentation and exploration after 

proper instruction (Wong & Piscitelli, 2009: 11). Dobbs (1992) suggested 

the specialist teachers with professional training can be the best candidates 

to teach DBAE, compared to art specialists (e.g. artists) and classroom 

teachers, as they are able to provide opportunities for students to learn 

basic knowledge, conceptual content and disciplinary inquiry skills in art 

(p25). Additionally, national or privatively published curriculum packages 

(e.g. in the USA and Taiwan) are based on a discipline-based format and are 

very detailed and helpful for teachers. For example, in Taiwan these 

packages focus on the structure and content of visual art disciplines based 

on national curriculum guidelines that ‘both reflect a modernist aesthetic 

and echo scientific rhetoric; art is thus represented in pseudo-scientific 

ways’ (Freedman, 2003: 9). Therefore, art teaching and learning in the 

DBAE approach appears to emphasise ‘learning about art’ (Hickman, 2005a: 

105), which ensures valuing the subject rather than the learner ’s active 

learning. 
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There are those who criticise the DBAE approach. Clark et al. (2000) 

concerned that by turning art into a discipline area, like other school 

curriculum areas, the emotional, spiritual and more intangible qualities of 

art are lost to the cognitive. In terms of teaching and learning, Marché 

(2002, cited by Wong & Piscitelli, 2009: 12) considered that art history and 

critique were difficult for teachers to understand and to teach to young 

children and, therefore, the teachers’ professional preparation is highly 

important. Moreover, Unsworth (1992) argued that a taught value system 

of aesthetics and imposing adult standards on production may drain the joy 

in art making and risk the loss of pupils’ ideas. Zimmerman (2010) also 

believed that the intervention of certain selected adult images, artists’ 

work and outcomes may limit children’s self-expression and creativity.  

 

While the DBAE is concerned with a critical awareness of the visual art as a 

subject for study in a comprehensive approach (but less mentioned the 

development of creativity), CSEAE views creativity responding to the arts as 

a mental process that aims to ‘provide opportunities for young people to 

express their ideas, values and feelings’ (NACCCE, 1999: 36). Therefore, it 

has been suggested that a more balanced and integrated view is needed for 

today’s art education (Fleming, 2010) by addressing the importance of 

experience, creativity and engagement, acknowledging the teaching of 

form and technique, and a more holistic approach to knowledge acquisition 

and the appreciation of concepts. 

 

2.5.2 Creativity in Visual Art Education 

This section what and how the role of creativity locates in visual art 

education are discussed, involving creativity in visual art learning (2.5.2.1), 

and creativity in visual art curriculum (2.5.2.2). 

 

2.5.2.1 Creativity in Visual Art Learning: Definition and Pedagogy 

Although creativity has been suggested to be equally important in all 
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subjects across the curriculum (NACCCE, 1999; Craft, 2000; Fryer, 1996), 

people still often associate it with the art or artistic productions. Historically, 

academics have advocated that art learning enriches the development of 

and application of creativity (e.g. CSEAE approach to art education in the 

previous section) (NACCCE, 1999; Lin, 1993; Fox & Pittlly, 2000; MOE, 2003a; 

Huang, 2004; Hus & Kuo, 2007; Fautley & Savage, 2007; Fleming, 2010; 

Ruppert, 2010; Zimmerman, 2010; Backer, Lombaerts, Mette, Buffel & Elias, 

2012). Behind this belief is the assumption that creativity (more Mini-C, LLC, 

and Pro-c related) can be developed. Particularly with the hands-on 

experiences in art activity, there are the essential ingredients needed for 

imagination and innovation (NACCCE, 1999; MOE, 2003a; Fautley & Savage, 

2007; Ruppert, 2010; Zimmerman, 2010). 

 

It is important to recognise that “making” in art lessons is essential 

(NACCCE, 1999; Addison & Burgess, 2007: 35; Hetland et al., 2007) as 

pupils are engaged in “doing/producing something”. However, creativity is 

not just seen as making a product (Fleming, 2010) or skills and technique 

learning (Hickman, 2005a). Thomson and Sefton-Green (2011) suggested 

that the learning of a wider skill set involves ‘team work, negotiating, 

risk-taking and self-presentation through performance’ (p5). Following on, 

two concerns are highlighted that address the perpetual debates of 

creativity in the field of art, including product and process (2.5.2.1.1), and 

skills and technique learning (2.5.2.1.2). 

 

2.5.2.1.1 Product and Process 

Since art learning normally includes the concepts of art and design (e.g. the 

art curriculum in the UK and in Taiwan), Black (1973 cited by Hickman, 

2005a: 12) asserted: 

 

Art… to be expressive of the human condition… Design is a problem 
solving activity concerned with intention and with formal relationships, 
with the elegant solutions to problems which are at least partially 
definable in term of day-to-day practicability. 
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Hickman (2005a: 25) further explained that art that is expressive of the 

human condition also implies a ‘practical’ phenomenon with a given 

meaning or relation to life. The National Curriculum, from the UK 

perspective, summarises these meanings and suggests the following 

concept: 

 

Art and design (education) stimulates creativity and imagination, which 
provides visual, tactile and sensory experiences and a unique way of 
understanding and responding to the world. Pupils use colour, form, 
texture, pattern and different materials and processes to communicate 
what they see, feel and think. (Creek, 2006: 2) 

 

From this, it can be interpreted that while “making” (or ‘playing’ with the 

materials and forms), “art learning” provides a stage to break out of 

traditional patterns of thinking and adopt fresh approaches to intellectual 

experiences, and requires novel thinking and breakthroughs in how a 

particular problem or challenge is approached. In this sense, creativity is 

possibly enhanced by an expanded tool set “during art process”. In addition, 

assuming creativity manifests itself in all fields of life (e.g. LLC), the flexible 

and broad content of “visual culture” that includes all visual issues in 

everyday lives also allows pupils to contribute and express their viewpoints 

freely in the process of creativity development. For example, contemporary 

visual art education (e.g. DBAE approach) provides rich and engaging 

content that develops pupils' abilities to think, reason and understand the 

visual world and its cultures. It also offers pupils more opportunities to 

question, respond, produce, communicate, judge, and create in the arts 

through their understanding, imagination and creativity. In this sense, PT, as 

the core of everyday creativity that foundationally involves problem-finding 

and solving, can perhaps be fostered through visual art teaching and 

learning. 

 

2.5.2.1.2 Skill and Technique Learning  

James (1999-2000) defined artistic creativity as a series of ‘decisions and 

actions that are both purposeful and not predictable…it is an individual and 
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social process during which materials, forms, and cultural conventions are 

fused with the artist’s personal history and emotions’ (cited by Zimmerman, 

2005: 61). There is always a debate of the roles and the weight of 

technique learning (or it can be interpreted as domain knowledge) and the 

creator’s inner inspiration in creativity development in the field of art (e.g. 

CSEAE and DBAE approaches). Since the ancient period, people believed 

that the artist should simply listen to the inner muse and create without 

conscious control. Creativity required a regression to a state of 

consciousness characterised by emotion and instinct, a fusion between the 

self and the world, with freedom from rationality and convention (Sawyer, 

2006: 15). Underlying this principle in art education, creativity is often 

thought of as an ‘individual mental process’ (Fleming, 2010: 49), such as 

imagination. For example, the CSEAE approach to art education, therefore, 

valued the pupils’ imagination more than the technique learning from the 

traditions of the past. The CSEAE scholars who believe creativity comes 

spontaneously from pure emotion and inspiration, unconstrained by 

planning or rational thought (ibid: 25). 

 

On the other hand, while creative activity is characterised by being 

imaginative, purposeful and original, and is also concerned with quality and 

value (NACCCE, 1999), it has been suggested by many scholars that the 

ability to use tools, techniques and art language is an integral part of 

making or creating a piece of art in novel and high quality ways (Abbs, 1989; 

Sternberg, 2003; Moran & John-Steiner, 2003; Carter, 2004; Hickman, 

2005a; Cunliffe, 2008; Sawyer, 2006). However, technique learning is more 

than making a quality work and, instead, is to learn ‘symbol-using 

capacities’ (Gardner, 1990: 7). Researchers (e.g. Vygostsky and Gardner) 

suggested that human creative expression, such as art, involves ‘the use of 

and transformation of various kinds of symbols and systems of symbols’ 

(Gardner, 1990: 9) in the belonging society and culture. As Gardner (1990: 7) 

asserted, 

 

Individuals who wish to participate meaningfully in artistic perception 
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must learn to decode, to “read”, the various symbolic vehicles in their 
culture; individuals who wish to participate in artistic creation must learn 
how to manipulate, how to “write with” the various symbolic forms 
present in their culture; and, finally, individuals who wish to engage fully in 
the artistic realm must also gain mastery of certain central artistic 
concepts. 

 

The above explains that the ‘symbolic developmental’ (ibid: 10) approach 

may seem relatively simple and straightforward in the principle goal and 

practice of creativity in art education. However, does an individual with 

good symbolic development in art mean that all his/her works are creative? 

I think most people may disagree with this assumption. If we include forms 

and techniques, a pure symbolic system has been seen with no value 

attached to material fidelity so that, by itself, the symbolic element cannot 

explain the nature of the artistic process (Lima, 1995: 414). But how do 

artists turn and use such a common symbol into presenting their creativity? 

Before entering this discussion, it is worth further considering ‘the balance 

of imitation and innovation, and the key role played by convention and 

tradition’ (Sawyer, 2006: 24-25) under the symbol system learning. 

 

Today, our concept of creativity is almost exclusively focused on originality, 

which means ‘newness or truth of observation’ (Weiner, 2000: 34). This 

implies that there is no room for the inclusion of imitation (from tradition). 

However, it is interesting to note that, for many centuries, the most original 

works of art were actually those whose artists’ ‘best imitated nature’ 

(Sawyer, 2006: 15), but we think they were creative. Dutton (2003 cited by 

Hickman, 2005a) explained that ‘imitationalism’ as a theory of art 

characters that art-making can be expressed through is, firstly, a ‘universal 

signature’ (p125) to the ‘aesthetic enjoyment of certain forms in 

particularly living things’ (p126), such as our aesthetic responses to the 

environment. Imitation, secondly, can also be explained as a 

long-established, deep-rooted form of cultural transmission in art learning 

(Hickman, 2005a; Sawyer, 2006). In some cultural societies, the ability to 

imitate and reproduce the acknowledged masters’ work was highly valued 

and celebrated; For instance, in China, cultivation of ‘the best’ from 
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tradition has been the goal of art education for a long time (Gardner, 1990: 

x), and art creations have been connected with ancient philosophical 

adaptations (Dutton, 2003 cited by Hickman, 2005a; Sawyer, 2006; 

Rudowicz, 2004). Learning traditional things/symbol system by imitation 

and repetition may be a good method but it can hardly be considered 

creative. Hence, in our surrounding visual world, creativity may flourish and 

start from the intentional and possibly unintentional imitation of real world 

objects. It then goes with the process of transformation of the flights of 

imagination, and finally arrives in a creation in our visual environment 

(Ward & Sonneborn, 2009: 211), which is meaningful to the individual self 

or a contribution to culture (Csikszentmihalyi, 1988, 1990, 1997, 1999; 

Feldman et al., 1994; Gardner, 1990; Sawyer, 2006; Zimmerman, 2005, 

2010). 

 

Vygostsky’s theory of creativity development could be the best way to 

explain the transition of creative expression through a balanced model of 

symbol-using capabilities and inner inspiration, in which he highlighted 

creative processes as internalisation or appropriation of cultural tools and 

social interaction. 

 

Internalisation is … a transformation or preconisation of incoming 
information and mental structures based on the individual’s 
characteris[tic]es and existing knowledge. Externalisation is the 
construction and synthesis of emotion-based meanings and symbols are 
embodied in cultural artefacts … The dynamic constructions that result 
from externalisation are materialised meanings, composed of shared ideas, 
knowledge, emotions, and culture. Therefore … the two symbol-based 
forms, personality and culture, are in dialectical tension with each other. 
This tension provides … the growth of new ideas and creative products. … 
This internal/external movement becomes cyclical, connecting past to 
future, and the results of these processes over time contribute to a 
community’s history and culture. 

(Moran & John-Steiner, 2003: 63) 

 

The development of skills is useful for the production of art, but skill by 

itself does not foster creativity. As Perkins (1988 cited by Cunliffe, 2010) 

suggested, complexity in learning creativity requires the acquisition of 

skilful knowledge to “enable” creativity and learners’ character traits to 
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“promote” creativity. Therefore, creativity in visual art education can be 

broadly viewed as an imaginative process as well as original and innovative 

expressions to ‘refresh and renew’ (Grierson, 2011: 340) an idea, image or 

object. Both internal emotion and inspirations and external visual, skilful 

knowledge learning are concerned with significant contributions for 

creativity flourishing through the aesthetic dimensions of art (Fleming, 

2010), including all the ranges of creativity (from BCC to MCC). 

 

After gaining a broad view of creativity in visual art education, the focus in 

the following section will turn to how creativity is situated in the Taiwanese 

New Grade 1-9 Curriculum. The discussion attempts to explore what 

students are expected to learn from visual art, in relation to the curriculum 

goals, and how the curriculum provides the fundamental values of visual 

art to integrate with creativity development for students. 

 

2.5.2.2 Creativity in Visual Art Curriculum (AHLA in Taiwan) 

In Taiwan, visual art teaching and learning at secondary level is divided into 

two stages: the junior high school stage and the senior high school stage. 

Each stage has its own curriculum. The visual art at the junior high school 

stage is a foundation subject in the new Grade 1-9 curriculum, which covers 

elementary (grade 1-6; age 7-12) and junior high school arts education 

(grade 7-9; age 13-15). It is integrated with music and the performing arts 

(drama and dance) to become the ‘Arts and Humanities Learning Area’ 

[AHLA]. The new curriculum contains four stages (age 7-8; age 9-10; age 

11-12; age 13-15), and the junior high school stage belongs to Stage 4. The 

AHLA aims to cultivate an interest in the arts and encourages students to 

participate enthusiastically in arts-related activities. In addition, developing 

certain abilities, such as imagination, creativity, and appreciation for the 

arts/beauty are included as a core in the curriculum (MOE, 2003a). 

 

Regarding the National Curriculum in senior high schools (age 16-18), a 

corresponding reform was implemented in 2006 (MOE, 2008). The art 

curriculum maintained its original content, but the structure and number of 
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lessons was changed slightly. According to the MOE (ibid), the new art 

curriculum emphasises ‘expression, appreciation and practice’. Its aims are 

that, through art activities, students [will] learn to make informed value 

judgements about the aesthetics of local and international arts and the 

cultures of local and international arts and cultures, becoming actively 

involved in shaping environments. 

 

In this study, visual art education at the secondary stage will only focus on 

the junior high school level. This is because the AHLA belonging to the new 

Grade 1-9 curriculum is taken into account. In AHLA, the term of “Visual Art” 

has replaced the traditional view of “Art/Fine Art”. Therefore, the concept 

of the art curriculum has also shifted from “Art and Design” to ‘visual 

culture art education’ [VCAE] (Duncum, 2002) (see the definition of visual 

art education in the previous section). Since the 1980s, art education in 

Taiwan has followed the DBAE approach from the USA (Wang, 2008; Chen, 

2004), but it has been argued that the VCAE in the 1990s (in the new Grade 

1-9 curriculum) is “based on” (Chen, 2004) but “beyond” (Chao, Chiu, 

Chang, Fu, Cao and Chong, 2006) the foundational framework of the DBAE. 

Visual culture covers the various visual images in our everyday lives, both in 

physical and spiritual ways. It also covers the appreciation and creation of 

art that comes from the interaction between individuals and themselves, 

individuals and nature, and individuals and society. In addition to art 

making, students engaging in VCAE also develop their ‘mental capabilities’ 

(Wong & Piscitelli, 2009: 11) and critical capabilities (Lin, Y. S., 2002; Wang 

& Cheng, 2011). They do this by interpreting, responding and making 

judgments about a variety of issues, cultures, visual images and objects 

that carry unique meaning for human beings from all cultures and times 

rather than isolated components (Greer, 1984; Dobbs, 1992). In this sense, 

Kuo (1991 Cited by Kuo, J. J., 1994: 5) suggested that when establishing a 

holistic visual art curriculum, it is essential to first consider the following 

three directions: child-centred, discipline-centred and 

society/culture-centred (see Diagram 8 below). 
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Diagram 8 Three directions in an ideal visual art curriculum (Kuo, 1994: 5) 

 

Secondly, Kuo also suggested covering the following three characters, 

namely ‘mediums and skills, aesthetic and forms, and meanings and 

contents’ (p5) (see Diagram 9 below) within the content of visual art 

curriculum. 

 

 

Diagram 9 Three characters in an ideal visual art activity (Kuo, 1994:p5) 

 

However, in practice, worries and difficulties were reported to the AHLA 

regarding the new Grade 1-9 Curriculum through research. For instance, 

Chen (2004) raised that as visual art became one of the integrated subjects 

rooted in an ‘interdisciplinary context’, this implies a broader subject 

content is needed. However, several scholars (e.g. Chao, 2003; Chen, 2004) 

have argued that the teaching hours for visual art needs to be shared with 

other art forms (e.g. music, dance and drama); The school teachers, 

therefore, faced more challenges in the classroom, such as time limitations, 

and information-orientation curriculum content. 

 

As argued in the introductory chapter, creativity was not clearly addressed 

in the new Grade 1-9 Curriculum in terms of the definition, pedagogical 

guideline, or assessment standards. To sketch the picture of creativity in 

Child-centred 

Discipline-centred Society/culture-centred 

Mediums and skills 

Aesthetic and forms Meanings and contents 
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AHLA, it is best to start from an exploration into the rationales of the AHLA 

(MOE, 2003a: 19) where creativity is mentioned primarily: ‘… to create a 

piece of artwork needs creativity in which the characteristics of creativity -- 

fluency, flexibility, originality, mediums and skills, and elaboration -- have 

been suggested in many studies with a great effect upon the art’. From here, 

creativity can be argued to be a narrow, workable concept that only focuses 

on the practical purpose. While looking further, three main goals in the 

AHLA were announced by the Taiwan MOE (ibid: 20), namely: ‘exploring 

and expression; appreciation and understanding; and practice and 

implementation’. In particular, through an ‘issue-centred approach’ (Chen, 

2004: 415) in the integrated arts curriculum design, pupils are offered more 

opportunities to develop their abilities and potential for exploring, 

questioning and problem-solving through artistic activities (Lu, 1999). The 

purpose of participating and working in the arts (including visual art), then, 

is far beyond the making of creative products based on pupils’ imagination, 

and for the cultivation of these free, openly creative aesthetic experiences 

in pupils’ daily lives (Yuan, 2001), in which the elements of everyday 

creativity (e.g. LCC and PT) is nurtured. Furthermore, the AHLA in the new 

Grade 1-9 Curriculum has involved further discussions concerning the 

cultural and humanistic issues in order to redress the balance between the 

imposed dominance of other cultural works and the resurgence of the 

identity of indigenous artists and artworks. For example, the new 

Taiwanese visual art curriculum has recognised the multicultural nature of 

the country’s population by promoting inter-cultural understandings and 

valuing cultural diversity whilst working to increase social inclusion (Sharp 

& Métais, 2000; Lin, Y. S., 2002; Lu, 1999; Chen, 2004; Chen et al., 2005). 

Through engaging with these issues, pupils are encouraged to take an 

active part in the process of cultural development using their creativity. 

 

In this section, the nature and context of visual art education has been 

shown to have a close relationship with LCC and PT. In the next section, my 

attention will turn to illustrating how the visual art are related to CPed (CT 

and CL), which leads to children’s creative development. 
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2.5.3 CPed in Visual Art 

Teaching and learning in visual art includes an interactive, imaginative, and 

safe context for problem-solving and provides opportunities for developing 

personal and society creativity, in that effective pedagogical strategies can 

be seen as both CT (teacher-focused) and CL (learner-focused). 

 

CT, as discussed in the previous section, involves the concepts of teaching 

creatively and T for C, which is more in relation to teachers’ teaching 

methods and strategies. As teaching creatively is defined as ‘using 

imaginative approaches to make learning more interesting and effective’ 

(NACCCE, 1999: 89), visual art with its imaginative, flexible, and innovative 

materials and context, is often preferred in teaching and learning activities. 

Along with the approaches and activities, varied daily visual issues and 

images, which are not only close to young peoples’ lives, but challenges 

their thinking, allowing teachers to make flexible choices in response to 

pupils’ different needs and to generate creative activities to entice pupils’ 

interest, curiosity and engagement. Visual art teaching and learning also 

involves the features of “T for C”. Firstly, within a safe, free and encouraging 

artistic environment, there is no right way and no wrong way to think of or 

to do art; there is only your own way. Under this enabling climate, teachers 

in visual art classrooms stimulate and encourage pupils’ own contributions 

by posing open-ended questions to respond to, offer challenges, and keep 

open to other possibilities. This allows pupils to give expression to the 

impressions of their experiences in a personal way or through teamwork 

without judgment. These common strategies used by visual art teachers 

often help to elicit pupils’ creative thinking and behaviour, an essential part 

of T for C (NACCCE, 1999; Fautley & Savage, 2007). 

 

Regarding CL, in the previous discussion it was argued that in CL, the 

learner’s ownership and engagement is a priority, which results from the 

teacher’s certain pedagogical strategies. Cremin et al. (2006) suggested that 

standing back, profiling agency, and creating time and space are important 
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features of teachers’ creative pedagogies in CL. In the visual art classroom, 

the visual materials and sources may possibly be presented in different 

ways, where teachers give the learning ownership back to the pupils. This 

fostering of pupils’ PT involves moving their thinking on from 'what does 

this do?' to 'what can I do with this?’ It involves a move from convergent to 

more divergent thinking. Therefore, pupils are encouraged to make their 

own decisions about their own work, and to engage in, control and 

contribute to their own learning, instead of ‘learning by authority’ (Lin, Y. S., 

2011). Also, the enjoyment and the value of the "process" of creating art 

celebrated CL in which pupils were provided with opportunities for playful 

exploration and experimentation (Fautley & Savage, 2007) and fun, 

hands-on learning. 

 

To summarise, the learning process in visual art could involve pupils in 

making new things, gives pupils autonomy over their learning, encourages 

their active engagement, and provides them with space and time to think, 

create and try out their ideas (ibid: 67). It involves the features and focus of 

both CT and CL, in which the teacher plays the role of creative facilitator in 

order to foster pupils’ creativity development. As argued above, creative 

leaning in Chinese-related culture tends to focus on guidance by the 

teacher. Yet, as Jagodzinski (2009: 342) suggested, in creative, democratic 

societies, ‘teacher-centred knowledge is replaced by student-centred 

approaches that emphasise the active constructed character of knowledge’. 

In the visual art classroom, it seems possible to introduce and develop the 

notion of PT as the core in CL that shifts the pedagogy from a 

teacher-focused method to a learner-centred learning condition. 

 

2.6 My Stance on Creativity and CPed in Visual Art Education 

In this chapter, I first discussed certain Western theories on creativity as 

well as reviewed the nature and values of creativity promoted in Eastern 

societies, in which the distinction between the two sets of values (East and 

West) was recognised. Following on from this, informed by studies 

concerning creativity in education, creativity was explored within 
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educational settings, together with a discussion about the framework for 

CPed involving the elements of CT and CL. Also, two examples of the model 

of CPed in England and Taiwan have been outlined to represent the notion 

of CT and CL in different cultures. Finally, by reviewing ideas on the practice 

and nature of visual art in education, the most central part of creativity in 

this study has also been introduced. Through these discussions, I have 

gradually articulated my own perception of creativity from a broad view to 

a more context-specific - a Taiwanese IATE educator’s view. 

 

Concerning the context of visual art education, I hold the view that 

everyday creativity, involving problem-solving skills and PT qualities, can be 

developed through a learner-centred process CPed in the visual art 

classroom. My stance on creativity, more drawing on humanistic, 

social-personality and confluence approaches, can be shown by the 

following three interactive aspects: a natural desire, a life attitude, and an 

expression. Firstly, creativity for me is personal dispositions or motivations, 

which are initiated by an individual’s innermost motivation. Within this 

inner motivation, secondly, creativity is then transformed into an attitude, 

particularly a life attitude, which is flexible and open to possibilities. This 

attitude involves being imaginative, positive, active and playful. In addition, 

it involves being curious about questioning and finding out the problems, 

and being willing to take risks when faced with challenges or difficulties. 

Underlying the inner motivation and the positive attitude, creativity finally 

flourishes through an expression, which can be the creative process, ideas, 

behaviour, or the products or performances. In short, creativity for me is a 

spontaneous journey from inherent motivations to an active life attitude, 

and then to extrinsic creative expressions. Although domain knowledge and 

techniques are significant for creative expression, it is more essential to 

note that creative self-expression itself, for individuals, is to fulfill or to 

satisfy themselves, to face or to solve problems or challenges in their daily 

life, and to communicate with society and culture in their own ways. So, I 

create because I want to. 
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Additionally, since creativity has become a ‘universalised value’ concerning 

economic demand in the contemporary world, ‘cultural conflicts occur 

when globalisation and cultural imperialism dismiss the traditions and 

continuity of other societies’ (Craft, 2008: 26). There are a number of 

challenges for education arising from the pressure of globalisation; for 

instance: striking a balance between maintaining its own cultural traditions 

and developing an understanding of people from other countries, 

recognising the multicultural nature of our societies, and recognising the 

role of young people as active participants in, and creators of, culture 

(Sharp & Métais, 2000). Craft (2005: 97) believes that educators play a 

heavy role to support the universalised approach to creativity in education 

(Craft, 2005, 2008, 2011b) and for helping pupils to alter cultural 

perspectives and actions. Banaji, Burn and Buckingham (2010: 63) 

acknowledge Beetlestone’s 1998 view that today’s learning is 

‘conceptualised as arising out of holistic teaching practices that value all 

aspects of a child’s experience and personality. It is interactive, 

incorporating discussion, social context, sensitivity to others, and the 

acquisition and improvement of literacy skills’. It could be argued that the 

field of visual art education shares a similar perspective – seeking a holistic 

learning of the visual world (see Section 2.5.2). As Barbosa (2008) 

emphasised, the close relationship of art with real-life politics but argued it 

is not just ‘capitalist pedagogues’ aimed at ‘producing a workforce that 

generated novel ideas for the market place’ (p10). Instead, it is more about 

‘creative processes as linked with understanding the meaning of art, 

questioning cultural stereotypes, and building intercultural understandings’ 

(Zimmerman, 2010: 14), in which both cultural universalism and the local 

cultural context may be challenged and critically evaluated. 

 

Concerning that, this study will foundationally introduce CPed in secondary 

visual art teacher education in Taiwan, how to choose an appropriate CPed 

becomes an essential issue. In this context, Starko (2005, cited in Banaji et 

al., 2010: 65) reminds us that ‘different cultures and periods have different 

definition (2005), in the broadest possible sense is ‘an idea or a product 
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that meets some goal or criterion’ (p7). Although I have argued in Section 

2.4.2.2.1 that applying the PT framework in this study may meet some 

challenges, the PT framework, on the other hand, has many advantages 

which lead me to consider as the appropriate creative pedagogical 

approach in this study (based on the context of the Taiwanese creativity 

and IATE), which are outlined below: 

 

Firstly, although the PT framework was originally developed in early years, 

recently more PT works have been practiced with older learners (see 

section 2.4.2.2.1). This gave me the opportunity to extend PT into a 

secondary school context and also the indirect context of training teachers 

(as my focus in this study is specifically placed on student teachers).  

 

Secondly, since CPed was thought to offer students (and also teachers) the 

greatest chance of being independently creative (Banaji et al., 2010), it has 

become increasingly important to understand how to maintain learners’ 

ownership in today’s teaching and learning. In this sense, it is impossible for 

a today’s teacher to see CPed as “creative teaching” only or holding the 

authority to lead “teaching for creativity” solely (e.g. the current Taiwanese 

creative education). Therefore, a CPed that mainly places the emphasis on 

“creative learning” (e.g. PTCPed) becomes my focus.  

 

Thirdly, reflecting on the current Taiwanese secondary visual art education, 

the focus is mainly placed on subject knowledge and technique training as 

well as being end product-orientated (see Chapter One). I consider the PT 

framework and its CPed, which is based on LCC, to be able to then balance 

the subject and product-led pedagogy in Taiwanese visual art education. 

Furthermore, it could also provide students with more opportunities and 

safe spaces to explore creativity in process as well as to appreciate students’ 

everyday originality.  

 

In this study, I need to consider how PTCPed might apply not only to 

secondary school pupils in a particular domain, but how student teachers 
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could come to understand it for themselves as well as integrating it into 

their pedagogy. Meanwhile, bearing in mind the need to recognise and 

evaluate my own culture and educational context, in the process of 

adopting the Western ideologies of creativity (PT) and PTCPed, in particular, 

I need to be aware of how creativity and its pedagogical methods can be 

shaped and developed in a specific cultural context, and accept Western 

strengths without ignoring Eastern traditional values. As Y. S. Lin (2010) 

suggested in her study, (she also adopted Western creativity and pedagogy 

into the Taiwanese educational context), 

 

it is worth considering whether a “third space” would emerge, how the 
two sets of values concerning pedagogy and ethos would be negotiated, 
and what implications or new thinking would be generated (p111-112). 

 

Therefore, in addition to playing a dual role as a researcher and a teacher, I 

would then play my role as a “possibility thinker”. I need to maintain my 

flexibility in order to record, reflect and react to this unique cultural 

interaction and to be more open to the various kinds of possible results of 

the cultural interaction within this “third space”. To carry out these 

purposes, it is important to understand what the student teacher think 

about creativity and CPed, and how they acquire and develop PTCPed in 

Taiwanese educational context. Two principle research questions, thus, 

guide this study: 

 

Research Question 1: What are visual art student teachers’ perceptions of 

creativity and CPed? 

Research Question 2: How do conceptions and practice of PTCPed develop 

during the workshop? 

 

2.7 Summary 

Following this introductory section, the dominant concepts and theories of 

creativity in the Western tradition were briefly discussed in Section2.2. In 

Section 2.3, the distinctive concepts and discourses of creativity within the 

Western and Eastern traditions were further identified to broaden the 
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picture of my research context. The review in Section 2.4 then became 

narrower by focussing on creativity in teaching and learning. Several 

approaches, assumptions behind the theories and specific issues were 

looked at regarding the relation between education and creativity. Next, 

Section 2.5 reviewed the definition and role of creativity in visual art 

curriculum in order to scrutinise how the capacities and qualities of 

everyday creativity can be fostered through the process of visual art. Finally, 

my stance on creativity was elaborated in Section 2.6, based on the above 

broad theoretical concerns. Additionally, the principle research questions 

were developed. 
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3.1 Introduction 

This chapter explains the rationale for the methodological approach taken 

to explore the research questions, and describes the design for its 

implementation. Seven main sections are expounded, headed as follows: 

 

3.1 Introduction 

3.2 Overview of the research 

3.3 Research methodology 

3.4 Research design 

3.5 Ethical considerations 

3.6 Research methods  

3.7 Summary 

 

Next section, a briefly review of the purpose of the study and the research 

questions are addressed. 

 

3.2 Overview of the Research 

3.2.1 Research Context, Purposes and Focus 

In the previous chapter, I reviewed the relevant theories that have 

informed my framework of creativity and CPed within the social and 

educational context in Taiwan. To summarise, in response to the global 

interest in enhancing young people’s creativity as citizens’ capital, the 

recent educational reforms (new Grade 1-9 curriculum) embrace creativity 

as a learning objective. In addition, a number of research projects have 

focused on the topic of creativity. As explained, the AHLA contains four art 

disciplines in the new Grade 1-9 Curriculum, namely visual art, music, 

dance and drama, and each discipline has its own features and requires 

specific domain knowledge and skills. Although research and educational 

projects to foster creativity are being encouraged, especially in the field of 

AHLA in the new Grade 1-9 curriculum, until recently, only a few studies 

had examined the assumptions underpinning the understanding of the 

guidelines for pedagogical strategies and identification of creative capacity. 
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Fewer still had followed the context in AHLA classroom practice and in the 

field of IATE. In addition, although the concept of creativity and CPed in 

Taiwan may contradict Western ideologies, pupils in a visual art classroom 

may possibly be more flexible and willing to engage in PT processes 

spontaneously through CT and CL. 

 

With respect to these conditions, and based on my professional 

background and previous teaching and working experience (refer to 

Chapter One), for this current study I will focus my attention on secondary 

education visual art teaching. The main purpose is to investigate how a 

short secondary school visual art teacher-training workshop alongside a 

teacher-training course may help student teachers in Taiwan to develop 

their perceptions of CPed in terms of knowledge, teaching strategies and 

confidence, which may enable them to nurture secondary pupils’ creativity 

through the visual art. Since this purpose engages in the context of learning 

to teach, a number of studies have suggested that it is essential to bridge 

theory, knowledge and practice (Gordon & O'Brien, 2006; Orlik, 2007; 

Prentice, 2007). Bearing this concern in mind, it is suggested that a short 

but more intense workshop is developed with a format that involves a 

group of people “practicing their new skills” on a particular issue under the 

watchful eye of the instructor. Additionally, the aim of the workshop would 

be to achieve an impact. From Moon’s viewpoint (2001), the impact can be 

an ‘improvement’ or a ‘change’ (p1). Therefore, in order to carry out the 

main purpose proposed above, this study documents the changes in 

Taiwanese student teachers’ perspectives surrounding the introduction of 

the creative workshop approach where PT is seen as the core of creativity. 

The rationale and organisation of the workshop are discussed in Chapter 

Four. 

 

3.2.2 My Role in this Study 

Throughout the research, my role was, therefore, as an organiser and tutor 

in the workshop. This has been seen from the viewpoint of a university 

educator to introduce the concept of PT as a core of creativity and its 
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pedagogy into the visual art classroom, as well as evaluating the 

participants’ practice. In addition, I also played the role of observer and 

interviewer as a researcher in order to investigate the participants’ learning 

journey, and to understand how the participants reacted to the challenge, 

and what their views and beliefs to this pedagogy were through analysing 

and presenting the findings. 

 

It was exciting to participate in the participants’ learning journey, to 

observe their interactions, to make them grow, and try to describe and 

illustrate it. However, being both the teacher educator and the researcher 

at the same time, it could not be so easy to maintain a critical or objective 

role. In fact, the influence of my stance and my role in this study was more 

complicated than I had imagined at first. For example, it was a challenge for 

me to negotiate with the different cultural values when introducing the 

Western PT framework in a Taiwanese teacher training classroom. With 

different roles to play when interacting with the context and data, 

sometimes it was also hard for me to keep a balanced standpoint in 

interpreting or reporting the practice (to English readers). Meanwhile, 

although I had tried to keep myself open to learn from the research, I still 

had to acknowledge that I brought my own intentions with me when 

conducting this study. As well as when interpreting the results, I had to be 

aware that I was also influenced by my own standpoints that had been 

shaped by my learning and teaching experiences. Therefore, once I had to 

keep the research focus very clear and to keep myself on reflecting upon 

my assumptions all the time, I should be able to minimize the limitations of 

my interpretations and be open for unexpected findings. 

 

3.3 Research Methodology  

Crotty (2005: 7) explained that a research methodology is a ‘strategy or 

plan of action. This is the research design that shapes our choice and use of 

particular methods and links them to the desired outcomes’. Yet, the choice 

of methodology when addressing any research question should reflect the 

researcher’s perspective on the epistemology and ontology which, in turn, 
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are intrinsically underpinned by beliefs regarding the nature of 

reality/knowledge and how knowledge of the reality may be acquired 

(Scott & Morrison, 2007: 153). In other words, what the researchers 

consider being ‘knowable’ (what can be researched, what is an appropriate 

research question) and considering the nature of knowledge and the 

relationship between the researchers, that is the ‘knower’ and the 

‘knowable’ (Burnard et al., 2008: 5). Literatures suggest three basic and 

contrasting approaches, namely the Positivist Research Paradigm, the 

Interpretivist Research Paradigm and the Critical Research Paradigm. They 

all entail research methods which have different characteristics. 

 

In this section, I will firstly explore the methodologies adapted to research 

creativity and its pedagogy from previous related studies (3.3.1), and then 

focus on the rationale for my choice of the interpretive approach (3.3.2). 

 

3.3.1 Methodologies Adapted to Research Creativity and its Pedagogy 

Historically, approaches to studying general creativity research and 

creativity in education have varied enormously over time. From a broader 

view, approaches to studying creativity and creativity in education span 

between these major paradigms and document the ‘what’, ‘how’ and ‘why’ 

of creativity and CPed. In the current study, two aspects of the research 

context need to be addressed. Firstly, creativity and CPed in visual art and 

teacher education; and secondly, the introduction of Western concepts of 

creativity and pedagogy to a Taiwanese educational setting. There seem to 

be few studies on the concept of creativity and creative development in the 

field of visual art teacher education, despite creativity regularly going under 

the umbrella term of the arts and being favoured in the literature and 

policies of arts education (including visual art). In this section, a brief 

discussion of the methodologies adopted to research creativity in visual art 

education from previous studies will be provided in order to guide my 

stance on choosing methodology. 

 

Generally, most positivist paradigm research has tended to involve the 
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experimental explanation of creativity (more in relation to ‘general 

creativity’ (ibid)) as externally measurable behavioural outcome, through 

largely positivist, psychometric large-scale studies involving the use of 

quantitative measurement, such as standardised tests. For example, most 

creativity research in Taiwan has focused on the psychological determinants 

of the individual with genius and giftedness. There has also been a recent 

revival in ‘testing’ children’s creativity, usually through divergent thinking 

tests, such as the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (e.g. Chen, 2005; 

Huang, 2008; Hsiao, 2010, Lin, C. H., 2012). Regarding CPed, studies have 

addressed the relationship between the teacher’s role and CT in a 

classroom setting, aiming to measure, test, or improve the creativity of 

students (e.g. Huang, 2004; Chen, 2012, Lin, H. F., 2012). The other 

frequent approach used in the studies of creative development is to 

compare creativity test scores (e.g. Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking) 

before and after the taught course (e.g. Chen, 1996; Huang, 2004; Chou, 

2004; Dineen & Niu, 2008; Lee & Wu, 2009). Such research approaches 

have mostly relied on paper and pencil or computer assessments and the 

originality of a subject’s responses. For example, Dineen and Niu (2008) 

used the UK CT model in a Chinese educational context (art university 

students), in which one of two random classes with a similar student 

composition was chosen to receive the UK CT model in an art project and 

the other was taught using the traditional model. Both classes were then 

given the same questionnaires before and after the study in order to 

compare students’ viewpoints of creative ability, creative achievement and 

attitudes towards making art, such as confidence, motivation, and 

enjoyment within the group and across the groups. Moga et al. (2000) 

argued that such studies simplify complex real-world contextual factors. 

The effect of creative development in this approach is evaluated by “what”, 

“why” and sometimes “who” issues, such as what is achieved, what may 

influence creative development (e.g. Cheng, 2012), or who is creative, in 

the contribution toward building influential theories, forming patterns and 

implications in education. 
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In contrast, researchers have also acknowledged and called for more 

attention to qualitative research or mixed method approaches (Burnard et 

al., 2008; Moga et. al., 2000). The interpretive approach offers insights into 

“what”, “why” and “where” creativity in education may be fostered, as well 

as extending our understanding of ‘how’ this may be done. A smaller-scale, 

natural, interpretive work seeks to characterise the nature of creativity in 

the classroom; for example, “how” creativity is learned through education 

(e.g. Allam, 2008) or to explore multiple understandings and the 

perspective of participants’ experiences of creativity situated within a 

specific site of practice (Burnard et al.,2008). Also, the interests extend to 

“how” CPed is applied (e.g. Huang, 2003; Cheng, 2012) or to other cultures 

(e.g. Huang, 2003; Lin, 2010; Lin, W. W., 2011), “how” teachers arrange 

CPed (e.g. Horng et al., 2005; Cremin et al., 2006; Chen, 2007; Craft et al., 

2008), and “how” pupils respond to it (Huang, 2003; Lin, 2010). The 

interpretive approach involves qualitative methodology, including methods 

such as ethnography, action research, case studies and participatory 

approaches to explore non-measurable elements (e.g. emotions or cultural 

settings). For instance, Craft’s work on PT in fostering CL (Cremin et al., 

2006; Craft et al., 2008) addressed the concept of PT to identify and explain 

“what” CL is and to explore various ways of documenting it from different 

perspectives. In the field of pre-service teacher education research, 

Loveless et al. (2006) used a qualitative methodology to investigate “how” 

an ITE course helps primary school student teachers to investigate their 

classroom practice and promote creativity through a project by using ICT. 

There are more recent studies employing a mixed methodology or mixed 

methods. For instance, Teresa Grainger and her colleagues (2004) used an 

interpretive approach but with the use of mixed methods, such as peer 

observation, discussion, field notes, and interviews, as well as a student 

teacher questionnaire about CT, in order to explore “what” the elements 

are of CT. Newton and Beverton’s work (in press) involved analyses of 

primary school trainee teachers’ responses to questionnaires and focus 

group discussions to identify their conceptions of creativity within the 

curriculum for English.  
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Finally, critical approaches seek to ‘understand and render more efficient 

an existing situation’ (Cohen et al., 2007: 27) with the purposes of change 

and reflection. Thus, critical researchers question and challenge the certain 

problematic issues related to creativity education concerned with social, 

political, cultural, economic, ethnic and gender-based forces (Guba & 

Lincoln, 1994). The critical approaches attempted to combine the “how” 

(the understanding which is linked to interpretivism) and the “why” (the 

explanation which is linked to positivism) approaches in order to explore 

‘“what” could be’ through ‘“what” is not there and what is not actual’ 

(Skovsmose & Borba, 2004: 211). Interestingly however, little research in 

the field of creativity in art education or CPed appears to have been 

undertaken on the critical paradigm, which may have a reflection on the 

issues of, for instance, the social background of the children; the 

multilingual and the multicultural classroom; the children’s already 

established creativity concepts; the organisation of project work in 

creativity education; and the reliability of creativity in practice. 

 

It can be found from the above review that research framework and 

methods are chosen, appropriately, to answer the ‘hypothesis’ or the 

‘research question’ (Grix, 2004), and are also based on the nature of 

creativity as perceived by the ‘positionality’ of the researcher (Peshkin, 

2001: 238). My aim in this study is to explore how a teacher-training course 

helps secondary school visual art student teachers’ perceptions and 

practice of CPed to develop. Therefore, an interpretive approach was 

chosen to explore this “how” issue through the multiple perspectives of 

participants and myself as a teacher educator and a researcher. In the 

following section, I will elaborate the rationale for my choice of research 

methodology and the philosophical framework underpinning this choice. 

 

3.3.2 Rationale for Choosing an Interpretative Approach 

The aim is to explore how secondary school art student teachers’ 

conceptions and practice of CPed develop during the use of the CPed 
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workshop within their initial teacher education, the assumptions which 

underpin the workshop intervention and methods for researching it, and 

within these, how CPed is conceptualised and applied by the researcher 

and the participants. These reflect values inherent in a specific culture at a 

departmental, institutional and societal level. It is argued, therefore, that 

the nature of reality in this study is subjective and multiple and that it is 

only through interacting with the participants that we will be able to 

uncover their perceptions of the phenomena they are acquiring and 

experiencing. Thus, the over-arching paradigm to be used in the study is 

the interpretive approach, reflecting epistemological and ontological 

assumptions that recognise relativism and the multiplicity of perspectives. 

The selection of methodology is dependent, therefore, upon notions of 

‘reality’ and ‘knowledge’; that is to say, any research design is founded on 

hierarchical philosophical, ontological and epistemological beliefs (Cohen et 

al., 2007: 5). Additionally, these theoretical assumptions direct the choice 

of research context, and imply the kind of questions to ask and what 

knowledge it is possible to achieve through the enquiry (Grix, 2004). In the 

following, a consideration of the philosophical assumptions that informs my 

choice of interpretative paradigm is discussed. 

 

3.3.2.1 Ontological Position 

Ontology is the starting point of all research. As Crotty (2005: 10) suggested, 

it is ‘the study of being’ that is ‘concerned with “what is”, with the nature of 

existence’ and ‘what we believe constitutes social reality’ (Blaikie, 2000: 8). 

As discussed in the previous section, positivist research implies a different 

view of the nature of reality to interpretive research. In short, a positivist 

view of the world is closely aligned with the assumption that objective 

reality exists independently and that we can observe, represent, and 

generalise rules (Pring, 2005; Grix, 2004; Cohen et al., 2007). Alternatively, 

interpretivism reflects the belief that reality exists but is socially 

constructed by different people’s perceptions of their experience of the 

world (Bassey, 1995; Radnor, 2001), so the world only becomes meaningful 

when our minds make sense of it (Crotty, 2005; Radnor, 2001). Instead of 
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there being one, single ‘true’ reality, there can be multiple realities that can 

be understood in different ways, depending on who's interpreting them, 

and each is equally valid. As a result, it is important to consider others’ 

perceptions and perspectives in an Interpretivist approach. 

 

My ontological stance in this study accords with the principles of 

interpretivism. By placing myself in the role of both a teacher educator and 

researcher participating in the creative workshop, the reality and context I 

engaged in was an educational and real life setting which was filled with 

the unpredictable results of decision-making. Furthermore, the question I 

asked was how to help the student teachers develop their concepts of and 

practice of CPed through visual art, which also involved a complicated 

phenomenon based on subjectivity and unpredictability rather than on 

rationality. As a result, the knowledge and implications of my research are 

not focused on generalised evidence (for example, to investigate the 

correlation between certain effects and the concepts of CPed learning and 

practice). Instead, it is a unique and in-depth understanding, through my 

descriptions and interpretations that illustrates how student teachers in 

Taiwan respond to the concept of PT and CPed and how they approach it 

when formed in a Western context. This understanding involves multiple 

perspectives from the student teachers themselves as well as a teacher 

educator/researcher (myself). However, since everyone perceives the 

multiple socially constructed realities differently, then how can we 

understand each other? The challenge in this setting is concerned with 

‘communication’ and ‘verstehen’ (meaningful understanding) (Grix, 2004: 

82), which refer to the procedure that individuals in society interpret and 

are able to appreciate the meanings of others (Radnor, 2001; Crotty, 2005; 

Cohen et al., 2007). Radnor (2001: 21) suggested that ‘through empathetic 

understanding, gained by the sharing of a common language, we can 

dialogue, converse and share experience’. Thus, the collection and analysis 

from diverse perspectives was believed to be an essential part of my 

research design, as I was seeking to build up a detailed picture with ‘thick 

descriptions’ (Geertz, 1973) to answer my research questions and the 
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consideration of data triangulation. 

 

3.3.2.2 Epistemological Position 

The definition of epistemology is ‘a way of understanding and explaining 

how we know what we know’ (Crotty, 2005: 3). It is necessary to take 

epistemological consideration into account while planning a research as the 

study of epistemology focuses on our means and processes of acquiring 

knowledge (Grix, 2004) and how we coherently direct our thinking. Crotty 

(2005) suggested three epistemological stances: objectivism, 

constructionism or subjectivism. While objectivism considers that meaning 

and meaningful reality are both universal and value-free, subjectivism takes 

an opposing view and the belief that ‘meaning is created out of nothing’ 

(ibid: 9). In contrast to these two positions, constructionism  is based on 

the idea that ‘all knowledge, and therefore all meaningful reality as such, is 

contingent on human practices, being constructed in and out of interaction 

between human beings and their world, and developed within an 

essentially social context’ (ibid: 42). 

 

As discussed, in this study I was concerned with understanding the 

meanings constructed in my research, which was situated within a specific 

context rather than ‘explaining’ (ibid: 67) through an explicative or scientific 

approach. My epistemological stance, therefore, accords with the principles 

of constructionism. Constructionism in this context is an approach that is 

developmental and based on the learner constructing the knowledge and 

understanding it whilst assimilating new information (e.g. PT and PTCPed) 

and synthesising this into the implementation. Resnick (1991, cited by 

Radnar, 2001: 3) once stated, ‘most knowledge is an interpretation of 

experience’. A higher level of understanding is thereby gained through this 

new information taking its place within the learners’ existing knowledge 

structure (Hickman, 2005: 105; Barker, 2010). There are two possible 

concerns involved in this process. Firstly, while learning new knowledge, 

these existing knowledge, beliefs and values, even thoughts and ideas, are, 

in fact, provided by the social and cultural environment in which the 
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learners live, and these beliefs and values ‘can only be made meaningful to 

individuals to the extent that they make sense of them’ (ibid: 3). Secondly, I 

assumed that the concept of CPed that student teachers hold is similar to 

the Western one as they may have been taught or influenced by the 

Western theory, so they may return to previous knowledge constructions in 

order to reconstruct them with new knowledge. This restructuring of 

knowledge consists of learners integrating their more recent experiences or 

discoveries into their previous understanding of the world (Barker, 2010: 

13). Therefore, it is important to seriously consider that, while introducing a 

new concept of CPed to participants in this study, particularly from a 

different cultural definition; the new knowledge should draw on their 

existing knowledge and should be digested within their culture setting 

(ibid). As a result, this study sought to highlight and value both meaning 

and meaningful communication, which enabled myself (both in the role of 

teacher educator and researcher) and the participants to share and 

reconstruct for ourselves our experiences, and build up new 

understandings of CPed (Pring, 2005; Radnar, 2001), which is appreciated in 

the Taiwanese educational context. 

 

Adopting such ontological and epistemological underpinnings, played out in 

this study through the collaborative relationship between researcher and 

participants, an attempt was made to ground, construct and share the 

meanings of the values in this research and the meaning is co-constructed 

and concerned with understanding. In order to attain a unique and 

in-depth understanding of a complex context, therefore, my research 

adopted an action research-like and also a case study-like approach. The 

detail of the methodological choice is discussed in the following section. 

 

3.3.2.3 Methodological Choice: An Action-based Case Study 

3.3.2.3.1 Action Research 

Action research is a form of collective self-reflective enquiry undertaken 
by participants in social situations in order to improve on the rationality 
and justice of their own social or educational practices, as well as their 
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understanding of their own social or educational practices and the 
situations in which these practices are carried out. Groups of 
participants can be teachers, students, principals, parents and other 
community members, - any group with a shared concern. The approach 
is only action research when it is collaborative, though it is important to 
realise that the action research of the group is achieved through the 
critically examined action of individual group members. 

(Kemmis & McTaggart, 1992: 5) 
 

Action research is a process which develops as understanding increases, 

and in which understanding can be seen as a shared value which comes 

through a participative process between researcher and participants. As 

action research is designed to bridge the gap between research and 

practice (Somekh, 1995: 340), Kemmis & McTaggart (1992) further 

suggested that ‘observation’ and ‘reflection’ are the important research 

elements of action research. In the field of education, classroom action 

research has been frequently used to improve the academic practices 

intentionally and to address the practice problem (Cohen, et al., 2007; Wills 

et al., 2007). This approach generally involves using qualitative interpretive 

modes of inquiry and data collection by teachers (Kemmis & McTaggart, 

2005: 561). This data are gathered from field notes, descriptions, logs, 

interviews, tape recordings and still photographs (Somekh, 1995; Cohen et 

al., 2007; Cotton, 2011). Through a deliberate and strategic cycle, (planning, 

acting, observing to reflecting and re-planning) (McNiff, 1988: 7), together 

with participants’ regular reflections and systematic critique of what they 

are doing or learning, this form of research is a very powerful tool of 

engaging participants in improvement or change (or self-change) (Cotton, 

2011: 173; Cohen et al., 2007; Wills et al., 2007). 

 

Having a dual role in this research, I played the role of teacher educator to 

challenge participants’ values by introducing another set of values of CPed. 

Also, in my other role as an observer and researcher, I sought to gather 

accounts of participants’ knowledge and to make sense of their experiences 

at every stage of the research process. It is assumed that their concept of 

and practice of CPed can only be interpreted through what can be seen of 

their actions and written works and what can be listened to from the words 
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they have asked and spoken. By being part of the research context, I kept 

my teaching reflexive and flexible, depending on the participants’ 

backgrounds and learning (e.g. it was a five week planned workshop, as 

participants requested the addition of one more tutorial section in week 

three). I assumed I would make improvements and bring changes to the 

context and the participants during and at the end of this study.  

 

3.3.2.3.2 Case study 

A case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a specific 

contemporary ‘phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when 

the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident’ 

(Yin, 2008: 13). Wills and his colleagues (2007: 239) suggested that a case 

study is ‘particularistic’ and ‘naturalistic’ because it usually focuses on a 

special phenomenon, a process or a situation in a real environment. It is 

also an approach involving ‘inherent multi-methods’ (Robson, 2002: 167) in 

order to seek ‘thick descriptive data’ (Wills et al., 2007: 239), including 

direct or participant observation, interviews, and analysis of documents 

and records, such as diaries and journals. Such multiple sources of evidence 

facilitate the illustration of the case from different perspectives ‘to 

converge in a triangulating fashion’ (Yin, 2008: 14). This also helps the ideas 

become clearer, rather than simply presenting them as abstract theories or 

principles (Cohen et al., 2007: 253), so that researchers can understand 

other similar cases, phenomena or situations (Robson, 2002; Cohen et al., 

2007). As a result, the case study approach is normally adopted as a 

qualitative research design. Robson (2002) remarked that it opts for 

analytical rather than statistical generalisation. In brief, the case study 

method allows researchers to retain ‘the holistic and meaningful 

characteristics of real-life events’ (Yin, 2008: 4), such as small group 

behaviour, or school performances, whilst addressing the ‘why’ and ‘how’ 

research questions. 

 

There are several types of case study. Yin (2008: 1) defines three forms of 

case study by their different outcomes: exploratory (defining the question 
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and hypotheses as a pilot for other studies), explanatory (testing data 

based on cause-effect relationships) and descriptive (providing a narrative 

account). I found that a descriptive case study approach was an appropriate 

fit for my research aims of describing and understanding. As Merriam (1988: 

7) describes, a descriptive case study is 

 

…undertaken when description and explanation (rather than prediction 
based on cause and effect) are sought, when it is not possible or 
feasible to manipulate the potential causes of behaviour, and when 
variable are not easily identified or are too embedded in the 
phenomenon to be extracted for study. 

 

By using this method, my intention was to attain a unique, rich and 

in-depth understanding in order to answer my ‘how’ research question and 

to describe specific contexts and events in this study (secondary school art 

teacher training in Taiwan). Stake (1994 cited by Ellinger et al., 2005: 331) 

identified three motivations for studying cases: intrinsic case study (to 

understand the particular case in question), instrumental case study (to 

gain an insight into an issue or theory by using a particular case), and 

collective case study (to gain a general understanding by using a number of 

instrumental case studies). My research can be described as a mixture of 

the second and third motivations. Firstly, my cases (student teachers) were 

chosen in order to explore my research focus (the only criterion of sample 

selection was that participants must have been studying in a secondary 

school teacher training programme). Secondly, as multiple cases were used, 

a detailed description from each case allowed me to present the results 

within the case (within a case analysis) or across cases (cross-case analysis), 

thematically, in order to gain a fuller picture. 

 

Case studies were also used in action research to diagnose problems of 

specific cases in schools (Sturman, 1999; Meyer, 2000; Blichfeldt & 

Andersen, 2006). While Coghlan (2002: 63) claimed that ‘action research is 

fundamentally about telling a story as it happens’, a case study approach 

helps action research to enrich and expand our understanding of 

phenomena beyond the level at which individual stories are constructed. 
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However, action research is about a method that is carried out within the 

context of the ‘teacher’s environment’ (Ferrance, 2000: 1), and a strategic 

cycle. The fundamentally different aspect of my study from action research 

was that I did not intend to focus on my role and to find a solution to my 

way of pedagogy. Instead, the emphasis was placed on the participants to 

explore how they developed their concept of and practice of CPed through 

descriptions and interpretations. Hence, to define my research more 

specifically, this study adopted a case study approach within the action–

research-like concept as it not only involved the teacher-researcher’s 

reflexivity and evaluation on practice (as explained in Section 3.3.2.3.1), but 

also provided an in-depth understanding of a specific context on 

participants’ concepts of and practice of CPed (see above). As a result, I 

framed my methodology as an “action-based case study”. 

 

3.4 Research Design and Research Methods 

3.4.1 Research Context and Participants 

In order to aid understanding, it is pertinent to restate my research 

questions (3.4.1.1) and summarise the scope of the research (3.4.1.2), and 

detail the selection of the research participants (3.4.1.3). 

 

3.4.1.1 Research Questions 

As previously stated in Chapter One and Chapter Two, my principal research 

question and subsidiary questions are formed as follows: 

 

How do secondary visual art student teachers in Taiwan develop their 

perceptions of PTCPed in terms of knowledge and practice during a short 

workshop alongside a teacher-training course? 

 

Question 1: 

What are visual art student teachers’ perceptions of creativity and CPed? 

1.1 What were their perceptions of creativity before and after participating 

in a CPed workshop? 
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1.2 What were their perceptions of CPed before and after the workshop? 

 

Question 2: 

How do conceptions and practice of PTCPed develop during the 

workshop? 

2.1 How were the visual art participants’ conceptions of PTCPed 

manifested in their performance at the end of the workshop? 

 

2.2 What influenced the development of the visual art participants’ 

conceptions and implementation of PTCPed during the workshop? 

 

By asking these questions, participants’ views and perceptions of creativity 

and CPed, as well as the implementation of pedagogical strategies, are 

evaluated from the following aspects: 

 

 What have the participants learned, both during and at the end of the 

workshop? For example, were there any changes in the ways student 

teachers learn, or any agreement/disagreement with the concept of PT 

and pedagogical strategies that were introduced in the workshop? 

 

 How did student teachers respond to this experience? For example, did 

they find the knowledge and pedagogical strategies to PT helpful in 

developing pupils’ CL? Did they find the experience desirable in their 

future practice? 

 

3.4.1.2 Scope of the Study 

As explored in the literature review section, the theoretical assumptions 

about the adoption of creativity are that creativity can be developed 

through teaching (Craft, 2000; Esquivel, 1995; Fryer, 1996; Hennessey, 1995; 

Fautley & Savage, 2007; Lin, Y. S., 2010, 2011), that it is an everyday life 

capacity, from inherent motivations to an active life attitude, and then to 

extrinsic creative expressions, in which PT has been recognised as a core 
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concept (Craft, 2000). Given these insights on applying CPed and visual art 

practice to the context of teacher training in Taiwan, some specific criteria 

were drawn out to lead the direction of the data collection (to judge the 

relevance of the data to the research question). They also became the units 

or categories used for analysing the data, as well as the main theme and 

the basis for modelling my teaching in the CPed workshop in this study. 

Essentially, the features of PT and the elements of creative pedagogical 

strategies, including the characteristics of CT and CL (or perhaps T for C in a 

Taiwanese educational context) in a supportive/enabling learning 

environment, provided an initial framework for the study in terms of 

concepts developed and practice explored. 

 

3.4.1.3 Research Participants 

This action-based case study was undertaken in an art university in Taiwan. 

The research involved twelve student teachers specialising in the AHLA of 

the art teacher training programme. They were of mixed age, gender, and 

educational background (general or vocational education system) and some 

of the participants already had teaching experience, either in a school or in 

private art institutions. The selected university was one of three universities 

in Taiwan specialising in the arts and I had worked in the teacher training 

programme at the university for more than three years. The head of the 

teacher education centre was a colleague of mine. In addition, my personal 

training and teaching experience in secondary school visual art education 

also made me familiar with the context, policies and curriculum. These 

advantages helped to commence the research process more quickly and 

were the reason that I chose to carry out my study at this university. 

 

I had originally planned to only conduct the study with twelve student 

teachers specialising in visual art. A twelve-case study was set up to create 

a balance between the difficulties and the limitations of a multi-case and 

single case study. In addition, twelve participants could be easily engaged in 

individual and group activities in the workshop, where both individual and 

society creativity were encouraged. This choice, therefore, helped me to 
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collect data from a multitude of perspectives and also contributed to a 

more holistic understanding of the research question under exploration. 

However, at the project introduction meeting (8th March 2010), there were 

seventeen voluntary student teachers (including nine visual art student 

teachers, seven non-visual art specialisms, and one visual art student 

teacher but at primary level) who were willing to take part in this project. 

Except for the primary student teacher who was not my target participant, 

three other volunteers could not meet the timeframe, and one non-visual 

art student teacher decided to withdraw from the workshop after two 

weeks (explained later in Chapter Six). Consequently, there were twelve 

mixed specialism voluntary student teachers (seven visual art participants 

and five non-visual art participants) who finally participated in this study. 

There were two main reasons to proceed with this mixed group. Firstly, in 

practice, concerning the small number of participants (if only seven visual 

art student teachers) it would be difficult to arrange group activities in 

teaching. Additionally, reflecting on the current AHLA and IATE curriculum 

content in Taiwan (refer to Section 2.4.5 and 2.5.2.2), all student teachers in 

the arts must attend cross-art-discipline training in their teacher training 

courses (see Section 2.4.5) where non-visual art student teachers learned 

visual art teaching and learning in the AHLA. Consequently, it was 

meaningful to engage with the non-visual art participants in this research 

project. A summary of the participants’ background and specialist 

information is shown in Table 5 in next page. 

 

It can be seen from Table 5 that there were seven student teachers 

specialising in visual art and five specialising in other art forms, and all 

participants had teaching experience either in schools or in private art 

institutions. 
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 Name Age Gender Major Specialist Teaching experience 
1 Chou 24 M Sculpture Department Visual Art Primary schools (first degree is 

primary education) 

2 Liao 26 F Sculpture department Visual Art A little teaching experience in 
primary and secondary schools 

3 Chien 25 F double majors in Craft 
and Design and Drama 

Department 

Visual Art A little teaching experience in 
private art institutions, and 
primary and secondary schools 

4 Chao 44 F Chinese Brush 
Painting Department 

Visual Art Teaching in own art studio 

5 Young 22 F fine art Department Visual Art Volunteer in government- 
funded art institution (Age 6-11 
pupils) 

6 Wu 26 F Chinese Brush 
Painting Department 

Visual Art Private art institution and a 
summer camp (age 6-8 pupils) 

7 Liu 28 F Sculpture Department Visual Art A years teaching experience in 
secondary school 

8 Dai 48 F drama Department Drama 3-years teaching experience in a 
primary school and 1-year in a 
private childcare centre 

9 Huang 22 F Music Department Music 4-year one-by-one music 
tutorials experience 

10 Lee 20 F Dance Department Dance 4-month teaching experience in 
a primary school dancing 
society 

11 Lou 24 F Drama Department Drama A little teaching experience in 
kindergarten and primary 
schools 

12 Mandy 27 F Drama Department Drama 6-year teaching experience in 
church and school society, and 
1-year in primary school 

Table 5 A Summary of Participants’ Background Information 

 

Although the right to use their names and background information have 

been given from the participants’ research ethics informed consent forms 

(for detail see Section 3.7), in order to ensure anonymity, their family 

names were chosen as pseudonyms. The family name originates from a 

family or tribesman. However, distinct from Western society, in Chinese 

culture there could be tens of thousands of people who share the same 

family name. As a result, a person can only be easily recognised by showing 

their family name together with their first name in our culture. Numbers 6 

and 12 in the participants list actually had the same family name of ‘Wu’. 

Therefore, I used Mandy to distinguish them. 

 

It is noted that although mixed-group participants were welcomed to 

attend this workshop, my purposes of this study still specifically focused on 

how “the visual art participants” manifested their conceptions of CPed into 
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their practice, and what influenced their development. Thus, while 

analysing and presenting the data in chapters Five and Six, the views from 

visual art participants were applied as the main sources. There are two 

reasons do so. Firstly, as explained in Chapter Two, creativity can be 

characterised as general (e.g. everyday creativity) or subject-based (e.g. 

mini-c or pro-c creativity) and CPed can be seen as a general teaching 

strategy to foster learners’ creativity, which is then well developed in every 

subject. However, in the classroom context, creativity, in fact, is often 

recognised as a cross-discipline capability (e.g. National Curriculum and 

new Grad 1-9 Curriculum) which can be applied in every subject. Therefore, 

creativity and its pedagogy, in this sense, became ‘domain specific’, in 

which they are categorised in different subjects, or even different art forms 

based on the required content knowledge and skills. The second reason is 

of more personal concern as my specialism is in the field of visual art. This 

professional background enabled me to take a deeper, more specialised 

look at this study, and also the research questions. Therefore, the main 

focus in this study emphasised visual art student teachers’ viewpoints and 

the development of CPed. 

 

3.4.2 Three Stages of Research Design 

This research project was organised into three stages (see A Map of the 

Research Plan in Appendix A), including before and after interviews, a 

five-session creative workshop and a tutorial that was carried out from 

17th March to 21st April 2010. The intention behind this organisation was 

to explore how a secondary school visual art teacher training course helps 

student teachers in Taiwan to develop their conceptions of CPed in terms of 

knowledge and practice. My data collection methods included the 

collection of multiple data in the form of interviews with student teachers 

before and after the creative workshop, the researcher’s diary, participants’ 

sketchbooks, observations of participants’ learning, discussions, their 

teaching performances during workshop, and any possible visual data (e.g. 

photographs) in the workshop. In addition, the analytical framework was 

developed through an iterative process, which drew on the literature from 
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previous studies and the nature of the data gathered in this study (an 

overview of the data analysis refers to Section 3.6.2, and more details of 

the data analysis to reach the research question refers to Chapter Five to 

Six). Internal validity within this action research-like case study approach 

was achieved through the use of multiple data sources, which ensured 

triangulation. An overview of the research plan of each stage and the 

methods for collecting and analysing data are presented in Table 6 below. 

 

Research 

Stage 
Date Researcher’s Work Data Collection Data Analysis 

Preparation 1st March 

2010 

Talks: seeking 

participants 
  

8th March 

2010 

PT in Teaching and 

Learning workshop 

Meeting (20 mins) 

 Consent Form 

  

Stage 1 8th -12th 

March 2010 

Pre-workshop 

(recorded) 

interviews 

 

Pre-workshop interview Qualitative analysis: 

interview 

transcriptions (Themes 

identify and classify) 

Stage 2 17th March - 

21st April 

2010 

PT in Teaching and 

Learning Workshop 

 5 session CPed 

workshop and a 

tutorial 

- Researcher’s diary 

- Participants’ 

sketchbooks 

- Video-recorded 

observations 

- Any possible visual 

materials 

Qualitative analysis 

 

Stage 3 26th -28th  

April 2010 

Post-workshop 

(recorded) 

interviews 

 Collecting 

sketchbooks from 

participants 

Post-workshop 

interview 

Qualitative analysis: 

interview 

transcriptions 

Themes- identifying/ 

classifying 

Table 6 An overview of the research plan 

 

It is noted that, before this project started, some preparatory work had 

been carried out, which is also listed below. 

 

 Preparation 

Before the workshop, I went to the target university and received 
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permission from class teachers to give a short talk to every class in order to 

seek possible participants (on 1st March 2010). A meeting was organised on 

8th March to introduce the CPed workshop, as well as the research ethics 

both in written and spoken forms, and to confirm the participants. 

 

 Stage 1 (refers to Research Question 1.1: What are visual art student 

teachers’ perceptions of creativity and CPed before participating in a 

CPed workshop?) 

Stage 1 of the empirical research used a detailed exploration through 

semi-structured individual interviews, which took place before the CPed 

workshop (The rationale behind using an interview is detailed in Section 

3.6.1.1). The aim was to identify the participants’ basic perceptions of 

creativity and CPed in order to provide foundation knowledge as the 

starting point for the CPed workshop. Informed consent was obtained from 

all participating student teachers before the research process to ensure 

they were voluntarily enrolling in this study. The detail of ethics will be 

discussed in Section 3.5. It is noted that although this study selected 12 

mixed-specialist participants, the main focus in the stages of analysis and 

findings were placed on visual art participants’ viewpoints. 

 

 Stage 2 (refers to Research Question 2: How do conceptions and 

practice of PTCPed develop?) 

Stage 2 of the research is the main segment of this study, and focused on 

an intervention approach, in which the role of the researcher was played 

both as a researcher and an educator involved in a CPed workshop. The 

main purpose of this investigation was, essentially, to explore how student 

teachers develop their conceptions and practice of PTCPed in a workshop. 

To achieve the aim, five sessions of a CPed workshop (the rationale and the 

organisation of workshop refers to Chapter Four) were designed and taught 

by applying the principal constructs of PT and PTCPed. In this workshop, 

participants engaged in structured content containing the following focused 

categories: (1) the conceptions of PT; (2) the conceptions of CPed with PT 

as a core; (3) several teaching examples and a practice-based integrated 
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arts project were carried out in the workshop to help participants develop 

their conceptions and implementation of PTCPed; and (4) participants 

implemented PTCPed in their teaching performance. As a result, the issues 

of the development of creativity (PT) and PTCPed in a wider professional 

context arose from the empirical account of the researcher’s pedagogy. 

Additionally, the video-recorded observations of the student teachers’ 

engagement, as well as the interactions and discussions between 

researcher and participants, as well as between the participants, were 

examined. The methods for data collection include the researcher’s diary, 

participants’ sketchbooks, video-recorded observations, and any possible 

visual data. 

 

 Stage 3 (refers to Research Question 1.2: What are visual art student 

teachers’ perceptions of creativity and CPed after participating in a 

CPed workshop?) 

Stage 3 was applied after the workshop, involving the comparison of 

research findings along with the interviews used in Stage 1. Again, 

semi-structured interview questions managed to clarify and test whether 

visual art participants’ conceptions of and practice of CPed were built in a 

broader and wider context, and whether they had more confidence to use 

CPed in their future professional work. This interview data was also used to 

triangulate participants’ concepts and practice. 

 

3.5 Ethical Considerations 

As Wellington (2003: 54) indicated, ethical issues encompass ‘the moral 

principles governing research practice’. The consideration of ethics is widely 

recognised as necessary to any research design at each stage of the 

research sequence. The British Educational Research Association [BERA] 

(2000: 4) suggests that educational research should be governed by two 

fundamental ethical principles, namely, ‘respect for persons’ and ‘respect 

for truth’. Such principles are resonated within the BERA (2004) ethical 

guidelines, by which the present inquiry endeavoured to adhere to. Care 

was taken when designing and operating instruments to ensure minimum 
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stress and disruption, and maximum care of the participants. This project 

followed the ethical guidelines provided by the Graduate School of 

Education at the University of Exeter 

(http://education.exeter.ac.uk/projects.php?id=430), and BERA (2004). 

These state that the interests and rights of participants must always be 

respected and protected to avoid doing them any harm from the beginning 

of the research project. Once the research design had been decided upon, I 

completed an ethical approval form (see Appendix B). This form detailed 

how I aimed to meet the requirements of the ethical guidelines, and was 

summited to the School Ethics Committee for approval. 

 

3.5.1 Informed Consent and the Right to Withdraw 

The researcher has an obligation to respect the rights, needs and uses of 

the information, as well as the rights of the participants. In this study, 

informed consent was firstly obtained from all participating student 

teachers before all the research processes started, so that they became 

involved on a voluntary basis. 

 

3.5.1.1 Participants’ Meeting and Consent Form 

In order to ensure that the participants would be fully aware of their rights 

and have some understanding of the context and purpose of this study, a 

participants’ meeting was organised on 8th March 2010. In the meeting, a 

written and verbal overview of this research project was offered, including 

the purpose and duration of the study. The rights of the participants were 

made clear, and confidentiality was assured. After the meeting, where the 

participants had been fully informed about the study, consent forms (refer 

to Appendix C) given to the participants to sign were received back from all 

the participants. The right to withdraw was also stipulated on the consent 

form, so that participants were assured that they could withdraw at any 

time for any or no reason. 

                                                 
 The BERA guildlines have been updated in 2011; however, the vison in 2004 was the 
appropritate one for my study when it was carried out. 

http://education.exeter.ac.uk/projects.php?id=430
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3.5.1.2 Interview 

All the participants were asked verbally again for their consent to be 

interviewed and informed of their right to refuse or withdraw for any and 

no reason. It was ensured that the interviews were conducted in a 

non-threatening manner and would be stopped at any time. In addition, 

due to the participants’ cultural background, participants were particularly 

encouraged to freely express their viewpoints on the prepared interview 

questions (e.g. they were informed there were no specific answers to these 

questions). 

 

3.5.1.3 Video Recorded Observation and Participants’ Sketchbooks 

The participants’ discussions and interactions, as well as their teaching 

practice, were the important data resources in this project and were 

principally gained through video-recorded observation. Participants were 

informed that the video data was intended purely as a record and would 

only be viewed by me as the researcher in order to minimise as much stress 

as possible. 

 

3.5.2 Confidentiality and Anonymity 

Participants were assured that confidentiality and anonymity would be 

protected at every stage of this study and that the data would be stored 

securely, including interviews, video-recorded observations, participants’ 

sketchbooks and any possible identified materials. As explained in the 

previous section, in order to ensure anonymity, I used their family name as 

pseudonyms for my participants. The giving of pseudonyms  is actually 

common practice in interpretive research projects as it is thought to close 

to the story by using a name rather than saying, for example, “the 

participant” or “participant no.1” etc. In addition, these materials were 

only for the research. Although participants had agreed on their consent 

forms to provide their information and materials in relation to this study to 

be published, I did not share any confidential information with others who 
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were not involved in the project, either in spoken or written forms. 

 

In the next section, further detail on my research methods is given below. 

 

3.6 Research Methods 

3.6.1 Data Collection 

In the previous section, multiple research instruments for data collection 

were identified. In this section, the discussion will focus on the rationale 

and the details of how they were employed. 

 

3.6.1.1 Interview 

Interviews are typically used when the research requires detailed and 

personal accounts (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998), particularly in relation to 

values, beliefs, attitudes and feelings. The major function of a research 

interview is to give a person a ‘voice’ in which their views can be heard and 

eventually read (Wellington, 2000). Consequently, it is a good way to 

‘strengthen the research findings as it provides rigor, breadth, and depth to 

the phenomenon being investigated’ (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998: 4). It can also 

enhance the validity of the research findings (Mathison, 1988). Patton 

(2002) identified several different forms of interview, including the 

semi-structured interview. Mason (2002) further explained that 

semi-structured interviews are ideal qualitative interviews as they are 

characterised by a relatively informal style, a thematic approach and an 

assumption that data are generated via interaction. An interview can be 

seen as a purposeful conversation; it allows both interviewer and 

interviewee to feel comfortable and is flexible when probing for further 

details or discuss issues. 

 

In the current study, the semi-structured interviews were designed to 

gather background information about each participant and to understand 

the student teachers’ views and experience of creativity and CPed in detail. 

This topic-centred conversation in an informal style allowed the researcher 
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(myself) to have more opportunities to interact with each participant in a 

close relationship, and to probe and extend their responses by asking 

further questions if the responses were not enough. As previously stated, 

interviews were a significant part of my data collection as the data gathered 

in these interviews would help me to answer my research questions about 

student teachers’ conceptions of creativity and CPed before and after 

attending a CPed workshop. Therefore, there were two face-to-face 

interviews constructed: one was carried out at stage one, the other was at 

stage three. Both pre and post workshop interviews were structured as 

seven main questions (see Appendix D). The pre-workshop interviews 

consisted of two categories: A. Participants’ background information (e.g. 

age, educational background, and teaching experience); B. Participants’ 

definitions and experience of creativity and CPed. The post-workshop 

interviews were carried out to identify any changes in the participants’ 

views on creativity and CPed after the workshop, including the following 

categories: A. Participants’ definitions and experience of creativity and 

CPed; B. participants’ implementation of CPed; C. Participants’ willingness; 

D. Approaches or materials that could help their learning. 

 

Before the interviews, all the participants were given an introduction so 

that they understood the purpose and scope of the interview, the use to be 

made of the data, and ethical issues. Meanwhile, by facilitating and holding 

a safe, friendly listening space, the researcher attempted to enable the 

participant(s) to share their first hand experiences with the researcher, thus 

allowing layers of meanings and significance to emerge. When the 

participants sometimes felt unsure or hesitant in their answers (for some of 

them did not think about creativity or CPed before) I encouraged them to 

explain their views freely without worrying whether their answers were 

right or wrong, or I asked the question in another way (using examples or 

linking the questions in relation to their experience) to help them engage 

with the question context. 
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3.6.1.2 Video-Recording Observation 

Observational techniques are an important aspect of action research 

studies and of case studies (McBride & Schostak, 2003). Whilst carrying out 

action research to improve teaching and learning, an important role of the 

researcher/instructor is to collect data and evidence about the teaching 

process and student learning. However, many things may go on in a 

classroom at the same time and there may be some subtle things which 

went unnoticed or may have slipped from our short term memory. 

Video-recording observation offers the ‘live data’ gathered from a natural 

situation. In this way, ‘the researcher can look directly at what is taking 

place in situ rather than relying on second-hand accounts’ (Cohen et al., 

2007: 396). However, observation is more than just looking and seeing. 

Robson (2002: 310) suggested two advantages of observation. Firstly, ‘what 

people do may differ from what they say they do, and observation provides 

a reality check’. Secondly, video-recording observation enables researchers 

to transcribe what occurs in a setting or to look afresh at the behaviour 

which may go unnoticed and play it over and over. This can be very useful 

in the analysis process through repeated studying (Ely et al., 1991). 

 

As mentioned, in this project I played a dual role as a researcher and an 

educator. In order to enable myself to become familiar with every detail of 

the research processes, each of the sessions in the workshop was 

video-recorded. Together with my own reflective journals and other 

resources, video-recorded observations allowed the use of technology to 

slow down and repeat the conversations and actions, which encouraged 

the researcher (myself) to review and analyse many micro-events in the 

video episodes that may have been omitted in the workshop, allowing a 

deeper reflection on perception and meaning (Prosser, 2007). In addition, 

watching the video clips also reminded me of the story vividly, enabling me 

to re-engage in the research context easily while doing my analysis. 

Through systematically observing participants’ engagement, classroom 

interactions and the implementation of performances, I was able to capture 

the details of how student teachers conceptualise the notion of creativity 
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and CPed. In order to capture the whole story as clearly as possible, three 

cameras were set up from different angles: one faced the participants, 

another focused on the educator (myself), and the other one was held by 

my brother (who helped me during the workshop) to record the 

micro-events, such as group discussions. The total amount of video clips 

recorded during the workshop is shown in Table 7 below. 

 

 Session 
1 

Session 
2 

Session 
3 

Session 
4 

Session 
5 

Total 

Camera A 
facing to the 
researcher 

1 1 1 1 
3 

(3 groups teaching 
performances) 

7 

Camera B 
facing to the 
participants 

1 1 1 1 

3 
(feedback from the 
other groups and 
the researcher) 

7 

Camera C 
focusing on 

micro-events 
30 1 (15’) 1(11’) 9 24 65 

Total 32 3 3 11 30 79 

Table 7 The total amount of video clips recorded during the workshop 

 

3.6.1.3 Reflective logs 

In this study, two scheduled reflective logs were employed: one was the 

participants’ sketchbooks; the other was my reflective diary as a researcher. 

 

3.6.1.3.1 Participants’ Sketchbooks 

All student teachers were required to write a reflective diary after each 

session by using sketchbooks. The diary could include anything they wanted 

to note down or could be used to comment on their learning experiences. 

These reflections serve two purposes. Firstly, the diary can be seen as an 

evaluation for the researcher on the sessions, such as what they think 

about the sessions, what they learn from the sessions, which activities 

impressed them or which materials and strategies were useful for them. 

Secondly, the diary was for self-reflection; for example, what they have 

done or learned during the sessions, how they evaluated their own 

performance in the final session, etc. In addition, group meetings were 

originally planned to take place at the end of every section during the 
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workshop, aiming to provide an ‘open communicative space’ (Habermas, 

1996) for researchers and participants. However, due to the limitation of 

time, these discussions were cancelled. The questions for the discussions, 

therefore, became a hint to help guide the participants’ reflections written 

in their sketchbooks. The list of questions refers to Appendix I. 

 

It is noted that, in this research project, participants used sketchbooks 

instead of normal diary books. The reason for using sketchbook was 

because this was a visual art based workshop where many visual art related 

teaching and learning examples were provided. Therefore, a sketchbook is 

characterised by its large number of blank pages which offered the 

participants an appropriate space to experience the activities during the 

workshop (more detail of the rationale for using a sketchbook in the 

workshop is referred to in Chapter Four). In addition, this also offered them 

with many possibilities to record their ideas freely. That is to say, if using a 

journal/diary allows participants to take control over their own learning, 

then using a sketchbook as a diary space offers a creative space for ‘idea 

development, exploration, play, self-evaluation and reflection’ (Robinson et 

al., 2007). For examples of participants’ sketchbooks please refer to 

Appendix E. Through studying participants’ sketchbooks, my aim was to 

‘substitute for records of activity that the researcher could not observe 

directly’ (Stake, 1995: 68). In addition, I intended to listen to participants’ 

voices from their first-hand experience and from their perspective as 

learners, not only from my viewpoints as an educator.  

 

3.6.1.3.2 Researcher’s Diary 

It has been argued that in a qualitative inquiry, the researcher is the 

primary tool for data collection and analysis, and reflexivity, therefore, is 

deemed essential (Radnor, 2001; Russell & Kelly, 2002; Pillow, 2003; Stake, 

1995; Watt, 2007). ‘Reflexivity’ is often understood to be an open and 

honest approach involving an on-going self-awareness which aids in making 

visible the practice and construction of knowledge during the process of 

doing and reporting research (Pillow, 2003: 178). Thus, it is the 
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‘interpretation of interpretation’ (Alvesson & Skoldberg, 2000: 6). As Davies 

(1999: 4) states, 

 

Reflexivity, broadly defined, means a turning back on oneself, a process 
of self-reference. In the context of social research, reflexivity at its most 
immediately obvious level refers to the way in which the products of 
research are affected by the personnel and process of doing research. 

 

Keeping a research diary is a good way to facilitate the notion of reflexivity 

(Blaxter, Hughes & Tight, 2001), particularly in an action research approach 

where the researcher is also a participant and a practitioner (Cohen et al., 

2007: 310). In this action-based case study, I used a research diary to record 

my on-going reflections throughout the three stages of the research project. 

This was also in order to consider my role in the research process and any 

effects this may have had on the findings. I wrote the diaries, including how 

the sessions of the workshop were planned before each session, and also 

the records and reflections on the practices and personal thoughts 

immediately after the interviews and each session of the workshop. As well 

as this, I re-noted down additional thoughts and issues in different colours 

after reviewing the video clips, or having interactions or conversations with 

participants between the sessions (see examples of my diaries in Appendix 

F). From both a personal and a professional stance, I not only kept records 

of my own voice, but also tried to discover the meanings as I stepped aside 

from the experience. Therefore, the reflective diaries were used to reflect 

on the practices from a personal and professional standpoint and to help 

locate my thinking as an insider, an educator, an interpreter and as a 

researcher. Finally, I tried to record my diaries in English, although English 

was not my mother tongue. However, recording in English helped me to 

locate my thoughts from the context of PT and PTCPed that I intended to 

bring to the participants. 

 

Through the researcher’s reflections, together with the participants’ regular 

reflective logs (sketchbooks in this study) and a systematic critique of what 

they were doing or learning, I, as a researcher, could always grasp the 
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questions from the participants and discover any possibilities to deal with 

the power dimensions that emerged during the research. These reflective 

documentations were undertaken in order to identify and characterise the 

common categories, which were identified as helpful pedagogical strategies 

and materials to promote PTCPed. 

 

3.6.1.4 Other Visual Data 

It is commonly said that ‘an image speaks a thousand words’. As Rose (2006) 

suggested, visual images can be seen as a way of answering research 

questions, in particular the qualitative fieldworks that trend to be holistic 

and seek to understand all aspects of event as a whole. Interpreting visual 

images may provide a particularly rich and supportive source of data 

leading to a growing recognition and powerful reflection where ‘observable 

and tactile information is important in understanding the everyday 

realities… [and also they] provide a methodological rationale for the study 

of overarching themes in education’ (Prosser, 2007: 13). For example, 

photographic data provides a direct record of the actual events in 

classrooms as well as involves the analysis of images in the social context 

(Banks, 2007). Hence, Angrosino (2007, cited in Banks, 2007: 59) suggests 

that visual methodologies tend, on the whole, to be more exploratory than 

others approaches. 

 

In this research project, a great deal of related visual data referring to any 

kind of visual materials were gathered during the workshop, either 

produced by the participants (e.g. group teaching maps, group artwork, 

and so on – see Appendix G-1, G-2, G-3) or the researcher (e.g. 

photographs, video records of interactions and observations). All of these 

visual materials were photographed or recorded, and stored as either direct 

or supportive resources to ensure triangulation. A brief discussion of the 

methods for analysing visual materials is explained in next section. 
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3.6.2 Data Analysis 

Patton (1990, cited in Ridenour & Newman, 2008: 23) suggested, 

 

The cardinal principle of qualitative analysis is that causal relationships 
and theoretical statements be clearly emergent from and grounded in 
the phenomena studied. The theory emerges from the data; it is not 
imposed on the data. 

 

It is important to considering fully, in a qualitative data analysis, the 

categories spontaneously used by the participants before the researchers 

develop their own categories. Thus, before any systematic analysis could 

take place, all the information obtained from the participants had to be 

organised and logged. The analytical framework applied in this study was 

developed through an iterative process, drawing on related literatures 

(refer to Section 3.4.1.2) and the nature of the data gathered in my study. A 

thematic analysis is a search for themes that emerge as being important to 

the description of the phenomenon (Daly et al., 1997, cited in Fereday & 

Muir-Cochrane, 2006: 82) in qualitative studies, in which the process of 

analysis involves the identification of themes through ‘careful reading and 

re-reading of the data’ (Rice & Ezzy, 1999: 258). The emerging patterns 

then become categories for analysis. As mentioned, the data sets consisted 

of the following: research interview transcripts (before and after the 

workshop), selected video recorded observations, participants’ sketchbooks, 

researcher’s reflective diary and any possible visual materials. I firstly 

reviewed and decided to sort this huge amount of data sets by research 

questions. A summary of data types used to answer each research question 

is shown in Table 8 below. 
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Data Types 

Research Questions 
RQ 1-1 

creativity and 
CPed before 

workshop 

RQ 1-2 
creativity and 

CPed after 
workshop 

RQ 2-1 CPed 
practice 

RQ 2-2 
influences 
upon CPed 

Interview 
transcriptions (A) 

      

Interview 
transcriptions (B) 

       

Video-recorded 
observations 

      

Sketchbook      

Reflective diary      

Other visual 
materials 

      

※ Interview transcriptions (A): pre-workshop interview; (B): post-workshop interview. 

Other visual materials included still photos, posters, group evaluation sheets, etc. 

Table 8 Data types and Research Questions 

 

The content of the interview data was designed to cover Research Question 

1.1, 1.2 and Research Question 2.2 (refers to Section 3.6.1.1 and Table 8), 

therefore, it was firstly decided that the analytical process would start from 

the interview data. Primarily, the analytical procedures I adopted for 

analysing these research questions were based on an inductive approach, 

including constant comparative analysis (grounded theory) and 

progressively focusing on and building categories (see Chapter Five). 

Meanwhile, as shown in Table 8, several visual resources, including 

video-recorded observations, sketchbooks and visual materials, were also 

selected as supportive data to answer Research Question 2.2. In addition, 

the reflective diary also allowed space for me, as a researcher, to answer 

my research questions through reflecting on and evaluating my practices as 

a professional. Internal validity was achieved through utilising multiple data 

sources, as listed above, to ensure triangulation. 

 

Regarding to Research Question 2.1, video-recorded observations and 

other possible visual data (e.g. posters, group artworks, photos and so on) 

were selected to seek evidence for the evaluation of participants’ creativity 

and a CPed construct drawn from the literature, where a deductive 
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approach was utilised (see Chapter Six).  

 

It is noted that in addition to interview data, visual materials, such as 

video-recorded observations, photos and group artwork, were the 

important data source in this study. There were two ways to analyse visual 

materials in this study. Firstly, the video-recorded observations were mainly 

used to answer Research Question 2.1 and 2.2. The analytical procedures I 

adopted for analysing these research questions were based on an inductive 

approach to seek evidence through coding and counting the participants’ 

practice of creativity and a CPed (see the evaluation forms in Appendix L). 

Secondly, several visual materials (e.g. photos and group artwork) were 

selected as supportive evidence. As a photograph often captures an 

immediate moment as it appears to the picture taker, they are, therefore, a 

direct and effective reflection of an individual’s ‘voice’ (Bragg, 2011: 89) in 

response to an event, including their emotions, that words cannot always 

clearly describe.   

 

A framework of the general analysis approach to the qualitative data in this 

study is explained below, considering transcription and translation (3.6.2.1), 

coding (3.6.2.2), inductive and deductive approaches (3.6.2.3), and 

trustworthiness (3.6.2.4). More specific systematic procedures of the data 

analysis to each research question will be discussed in Chapters Five and 

Six. 

 

3.6.2.1 Transcription and Translation 

Transcription involves close observation of data through repeated careful 

listening and/or watching. Therefore, this is often considered to be an 

important first step in qualitative data analysis. As Silverman (2001: 13) 

stated, 

 
Audio and video recordings are an increasingly important part of 
qualitative research. Transcripts of such recordings, based on 
standardized conventions, provide an excellent record of ‘naturally 
occurring’ interaction. …recordings and transcripts can offer a highly 
reliable record…. 
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As an interpretive process that transforms audible and visual data into 

written form, transcription is not just a straightforward technical task but, 

in fact, involves judgements about ‘what level of detail to choose, data 

interpretation and data representation’ (Bailey, 2008: 127). 

 

Before analysing my research data, I firstly transcribed the audio recording 

interview data (there are twenty-four interview transcriptions in total, see 

the examples in Appendix H-1 and H-2. There were two reasons for doing 

so. Firstly, being the primary data collection instrument (Radnor, 2001), this 

helped me to feel close to the data and I could begin noting down analytical 

points during the transcription process. Secondly, as this project was 

carried out in a Taiwanese context where all the participants spoke 

Mandarin, all the transcriptions, thus, had to be translated into English. 

Translating all the data, including the interview data and many other forms 

of data (e.g. participants’ sketchbooks, and conversations and interactions 

in the recording videos; I recorded my research diary in English) was 

time-consuming, and also raised the problem of the validity of the analysis 

(Ross, 2010). The tension was that the translation somehow changed the 

meaning of the texts. In order to allow the transcriptions to make sense, 

the translation often required an additional layer of interpretation during 

the transcription process. Therefore, whilst doing the translation, I often 

listened to the audio repeatedly until I fully understood the context and 

meanings of the participants’ conversations. That said, the written 

representations, have been affected by my interpretations (Bailey, 2008). 

 

Published guidance on interview transcription suggests that where material 

is not in English, ideally, full transcriptions in the original language and a 

translation (or at least a summary of each interview in English) should be 

produced (Kvale & Brinkman, 2009). However, due to time constraints, I 

transcribed my interview data directly into English. I found that using 

English helped to locate my interpretations more closely to the theoretical 

framework, but also helped to make the analysis process and methods 
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open for communication and examination with my supervisors much easier. 

 

It is noted that translation was involved in this research project as soon as 

the instruments were designed (e.g. the research consent form, interview 

questions, and the plan of the CPed workshop), of which several 

documents were already translated into Chinese. 

 

3.6.2.2 Coding 

Data analysis does not occur only when themes and codes are determined 

and an interpretation made. Coding is an interpretive technique that seeks 

to both organise the data and provide a means to introduce the 

interpretations of it into certain quantitative methods. According to Kvale & 

Brinkman, (2009: 201), ‘coding involves attaching one or more keywords to 

a text segment in order to permit later identification of a statement’, which 

suggests how the associated data segments inform the research objectives. 

In this research, I primarily analysed my data in written/oral/video-taped 

accounts (e.g. interview data, Teaching Evaluation Form, and video records 

of the participants’ teaching performance) with data-driven coding in order 

to answer the research questions. Rather than using a software programme, 

I coded the data manually and used a systematic approach in order to fully 

understand the student teachers’ meanings and to recognise patterns and 

relationships (Radnor, 1994, 2001) in the analytical process. 

 

The coding process involved recognising (seeing) an important moment and 

encoding it (seeing it as something) prior to the process of interpretation 

(Boyatzis, 1998). There are three types of coding in grounded theory, which 

are ‘open, axial and selective coding’ (Cohen et al., 2007: 493), the 

intention of which is to capture the qualitative richness of the phenomenon 

in question (Boyatzis, 1998: 1). Encoding the information organises the data 

in order to identify and develop categories/themes from them. Boyatzis 

(1998: 161) defined a category/theme as ‘a pattern in the information that 

at minimum describes and organises the possible observations and at 

maximum interprets aspects of the phenomenon’. This systematic analysis 
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approach was applied to my account, including the following procedures: 

 

1. Becoming familiar with the contents. 

2. Listing topics: organising the content by research questions and 

relevant issues (e.g. two groups of participants based on their 

professional backgrounds). 

3. Reading and coding (open and axial coding): exploring the data and 

identifying units of data to code for meanings, feelings, and actions. 

Marking and coding the data to emerging categories and topics. Looking 

for links, associations, and relationships between the categories. 

4. Constructing categories within each topic (theme). Identify a ‘story line’ 

(Cresswell, 1998: 57) that integrates the core categories. 

5. Interpreting: interpretation is provided to the coded texts in light of the 

researcher’s own experiences, views, or perspectives of the pre-existing 

literature. The researcher’s findings within a certain category or topic 

are summarized. As Cresswell (1998: 154) described, ‘a process of 

pulling the data apart and putting them back together in more 

meaningful ways’. 

 

Through the progressive focusing on the coding, it enabled the building of 

meaningful categories/themes, according to my interpretation, in order to 

describe the data (Kvale, 1996). More detail of the coded transcriptions can 

be found in chapters Five and Six, based on the need to answer research 

questions. Here, the example of how I coded the pre-workshop interview 

transcription is given in Table 9 below (The definitions of the themes and 

codes/sub-codes in the interview data are presented in Appendix M. 
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Code number Code 
Interview transcriptions from a 

participant in the visual art group 
1-2 
3-2 

Art based creativity 
through an object 

Creativity is an interest to create a piece of 
art 

1-3 Life experience I think that it (creativity) may be related to 
my life experience 

3-2 Fundamental 
training 

There must be some foundation to help 
me work better 

3-2 Followed tradition While I am making my paintings, I still 
followed the ideas of the traditional 
principles in Chinese brush paintings from 
our history. 

3-2 Fundamental 
training 

It (creativity) should be built on prior 
knowledge or skills. 

3-2 
1-4 

Fundamental 
training; positive 
outcome 
pro-c 

I taught students these skills in this lesson 
because it is very important for them to 
learn fundamental skills. And I believe that 
these skills will have significant outcomes 
in their future art career. 

3-1 Nurture (teacher 
and student self) 

I can only say that… education or teaching 
can only improve 50%, and the other 50% 
comes from the students themselves… 
hmm… I think it depends on how hard 
they work, even through their reading or 
learning, or how strong the feelings or 
emotions are that they feel in their life 
experience. 

Table 9 An example of coded pre-workshop interview transcription 
 

3.6.2.3 Inductive and Deductive Approaches 

As indicated, my analysis method incorporated both the data-driven 

inductive approach and the deductive approach outlined. Literature 

distinguishes between the inductive and deductive processes of analysis 

(e.g. Patton, 2002; Crotty, 2005; Grix, 2004; Cohen et al., 2007; Schadewitz 

& Jachna, 2007). An inductive approach takes a series of specific 

observations and measures and tries to end up with broader 

generalisations and theories, so that it is sometimes called a "bottom up" 

approach. A deductive approach works the other way, moving from the 

more general to the more specific. Therefore, it is often called a 

"top-down" approach. Primarily, while the inductive analysis is grounded in 

the data, a theoretically informed analytical framework guides the 

deductive analysis. Thus, an inductive approach is generally associated with 
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qualitative research, which typically emphasises words rather than 

quantification and measurement where the deductive approach works. In 

my study, an inductive analysis approach was firstly employed to seek 

themes that emerged directly from the data (primary interview data) by 

using inductive coding. Following this, a deductive approach allowed the 

“social phenomenology” to be tested using a deductive theoretical 

comparison to structure and format patterns. By shifting from an inductive 

analysis of the experience to deductive pattern-matching with the 

literature, I sought to examine closely the participants’ viewpoints on 

creativity and CPed, and to make sense of how they practiced CPed. More 

detail for the use of inductive and deductive approaches will explained in 

findings chapters (Five and Six). 

 

3.6.2.4 Trustworthiness 

While the use of reliability and validity are rooted in quantitative research, 

many researchers (e.g. Strauss & Corbin, 1990; Seale, 1999; Golafshani, 

2003; Shenton, 2004) suggested that in qualitative research, ‘examination 

of trustworthiness is crucial’ (Golafshani, 2003: 601). Establishing 

trustworthiness means ensuring the research is carried out fairly and that 

the findings presented are ‘as close as possible [to] the experiences of the 

people who are studied’ (Ely et al., 1991: 93). Bassey (1999) suggested 

trustworthiness should be built in the following four stages: data collection, 

data analysis and interpretation, and reporting the research. In this section, 

I illuminate how trustworthiness was ensured in this study. 

 

Firstly, there are several ways of ensuring quality of collected data, 

including triangulation (Patton, 2002). Triangulation is a way of checking 

data through multiple sources of data-gathering, or multiple researchers 

studying the same phenomenon. Since this study emphasised how the 

participants’ conceptions and practice of creativity and CPed were 

constructed, multiple methods, such as, observations, interviews and 

reflective documents, have led to more valid, reliable and diverse 

construction of realities. 
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Secondly, trustworthiness in the stage of analysis, interpretation and 

reporting is concerned with producing results that can be trusted and 

worth paying attention to. Therefore, it is important to check how the 

analysis is conducted, and how the results are understood and represented 

(Ely et al., 1991; Radnor, 2001). Thus, in order to ensure the 

trustworthiness of the data analysis in this study, I kept asking myself: Were 

the strategies and steps of data analysing well explained? Was the 

interpretation well supported by the evidence? Meanwhile, in this study, 

the researcher and the participants all contributed to the interpretation of 

meaning as multiple realities. It is vital to be given a focus on the 

co-construction meanings made by the researcher and all participants and 

a closer focus on transformation/change. There was a need, therefore, for 

both a clear analytical trail and also explicit opportunities to negotiate the 

interpretations and meanings concerned in this study. 

 

3.6.3 Limitations 

There were a number of limitations which need to be taken into 

consideration, mainly relating to the methods of data collection. 

  

Firstly, the sound quality of the recorded videos was not good at capturing 

the detail of the participants’ interactions with each other. In addition, as 

the participants were divided into three groups, several details of the 

discussions were missing. Therefore, I tried to use post-workshop interview 

data and my field notes to cover the poor of quality of video data as far as 

possible. 

 

Secondly, while reviewing the participants’ reflective logs (sketchbooks in 

this study), most of the pages only contained the activity practices that we 

had in sessions (mostly from session 3) or records of Power Point slides that 

I had used in the workshop. Instead, the results of personal self-reflections 

that I planned to obtain appeared very little. This may be due to the Eastern 

(learning) culture where obedience is principle and critical thinking is 
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discouraged. 

 

To resolve these issues, I placed more reliance on the interview and 

selected above resources as supportive data. 

 

3.7 Summary 

After the organisation of the chapter in Section 3.1, Section 3.2 I 

summarised the context of this study and my dual role as a researcher and 

an educator. In Sections 3.3, I considered the research methodology and 

explored how philosophical concerns informed my choice of action 

research and case study. In Section 3.4, a three-stage research design and 

the scope of this study were introduced. In Section 3.5, I dealt with ethical 

considerations, including informed consent, the right to withdraw, 

anonymity and confidentiality. Finally, in Section 3.6, I discussed the 

research methods and this is where my data collection, data analysis 

methods and limitations were outlined. The methods of data collection 

include interview, video-recording observations, reflective documents, and 

any possible visual materials. The qualitative analytical methods I used 

focused on both inductive and deductive approaches, and also the detail of 

trustworthiness in my research was identified.  

 

In Chapter Four the rationale and organisation of the CPed workshop are 

presented.



         The Framework of the Creative Pedagogy Workshop Chapter4 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE FRAMEWORK OF THE CREATIVE PEDAGOGY WORKSHOP 
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4.1 Introduction 

This chapter explains the rationale and organisation for the workshop, 

which is the main vehicle used in this study to explore the research 

questions. Five main sections are expounded, headed as follows: 

 

4.1 Introduction 

4.2 The approach of workshop 

4.3 The framework of the creative pedagogy workshop 

4.4 The organisation of the creative pedagogy workshop 

4.5 Summary 

 

The chapter begins by explaining the purpose and the rationale of the 

choice for using a workshop (4.2). This is followed by an account of the 

theoretical frameworks primarily summarised from Chapter Two that 

informed my design for the creative pedagogy workshop (4.3), including 

the rationale of teaching style, approach and teaching methods. Finally, an 

outline of the workshop session plans is explored (4.4), including details of 

when and how the teaching strategies, activities, and materials were used. 

 

4.2 The Approach of Workshop 

As mentioned in Chapter Three, the approach of workshop was set up as 

the main method to introduce PT and its pedagogy to Taiwanese student 

teachers in terms of their knowledge and practice in current study. In this 

section, the reasons for choosing the form of a workshop are explored, and 

are concerned with the rationale of a workshop and the objectives of the 

workshop. 

 

4.2.1 The Rationale of a Workshop 

Lectures, seminars and workshops are common educational formats 

applied in universities (Morss & Murrary, 2005), so why should I use a 

workshop approach in this study, not seminars or lectures? According to 

the Oxford Dictionary Online a lecture is defined as ‘an educational talk to 
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an audience, especially one of students in a university’; seminar is ‘a class 

at university in which a topic is discussed by a teacher and a small group of 

students’; and workshop means ‘a meeting at which a group of people 

engage in intensive discussion and activity on a particular subject or 

project’. Bullock (1998: 2) compared the traditional (academic) education 

(e.g. general course, seminar or lecture) and workshop in the following 

Table 10. 

 

Traditional Education Workshop 
The teacher designs and implements 

the curriculum. 
Teacher and students negotiate the 

curriculum, both individually and in a 
group. 

Students practice skills and memorise 
facts. 

Students actively construct concepts 
and meanings. 

Content is broken down into discrete, 
sequential units. 

Content is presented whole, in 
meaningful contexts. 

Products (finished pieces of writing, 
answers on tests) are of primary 

importance. 

Processes (composing multiple 
drafts; exploring how answers were 

arrived at; self-evaluation) are valued 
as much as the products themselves. 

Avoiding mistakes is important. Taking risks is a valued sign of 
learning 

Performance on tests is valued highly. Students are assessed by their 
performance on meaningful tasks, 
often through portfolios of their 

work. 
Teachers do the evaluating and 

grading. 
Students learn to assess their own 

learning and process. 

Learning is expected to be uniform. 
(Expectations are the same for all 
students, so many students “fail”.) 

Learning is expected to be individual 
and unique. (Evaluation is oriented 

toward success.) 

Primary resource: Bullock, R. (1998) Why workshop? Changing Course in 7-12 English. 
Portland, ME: Stenhouse. 

Table 10 Comparison of traditional education and workshop 

 

It is clear that the stated intentions of a workshop are different from the 

general course, seminar or lecture, which places the emphasis on ‘the 

acquisition and development of skills and an exploration of ideas through 

issue-based work’ (Prentice, 2007: 15). It is a class in which the students 

learn the ‘know how’ of performing, and acquire performance experience 

with guidance from the teacher in a non-formal atmosphere. In addition, 
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the format of a workshop encourages risk-taking and values the learning 

process as well as the products, and both individual and group working 

experience is provided. Some scholars also emphasise active ‘participation 

in problem solving efforts’ (Webster, 1977, cited in Steinert & Ouellet, n.d.: 

3) and facilitate attitudinal change (ibid) in the form of a workshop. 

 

Prentice (2007) suggests the role of a workshop could benefit the initial and 

continuing professional teacher development of art and design. This is 

because a workshop provides a platform for ‘active learning’ (ibid: 15) in 

which ‘knowing and doing are inseparable’ (Schon, 1987: 78 cited by 

Prentice, 2007: 15). Thus, the primary direction of my workshop was to 

offer student teachers the opportunities for self-discovery and the 

self-definition of creativity and its pedagogy through visual art (or the arts). 

From this perspective, it may be extremely difficult for an educator to 

entirely or effectively change the participants’ thoughts and concepts 

through a few sessions of a lesson, unless they have been immersed and 

experienced at a personal level. By using a workshop in this study, it 

allowed me to organise both theoretical and hands-on learning frameworks 

to Taiwanese student teachers in order to develop their concepts and 

implementation of CPed where PT has been considered as a core of 

creativity. Through engaging in workshop activities that include 

mini-lectures, demonstrations, participation and implementation planning, 

student teachers were encouraged to discuss their experience (from 

previous learning and from this workshop) and respond to the literatures in 

relation to creativity and CPed. This offered a vehicle to actively construct 

their concepts and meanings of CPed based on what the student teachers 

were thinking and doing, not on what the educator (myself) had prepared 

to say to them at pre-conceived instructional points. 

 

4.2.2 The Objectives of the Workshop 

To define the goals and objectives of a workshop is one of the most 

important steps in designing a workshop (Steinert & Ouellet, n.d.). I had 

five goals that I expected to achieve in the workshop: 
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1. Encourage the sharing of experiences by the participants regarding 

their teaching and learning of creativity through the (visual) arts. 

2. Introduce PT and PTCPed. 

3. Provide the participants with hands-on experiences of what PTCPed 

looks like and how to organise it. 

4. Help the participants to establish criteria for assessing creativity 

(namely focus on PT) through the (visual) arts. 

5. Explore whether this workshop (including the methods and materials 

used) can provide successful and competent supervision in the use of 

PTCPed. 

 

By achieving the above goals, the student teachers would be able to: 

 

1. Distinguish between teaching creatively, T for C, and CL 

2. Understand and apply PT and PTCPed into the visual art teaching and 

learning 

3. Identify young people’s creative behaviours through the visual art 

4. Evaluate young people’s creativity through process and product 

5. Build their confidence to implement PTCPed in the field of the visual art 

 

In summary, the clarification of the goals and objectives of a workshop 

from the above helped to articulate my expectations, give clear directions 

to the following session planning, and allow for an evaluation of the 

outcomes. In the next section, the framework underpinning the workshop 

is addressed. 

 

4.3 The Frameworks of a Creative Pedagogy Workshop 

As indicated in the previous section, a workshop was chosen to be the main 

vehicle in this study to allow me to introduce a different teaching and 

learning experience to Taiwanese student teachers with PT and PTCPed. To 

achieve the goals and objectives shown above, the sessions of the 
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workshop were designed and taught by applying the principal constructs of 

PT and PTCPed (see Section 3.4.1.2 ) through visual art (together with an 

integrated arts approach) (4.3.1). In addition, regarding the teaching style 

and approach (4.3.2), the principles of reflective practice, interaction, and 

building an enabling learning climate were also utilised. Finally, general 

teaching methods (4.3.3) and creative pedagogical strategies (4.3.4) used in 

this workshop are outlined. These principles provided an initial framework 

in designing this workshop, in terms of concepts developed and practices 

explored, which are discussed (or re- addressed) below. The details of each 

session of the workshop plan will be further explained in Section 4.4. 

 

4.3.1 Theoretical Framework  

In the literature review chapter, varied definitions and concepts of 

creativity and CPed have been broadly discussed. My rationale for choosing 

PT and PTCPed as the main focus in this study was also detailed and 

explained. In order to add understanding, a brief summary of the general 

terms and the concepts of creativity and CPed (4.3.1.1), as well as the 

features and pedagogical strategies (4.3.1.2) that underpinned the research 

workshop, will be provided in this section. In addition, regarding the 

background of the participants and the content of the visual art curriculum 

in Taiwan, a visual art-based content workshop using an integrated arts 

teaching approach (4.3.1.3) was planned.  

 

4.3.1.1 General Concepts of Creativity and CPed 

 Creativity: 

The theoretical assumptions about creativity adopted are that creativity 

can be developed through teaching (Craft, 2000; Esquivel, 1995; Fryer, 

1996; Hennessey, 1995; Fautley & Savage, 2007; Lin, Y. S., 2010, 2011). It is 

an everyday life capability, from inherent motivation to an active life 

attitude, and then to extrinsic creative expression, in which PT has been 

recognised as a core concept (Craft, 2000). 
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 CPed: 

CPed in this study involves a co-meaning of CT and CL. CT is seen as a 

teacher-focused approach which involves the meanings of teaching taught 

creatively and effectively; CL, on the other hand, is a learner-focused 

approach which emphasises “learner inclusive” pedagogy to foster 

learners’ creativity.  

 

4.3.1.2 PT and its CPed 

As explained in Chapter Two, the features of PT and the elements of 

creative pedagogical strategies, including the characteristics of CT and CL in 

a supportive/enabling learning environment, provided an initial framework 

for the study in terms of concepts developed and practice explored. 

 

 The features of PT: 

PT literature (Burnard, et al., 2006) suggested that PT includes the following 

features: posing questions, play and possibilities, innovation, 

self-determination and direction, risk-taking, being imaginative, and 

immersion. 

 

 PTCPed strategies: 

This study attempted to follow the PTCPed framework (Cremin et al., 2006) 

involving the following pedagogical strategies:  

 

＊ Standing back: allowing learners to do their own thinking and learning. 

＊ Creating or providing opportunities, including time and space, for 

learners to explore ideas, and materials with more possibilities. On the 

other hand, setting challenges/tasks is also another way to stimulate 

creativity, such as asking questions, or using limited time or materials 

to create a work. 

＊ Profiling agency: encouraging different ways of learning and employing 

varied activities, including both individual and collaborative works, 
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during which learners’ individual and social creativity are developed. 

 

 

4.3.1.3 Visual Art-Based Content and Integrated Arts Approach 

The workshop was primarily based on the knowledge of and practice of 

visual art, in which a variety of hands-on examples in relation to the use of 

instructional strategies and teaching materials were provided throughout 

the workshop. However, I considered that, firstly, there were five non-visual 

art professional participants taking part in this study. Secondly, and most 

importantly, the current visual art curriculum in Taiwan is under the 

umbrella of AHLA, thus student teachers should acquire the ability to 

integrate the arts in IATE (for more details, refer to Section 2.4.5 and 

2.5.2.2). Arts integration means that the subjects of the arts in the school 

curriculum (e.g. dance, music, drama and visual art in AHLA) constitute one 

or more of the certain elements of the curriculum across content fields (Lin, 

1993; Beane, 1997; Lu, 1999; Chen et al., 2004). In practice, arts integration 

offers students an interdisciplinary curriculum and a dynamic approach to 

learning through core themes (Lin, 1993; Lu, 1999). As a result, some of the 

teaching examples offered in the workshop were then extended to a 

broader region by using an integrated arts project to demonstrate how 

PTCPed is applied in AHLA (mainly in Session 3; the detail of the 

organisation of the workshop is given in Section 4.4). 

 

4.3.2 Teaching Style and Approach 

4.3.2.1 A Reflective-Based Workshop 

In recent years, reflection has been recognised as one of the most 

important part of a teacher’s professional development, and has been used 

in ideological and practical linkages in initial teacher education, in Taiwan as 

well. Larrivee (2000) argued that developing the practice of self-reflection 

keeps a teacher coming back to their core beliefs and evaluating their 

choices that should be in accordance with each other. According to Tom 

and Cornford (1985; 2002 cited by Ottesen, 2007: 32), ‘the ideals or 
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purposes of reflection in education are as manifold as the term itself: 

development of self-monitoring teachers, teacher as experimenters, 

teacher as researchers, teacher as inquirers, and teacher as activists’. 

Knowing and reflecting on oneself is not easy as it means acknowledging 

feelings in your professional life and development. However, reflective 

practice is vital for a teacher who wants to gain their teaching experience 

and teach as effectively as possible. 

 

Thus, reflection is a key ingredient in the process of learning as it helps to 

shift the surface learning of new information into deeper learning and 

understanding. It was recommended that the participants keep a detailed, 

annotated journal or diary by using a sketchbook to provide an on-going 

record of their workshop experience, and their ‘reflection-on-action’ 

(Schon, 1983 cited by Prentice, 2007: 16). By reflecting on these learning 

journeys, the participants were able to identify the most significant factors 

in the teaching and learning activities while participating as learners in the 

workshop, and clarify their understanding of the methods of teaching and 

learning for their future practice as teachers. 

 

4.3.2.2 Interaction-Based Approach 

Interaction is often defined as “a two-way exchange” between the 

workshop facilitator and the participants; it can also refer to increased 

discussion among the participants or engagement with the content of the 

workshop (Steinert & Ouellet, n.d.: 18). Interaction, therefore, implies 

active involvement and participation by all of the workshop participants so 

that they do not remain passive in the learning process. This approach was 

applied to my workshop as the general characteristics of the Eastern 

learning culture are that students are often quiet, passive onlookers and 

that questions and discussions are frequently absent (as discussed in 

Chapter One). Literature has suggested that an active and joyful learning 

attitude and classroom climate encourage the development of creativity 

(Fryer, 1996; Lucas, 2001; Cremin et al., 2006). However, although in this 

study my intention was not to foster the participants’ creativity, creating a 
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suitable and flexible learning context for them to engage in can be regarded 

as a useful teaching strategy and one which enabled them to experience 

CPed naturally. In order to achieve this purpose, I divided the twelve 

participants into three groups. By engaging in a small group, the 

participants then had more opportunities to respond to the presented 

information and contribute their viewpoints. Moreover, questions and 

comments from the participants (both to each other and to me) were also 

encouraged. However, there were also some possible disadvantages in 

group interactions that I needed to take into account while planning the 

group learning, such as some participants may rely on other group 

members’ contributions, or they may not reach a common consensus. 

 

In addition to the above benefits to the participants, the interaction, the 

participants’ responses and reactions also helped me, as a teacher educator, 

to target my material appropriately and ensure that I had met their needs 

and expectations. The instructional strategies I used in the workshop 

promoted interaction (e.g. group discussions and live demonstrations) and 

were carefully planned to match the workshop objectives and the 

participants’ needs, together with experiential learning, reflection, and 

feedback from the participants. 

 

4.3.2.3 Building an Enabling Learning Climate 

As mentioned, a good experience, including the feel of the learning climate, 

may imperceptibly influence the participants’ learning and future practice 

of PTCPed. Creativity requires new ways of thinking, an acceptance of 

uncertainty and the possibility of ‘failure’. The teaching environment 

created in this workshop, therefore, was aimed at being encouraging and 

positive at all times. It was essential to set up an environment of trust and 

support in order to provide the participants with the courage to embark on 

this new journey. Small group work was set up to help (or stimulate) the 

participants’ self-learning through interaction. In addition, the 

educator-learner relationship seriously considered that the educator acted, 

primarily, as a facilitator rather than as an authority figure. Through 
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encouraging active and flexible participation, I intended to turn the 

teaching itself into a CL process (Dineen & Niu, 2008). 

 

4.3.3 Teaching Methods 

An extensive variety of teaching methods was used in the workshop, 

including slide-lectures, demonstrations, group discussions, group and 

individual activities (making posters, artwork), and handouts. All sessions 

included the presentation of teaching examples by myself or the 

participants themselves, rather than just simply verbal discussions. In 

addition, active learning elements (e.g. group discussions, group activities) 

were incorporated. For example, inspirational question posing was used 

frequently by which the participants were encouraged to engage in active 

discussions. My intention to choose such teaching methods was to create a 

sense of excitement and enthusiasm among the participants in order to 

increase enjoyment and commitment that matched the concept of 

teaching creatively. 

 

4.3.4 Creative Pedagogical Strategies 

While introducing a new pedagogy to the participants, it could be a good 

way to get them actively experience and engage in the pedagogical context 

naturally. The teaching strategies used in this workshop, therefore, were to 

be considered to use as a learner-driven approach by the use of PT 

pedagogical strategies. Together with the group learning (profiling learning 

agency) and positive learning climate (mentioned in Sections 4.3.2.2 and 

4.3.2.3), the other PT pedagogical strategies were planned, such as posing 

questions to inspire the participants’ creative thinking and imagination, 

offering challenges, creating more choices in learning context and 

materials (offering opportunities), and passing ownerships to the learners 

(standing back). 

 

Drawing the above principle frameworks together, the sessions in this 

workshop, including the use of instructional strategies or materials, were 

then designed. The details of each session plan are outlined in the next 
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section. 

 

 

4.4 The Organisation of the Creative Pedagogy Workshop 

Drawing on the objectives and the frameworks of this workshop, 

mentioned above, I designed the workshop sessions myself. The workshop 

was named “Possibility Thinking in Teaching and Learning Workshop” and 

included five weeks of teaching. Generally, there was one session per week, 

and each session lasted 90 minutes. Sessions 3 and 4 took 120 minutes due 

to an integrated arts teaching example that was demonstrated and 

provided by me. The original content of the workshop was planned as 

below. 

 

Session1 What Do We Mean by Creativity? 

Session 2 Can We Foster Creativity?  

Session 3 A Visual Art Project - Welcome to My Hometown: Penghu 

Session 4 How to Assess Creativity in Visual Art? 

Session 5 Teaching Practice 

 

However, as I mentioned this was an action-based case study, after gaining 

information about my participants’ professional backgrounds, the teaching 

demonstration in session 3 was changed for an integrated arts project. 

Consequently, after conducting the pre-workshop interviews, the content 

of the workshop was also reviewed and sessions 1 and 2 were switched 

based on the participants’ background knowledge of creativity and CPed. In 

addition, I added one week’s individual and group tutorial after session 3, 

according to the participants’ interests and needs. The final version of 

workshop plan is shown in Appendix I), and the details of session plans are 

discussed in the following sections 4.4.1 - 4.4.5, together with the Power 

Point slides that I used in sessions 1-4, as shown in Appendix J. 

 

4.4.1 Session 1: Creative Teaching 
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Session 1 focused on a series of pedagogical methods in relation to 

creativity. The sessions started with an introduction to pedagogy rather 

than creativity because, in pre-workshop interviews, several participants 

explained CPed as “an interesting way of teaching, but creativity was 

absent” (for more detail please see Chapter Five). Thus, to help the 

participants to distinguish and understand the concepts of teaching 

creatively and T for C was an essential concern. Therefore, the content of 

session 1 (For the Power Point slides of session 1 see Appendix J) includes: 

 

1. What does CT mean to you? 

2. The meanings of teaching creatively, T for C and CL 

3. The discourse of CPed in this study 

4. How can we create innovative teaching? 

 

Group discussions and demonstrations (by myself and the participants) 

were applied in order to help the participants truly comprehend the 

meaning of teaching creatively. Furthermore, as several participants lacked 

ideas or confidence to plan their teaching, a group activity was set up in 

this session: “Let’s be creative: planning a teaching plan”. In this activity, 

each group was asked to design a visual art-based teaching project and this 

project would also be practiced in the teaching performance in Session 5. 

Meanwhile, I created three simple steps to planning a visual art-based 

teaching plan based on the concept of PT, mainly using posed questions, 

divergent and convergent thinking (shown in Diagram 10). These three 

steps included teaching map (4.4.1.1), teaching draft plan (4.4.1.2) and 

teaching plan (4.4.1.3), which discuss below. 
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Diagram 10 The rationale of the teaching plan 

 

4.4.1.1 Teaching Map 

The idea of a teaching map was inspired by mind-mapping. Mind-mapping 

is usually deployed as a whole class or group activity in order to explore 

ideas for practical and critical investigation. It involves choosing a key word 

to represent a theme or issue. A key word is presented to users as a trigger 

to invite related ideas (Addison & Burgess, 2007: 51). A teaching map can 

be a perfect tool to use in teaching planning, particularly in a Taiwanese 

educational context because the new Grade 1-9 Curriculum emphasises 

theme-based teaching and learning where a single subject is always 

integrated with related subjects (e.g. Arts and Humanities Learning Area). 

In my study, while using a teaching map (refers to appendix G-1), 

“Questioning Yourself” (divergent thinking) was suggested to be used to 

expend/develop the ideas for the teaching map (e.g. what topics may link 

to the theme? what materials can I use to create it?). Through group 

interaction, the participants not only contributed their own ideas but also 

gained ideas from each other. 

 

4.4.1.2 Teaching Draft Plan 

After producing plenty of ideas, the participants were encouraged to use 

“Questioning Yourself” again to locate their ideas for the teaching design 

and practice (convergent thinking). This draft plan sheet (see Appendix G-2) 

was designed to help the participants to score their ideas (creating from a 

Teaching Project 

Ideas 

Theme 

Divergent thinking 

Convergent thinking 
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teaching map) by eight possible teaching elements (e.g. teaching outcomes, 

starting points, assessment) through to questioning (e.g. what teaching 

activities are better used as a starting point? what materials are better to 

create this artwork? Have any artists done similar artwork?). 

 

4.4.1.3 Teaching Plan 

Finally, a formal teaching plan (see Appendix G-3) form can be completed 

by composing the elements from the draft plan by using “Questioning 

Yourself” (e.g. which topic is suited to the age group? what starting 

point/materials from the teaching draft plan is a better match with the 

teaching activities?). 

 

In planning teaching, the Department for Education and Employment in 

England [DfEE] (1999: 6) suggests that ‘the knowledge, skills and 

understanding should be involved in pupil’s art and design learning’. The 

Grade 1-9 Curriculum is also concerned with the importance of leaning 

attitude and suggests that it should be taken into account in the lesson plan. 

In addition, it is also helpful to consider lesson-planning by consulting the 

following aspects: use of language (learn to use the correct language to 

describe the characteristics of art), communication technology, developing 

individual and collaborative work, using a range of materials and processes, 

and introducing artists and their works. 

 

4.4.2 Session 2: Creative Learning (Teaching for Creativity) 

Session 2 continued the group activity of planning a teaching plan, but 

placed the emphasis on the understanding of the concept of creativity. The 

content of this session (For Power Point slides of Session 2 see Appendix J) 

was: 

 

1. T for C and CL 

2. What is creativity? Can it be taught? 

3. PT is the core of creativity 
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4. PTCPed 

 

From pre-workshop interviews, several participants were found to believe 

in BCC, and PCC (e.g. artistic creativity in this study), which was different 

from my goals of this workshop (for the detail refer to Chapter Five). Thus, 

in this session, I explained the different degrees of creativity, and 

mentioned that LCC and MCC may be well situated in a learning context. 

The focus was particularly addressed in the introduction to PT and PTCPed. 

Again, group discussions and activities were used in this session. 

 

4.4.3 Session 3: An Integrated Arts Project- Welcome to My Hometown: 

Penghu 

In this session, the participants took the role of learners (secondary 

students) engaging in a PTCPed teaching project. As Gill (1990: 25) pointed 

out, ‘true knowledge can best be acquired through experience’. Session 3 

was designed to offer a series of visual art and integrated arts (mainly visual 

art and music) activities for the participants to experience what it is and 

how to apply PTCPed into practice. While planning this session, my focus 

was placed on the use of PT creative pedagogical methods and establishing 

a supportive learning environment. Thus, the elements of planning a lesson 

(discussed in session 1 above), such as knowledge understanding and skill 

learning, were quickly skimmed through. Four main activities were included 

in this session (For the Power Point slides of Session 3 see Appendix J): 

 

1. Activity 1: “Let’s be Wassily Kandinsky”. 

2. Activity 2: Making a piece of artwork- “Belong to Penghu images”. 

3. Activity 3: “Background- Paul Klee”. 

4. Activity 4: “Visualising music! Composing art!” 

 

Throughout these activities, there were plenty of teaching strategies in 

relation to PTCPed, such as considering the use of play and a sketchbook, 

posing questions, providing a variety of materials, creating appropriate 
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challenges and individual and collaborative artworks, standing back, and 

building an enabling learning climate, that were carefully applied. In 

particular, three essential strategies, namely play activities (4.4.3.1), using 

questions (4.4.3.2), group activities (4.4.3.3), and using sketchbook (4.4.3.4) 

were highlighted in this session, which is discussed below. 

 

4.4.3.1 Play Activities 

Play is considered to be a highly valued strategy that is used in schools to 

encourage creativity and social cohesion (Fryer, 1996; Lucas, 2001; Burnard, 

et al., 2006; Cremin, et al. 2006; Chappell, et al. 2008a). Duffy (1998) refers 

to the fact that play is often seen as part of the creative process and shares 

many of the same characteristics, such as play and creativity, that both 

enable pupils to create understandings of their world from their own 

experience and provide a challenge to develop their problem-solving 

abilities. Furthermore, play is characterised by its freedom as well, as 

through play activities, pupils can have the freedom to try and create new 

ideas, and express themselves in their own way. Upon critical reflection of 

my past teaching experiences in school, using appropriate play activity was 

also a suitable method to attract students’ attention and enhance their 

learning and creativity. Therefore, in this integrated arts project, I organised 

my teaching activities in a play form. Taking Activity 4 - “Visualing music! 

Composing art” as an example, the participants worked in a group to make 

a picture based on a piece of music they had listened to, and swapped the 

pictures between groups to compose a piece of music based on the group 

creating art notation by using personal belongings as instruments (see 

Photo 1 below). 
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Photo 1 Two examples of group creating art notation 

 

4.4.3.2 Using Questions 

As Kyriacou (1996: 43) pointed out, using questions is one of the key 

effective teaching skills. Through asking open-ended questions, which 

encourages learners to answer or ask their own, and by allowing them time 

to put their thoughts into words, the teacher motivates learners’ 

independent thinking and helps them to focus on the task. However, it is 

critical that teachers think about the purpose and structure of the 

questions they ask and the comments they make (Kear & Callaway, 2000; 

Chappell et al., 2008a,b; Chen, 2006). In this teaching project, I used 

different degrees of “what if” questions to stimulate the participants’ PT. 

 

4.4.3.3 Group Activities 

Some of the student teachers were afraid to lose control over the pupils, 

classroom order and knowledge delivery if they pass the learning 

ownership to students, as the result, most visual art classroom teachers 

prefer to plan solitary activities, such as individual painting and crafts. 

However, this may lose the opportunities for students to build collaborative 

creativity. Although in this study my intention was not to foster the 

participants’ creativity, creating a “real-life” learning context for them to 

engage in can be regarded as a useful teaching strategy that enabled them 

to experience PTCPed authentically. 

 

4.4.3.4 Using Sketchbooks 

A sketchbook is often seen as a visual notebook and key research tool of 
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the artist as it can offer insights into the personal vision, material, ideas and 

working processes of the artist. With the characteristics of ‘highly personal, 

often autobiographical nature’ of the sketchbook, the artists explore 

inwards to the ‘private self’ and construct an ‘outward-facing public self’ 

that is represented by a final piece of artwork (James, 2007: 207). 

 

The value of the sketchbook has been recognised and is in widespread use 

in an educational context (e.g. Art and Design in the National Curriculum, 

GCSW and GCE ‘A’ level in England). Robinson and his colleagues (2007) 

stated that a 

 

‘Sketchbook is a personal tool and a playground for the development of 
ideas, encouraging invention and creativity in the thinking process. 
Sketchbooks engage children in their learning, developing them as 
researchers by encouraging reflective practice…’ (p1) 

 

James (2007: 209) suggested that in a school setting, the sketchbook is a 

creative tool to encourage information-gathering, experimentation and 

risk-taking in the search for a creative solution to a self-generated idea or 

problem. He further gathered six key functions of the sketchbook: 

 

1. Personal responses 

2. Investigating and making 

3. Critical and analytical skills 

4. Self-awareness 

5. An active and creative approach to learning 

6. Documentation skills 

 

In my project, a sketchbook not only provided a free space for student 

teachers to reflect on and record their learning journey as the participants 

(refer to Section 3.6.1.3,) but it also offers student teachers a creative stage 

on which to practice and make art as learners (or secondary school 

students) (see Appendix E). 
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4.4.4 Session 4: Creative Assessment in the Arts 

The main focus in this session was the assessment of creativity through the 

(visual) arts. The content of the session (For Power Point slides of session 4 

see Appendix J) is shown below. 

 

1. Creating a joint-groups artwork 

2. Final performance 

3. How can we assess creativity: final product or process? 

4. What criteria and tools can we use to assess creativity? 

 Activity: A. Group: the assessment criteria (Appendix K); 

B. 2 stars and 1 wish 

5. Sketchbook and portfolio assessment 

 
In order to reinforce the participants’ discussions of the assessment, a 

joint-group artwork (combining each group’s artwork from session 3 into a 

big piece of artwork; see Photos 2, 3) and a final, integrated arts 

performance (joining visual art, music, dance and drama) were first set up 

(another reason was that a few participants were absent in the last 

session). 

 

 

 
 

Photo 2Three group artworks 
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Photo 3 A joint-groups artwork 

 

Group discussions were frequently used to encourage the participants to 

explore how to assess creativity based on their art-making experience in 

session 3 or at the beginning of this session. The discussions included the 

topics of the use of the criteria and tools for assessment. Regarding the fact 

that the assessments in visual art in Taiwan often pay much more attention 

to the product, in this session, the sketchbook was particularly introduced 

to be used for assessing creativity concerning both process and product. 

 

As discussed in Section 4.4.3, the sketchbook would be an effective way to 

allow students the freedom to individually create and explore. Anderson & 

Milbrandt (2005: 173) describe a student’s research sketchbook to be used 

as a place ‘to consider one or more issues, forms, or ideas through critical, 

historical, and aesthetic inquiry; visual examination and note-taking; 

personal reflection; and creative visual expression’. Therefore, a sketchbook 

can also be a key document for assessment of students’ creative 

development in art education (James, 2007: 213). A sketchbook contributes 

to the process of assessment as it provides evidence of pupils’ progress in 

their learning, revealing their developing ideas, skills, and ability to work 

independently. Through reading it, a teacher can then have a clear 

understanding of their pupils’ development and can plan for their needs 

accordingly. As well as this, it also provides an opportunity for pupils 

(learners) to have a dialogue or conversation with themselves that can be 
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valued as a self-reflection and self-evaluation (ibid). 

 

4.4.5 Session 5: Teaching Practice 

In the final session, group teaching performances were set up to evaluate 

the participants’ learning throughout this CPed workshop. Each group was 

suggested to elect a representative to perform 20 minutes teaching (based 

on their visual art-based teaching project from Session 1) and then 10 

minutes of discussion, and feedback from myself and the other groups. The 

performances were assessed using formative comments, both in verbal 

and written form, based on the central assessment criteria - the scope of  

PT and PTCPed that is created by the participants and educator (myself) 

collaboratively in session 4 (see the evaluation forms in Appendix L). 

 

4.5 Summary 

This chapter has concentrated on the rationale, framework, and 

organisation of the CPed workshop. In section 4.2, I gave the rationale for 

choosing the format of a workshop as the main vehicle to introducing 

creative pedagogy in this study, and explained the goals and objectives of 

the workshop. In Section 4.2, I firstly summarised the theoretical 

framework underpinning this workshop. Furthermore, the general use of 

teaching styles, approaches and teaching methods were also introduced. 

Finally, in Section 4.4, I discussed the session plans of the workshop where 

the details of the teaching methods and materials used in each session 

were outlined. 

 

The findings of this study are presented in the following Chapters Five and 

Six. In Chapter Five, the findings of the participants’ concepts of creativity 

and CPed in relation to Research Question One are firstly explored. 

 

 



         The Findings to Research Question One: Creativity Chapter 5 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE FINDINGS TO RESEARCH QUESTION ONE 
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5.1 Introduction 

This chapter aims to present the findings that refer to Research Question 

One; an analysis of the participants’ perceptions of creativity and CPed 

before and after attending a CPed workshop. The presentation of the 

findings of the perceptions of creativity and CPed are divided into three 

stages in order to interpret the data from different perspectives, including 

(A) the viewpoints from the participants specialising in visual art, and then 

the attentions turn to focus on (B) the changes of the perceptions for the 

individual participants in the visual art. Five main sections are expounded, 

headed as follows: 

 

5.1 Introduction 

5.2 Approaches to answering research Question One 

5.3 Sub-question 1: Student teachers’ perceptions of creativity  

5.4 Sub-question 2: Student teachers’ perceptions of creative pedagogy 

5.5 Summary  

 

Firstly, the approaches applied to analyse the participants’ perceptions of 

creativity and CPed are explained below. 

 

5.2 Approaches to Answering Research Question One 

The findings in this chapter intend to answer Research Question One: What 

are visual art student teachers’ perceptions of creativity and CPed? 

 

1.1 What were their perceptions of creativity before and after participating 

in a CPed workshop? 

1.2 What are their perceptions of CPed before and after the workshop? 

 

The analysis to answer Research Question One was divided into two main 

sections based on the two sub-research questions above, which involves 

the process of coding: the perceptions of creativity and CPed, and each 

section of analysis contains two phases, namely before and after attending 
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a CPed workshop. The data drawn upon to answer this research question is 

primarily from the seven visual art participants’ pre and post-workshop 

interviews. Fourteen digital sound files of interview data were transcribed 

into English transcriptions. The selection of data resources to answer each 

sub-research question is shown in Table 11 below. 

 

Research Question ONE 

Data resources used for analysis 

Pre-workshop 
interview 

transcriptions 

Post-workshop 
interview 

transcriptions 
1.1-1 What were the visual art participants’ 

perceptions of creativity before 
attending a CPed workshop? 

 
 

1.1-2 What were the visual art participants’ 
perceptions of creativity after attending 
a CPed workshop? 

  

1.2-1 What were the visual art participants’ 
perceptions of CPed before attending a 
CPed workshop? 

  

1.2-2 What are the visual art participants’ 
perceptions of CPed after the 
workshop? 

  

Table 11 The data resources used to analyse Research Question One 

 

The full background information of the visual art participants has been 

explained in Chapter Three, but in order to aid the following interpretations 

in this chapter, a brief summary of the visual art participants’ information, 

including the list of education and teaching experience, is restated in Table 

12 below. 

 

 Name Major Teaching experience 

1 Chou 
Sculpture Department Primary schools (first degree is primary 

education) 

2 Liao 
Sculpture Department A little teaching experience in primary and 

secondary schools 

3 Chien 
double majors in Craft and 
Design and Drama Department 

A little teaching experience in private art 
institutions, and primary and secondary schools 

4 Chao 
Chinese Brush Painting 
Department 

Teaching in own art studio 

5 Young 
fine art Department Volunteer in a government-funded art institution 

(age 6-11 pupils) 

6 Wu 
Chinese Brush Painting 
Department 

Private art institution and a summer camp (age 
6-8 pupils) 

7 Liu 
Sculpture Department 1 years teaching experience in a secondary 

school 

Table 12 A brief summary of visual art participants’ background information 
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The general approach to the data analysis has also been explained in 

Chapter Three, in which an inductive approach was applied to identify the 

visual art participants’ viewpoints of creativity (sub-question 1); and an 

inductive-deductive approach was adapted to answer their viewpoints on 

CPed (sub-question 2). Firstly, the pre- and post-workshop interview data 

sets were systematically examined by using an inductive coding strategy in 

order to search for emerging categories. The open codes were clustered 

into themes and refined by axial coding, seeking the relationships, links, 

and association between them. Additionally, the inductive themes emerged 

from the participants’ viewpoints on CPed then further deductively 

pattern-matched with the definitions of CT, T for C, and CL from the 

literature in order to clearly identify the visual art participants’ perceptions 

of CPed and its features.  

 

In addition to the two sections and two phases of analysis, in order to seek 

a deeper and clearer picture, the further interpretations of findings to the 

analysis were considered to contain two stages. An overview picture of the 

two-stage data analysis approach to Research Question One is explained in 

Diagram 11 below. 

 

 

Diagram 11 Approach to analysis: Research Question One 
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 Stage 1 

In first stage, the findings contained the viewpoints from all of the visual art 

participants which enabled an overall look at the research questions as well 

as identified a general trend of their perceptions of creativity and CPed 

before and after attending the workshop. As explained above, Stages 1 

involved a systematic thematic analysis through inductive coding process 

and inductive-deductive pattern-matching process in order to identify the 

story of the visual art participants’ perceptions of creativity and CPed.  

 

 Stage 2 

In second stage, the findings of each of the visual art participant’s views 

were further explored. By closely investigating each case and comparing 

the results with the findings before and after the workshop, my intention 

was to summarise and highlight the changes in each visual art participant 

from attending the CPed workshop. 

 

In the following sections, the visual art participants’ perceptions of 

creativity (5.3) and CPed (5.4) are explored according to the two 

sub-research questions. 

 

5.3 Sub-question 1: Visual Art Student Teachers’ Perceptions of Creativity 

In this section, the findings focus on the visual art participants’ perceptions 

of creativity. The presentation involves the findings of stage 1 (5.3.1): 

before attending a CPed workshop (5.3.1-1) and after attending the CPed 

workshop (5.3.1-2), and stage 2 (5.3.2): the changes to the visual art 

student teachers. 

 

5.3.1 Stage 1: before and after Attending the CPed Workshop 

5.3.1-1 Before attending the workshop 

To gain an overall picture of the seven visual art participants’ perceptions of 

creativity before they attended the workshop, I firstly gathered the 

information in relation to their descriptions about creativity from their pre- 
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workshop interview transcriptions, and further interpreted the meanings 

until the final codes emerged. The common themes and sub-categories are 

shown in the following Table 13. 

 

Themes Code Categories 

1. General concepts 1-1 Nature (1)/ natural (2)/both (3) 

1-2 Art based (1)/ general based (2) 

1-3 Personal experience (1)/opinion (2) 

1-4 Degree of creativity: Big-c (1), Pro-c (2), Little-c (3), 

Mini-c (4)  

2. Characteristics 2-1 Definitions of creativity: originality (1), innovation 

(2), imagination (2) 

2-2 Attitudes toward creativity: facing challenges/ 

risk-taking (1), self-determination (2), 

problem-solving (3) 

3. Process & product 3-1 Process 

3-2 Product  

Table 13 The common themes and sub-categories of creativity in pre-workshop 
interviews 

 

The definitions of the themes and codes/sub-codes in the pre-workshop 

interview data are presented in Table A in Appendix M-1, and the details of 

the coding process are given in Appendix M-2. A summary map of these 

categories, along with the frequency in each category, is shown in Diagram 

A in Appendix M-3. 

 

In this diagram, the visual art participants’ perceptions toward creativity fell 

into three main categories based on the similar meanings and the 

frequency that emerged from the coding analysis. These categories were 

general concepts (5.3.1-1.1), the characteristics of creativity (5.3.1-1.2), and 

process and product (5.3.1-1.3). Each main theme is discussed below. 

 

5.3.1-1.1 General Concepts 

In this category, the definitions of creativity from the visual art participants’ 
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descriptions can be basically distributed into four sub-categories: (A) 

creativity is nurtured, natural or both; (B) general-based creativity and 

art-based creativity; (C) personal experience or opinions of creativity; (D) 

degree of creativity. 

 

(A) Creativity is Nurtured, Natural or Both 

There were four visual art participants (4/7) who believed creativity can be 

fostered through an effective nurturing environment and appropriate 

teaching or training. Among these participants, Young further pointed out 

that the teacher is a key factor to inspire students’ creativity; and a few 

participants (e.g. Chao and Liu) pointed out other effects that may have a 

significant influent on nurturing creativity, such as personal life experiences, 

or “personal humane factors”. As Chao stated in her interview, 

 

“I only can say that education or teaching can only improve 50%, and 
another 50% comes from the students themselves…I think it depends on 
how hard they work on their work, or even through their reading or 
learning, or how strong the feelings or emotions they feel in their life 
experience…I believe that it is more about the personal humane 
factor…(which) actually can also be promoted or supplemented by 
education.” 

 

Liu also kept the same point and explained that “I believe it (creativity) can 

be accumulated by time and age ... The more experience you gained, the 

more feelings you can express, or the more expressions you can present 

through your work.” 

 

The other three participants (3/7) indicated that, even though creativity 

needs acquired effort or can be stimulated through education or training, it 

is innate talent that actually has a more powerful influence, such as from 

Liao’s description: 

 

“I think that part of creativity is inborn, and it just has not appeared. Or it 
may only appear in an inconspicuous place, so that we haven’t noticed it. 
Hence, if we can find it and promote it, it may have incredible power. So 
creativity also can be fostered through education.” 
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However, it needs to be noted in this sub-category that Chien gave an 

interesting conversation in her interview, where she firstly defined that 

creativity is about innate talent and also needed acquired effort. Replying 

to my question about fostering creativity through education, she asserted 

that 

 

“surely… because if it cannot (be fostered), why do arty people have a 
higher creativity? They were not born as creative persons; they were 
fostered in their creativity while they were learning art or the other 
arts-related subjects, and maybe from their personal life experience.” 

 

Here, this actually reveals two messages. Firstly, that Chien showed a 

slightly inconsistent stand in her viewpoints of creativity from nurtured and 

natural; secondly, she may think that artistic people have a higher level of 

creativity than non-artistic people, which refers to the sub-category of 

art-based or general. 

 

Finally, there was no vote to support the concept of natural creativity in the 

visual art group. 

 

(B) General-based creativity and art-based creativity 

Referring to the second sub-category, about half of the visual art 

participants (4/7) showed their stance toward general-based creativity as 

they believed that creativity belongs to a natural concept. When describing 

creativity, they tended to explain creativity as a general idea or capability, 

and that can be presented in many ways and in any forms, particularly in 

our daily life without a necessary being only shown in art forms or 

specifically pointing to any related field or subject. As Liu mentioned, 

 

“[creativity] usually comes from a problem happening, and then we may 
find ways to solve this problem. And “the process” that we are finding 
the solutions or solving the problem is creativity. It may be just one 
problem, but there may be more than one solution...” 

 

In contrast, three visual art participants (3/7) who believed in art-based 

creativity, highlighted that creativity needs to be expressed through an art 
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form. This simply because creativity for them was more related to personal 

experience in the field of art. They also suggested that fundamental 

training, in terms of knowledge, skills and personal internal improvement, 

plays an essential role in the development of creativity (also refers to the 

third category- product, Section 5.3.1-1.3) 

 

There was an interesting case from Chien. In her interview, she first stood 

for general-based creativity, but, from her posed examples, she is more 

related to art-based creativity (e.g. she believes that learning art can help 

students to gain creativity easier). Thus, I tried to figure out her stance by 

asking many relevant questions from different angles. Besides this, she had 

a special description of creativity that emerged from her interview. 

 

“M: … (Do) you think that you are a creative person? 
 
Chien: Compared to most people, I am; but in the University of the Arts, I 

think I am below the middle level in comparison to many art people. 
 
M: Why? 
 
Chien: … I think that my talent is in realism (good at drawing realistically 

and have the ability to memorise an image) … but in this 
technological time…I think creativity today refers more to abstract 
form (in art).” 

 

When reading the sentence from her interview transcription, “I think 

creativity today refers more to abstract form (in art)”, I firstly interpreted 

that this implies her viewpoint of creativity means to be original, which 

refers to the next main category, the characteristics of creativity. However, 

after repeated reading, I found that although her drawings were more 

realistic, this does not mean there was no creativity or original ideas 

involved in her drawing process or final product as the meaning of original 

can only make sense to the learner themselves (e.g. mini-c creativity) and 

not necessarily to others. Therefore, I decided to code her viewpoint as 

belonging to the category of art-based creativity. 
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(C) Personal Experience or Opinions toward Creativity 

The third sub-category highlights that all the visual art participants’ 

perceptions of creativity came from their personal (arts) learning or 

art-making experience. For example, Liao was the case who verbally 

described her creativity based on her personal opinions. However, through 

repeated reading of her interview context and contrasting her definition of 

creativity (“something is different from the normal; to change”) and the 

relative examples she provided (e.g. “how can I deal with the same 

materials or topics and then give a new meaning into my work”), it can be 

found that her strand of creativity actually came from her art-making 

experience. This finding also implied that the participants had not had any 

training or knowledge in relation to the idea of creativity given in their 

teacher training course before participating in this study. It can be proved 

there was no training course entitled creativity shown on the list of the 

National Secondary ITT Curriculum, either in MOE (MOE, 2011) or at the 

target university (NTUA-TEC, n.d.).  

 

(D) Degree of Creativity 

Different degrees of creativity can be identified through the interview 

conversations with the visual art participants. Their degrees of creativity 

are detailed in Table 14 below, along with the frequency of the occurrence 

of each creativity degree and overall.  

 

Visual art 
Participants 

Degree of Creativity 
Big-c Pro-c Little-c Mini-c 

Chou       
Liao      

Chien      
Chao      
Young      

Wu      
Liu      

Total 0 3 2 3 

Table 14 Visual art participants’ views of creativity degree before the workshop 

 

It can be seen from Table 14 that pro-c and mini-c creativity were together 

placed as the most frequently mentioned creativity degree, each of which 
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had three participants holding the view. Three participants from the 

non-visual art group believed in big-c creativity. Furthermore, it can be 

found that some participants actually hold more than one view of the 

creativity degree (for example, Dai). 

 

From Table 14, almost half the visual art participants explained their 

creativity by focusing on the degree of professionalism (pro-c) (3/7) or 

referring to it as the learning process (mini-c) (3/7). Two participants (2/7) 

explained their creativity more in relation to daily life experiences so I 

referred to their perceptions of creativity as little-c creativity. However, 

there were no participants who mentioned big-c creativity in the visual art 

group. Furthermore, it can be found that one participant held more than 

one view on degrees of creativity, as Chou’s explanation of creativity 

included pro-c and mini-c creativity (e.g. “creativity is that it must be 

trained or cultivated through a period of fundamental learning which can 

be skill or internal improvement..., and then people can have the capability 

to produce a creation”). 

 

5.3.1-1.2 The Characteristics of Creativity 

The category of the characteristics of creativity can be divided into two 

groups based on the visual art participants’ descriptions, including (A) 

definitions of creativity and (B) attitudes toward creativity. 

 

(A) Definitions of Creativity 

Based on the three highest frequencies, the definitions of creativity 

gathered from visual art participants include originality (4/7), innovation 

(3/7), and imagination (2/7).  

 

(B) Attitudes toward Creativity 

Several characteristics of creativity can be seen as creative attitudes that 

only three participants described creativity in relation to creative attitudes 

in their interviews, such as facing challenge (1/7), and self-determination 

(1/7), and problem-solving (1/7). 
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5.3.1-1.3 Process and Product 

From the visual art participants’ descriptions of or their experience of 

creativity, two sub-categories were apparent, namely (A) process-based 

creativity and (B) product-based creativity. It is significant to note that the 

four participants in both sub-categories suggested the need for 

fundamental learning or training in creativity development, including 

knowledge, skills and personal internal improvement. 

 

(A) Process-based Creativity 

In this category of process-based creativity, two meanings emerged. Firstly, 

creativity was recognised as a starting point by four of the participants (4/7), 

such as a thought, inspiration, capability or interests. These mental 

activities (e.g. thought or idea) should be innovative and original, and to 

prepare for further actions, such as Chao expressed “creativity is an interest 

to create a piece of art”. 

 

Secondly, three of the visual art participants (3/7) mentioned that creativity 

also belongs to a “process”, such as the process of thinking, process of 

finding solutions, or process of finding/building personal style. 

 

(B) Product-based Creativity 

With regards to product-based creativity, two meanings were included: (a) 

through an object; and (b) that creativity is a presentation/ thought/ style. 

Firstly, three participants (3/7) mentioned that creativity should be 

expressed through an object. Among them, only Young further explained 

that it could be a complete product or an unfinished work, as she pointed 

out in her interview, “actually even just a piece of unfinished drawing also 

presents creativity. But it does need to be expressed through something 

that people can see and feel.” 

 

In addition, three participants (3/7) explained creativity as a presentation 

of thought (2/3) (e.g. “creativity is to express whatever you think…” (Wu), 
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and “creativity is a first-hand presentation from your creative ideas” 

(Young)), or personal style in art (1/3) (“creativity can be a personal style 

appearing in your work, so that people can easily tell the style from your 

artwork” (Chao)). Although both “thought”, “idea” and “style” belong to 

abstract concepts; creativity in their descriptions was not a starting point or 

a process. Instead, it was a substance which can be distinguished by other 

people or can be expressed by a person themselves. Thus, I referred to 

them as product-based creativity. 

 

5.3.1-2 After Attending the Workshop 

In this section, the discussion focuses on the visual art participants’ 

perceptions of creativity after attending the workshop. The same coding 

process was applied to the analysis of the post-workshop interview 

transcriptions. Three common themes and the sub-categories are 

summarised in Table 15 below. 

 

Themes Code Categories 

1. General concepts 1-1 Art based (1)/ general based (2) 
1-2 Degree of creativity: Big-c (1), Pro-c (2), Little-c (3), 
Mini-c (4) 

2. Characteristics 2-1 Definitions: Originality (1), Innovation (2), 
Imagination (3) 
2-2 Attitudes toward creativity 

3. Process & product 3-1 From the participants’ descriptions: process (1), 
product (2) 

3-2 From the criteria of defining creativity: process (1), 
product (2), both (3) 

Table 15 The common themes of creativity from the post-workshop interviews 

 

The definitions of the themes and codes/sub-codes are presented in Table 

B in Appendix M-1. The detail of the coding process for the post-workshop 

interview transcriptions is given in Appendix M-4. Overall, more codes 

emerged, but the frequency of each code was actually higher. This implies 

that the visual art participants have a broader viewpoint of creativity in 

common after attending the workshop. Diagram B in Appendix M-3 

summarises an overview of the themes and sub-categories with the 

frequency, including three main themes: general concepts (5.3.1-2.1), the 
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characteristics of creativity (5.4.1-2.2), and process and product (5.4.1-2.3). 

 

5.3.1-2.1 General Concepts 

In this category, the visual art participants’ perceptions of creativity after 

attending the workshop can be generally divided into two sub-categories, 

including (A) general-based creativity and art-based creativity; and (B) 

degree of creativity. Compared to the findings before the workshop, two 

sub-categories were missing, namely “creativity is nurtured, natural or 

both”; and “personal experience or opinions toward creativity”. This is 

because, firstly, the rationale behind my study supposed that creativity can 

be fostered, and this was the reason for the CPed workshop. Therefore, 

during the workshop, I discussed with the participants about the issues of 

nurtured and natural creativity, and they agreed that creativity can be 

fostered through appropriate pedagogy. Secondly, throughout the CPed 

workshop the participants were presented theories of creativity 

(particularly PT), and thus it was not necessary to identify where their 

viewpoints of creativity came from afterwards. The two sub-categories are 

discussed below. 

 

(A) General-Based Creativity and Art-Based Creativity 

Chao is the only visual art case who held her viewpoint of art-based 

creativity. As indicated in her interview, “creativity still has to be shown 

through an artwork”, and she also emphasised the necessity and 

importance of foundational training. The others (6/7) all believed in 

general-based creativity (domain-free) after attending the workshop. 

Although those who believed in general creativity had more experience in 

art learning and making in their lives, they described their creativity more 

in relation to daily examples or general features of creativity, which it is 

believed to, possibly, be applied in every learning subject and not 

specifically focused on the field of the arts. For example, Liu said that “…it 

(creativity) means to me, particularly in our daily life, that if an idea you 

had or the way you used to solve a problem is different from others, then 

this ability can be called creativity”. 
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(B) Degree of Creativity 

During the workshop, the different degrees of creativity have been 

explained, and little-c and mini-c creativity (mainly focused on PT) have also 

been properly mentioned in a learning context. The visual art participants’ 

views of the degree of creativity after attending the CPed workshop are 

detailed in Table 16 below, along with the frequency of the overall 

occurrence. 

 

Visual art 
Participants 

Degree of Creativity 
Big-c Pro-c Little-c Mini-c 

Chou      
Liao        

Chien      
Chao       
Young       

Wu       
Liu      

Total 0 2 5 5 
Table 16 Visual art participants’ views of the degree of creativity after the 

workshop 

 

It can be seen from Table 5.6, about half of the visual art participants 

explained their creativity by focusing on the degree of little-c and mini-c 

creativity (5/7 each), which met my expectations and the purpose of this 

workshop. There were two visual art participants’ viewpoints of creativity 

(2/7) that belonged to the degree of pro-c creativity. In addition, they both 

emphasised the importance of foundational training for professional 

knowledge and skills in order to promote more powerful creativity. Liao 

was the only case whose viewpoint of creativity covered from mini-c 

creativity to pro-c creativity, as well as Wu and Young’s viewpoint that 

covered mini-c and little-c creativity. 

 

5.3.1-2.2 The Characteristics of Creativity 

In this category, the characteristics of creativity emerged from the 

interviews with the visual art participants after they attended the workshop, 
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including (A) definitions of creativity and (B) attitudes toward creativity. 

 

(A) Definitions of Creativity 

The definitions of creativity were chosen from the highest three 

frequencies that emerged from the creativity viewpoints of the participants 

after the workshop, including innovation (5/7), originality (5/7), and 

imagination (3/7). It is interesting to note that the multiple features of 

creativity normally overlapped in every single participant’s description. For 

example, Lou defined that creativity “is to use your imagination and 

original ideas to create something new”, which contains the features of 

imagination, originality and innovation toward creativity. Liao also raised 

the characteristics of “transformation”, “innovative” and “originality” in her 

definition of creativity. 

 

“… creativity is a change; for example, for students, change is when they 
get information from their teacher; they can accept it but transform the 
information by using their own ways to express.” 

 

(B) Attitudes toward Creativity 

Regarding the attitudes towards creativity, only three participants’ 

descriptions have been identified as belonging to this category, including 

confidence (Chao), self-determination (Wu), and intention and joyfulness 

(Young).  

 

As can be seen from Appendix M-4, there were many codes in relation to 

this attitude category that actually emerged. Through repeated and careful 

concerns for the meanings, I divided these attitude-related codes into 

several sub-categories, which belonged to two different main themes. The 

first one is the participants’ definitions of creativity in relation to attitudes; 

for example “(creativity is) someone seeking change and original ideas all 

the time” (Young). The other is about creative attitudes that emphasise the 

occurrences during the learning or working process (refer to the next 

section below). 
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5.3.1-2.3 Process, Product or Both 

In this category, the visual art participants’ perceptions of creativity in 

relation to the features of process and product were designed to be 

analysed from two different angles: (A) directly from the visual art 

participants’ definitions of creativity; and (B) from the criteria that the 

visual art participants used to identify creativity. The reason for doing this is 

to offer a triangulation in order to review the visual art participants’ 

viewpoints of creativity from different perspectives. From the first angle, 

the participants’ viewpoints toward creativity from their descriptions were 

considered and this is more in relation to their knowledge-based 

information. The second angle, on the contrary, explored how the 

participants determine creativity by observing the creative activities of 

learners (other people) and this involves the elements of practice. 

 

(A) From the visual art participants’ definitions of creativity 

The visual art participants’ definitions of creativity after attending the 

workshop can be divided into two sub-categories, namely process-based 

creativity and product-based creativity. 

 

 Process-Based Creativity 

Creativity in this sub-category has been explained as a thought, change, or 

idea as a starting point to prepare for the actions that follow, such as Liu’s 

idea of creativity. She thinks creativity “means to me, particularly in our 

daily life, that an idea you had or the way you used to solve a problem that 

is different from others…” Similarly, Lou also explained that, to her, 

creativity “is to use your imagination and original ideas to create something 

new”, in which creativity is used to create a new object. 

 

In addition to the meaning of a starting point, Young also pointed out the 

meaning of “process” in her interview, “…creativity to me … it also is a 

process of joyful imagination…”, in which she emphasised that the learners’ 

imagination process can be seen to be creative. 
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 Product-Based Creativity 

In this sub-category, five visual art participants (5/7) thought creativity 

should be presented through an object that people can see or feel. Among 

those, the features of being meaningful (2/5), foundation training (2/5), 

and positive outcome (1/5) were suggested.  

 

Within these sub-categories, the concepts of “meaningful” objects that are 

gathered from the participants should be (a) based on our everyday life 

(1/2) or (b) based on the object’s inner characteristics (1/2). Here, Wu’s 

example is provided within her viewpoint of creativity based on an “object’s 

inner characteristics to create and change.” Wu further explained the 

meaning of inner characteristics,  

 

“…just like every object has its own characteristics and principles or… 
maybe… I could say “foundation”, thus whatever changes these features 
still exist. And creativity needs to be built or expressed based on these 
features.” 

 

(B) From the criteria of identifying creativity 

To examine how the visual art participants determine creativity, one 

post-workshop interview question was set up; “how do you know whether 

your students engage in CL or creative thinking?” In order to clearly identify 

the elements, I encouraged the participants to offer examples from their 

actual teaching experience or the learning experience from this workshop 

while doing the interviews. This allowed the participants to think widely 

about the answers by reflecting on a real situation. Table 17 below presents 

the visual art participants’ views of identifying creativity, along with the 

frequency of the occurrence for each creative criteria and the overall result. 
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Visual Art 
Participants 

Criteria of Creativity 
process product both 

Chou     
Liao     

Chien     

Chao     
Young     

Wu     

Liu     
Total 1 2 4 

Table 17 The visual art participants’ view of creative criteria 

 

It can be seen from the overall result that more than half of the participants 

(4/7) agreed that creativity can be both identified from final products and 

through the working process. Two participants (2/7) saw creativity by 

focusing on a product, and one (1/7) by the process. The detail of how the 

visual art participants judge the individuals’ creativity will be explained 

below. 

 

 Process: Attitudes, Reactions, and Responses toward Creativity 

In general, the visual art participants in this category thought that creativity 

was better identified from the individuals’ (e.g. students) learning or 

making a process through the attitudes, actions and responses. These 

include several particular features, such as immersion (4/7), intention (4/7), 

self-determination (4/7), playful/joyfulness (3/7), and confidence (2/7). For 

example, Wu explained her criteria of judging creativity by reflecting upon 

her teaching experience with more detailed features, including immersion, 

joyfulness, and the posing of questions. 

 

“I always see students’ reactions or their responses…, [for instance] when 
you see their eyes are shining, then I realise that I have caught their 
attention and they are interested in it. And when they actively ask 
questions or they start to discuss this issue with their partners, I can tell 
they are engaging in creative thinking. To sum it up, you can tell that 
students are very different than they usually are.” 

 

 Product: Through an Object 

It is interesting to find that two participants (Chou and Chao) emphasised 

that creativity can only be determined by a concrete object, such as a piece 
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of work. For example, Chou explained, 

 
“[creativity is while] I saw someone’s work with innovative ideas or different 
expressions… [for example] I would be surprised how wonderful and 
imaginative their drawings are, and the details they actually have observed 
and felt, even more than me!” 

 

In Chou’s description, he firstly pointed out the quality of students’ drawing 

(innovative ideas and different expressions), and he further emphasised on 

their details which made him surprised, that are all related to the 

“product”. 

 

In the following section, each case of the visual art participants’ 

perceptions of creativity is examined by comparison with the findings 

before and after attending the workshop. 

 

5.3.2 Stage 2: The Changes to the Visual Art Student Teachers 

5.3.2.1 The Visual Art Cases 

Although the group of seven participants were all specialising in the visual 

art and attended the same workshop, based on the individual’s professional 

background (e.g. fine art, design, Chinese brush painting; these specific art 

subjects are not only presented in different ways but also require different 

knowledge and skills) and their learning experience, they often have 

different interpretations of creativity. The changes in each visual art case’s 

perceptions of creativity are focused on the comparisons before and after 

the attendance in the workshop. The presentation of each of the 

discussions covers the following categories: (A) general-based and 

art-based creativity; (B) degree of creativity; (C) process-based, 

product-based creativity or both. It is noted that the reasons I did not 

examine the characteristics of creativity (both definitions of and attitudes 

toward creativity) are because, firstly, from the overall results, the 

participants’ definitions of creativity did not show a big change, and 

secondly, the attitudes toward creativity mostly appeared after the 

workshop. However, this information will be summarised in Section 5.3.2.2, 
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and also further compared with the literature of PT in Chapter Seven. 

Finally, a brief conclusion for each case will be provided in a summary 

figure, involving the viewpoints of general/art-based and 

process/product-based creativity. 

 

Case A: Chou 

Chou thought that creativity was hard to define in both of his interviews. As 

he explained, 

 

“…To define creativity, I feel that it is very difficult to give a clear 
definition because it involves too many meanings... Before the workshop, 
I may think creativity is just a feeling to make a piece of art, but after I 
found that this meaning may just be part of a definition of creativity. 
There are too many things I have to care about when I would like to 
foster students’ creativity …. And I misunderstood that interesting means 
creativity before!” 

 

His perceptions of creativity before and after the workshop, according to 

the categories, are summarised in Table 18 below. 

 

Chou General 
based 

Art 
based 

Big-c Pro-c Little-c Mini-c Process 
based 

Product 
based 

Before              

After            

Change ＊   
＊  : change;  : non-change 

Table 18 The overall changes for Chou 

 

It can be found from the above table that Chou’s perceptions of creativity 

were changed in each category. In general, his viewpoint of creativity 

before the workshop was in relation to the process and the outcome of 

art-based learning (e.g. creativity in art-making). Consequently, it involved 

the degree of PCC and MCC in order to judge the quality of creative 

products. His stance on creativity then turned to general and product based 

(e.g. creativity needs to be present in a (art) product). In addition, he paid 

more attention to viewing creativity in teaching and learning, which 

belongs to MCC creativity. 
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However, while looking closely, creativity for him may be more related to 

art, more clearly as art-product based. For example, he explained that 

“creativity is an inspiration to make a piece of artwork” before he attended 

the workshop, in which creativity to him was more related to a personal 

style in artwork so it requires appropriate foundation training. Afterwards, 

he mentioned that students’ creativity can only be assessed from their 

artworks and their descriptions of their artworks. 

 

Diagram 12 below presents the details in the changes of Chou’s view of 

creativity involving the categories of general/art-based and 

process/product-based creativity. 

 

 
General-based creativity 

Process-based 
creativity 

 

 

 

 

 

Product-based 
creativity  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Art-based creativity 

Diagram 12 The change in Chou’s view of creativity 

 

From Diagram 12, Chou’s perceptions of creativity were from the art-based 

process and product to the general-based product, but are much closer to 

art-based. 
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Case B: Liao 

Table 19 below shows the overall change in Liao’s perceptions of creativity. 

 

Liao General 
based 

Art 
based 

Big-c Pro-c Little-c Mini-c Process 
based 

Product 
based 

Before             

After               

Change      

Table 19 The overall change in Liao 

 

It is clear to see that there was only one notable change shown in Liao’s 

perceptions of creativity. In the category of the degree of creativity, her 

stance moved from LCC (“not only in making art, creativity is important as 

well in doing anything”) toward the degrees covering MCC, LCC and PCC as 

she discussed creativity in learning and its high quality. Furthermore, Liao 

kept her viewpoint to general-based creativity with the idea of “change”. 

However, when comparing her two interviews, the meanings of change 

seemed to involve different degrees. As she explained in the post-interview, 

 

“… creativity is a change… for students, … is when they get information from 
the teacher, they can accept it but transform the information by using their 
own ways to express … after the workshop I realised that creativity actually 
needs to be built up from a foundation… before I … focused on seeking an 
innovative, different idea and expression … [and] believed this is what 
creativity is. But now, I believe that sufficient capacity and training actually 
brings more powerful creativity.” 

 

From her description, the meaning of change was about the thinking 

process or doing something in a novel way before the workshop. This 

changed to ideas or the process of “transformation” and “originality” and 

was more concerned with product based. She also mentioned the necessity 

of foundation training. Thus, the change in Liao’s viewpoint of creativity 

only showed a slight move; both in the general-based process and product 

(see Diagram 13 below). 
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General-based creativity 

Process-based 
creativity 

 

 

 

 

 

Product-based 
creativity  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Art-based creativity 

Diagram 13 The change in Liao’s viewpoint of creativity 

 

Case C: Chien 

To discuss the change in Chien’s perceptions of creativity, it was noted that 

she was late for every session throughout the workshop, sometimes even 

appearing 30 minutes before the session finished. Therefore, it could be 

expected that her acquirement would be limited somehow, although from 

Table 20 below the changes seem to apply to her perceptions of creativity. 

This limitation emerged in her interviews, in which her viewpoints of 

creativity and CPed (see Section 5.4.2.1 Case C: Chien) tended to be short 

and only on the surface. Additionally, sometimes incoherencies appeared 

between her interview conversations and her teaching practice in Session 5 

(see Chapter Six). 

 

Chien General 
based 

Art 
based 

Big-c Pro-c Little-c Mini-c Process 
based 

Product 
based 

Before            

After             

Change    

Table 20 The overall changes for Chien 

 

Referring to Chien’s viewpoints of creativity, she firstly raised the point that 

creativity is a creative capability (general-based). She then described 

herself as an uncreative person, for example, because her art talent is 

based on realism, explaining that creativity is required to create something 
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new. Moreover, from her pre-interview, she implied that learning art could 

bring more creativity to students. As a result, I identified her stance on 

creativity was in art-based product with a PCC degree. After the workshop, 

her stance on creativity became an ability of breakthrough, aiming to 

improve the current situation, which can be made sense of by producing a 

positive outcome in general-based creativity. In addition, she explained 

learners’ creativity by looking at their process and product. 

 

The changes in her viewpoint on creativity are summarised in Diagram 14 

that is shown in next page. It is clear to see from the figure that Chien’s 

perceptions of creativity moved from an art-based product to a 

general-based process and product, but closer to product. 

 

General-based creativity 

Process-based 
creativity 

 

 

 

 

 

Product-based 
creativity  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Art-based creativity 

Diagram 14 The change in Chien’s viewpoint of creativity 

 

Case D: Chao 

Chao is a 44-year-old student, who had studied for her first degree and was 

currently on a Masters course in the Department of Chinese Brush Painting. 

She had also had plenty of teaching experience in Chinese brush painting in 

her own art studio for many years. Based on her interests and brief 

background, I assumed that her personality and thoughts may be more 

conservative and follow tradition. This is because Chinese brush painting in 

Eastern culture requires very detailed skills training and personal internal 

cultivation, and the creations tend to follow the principles and standards in 

the books of model paintings. Bearing in mind her background information, 
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Chou’s perceptions of creativity, therefore, tended to focus on art-based 

product in PCC degree, both before and after the workshop. The overall 

change to Chou’s creativity is summarised in Table 21 below. 

 

Chao General 
based 

Art 
based 

Big-c Pro-c Little-c Mini-c Process 
based 

Product 
based 

Before            

After             

Change      

Table 21 The overall change in Chou 

 

It can be seen from the table that Chou did not have many changes overall, 

only in the degree of creativity by adding the concepts of mini-c creativity. 

More specifically, she had gained more specific concepts to help her 

observe students’ creativity, for example, “to leave the last 5 minutes in 

every class and encourage students to share and explain their works”. 

 

In addition, Chou’s creativity stance is really related to producing original 

creations to a certain standard, which belongs to art- and product-based 

creativity. She also strongly believes in the powerful foundation training for 

creative development, including skills and personal internal improvement. 

Also, in her post-interview (below), she suggested that the importance of a 

teacher’s role was to promote creativity. 

 

“… if the students can be inspired by a good teacher in terms of their 
emotions, skills, thinking and so on, they must show powerful creative 
capacity.” 

 

Thus, Chao’s viewpoint of creativity showed no change either before or 

after the post workshop interviews. However, there were art changes in the 

art-based product category, but more ideas for process were added after 

the workshop (see Diagram 15). 
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General-based creativity 

Process-based 
creativity 

 

 

 

 

 

Product-based 
creativity  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Art-based creativity 

Diagram 15 The change in Chao’s viewpoint of creativity 

 

Case E: Young 

Young was really interested in this CPed workshop so she was the first 

volunteer to take part in my study. In addition, she actually had a very 

flexible experience from her past learning, which was recognised as a good 

starting point in her conceptual development of creativity. She also had 

some visual art teaching experience in a government-funded art institution. 

During the workshop, she also booked many individual tutorials with me 

between the workshop sessions to discuss her teaching plans and teaching 

methods. Her changes in creativity for each category are summarised in 

Table 22 below. 

 

Young General 
based 

Art 
based 

Big-c Pro-c Little-c Mini-c Process 
based 

Product 
based 

Before             

After              

Change      

Table 22 The overall changes for Young 

 

In the overall results, Young only had a change in the category of the 

degree of creativity where LCC was added. However, her creativity for 

general-based process and product had actually had a conceptual change. 

As she explained, 

 

“… after the workshop I … found that before I had just focused on 
‘creativity’, this vocabulary. So that creativity only made sense to me 
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when I felt that someone had lots of ideas which were different from 
others, or someone is seeking for change and originality all the time! 
But, after the workshop, creativity to me contains not only the above 
meanings; it also is a process of joyful imagination with no limitation 
and burden at all.” (Young) 

 

Her change of creativity actually came from her change of viewpoint on the 

concepts of CPed where she finally realised that the aspect of “procedure” 

was missing from her teaching (see the detailed discussion in Section5.4). 

Consequently, this idea was then applied to her understanding of creativity 

from “the process of thinking” to develop a specific viewpoint of creativity 

with “a process of joyful imagination” in an educational context. Young’s 

change of viewpoint to creativity is summarised in Diagram 16 below, 

where her creativity only shows a tiny move closer to process. 

 

 
General-based creativity 

Process-based 
creativity 

 

 

 

 

 

Product-based 
creativity  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Art-based creativity 

Diagram 16 The change in Young’s viewpoint of creativity 

 

Case F: Wu 

Wu evaluated herself as having no change in her ideas of creativity in the 

post-interview. She defined the meaning of “unlimited” as creativity based 

on her art-making and learning experience, together with some of her life 

examples. Table 23 below shows the changes applying to Wu. 
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Wu General 
based 

Art 
based 

Big-c Pro-c Little-c Mini-c Process 
based 

Product 
based 

Before            

After              

Change     

Table 23 The overall changes for Wu 

 
From the table, Wu’s viewpoints of creativity after the workshop included 

the additions of LCC and process-based creativity. In particular, she 

mentioned identifying learners’ creativity by their learning/making process 

through their attitudes and behaviour, such as asking questions. Thus, the 

change in Wu’s perceptions of creativity moved from general-based 

product toward general-based process and product (see Diagram 17). 

 

General-based creativity 

Process-based 
creativity 

 

 

 

 

 

Product-based 
creativity  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Art-based creativity 

Diagram 17 The Change in Wu’s viewpoint of creativity 

 

Case G: Liu 

Liu had no huge changes in her viewpoints of creativity either before or 

after the workshop (see Table 24 below). 

 

Liu General 
based 

Art 
based 

Big-c Pro-c Little-c Mini-c Process 
based 

Product 
based 

Before            

After            

Change       

Table 24 The overall changes for Liu 

 

As Liu explained, her creativity did not show any big changes in before and 

after the workshop (also shown in Diagram 18 below), that it was general 
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based ability and the process of problem-finding and solving in daily life. 

However, she valued the fact that this workshop did help her to locate her 

perceptions of creativity into the teaching and learning context: “Before the 

workshop, creativity … is an unclear concept, but after… it has become 

systematic knowledge … and also I have learned how to apply the concept 

of creativity systematically into my teaching …” 

 

 

General-based creativity 

Process-based 
creativity 

 

 

 

 

 

Product-based 
creativity  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Art-based creativity 

Diagram 18 The change of Liu’s viewpoint to creativity 

 

5.3.2.2 Summary of the Changes 

From the overall results, the changes in visual art participants’ perceptions 

of creativity can be summed up as below: 

 

1. Most visual art participants’ perceptions of creativity (see Diagram 19 

below) tend to be located in general-based creativity, and they identified 

creativity to include both process and product after the workshop. From 

the overall most visual art participants did not have big changes in their 

perceptions of creativity. 
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General-based creativity 

Process-based 
creativity 

 

 

 

 

 

Product-based 
creativity  

 

 

 

 

 

Art-based creativity 

Diagram 19 The overall change of visual art participants’ viewpoints to creativity 

 

2. Visual art participants’ perceptions of creativity also tend to focus on LCC 

and MCC, which is shown in Table 25. 

 

Visual art 
participants 

Degree of Creativity 

Big-c Pro-c Little-c Mini-c 
Chou before       

after      

Liao before      

after        

Chien before      

after      

Chao before      

after       

Young before      

after       

Wu before      

after       

Liu before      

after      

Table 25 The overall change of visual art participants’ viewpoints to degree of 
creativity 
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3. The characteristics of creativity from the visual art participants’ 

viewpoints mainly include innovative, original, and imaginative shown in 

Table 26. 

 

Visual art 
participants 

The Characteristics of Creativity 
Innovative Original Imaginative Others 

Chou before     

after        

Liao before        (change) 

after         (transformation) 

Chien before      

after       

Chao before       

after     

Young before        (transformation/connection) 

after         (change) 

Wu before      (not limited) 

after        (change; not limited) 

Liu before      

after      

Table 26 The overall change of the characteristics of creativity 

 

4. More features of the attitudes toward creativity (see Table 27 below) 

emerged from the visual art participants’ descriptions after the 

workshop, especially when they identified learners’ creativity. The 

high-frequency attitudes included immersion, intention, 

self-determination, playful/joyfulness, and confidence. 
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Visual art 
participants 

Attitudes toward creativity 

immersion intention 
self- 

determination 
playful/ 
joyful 

confident other 

Chou before       

after        

Liao before       

after           (risk-taking) 
Chien before       

after         

Chao before       

after          

Young before       

after           

Wu 
before       

  
(facing challenge) 

after         
  

(question- posing) 

Liu 
before      

  

(problem-solving) 

after       
  

(problem-solving) 

Table 27 The overall change of visual art participants’ viewpoints to attitudes 
toward creativity 

 

Next section, the findings will focus on the visual art participants’ 

perceptions of CPed. 

 

5.4 Sub-question 2: Student Teachers’ Perceptions of Creative Pedagogy  

As explained in Section 5.2, an inductive-deductive approach was used to 

analyse the visual art participants’ perceptions of CPed, in which the 

emerging inductive themes then further deductively pattern-matched with 

the definitions of the elements of CPed, namely CT, T for C, and CL from the 

literature in order to clearly identify their perceptions of CPed and its 

features. These terms, in relation to CPed, have been broadly discussed in 

Chapter Two (see Section 2.4). Similar to the section 5.3, the presentation 

of the visual art participants’ perceptions of CPed involves the findings of 

stage 1 (5.4.1): before attending a CPed workshop (5.4.1-1) and after 

attending the CPed workshop (5.4.1-2), and stage 2 (5.4.2): the changes to 

the visual art student teachers. 
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5.4.1 Stage 1: Before and after Attending the Workshop 

5.4.1-1 Before Attending the Workshop 

Identifying the visual art participants’ perceptions of CPed was complicated 

as some participants may hold more than one element of CPed (e.g. CT, CL 

and T for C). In addition, they saw these elements as maybe having similar 

or different purposes, or that these elements may become the purpose of 

CPed (e.g. CPed aims to achieve T for C). The common themes and 

sub-categories of the pre-workshop interview data are shown in Table 28 

below (The definitions of the themes and codes are presented in Table A in 

Appendix N-1). 

 

Themes Code Categories 

1. General Concepts 1-1 General definitions 

1-2 General purposes 

1-3 Other general features 

A. Creative Teaching A-1 The features of CT 

A-2 The purpose of CT 

B. Creative Learning B-1 The features of CL 

C. Teaching for 
Creativity 

C-1 The features of T for C 

C-2 The purpose of T for C 

D. Effective Teaching D-1 The features of effective teaching 

Table 28 The common themes and sub-categories of CPed in pre-workshop 
interviews 

 

As can be seen from Table 5.18, several general messages firstly emerged 

from the pre-workshop interview data when I sorted them into three 

sub-categories (1-1- 1-3). In addition, more detailed patterns that describe 

the features of CT, CL, T for C, and effective teaching (ET) were further 

presented in categories A, B, C and D (The reason to add the category of ET 

is explained in Section 5.4.1-1.1 (A) below). The detailed coding process, 

along with the frequency, for the viewpoints on CPed from the visual art 

participants before they attended the CPed workshop is given in Appendix 

N-2. A summary of the findings is shown in Diagram A in Appendix N-3. The 

following discussion of the visual art participants’ viewpoints on CPed, 

therefore, is based on the diagram to be divided into five main categories, 
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including general concepts (5.4.1-1.1), creative teaching (5.4.1-1.2), 

creative learning (5.4.1-1.3), teaching for creativity (5.4.1-1.4), and effective 

teaching (5.4.1-1.5). Additionally, a summary of the findings of before the 

workshop will be provided (5.4.1-1.6). 

 

5.4.1-1.1 General Concepts 

The general concepts of CPed can be explained in the following three 

features: (A) general definitions, (B) general purposes, and (C) other 

features. Each of the features explains below. 

 

(A) General Definitions 

When I asked what CPed means in the pre-workshop interviews, nearly all 

of the visual art participants (6/7) defined that it is “different from the 

traditional teaching” (e.g. Chou: “creative pedagogy…is to use an 

innovative way to teach, which is different from the tradition…”), and only 

one participant (1/7) described it as “effective teaching [ET]” (Chao: “it is 

systematic teaching. Through this teaching strategy, students at any level 

can learn things more easily and quickly…”). I further asked them more 

detail in order to explain what the differences meant and a variety of 

answers then came out from their descriptions and their examples of CPed. 

Firstly, in general, the definition of traditional/normal teaching to the 

participants means that teaching follows certain structures from the 

textbooks using the teacher-talk approach, and without interaction with 

the students (for more detail, refer to Chapter One). Consequently, through 

careful analysis and examination, the meanings of ‘different’ mostly belong 

to CT (4/7) and ET (3/7) in the visual art participants (see Table 29). It is 

noted that, although CT has been defined as “teaching creatively and 

teaching effectively” (where “effective” presents a learning outcome), from 

the interview data, some participants directly defined CPed by particularly 

emphasising “effective teaching”. This means that it is not only the main 

learning purposes but also the teaching methods that are all linked to the 

meaning of “effective”. Thus, I added a new element, ET, to distinguish the 

differences.  
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Visual Art Participants CT CL T for C ET 

Chou      

Liao      

Chien      

Chao      

Young      

Wu      

Liu       

Total 4 1 0 3 

Table 29 Visual art participants’ definitions of CPed before the workshop 

 

It can be seen from Table 29, that nearly half of the visual art participants 

(3/7) indicated the features of CT as CPed (e.g. including the meanings of 

teaching innovatively or teaching interestingly). Two participants (2/7) 

mentioned CPed as ET (e.g. Liao: “it is to change or to improve from the 

traditional teaching in order to achieve better learning outcomes”), and 

only one participant (1/7) had a view of CPed in relation to CL (e.g. Young: 

“pupils must be the main role in learning, and the teacher is just an 

assistant to help their learning”). In addition, there was one participant (1/7) 

who defined CPed with multiple elements (e.g. Liu: CT+ET: “… [teachers 

should] change the way of teaching, such as to create some puzzles and so 

on, students certainly will gain different knowledge…”). 

 

(B) General Purposes 

There were two purposes for the visual art participants to carry out CPed, 

including “T for C” and “teaching effectively”. The detailed information for 

each of the visual art participants refers to Table 30 below. 

 

Visual Art Participants Teaching for Creativity Teaching effectively 

Chou     

Liao    

Chien     

Chao    

Young    

Wu    

Liu    

Total 3 6 

Table 30 The reasons to perform CPed in the visual art group 
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It can be seen from the above table that there were three visual art 

participants (3/7) who either directly pointed out or implied that the aim of 

CPed is to achieve “T for C”. However, none of them was identified as T for 

C in the section of General Definition. This is because creativity for these 

participants is not an essential purpose, although they mentioned it. 

Instead, most visual art participants tend to believe “teaching effectively” 

(6/7) is the reason for CPed. For example, Wu explained her perception of 

CPed as follows; 

 

“CPed involves two ideas; the first one is … about no limitation to guide 
students’ learning and thinking … CPed could be more abstract… it is a way 
of teaching which is different from the normal way of teaching and can 
also bring a different outcome” 

 

In Wu’s description, “a different outcome”, as she explained, means “to get 

students to engage with the topic and to produce a good work, and not just 

to read the information from the textbook!” Thus, this involves the 

meanings of teaching effectively and the achievement of the teaching 

outcomes. 

 

(C) Other Features 

There were several other general features also identified from the visual art 

participants’ views of CPed, including the main role of CPed and enabling a 

learning environment. 

 

 The Main Role in CPed (4/7) 

While explaining CPed, some participants mentioned the person who plays 

the main role in teaching and learning. In this category, two visual art 

participants (2/7) emphasised that learners should be the main role in CPed 

and that the teacher only plays the role of an assistant to help with 

students’ learning. For example, Young suggested “pupils must take the 

main role in learning, and the teacher is just an assistant to help their 

learning. We are not just giving; we only give when they need, and what 

they need”. Liu, on the other hand, stated “I think that it is very important 
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that if students do not make any effort, I won’t help”. Comparing Young and 

Liu’s descriptions, it can be found that Young’s teaching was surrounded by 

a positive learning climate; but in Liu’s teaching experience, a tension 

seemed to exist in the relationship between teacher and learners. 

 

One participant (Chao) directly pointed out that CPed is a teacher-focused 

teaching method, particularly in which teachers use their creative thoughts 

and behaviours in playing the key factor in teaching. As she defined, “CPed 

should be a well-prepared teaching from teachers”. In addition, one 

participant (Liao) suggested a collaborative relationship between teacher 

and learners in CPed, which she explained by providing her learning 

example. 

 

“…the course … uses “discussion” in the teaching and learning… [that] 
inspired me to have more ideas… in discussion we (teacher and learners) 
may give each other feedback, or we may discuss the artists’ artworks. It 
is more than just to listen to what teachers give us…it is an interactive 
relationship in teaching and learning”. 

 
Although Liao was not sure whether this belonged to CPed, her 

learning experience through an interactive relationship between 

teacher and learners did inspire her development of creativity and 

imagination. 

 

 Enabling a Learning Environment (3/7) 

Three visual art participants’ descriptions of CPed mentioned the 

importance of a supportive and enabling learning climate for creativity 

development, such as an enjoyable and relaxing learning climate (2/3) and 

verbal encouragement (e.g. positive feedback) (1/3). 

 

After gaining the visual art participants’ general concepts of CPed, in the 

following sections, the features of each element of CPed will be further 

discussed based on the visual art participants’ viewpoints on CPed, namely 

CT (5.4.1-1.2), CL (5.4.1-1.3), T for C (5.4.1-1.4) and ET (5.4.1-1.5). 
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5.4.1-1.2 Creative Teaching 

In this category, four participants’ viewpoints on CPed have been identified 

as CT (4/7). Their definitions involved the meanings: (A) the features of CT; 

(B) the purposes of CT, as discussed below. 

 

(A) The Features of Creative Teaching 

These participants defined CPed as using an innovative (4/4) or interesting 

(2/4) way to teach. In addition, several specific teaching strategies were 

also mentioned, such as using play, integrated subjects, and interesting and 

funny examples. 

 

(B) The Reasons for Creative Teaching 

Two purposes were suggested by the participants to apply innovative and 

interesting teaching, including achieving effective teaching (4) or attracting 

students’ attention or interest (3). For example, Chou defined his CPed: 

 

“It is to use an innovative way to teach, which is different from tradition; 
it attracts students’ interest and makes learning unwittingly…[thus] CPed 
makes teaching more interesting so that students can learn more and 
produce better artworks…It won’t make students feel bored…” 

 

From his viewpoint, CPed means to use an innovative way to teach (CT) 

that is not only a good way to catch students’ interest but also to make the 

teaching process smoother and to achieve the learning outcomes (teaching 

effectively). 

 

5.4.1-1.3 Creative Learning 

As explained in Section 5.4, whether the pedagogical strategies foster 

“learner’s creativity through learner’s active learning” was the main criteria 

for judging CL. This means that a learner’s empowerment should be the 

priority in the teaching and learning processes. Therefore, Young was the 

only participant (1/7) whose perception of CPed was identified as CL. When 

Young described her viewpoint of CPed, she said, 
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“Pupils must be the main role in learning, and the teacher is just an 
assistant to help their learning. We are not just giving; we only give when 
they need, and what they need… My way is to provide pupils with many 
choices, but not tell them what to do…for example, when a child asked 
how to draw a cherry, I discussed the shape of a cherry with him/her, 
instead of drawing a cherry.” 

 

In her conversation, CPed is a child-centred approach and also involves the 

ideas of standing back and providing learning agency and opportunities, 

which are recognised as the features of CL. There were actually several 

codes that emerged from some of the other visual art participants (e.g. Liao, 

Wu, and Liu) that have been identified in relation to the features of CL (see 

Appendix M-2). They include providing opportunities (2) (e.g. providing 

multiple choices for students), standing back (2) (e.g. not limiting the 

methods and the materials and learner's ownership). 

 

5.4.1-1.4 Teaching for Creativity  

As explained in Table 5.18 (in Section 5.4), T for C in this study has been 

defined as the teaching methods or activities that involve the intention or 

purposes to foster a learner’s creativity. This is a teacher-focused approach 

but has not yet achieved active learning for creativity. Thus, in this category, 

the first criterion to judge the participants’ viewpoints on CPed is whether 

their purpose of CPed is to “teach creativity”.  

 

There were three visual art participants (3/7, e.g Chou, Chien and Young) 

who either directly mentioned or implied CPed as a method to foster 

students’ creativity, but none was recognised as belonging to this category. 

For example, Chien thought “art” was equal to “creativity” before attending 

the workshop (see Case C: Chien in Section 5.3.2.1). Therefore, while she 

directly pointed out T for C as CPed in her pre-workshop interview, her 

approach was actually to use an interesting way (CT, such as playing a game) 

to relax students that further makes the art teaching more effective (ET, 

such as to make a better drawing). As she said, “after playing the game, we 

still go back to our drawing, because a school teacher so far has a regular 

schedule progress to achieve …”. Therefore, I recognised Chien’s perception 
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of CPed as CT, which aims to achieve ET. 

 

5.4.1-1.5 Effective Teaching 

Three visual art participants’ perceptions of CPed were recognised as ET 

(including one participant defined CPed with CT+ET). From their 

descriptions, the features of ET involve, for instance, to define CPed as 

systematic teaching, or to explain how teaching should meet the learning 

outcomes and learners ‘abilities, or achieve better outcomes.  

 

5.4.1-1.6 Summary 

To conclude, the visual art participants’ perceptions of CPed before they 

attended the workshop are briefly summarised in the following Diagram 20.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
CT 

 

CL 
  

  

T for C 

Diagram 20 Visual art participants’ perceptions of CPed before the workshop 

 

There were four participants who held the stance of CT (including one 

participant who held the view of CT+ET) and one participant who 

mentioned CL. Finally, there were two participants who thought of CPed as 

ET.  

 

5.4.1-2 After the Workshop 

In this section, the discussion focuses on the visual art participants’ 

perceptions of CPed after attending the workshop. The same coding and 

pattern-matching processes were applied to the analysis of the 

post-workshop interview transcriptions. Three common themes and the 

1 participant (CL) 

2 participants (ET) 

4 participants (CT) (including 
1 participant who held the 

view of CT+ET) 
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sub-categories are summarised in Table 31 below (The definitions of the 

themes and codes/sub-codes are presented in Table B in Appendix N-1). 

 

Themes Code Categories 

1. General Concepts 1-1 General definitions 

1-2 General purposes 

1-3 Other general features 

A. Creative Teaching A-1 The features of teaching effectively 

A-2 The features of teaching creatively 

B. Creative Learning B-1 The features of CL 

Table 31 The common themes of CPed in the post-workshop interviews 

 

Similar to the findings before the workshop (see Section 5.4.1-1), several 

general messages emerged and these were sorted into three sub-categories 

(1-1- 1-3). Further detailed patterns that describe the features of CT and CL 

were presented in categories A and B. The detailed coding process, along 

with the frequency, for the visual art participants’ views of CPed after they 

attended the workshop are given in Appendix N-4. Diagram B Appendix N-3 

provides a brief picture.  

 

From the overall results, the visual art participants, agreed that CPed 

should involve the purpose of “teaching creativity” through CL and CT 

approaches where CT contains teaching creatively or teaching effectively 

(or both) after attending the CPed workshop. Thus, the discussion in this 

section is divided into three main categories (the categories of T for C and 

ET were missing), including general concepts (5.4.1-2.1), creative teaching 

(5.4.1-2.2), and creative learning (5.4.1-2.3). Finally, a summary of the 

findings for Stage 1 will be provided (5.4.1-2.4). 

 

5.4.1-2.1 General Concepts 

The general concepts of CPed can be explained in the following three 

features: (A) general definitions, (B) general purposes, and (C) other 

features. 
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(A) General Definitions 

Through careful analysis and examination, each visual art participant’s 

general definitions of CPed after attending the workshop, together with the 

overall frequency of each element of CPed, are presented in Table 32. It is 

noted that in the workshop I introduced the concept that CPed should take 

place in a playful, joyful, safe learning context in order to encourage 

learners to learn effectively, as well as to cultivate active learning attitudes. 

As a result, the elements of the learning contexts, including a supportive 

learning climate [SLC] and effective teaching context [ETC], were also found 

in the visual art participants’ descriptions of CPed after the workshop. The 

frequency is also presented in Table 32. 

 

Participant 
The Elements of Creative Pedagogy Learning Context 

CT CL T for C SLC ETC 

Visual 
Art 

group 

Chou          

Liao          

Chien       

Chao         

Young         

Wu          

Liu          

Total 5 4 2 6 6 

Table 32 The visual art participants’ general definitions of CPed after the 
workshop 

  

From the overall results, the most frequent stance held by three 

participants (3/7) was that CPed involves the concepts of CT + CL. The other 

participants held a variety of viewpoints on CPed, including CT + T for C 

(1/7), CL (1/7), T for C (1/7), and CT (1/7). In addition, nearly every 

participant (6/7) (except for Chien) suggested that a learner’s creativity 

would be better fostered within a SLC as well as an ETC. More detail of the 

discussion of learning context refers to (C) Other Features below. 

 

(B) General Purposes 

From the participants’ descriptions, several elements were recognised as 
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being related to the purposes of CPed that included all of the visual art 

participants agreeing that the purpose of CPed is to “teach creativity”. 

There were five participants (5/7) indicating or implying that CPed aims to 

achieve ET. For example, Lou explained that “CPed is…teaching students by 

using an innovative and interesting way … to improve students’ creative 

thought and imagination, and also reaches the teaching targets.” 

 

(C) Other Features 

With regards to the other general features of CPed, the discussion includes 

the learning context in CPed, and the main role in CPed. 

 

 Learning Context 

As Table 32 shows, there were six visual art participants (6/7) who 

mentioned both the importance of a ELC and ETC in creativity 

development.  

 

From these participants’ conversations, they believe that learners’ creativity, 

including their creative attitudes, can be well developed in a positive SLC, 

such as using verbal or action encouragements, and creating a 

playful/joyful and free learning climate. Through this friendly learning 

environment, students can naturally build up their confidence and 

enthusiasm, and become willing to face and undertake more challenges. 

However, this free and joyful learning environment, in their opinions, did 

not mean complete freedom for the learners. Instead, teachers need to 

provide appropriate activities and use well-designed strategies (such as 

giving a clear task to learners) based on the teaching targets in order to 

foster learners’ creativity effectively. 

 

In detail, the ideas for ETC gathered from the visual art participants’ 

interview transcriptions can mainly be divided into two features: teaching 

strategies (9), and teaching content and targets (3). Teaching strategies 

include leading students’ learning step by step (3), preparing various 

teaching aids, giving clear tasks in an appropriate time, and so on. Teaching 
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content and targets include using daily examples and having coherent 

teaching content and targets. 

 

 The Main Role in CPed  

As PTCPed suggested a learner-inclusive approach in creativity 

development, which was introduced in the workshop, it is sensible to 

identify from the post-workshop interview data that the visual art 

participants mentioned the roles of teacher and students in teaching and 

learning while explaining CPed. There were three visual art participants 

(3/7) who thought that teachers and students were in a cooperative 

relationship, or that both were important in creative development. In 

addition, two participants (2/7) still believed that the teacher played the 

key role in CPed (Chou and Chao; for more detail refer to Case A: Chou and 

Case D: Chao) and one participant identified that learners should be the 

main role in CPed (Young). It is noted that the participants who mentioned 

the teacher’s role in CPed suggested that teachers’ characteristics, teaching 

concepts (creativity and CPed), and professional development and efforts 

may influence students’ creativity development. 

 

In the following sections, the features of each element of CPed will be 

further discussed based on the visual art participants’ viewpoints, namely 

CT and CL. 

 

5.4.1-2.2 Creative Teaching 

The approach to CT in this study (in particular in the CPed workshop) has 

been defined as involving the meanings of teaching creatively and 

effectively (see Section 5.4). However, from the visual art participants’ 

viewpoints, CT is more in relation to “teaching creatively”, as described by 

five participants (5/7) in their post-workshop interviews. Taking the literal 

meaning, they thought that “teaching creatively” should involve the 

elements of being innovative (5) and interesting (1) in the teaching 

activities and strategies. In addition, two visual art participants mentioned 

the purposes of CT, including catching learners’ attention in order to let 
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them concentrate on their work (e.g. Young and Wu). 

 

5.4.1-2.3 Creative Learning 

In general, CL involves the purpose of T for C and emphasises a 

learner-ownership or learner-inclusive approach. The features of CL were 

gathered from the visual art participants’ viewpoints including: (A) 

providing opportunities and creating challenges (11 times), (B) providing 

learning agency (5 times), and (C) standing back (5 times). Since these 

sub-categories are all important equally, in this section, the order of 

presentation to explain these elements is based on their emerging 

frequency. 

 

(A) Providing Opportunities and Creating Challenges/Tasks 

The participants thought that teachers need to provide opportunities, such 

as unlimited time and varied materials, for learners to explore their ideas 

and ways with more possibilities and without pressure. On the contrary, 

posing questions or setting up certain conditions, such as time and 

materials to challenge students, were also recognised as essential elements 

by the visual art participants and that these should be involved in CPed. For 

example, Chao in her post-workshop interview said, “…limited time or 

certain conditions, as you [researcher] always remained with us in the 

workshop; students will be challenged and be inspired by their creativity 

and potential.” 

 

(B) Providing Learning Agency 

In this sub-category, the participants thought that, in CPed, teachers need 

to use daily life examples to help students engage with the learning content. 

In addition, teachers are suggested to use posting and responding 

questions, and use various teaching methods and aids in their teaching to 

inspire students’ imagination and creativity, instead of always talking and 

giving information to students which has been defined as belonging to the 

traditional teaching style. Teachers should also create group and individual 

activities to develop students’ creativity at different levels. 
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It is interesting that three of the visual art participants highlighted the 

strategy of designing activities for creativity development that particularly 

they paid their attention to group activities. This may be because in visual 

art education in Taiwan, teachers have less experience and confidence to 

organise group activities, and thus tend to use individual work more due to 

classroom management. For example, Chou mentioned his experience of 

using group activity in his school teaching and his reflection of participating 

in group activities during the workshop. 

 

“I really like the group activities …in the workshop. We all know group 
activity is useful, but it is very difficult to use it in schools because of the 
classroom management …But it was very impressed me that you 
[researcher] not only had individual group activities, but also you had 
joint-group activities! … In the process, every group was not only provided 
an opportunity to introduce their own drawings, [you] created a stage to 
let everyone to discuss how to join our drawings from groups.” 

 

From Chou’s viewpoint, different levels of group activities offer learners 

different ways and visions to explore their creativity through group 

members’ discussions or interactions. This idea also applies to Liu; as she 

said 

 

“…sometime I feel shy to express my ideas and opinions because of my 
personality. And also sometime I am afraid whether my points of view are 
wrong. But through those playful group activities …when other group 
partners contribute their ideas, this really helps me to express my ideas or 
helps to brainstorm my ideas …Although I may not express my idea, they 
[group members’ opinions] are all memorised on my mind. And I think the 
same situation may also happen on students…” 

 

It can be found from Liu’s explanation that group activities not only help 

with the development of creative ideas through group member interactions, 

but they also encourage shy people, like Liu, to engage in the learning 

context. 

 

(C) Standing Back 

According to the visual art participants’ viewpoints (5/7), standing back is 
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to give the ownership of learning to the students. These participants 

believed that learners’ creativity will be fully developed when they are 

given the freedom to decide their own methods and to choose their own 

materials. The role of teacher, from their viewpoints, is as an assistant to 

offer help or even challenges when necessary and, therefore, the duty of 

the teacher in CPed is to foster/stimulate/encourage, but not to directly 

teach creativity. Young, for instance, addressed the position of the teacher 

as a “third person” (observer) to present this idea in her post-workshop 

interview. 

 

“I think it (CPed) is child-centred pedagogy! And as a teacher, I think I am 
just an assistant to support their learning. Before I often took myself as a 
main role in my teaching and asked students to follow my ways. But this is 
still that I instructed my thought into students. So now, I realised that I 
need to leave the learning space to them and let them become the owner 
of their own learning. And just being a third person to observe and support 
their learning, particularly when they meet difficulty.” 

 

5.4.1-2.4 Summary 

Diagram 21 presents the visual art participants’ perceptions of CPed after 

attending the workshop. 

 

 

Diagram 21 Visual art participants’ perceptions of CPed after the workshop 

 

Briefly, most of the visual art participants believed in CT + CL that three 

people held this stance; two participants thought CT + T for C; and one 
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participant held the viewpoint of CT, and one other CL. It can also be seen 

that nearly every participant (6/7) thought that learners’ creativity should 

be fostered in SLC and an ETC contexts. For the detail, three participants 

held the stance of CPed as “CT + CL in SLC and ETC contexts”. In addition, 

one participant thought of each of the following stances: “CT + T for C”, “CL”, 

or “T for C” in both SLC and ETC contexts. Finally, one participant held the 

viewpoint of CT (1) but did not mention any SLC context. 

 

In the following section, each case of the visual art participants’ 

perceptions of CPed is examined by comparison with the findings of before 

and after attending the CPed workshop. 

 

5.4.2 Change: The Changes in Perception for the Visual Art participants 

5.4.2.1 The Visual Art Cases 

Similar to Section 5.3.2, the changes in each visual art case’s perceptions of 

CPed in this section are focused on the comparisons before and after 

attendance at the workshop. The discussions with each visual art 

participant cover the following categories: (A) general definition of CPed 

(including the definition of the elements of CPed) (B) Purposes of CPed; and 

(C) the main role in CPed, in which the individual’s professional background, 

teaching and learning experience and his/her viewpoint of creativity will be 

taken into account, if necessary. In Section 5.4.2.2, a brief conclusion for 

the visual art cases will be provided. 

 

Case A: Chou 

Chou’s perceptions of CPed before and after the workshop, according to 

the categories, is summarised in Table 33. 
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Chou General Definition of CPed The Purposes of CPed 
The Main Role in 

CPed 

Teacher Students 

Before CT (for ET) 
Attracts learners’ 
attention/interest 

  

After 
CT + T for C 

within a context of SLC + ETC 
Teaching creativity    

Change    

＊  : change;  : non-change 

Table 33 The overall changes of CPed for Chou 

 

It can be seen from the above table that Chou’s perceptions of CPed have 

been changed in each category. In general, his viewpoint of CPed before the 

workshop was more in relation to teaching creatively and, consequently, 

the purpose was to catch learners’ attention and interest so that they do 

not feel bored with the course. His stance on CPed then turned to touch 

the field of creativity development and teaching creativity in SLC and ETC 

contexts. 

 

It is noted that, although several elements of CL were identified in Chou’s 

post-workshop interview transcription, such as providing many 

opportunities to think, standing back, and so on, he actually pointed out a 

“teacher-focused approach” in CPed, as the example below shows, 

 

“… creativity belongs to students and CPed is more teacher based [that]… 
need to be complemented by each other. More clearly, students’ 
creativity needs to be fostered by teacher. … before the workshop I only 
picked up the things/topics I feel interesting to teach students, but when I 
reflected on my teaching, actually I still followed the traditional ways to 
teach which pretty much focused on skill teaching and training only. And 
I misunderstood that interesting means creativity! However, in the 
workshop… I realised [CPed] involves teaching creatively and teaching for 
creativity, especially it provides students many opportunities to think.” 

 

From the above example, learners’ creativity for Chou can only be fostered 

under the teacher’s instructions. This concept also appeared in his 

explanation about his implementation of CPed (PTCPed in this study) in 

practice that, from his viewpoint, CPed and his teaching ways were similar 

in that both used key points to lead students thinking. However, he argued 

the use of “question-posing” in a classroom setting, which has been 
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identified as one of the main features of PTCPed. I found this was probably 

due to his unclear concept in question-posing so we had a discussion in his 

post-workshop interview (see the extract from his post-workshop interview 

in Appendix O: Case A: Chou). Thus, Chou’s perception of CPed after 

attending the workshop has been identified as teacher-focused T for C by 

using CT. To sum up, the change in Chou’s perception of CPed was from “CT” 

to “CT + T for C”, which can be seen in Diagram 22 below. 

 

 

Diagram 22 The change in Chou’s view of CPed 

 

Case B: Liao 

Comparing the two interviews, Liao first mentioned that CPed was very 

different from traditional teaching. Furthermore, her viewpoint of CPed 

was influenced by her concepts of creativity that involved the idea of 

“change” (refer to Section 5.3.2.1). Her perceptions of CPed before and 

after the workshop, according to the categories, are summarised in Table 

34 below. 
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Liao General Definition of CPed The Purposes of CPed 
The Main Role in 

CPed 

Teacher Students 

Before ET 
Achieve better learning 

outcomes 
    

After 
CT + CL 

within a context of SLC + ETC 
Inspire learners’ creativity 

Teaching effectively 
    

Change     

Table 34 The overall changes of CPed for Liao 

 

It can be seen from the table above that Liao’s perceptions of CPed were 

changed in the categories of general definition and purposes of CPed. 

Before the workshop her stance was more in relation to effective teaching. 

As she explained, “it [CPed] is to change or to improve from the traditional 

teaching in order to achieve better learning outcomes”. After the workshop, 

she then turned to fostering learners’ creativity in SLC and ETC contexts and 

involved the features of CT + CL, as the following interview transcription 

shows, 

 

“… CPed is a teaching way in which the teacher uses a heuristic method to 
inspire students’ learning and creative thinking. More specifically, teacher 
not just follows the textbooks in his/her teaching, he/she takes the essence 
and the key points from the textbooks, and uses innovative ways to teach 
his/her students. The most significant … teacher using posing questions 
and interesting activities to inspire students’ creativity and learning step 
by step… by considering students’ ability and interests.” 

 

Different from Chao, Liao emphasised, both before and after attending the 

workshop, that teachers and learners are both important in CPed. More 

specifically, for Liao, CPed does not only focus on the teacher’s teaching 

method or strategy; instead, it is a cooperative relationship between 

teacher and learners. As she pointed out, 

 

“this is a pedagogy which is more focused on the learners, and also 
provides a stage for the interactions and inter-learning between teacher 
and students, which is not just one-way teacher-to-students teaching. This 
CPed is teacher not only teach students, but also can get feedback from 
students. In the process, it actually creates more learning opportunity to 
both teacher and students.” 

 

The Diagram 23 presents the changes in Liao’s perception of CPed, moving 
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from “ET” to “CT + CL”. 

 

 

Diagram 23 The change in Liao’s view of CPed 

 
 

Case C: Chien 

Chien’s perceptions of CPed before and after the workshop, according to 

the categories, is summarised in Table 35 below. 

 

Chien General Definition of CPed The Purposes of CPed 
The Main Role in 

CPed 

Teacher Students 

Before CT (for ET) 
Foster students’ creativity 

Involving a positive outcome 
  

After CT Foster students’ creativity   

Change      

Table 35 The overall changes of CPed for Chien 

 

The above table shows that there was only a slight change in the category 

of the purposes of CPed that appeared in Chien’s perceptions of CPed, both 

before and after attending the workshop. The reason for this limitation has 

been discussed in Section 5.3.2.1. In general, although Chien mentioned 

that CPed means to foster students’ creativity through both creative and 

innovative teaching ways, her ideas were more in relation to ‘teaching 

creatively’. For example, in her pre-workshop interview (shown below), she 
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suggested the use of “play” (e.g. drama activities) when teaching in order 

to stimulate creativity, but she misapprehended the principle and functions 

of “play” in creativity development. 

 

“Chien: …. But after playing the game, we still go back to our 
drawing, because a school teacher so far has a regular schedule 
progress to achieve. 

 
M: So the purpose of playing a game for you is to relax students and 

to catch their attention. Am I right? 
 
Chien: Yes, but while playing a game, students will become more 

creative and will brainstorm more ideas. As teaching in art, I 
think that it is fine to use more flexible ways in teaching, such 
as plays. Also, since art is not a serious subject, students don’t 
really care about it, so…less pressure on the teacher…” 

 

Additionally, Chien stated in her post-workshop interview that “after this 

workshop, I have had a clearer understanding of CPed…it is to use creative 

teaching ways to stimulate students’ creativity.” However, reflecting on her 

teaching practice in the workshop (refer to Chapter Six), she tried to include 

many interesting play activities in her teaching plan but was not really 

concerned whether these activities could inspire students’ creativity 

development. For example, she used PowerPoint to show many vivid 

pictures but kept the teacher-led approach in her teaching practice, which, 

it has been argued, still follows traditional teaching methods. 

 

Thus, through this detailed analysis, Chien’s perceptions of CPed can only 

be interpreted as “CT” both before and after the workshop, as shown in 

Diagram 24. 
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Diagram 24 The change in Chien’s view of CPed 

 

Case D: Chao 

Chao’s perceptions of CPed before and after the workshop, according to the 

categories, is summarised in Table 36 below. 

 

Chao General Definition of CPed The Purposes of CPed 
The Main Role in 

CPed 

Teacher Students 

Before ET Teaching effectively    

After 
T for C 

within a context of SLC + ETC 
Teaching creativity 
Teaching effectively 

   

Change     

Table 36 The overall changes of CPed for Chao 

 

The above table shows that Chao’s perceptions of CPed were changed in 

the categories of the definition and purposes of CPed. Before the workshop, 

Chao defined CPed as a systematic teaching method in order to provide 

useful foundational training (see the example below). 

 

“…it [CPed] is a systematic teaching method. Through this teaching 
strategy, students in any level can learn something easily in a short time, 
and particularly it attracts their internal interests to work on art 
creations…in the teaching process, it [creativity] is not just a blue-skies 
imagination; creative pedagogy should be well-prepared teaching from 
teachers, particularly through the visual materials, students can learn 
something systematic, and from external to internal to guide students to 
express their feelings from their inside into their works … because for me it 
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[creativity] should be built on the prior knowledge or skills. ” 

 

Several features of CPed can be summarised from Chao’s description above. 

Firstly, CPed requires teachers’ to be well prepared for their teaching. 

Secondly, for Chao, learning art is equal to developing creativity. Therefore, 

she thought that fundamental skills and knowledge learning was the basic 

requirement for promoting creativity. In addition, Chao also posted an 

example from her past learning to explain her ideal CPed, in which CPed 

used a different way of teaching that could involve the element of surprise. 

 

After the workshop, Chao still paid much of her attention to achieving ET, 

as she stated in the post-workshop interview, 

 

“…[After the workshop] I realised that if I can just set up my teaching 
targets and plan my teaching appropriately, students then can do their 
artworks in certain amount lessons. And in such limited time or certain 
conditions… students will be challenged and inspired their creativity and 
potential…” 

 

It is clear from the above transcription that Chao’s perception of CPed was 

opened up to include the element of T for C after the workshop, and even 

involved several elements of CL (e.g. setting up challenges). However, from 

the overall results, she still focused on a teacher-led approach for teaching 

creativity, and she placed her emphasis upon building an ETC context. In 

addition, she also mentioned providing a SLC to foster students’ creativity 

(see Appendix N-4). The Diagram 25, therefore, presents the changes in 

Chao’s view of CPed that has moved from “ET” to “T for C” in SLC and ETC 

contexts. 
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Diagram 25 The change in Chao’s view of CPed 

 

Case E: Young 

Young’s perceptions of CPed before and after the workshop, according to 

the categories, is summarised in Table 37 below. 

 

Young General Definition of CPed The Purposes of CPed 
The Main Role in 

CPed 

Teacher Students 

Before CL 
Give the learning ownership 

back to students 
   

After 
CL 

within a context of SLC + ETC 
Foster students’ creativity    

Change     

Table 37 The overall changes of CPed for Young 

 

As mentioned in Section 5.3.2.1, Young had had very flexible experience in 

her past learning, particularly the fact that her ideas of CPed were similar 

to the principle of PTCPed in this study before the workshop. Therefore, it 

can be seen from the above table that Young’s perceptions of CPed only 

had a few changes. 

 

Firstly, when she defined her thoughts on CPed, she mentioned that it 

should be a child-centred approach. She also emphasised that learning 

ownership should be given back to the learners, which has been recognised 
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as a feature of “CL” in this study, although she didn’t highlight the purpose 

of “T for C” verbally. Young actually gave a similar definition of CPed (as 

child-centred and learner-ownership approaches) in her post-workshop 

interview, but her focus on CPed had been changed to pay more attention 

to ET strategies. As mentioned, Young was quite happy to actively discuss 

with me during the workshop her difficulties in teaching. Through these 

discussions, she found her limitation was her management of teaching skills 

and strategies. As she later explained in the post-workshop interview, 

 

“… the teaching procedure and rhythm (structure) are the two most 
important things in a creative pedagogy…teacher needs to give a clear 
task in an appropriate timing to attack students’ attentions and also let 
them concentrate on their work. Because in a creative pedagogy 
students … are often too happy and excited to lose control easily in the 
classroom management…” (more detail refers to Appendix O) 

 

From the above, Young’s description not only emphasised the feature of 

effectiveness in creativity development by reflecting upon her personal 

teaching experience, but also highlighted the dilemma of classroom 

management in Eastern creativity education (e.g. Taiwan). The change in 

Young’s view of CPed can be identified from “CL” to “CL” but the emphasis 

is upon SLC and ETC contexts, which is shown in Diagram 26 below. 

 

 

Diagram 26 The change in Young’s view of CPed 
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Case F: Wu 

Wu’s perceptions of CPed before and after the workshop, according to the 

categories, is summarised in Table 38 below. 

 

Wu General Definition of CPed The Purposes of CPed 
The Main Role in 

CPed 

Teacher Students 

Before CT 
Catch learners’ interest 

Teaching effectively 
  

After 
CT + CL 

within a context of SLC + ETC 
Foster students’ creativity     

Change    

Table 38 The overall changes of CPed for Wu 

 

It can be seen from the above table that Wu’s perceptions of CPed were 

changed in every category. Wu’s viewpoint towards CPed before the 

workshop, basically, follows innovative teaching methods aimed at catching 

students’ interest in learning and to make teaching and learning effectively. 

However, she described CPed with several elements of CL (e.g. a 

child-centred approach and with no limitation on the methods and 

materials when students create their work). As her self-reflection shows 

below, 

 

“Before the workshop I thought CPed only belongs to teachers’ teaching... 
I only focused on my teaching. For example, I always spent much time on 
making my teaching more interesting and different. But I never thought 
about what children may gain from me. I always thought if they can 
produce a nice drawing or a good artwork, then it means they have 
learned something. Sometimes I also thought once I can free children’s 
learning, then this is so-called CPed. Until in this workshop, I just realised 
that a well-presented artwork created through a free teaching method 
doesn’t mean that children are creative. Creativity actually has to be 
promoted through the teacher’s well-designed teaching activity and 
strategy. This shocked me very much” 

 

It can be seen that, after the workshop, CPed for Wu has become more 

specific as “both teaching and learning should be involved with creativity” 

and, in particular, it should be well presented in an ETC. Thus, the change in 

Wu’s view of CPed, as shown in Diagram 27 below, was from “CT” to “CT + 
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CL”. 

 

 

Diagram 27 The change in Wu’s view of CPed 

 

Case G: Liu 

Liu’s perceptions of CPed before and after the workshop, according to the 

categories, is summarised in Table 39 below. 

 

Liu General Definition of CPed The Purposes of CPed 
The Main Role in 

CPed 

Teacher Students 

Before CT + ET Teaching effectively    

After 
CT + CL 

within a context of SLC + ETC 
Foster students’ creativity     

Change    

Table 39 The overall changes of CPed for Liu 

 

It can be seen from the above table that Liu’s perceptions of CPed were 

changed in every category. Liu’s viewpoint towards CL before the workshop, 

basically, was built on her perception of creativity (her definition of 

creativity is “the process of problem-solving in our daily life”). Therefore, 

she placed the emphasis upon how to design and offer various contents in 

teaching in order to stimulate students’ thinking and to “open up their 

windows to look outside of their world”. Interestingly, she also highlighted 

child-centred and learner-ownership approaches in her teaching when she 
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described her teaching example. However, her approaches were intended 

to achieve ET and were not focussed on learners’ creativity development. 

 

On the other hand, the approach to CL, together with the elements of CT 

and teaching effectively, emerged in her post-workshop interview 

 

“… CPed is a very open-end teaching method and also it requires various 
subject contents and teaching creatively and effectively… [it is] a playful 
interaction between teacher and students, so that there is not certain 
teaching ways or rules I have to follow as all the teaching strategies need 
to depend on students’ needs and reactions… this just likes…playing 
toss-up question game, that I post questions or challenges and then 
students try to think about as many possible solutions or answers as 
possible.” 

 

In her conversation, she firstly highlighted the importance of the teacher’s 

role in CPed through a CT approach in an ETC. Following this, she addressed 

that all of these teaching strategies should depend on learners’ needs and 

reactions. CPed, in Liu’s viewpoint, thus, is seen as a “playful interaction” 

between teacher and learners. To sum up, the change in Liu’s view of CPed 

was from the model of “CT + ET” shifting to “CT + CL” in SLC and ETC 

contexts (shown in Diagram 28 below). 

 

 

Diagram 28 The change in Liu’s view of CPed 
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5.4.2.2 Summary of the Changes 

In previous sections, the visual art participants’ perceptions of CPed have 

been cross-analysed in different ways. From the overall results, the changes 

in the visual art participants’ perceptions of CPed (see Diagram 29 below) 

can be summarised as below: 

 

 

Diagram 29 The overall change of visual art participants’ perceptions of CPed 

 

1. Most of the visual art participants recognised that the purpose of CPed 

was to foster learners’ creativity (or at least to teach creativity). 

 

2. The details of their perceptions of CPed after the workshop included 

three participants who held the stances of CPed as “CT + CL”. In addition, 

the other visual art participants held the following stances: “CT + T for 

C”, “CL”, “T for C”, and “CT”. 

 
3. Nearly every participant thought that learners’ creativity should be 

fostered in an SLC and within an ETC. 

 
4. The main role in CPed, from the visual art participants’ viewpoints, is 
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summarised in the following Table 40. The table presents that three of 

the participants thought that both teacher and learners were important 

in CPed; two participants believed that the teacher plays a key role in 

leading CPed; and, finally, one participant identified that students should 

be the main role in CPed and that the teacher is just a helper in the 

learning process. 

 

Visual art 
Participants 

Main role in CPed 
Teacher Students Both 

Chou before    

after     

Liao before     

after     

Chien before    

after    

Chao before     

after     

Young before     

after     

Wu before    

after     

Liu before     

after     

Table 40 The overall change of visual art participants’ viewpoints of the main 
role in CPed 

 

5.5 Summary 

In this chapter, I have presented the findings of the visual art participants’ 

perceptions of creativity and CPed that refer to Research Question One. In 

Section 5.2, the approaches and the theoretical framework used in the data 

analysis were introduced. A two-stage analysis were applied to firstly gain 

an overall picture of the visual art participants’ views; and secondly to 

detail review each of cases with a comparison of before and after the 

workshop. In Sections 5.3 I presented the findings of the visual art 

participants’ perceptions of creativity before and after attending the 

workshop through two stages analysis. The overall results showed that the 

visual art participants’ perceptions of creativity were identified as 

general-based, LCC and MCC. They also believed that creativity can be 
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presented both in process and product, as well as through the features of 

the attitudes toward creativity. In Section 5.4 I explored the participants’ 

CPed before and after the CPed workshop, including Stage 1 and 2. From 

the overall, the visual art participants’ perceptions of CPed were identified 

to include the purpose of fostering learners’ creativity in SLC and ETC 

contexts. In addition, the most frequent definition of CPed was “CT + CL”, as 

well as more visual art participants suggesting that both teachers and 

learners are important in CPed. 

 

In the next Chapter Six, the findings referring to Research Question Two will 

draw on the focus of the visual art participants’ CPed practices in the 

workshop in order to triangulate their understandings of CPed. In addition, 

the discussion will pay attention to how they built their perceptions of 

CPed and, in particular, the helpful strategies and materials used in the 

workshop will be identified. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE FINDINGS TO RESEARCH QUESTION TWO 
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6.1 Introduction 

In Chapter Five, the analysis of Research Question One aimed to explore 

“what” the visual art participants’ perceptions of creativity and CPed were, 

and how these perceptions had changed. As indicated earlier, the findings 

in Chapter Five were analysed in two stages. Firstly, in order to get an 

overall insight from a broad and general perspective, the analysis started 

from the context of all of the visual art participants’ views of creativity and 

CPed. Secondly, the discussion was then narrowed down to the viewpoints 

of creativity and CPed for each individual visual art participant and these 

were compared before and after they attended the workshop. 

 

In this chapter, by contrast, the analysis focuses on “how” the visual art 

participants manifested their perceptions of CPed during the workshop 

with reference to Research Question Two. As explained in Chapter Four, the 

participants were introduced to a model of PTCPed and had experience of 

engaging in a PTCPed-based integrated arts project (session 3 in the CPed 

workshop). Therefore, their perceptions of CPed, especially, were focused 

on the implementation of PTCPed. To answer this research question, the 

structure of the findings in this chapter is based on two principle categories 

referring to the two sub-questions in Research Question Two. Five main 

sections are expounded, headed as follows: 

 

6.1 Introduction 

6.2 Approaches to the analysis of Research Question Two 

6.3 Sub-question 2.1: Visual art participants’ conceptions of PTCPed 

manifested in their performance at the end of the workshop 

6.4 Sub-question 2.2: The influences on visual art participants’ 

developments of PTCPed 

6.5 Summary 

 

6.2 Approaches to the Analysis of Research Question Two 

The findings in this chapter aim to answer Research Question Two: How do 
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the conceptions and practice of PTCPed develop during the workshop? 

 

2.1 How are the visual art participants’ conceptions of PTCPed manifested 

in their performance at the end of workshop? 

 

2.2 What influences the development of the visual art participants’ 

conceptions and the implementation of PTCPed? 

 

The analysis to answer Research Question Two was divided into two main 

phases based on the two sub-research questions above. The general 

approaches to the data analysis have been explained in Chapter Three, in 

which both inductive and deductive approaches were adapted. The 

presentation of findings in this chapter includes both quantitative and 

qualitative data. Descriptive statistics are used to summarise the findings in 

order to provide an overall picture. Qualitative accounts, on the other hand, 

provide detailed evaluations of the visual art participants’ developments. In 

the following section, the rationale behind and the approaches and data 

resources used to each sub-question in Research Question Two are 

explained below. 

 

6.2.1 Referring to Sub-Question 2.1 

To analysis how the visual art participants manifested their conceptions of 

CPed was challenging. As explained in Chapter Four, the participants were 

organised into three groups throughout the workshop, including their 

practice of PTCPed. This means that these groups were mixed-specialist 

(except for Group A) and all the participants were supposed to contribute 

to their group visual art-based teaching projects. It is noted that among 

these tree groups, only Group C chose non-visual art participant as the 

representative to carry out the teaching performance during session 5 

(21/04/2010). As a result, I decided to start my analysis from the three 

groups’ performances, in which first-hand evidence was provided by the 

recorded video clips and my evaluations of their teaching performances. 

Additionally, more supportive evidence from other visual materials, such as 
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photos and teaching plans, were also taken into account. I assumed that 

this evidence could provide an overview of the participants’ practice of 

PTCPed. Furthermore, I particularly focused on how the visual art 

participants contributed (e.g. Group A and B) or viewed (e.g. Group C) their 

group performances.  

 

The approach of the analysis in this category was tested by using a 

deductive theoretical comparison of structure and format patterns. The 

criteria used to assess the participants’ performances in this workshop 

were to see whether and how the participants applied the concepts of 

PTCPed into their practice. Firstly, the three recorded video clips of each 

group’s teaching performance were watched several times to identify the 

features of PTCPed and PT based on the literature. Secondly, these findings 

were triangulated with my written evaluations recorded while observing 

their performances (shown in Appendix H). In order to aid understanding, 

the pedagogical strategies in PT model are reviewed in the following Table 

41 (for more detail refers to Chapter Two). 

 

The Features of PTCPed 
Standing back Teachers look for opportunities to stand back to allow 

learners to think and learn for themselves 
Creating or offering 

opportunities 

This includes time and space, for learners to explore ideas 
and materials with more possibilities. Furthermore, setting 
challenges/tasks is also another way to stimulate creativity, 
such as asking questions, or using limited time or materials 
to create a work 

Profiling agency Teachers encourage different ways of learning and 
employing varied activities, including both individual and 
collaborative works, during which learners’ individual and 
social creativity are developed. 

Table 41 The features of PTCPed 

 

6.2.2 Referring to Sub-Question 2.2 

To find out about the possible influences on the visual art participants’ 

development of CPed, the data set was firstly gathered from the 

post-workshop interview transcriptions of each visual art participant’s 

description about the implementation of CPed. The information includes 
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references to their confidence and the ways to carry out CPed, and the 

useful resources or tools that allow them to develop their implementation 

of CPed. The data were systematically analysed and the meanings 

interpreted until the final codes emerged. 

 

In order to confirm the visual art participants’ thoughts, the findings were 

then further triangulated with different data recourses, such as their 

sketchbooks, photos, recorded videos and my observations and 

interpretations of the participants’ behaviours, as written in my personal 

(researcher) reflective diary. From these sets of information, I particularly 

paid most attention to exploring the recorded video clips taken during each 

session of the workshop. As explained in Chapter Three, the video data was 

recorded by three video recorders, including one (camera C) focusing 

particularly on micro-events, such as the conversations within the group 

discussions. The clips from this huge amount of data (there were 79 clips in 

total; for details refer to Table 3.3 in Chapter Three) were watched several 

times to select the most useful data, during which more supportive 

evidence from the visual art participants’ conversations and viewpoints 

were recorded. These conversations in the video clips were then translated 

into detailed transcriptions (see the examples of group discussion in 

Appendix Q), following which the meanings were read and interpreted 

repeatedly. To sum up, the data sources used to answer these questions are 

shown in Table 42 below. 

 

Research Question TWO 

Data resources used in analysis 

Post-workshop 
interview 

transcriptions 

Recorded 
videos 

Participants’ 
sketchbooks 

Other visual 
materials, 
(photos, 

posters…) 

Researcher’s 
reflective 

diary 

2.1 How are the visual art 
participants’ conceptions of PTCPed 
manifested in their performance at 
the end of the workshop? 

     

2.2 What influences the development 
of the visual art participants’ 
conceptions and implementation of 
PTCPed? 

     

Table 42 A summary of data resources used to analyse both parts of Research 
Question Two. 
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Following on from this section, the analysis presented in this chapter is 

divided into two principle categories. These refer to the two sub-questions 

in Research Question Two and enable both dimensions to be analysed, 

namely Section 6.3: sub-question 2.1: the visual art participants’ 

conceptions of PTCPed manifested in their performance at the end of the 

workshop; and Section 6.4: sub-question 2.2: the influences on the 

development of their conceptions and their implementation of PTCPed. 

 

6.3 Sub-question 2.1: The Visual Art Participants’ Conceptions of PTCPed 

Manifested in Their Performance at the End of the Workshop 

It is important for the professional development of student teachers to 

bridge educational theory and practice. This section, therefore, examines 

how the visual art participants converted their understandings of CPed 

from the workshop into practice. As explained in Chapter Four, the 

participants were asked to work in groups (there were three groups in total 

- Groups A, B, and C), and each group was required to design a visual 

art-based teaching project and to elect a representative to undertake a 

teaching performance in front of the other two groups. In order to aid 

understanding, a brief summary of the procedures of the activities are 

shown in photos 4 -7 below. These illustrate how the groups developed a 

teaching plan by using divergent and convergent thinking through 

“questioning yourself” and, consequently, produced a teaching 

performance (for detail, refers to Chapter Four). 
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Photo 4 Using a Teaching Map to Develop Ideas 
(Q: What topics may link to the theme?) 

 

Photo 5 Enriching the Teaching Draft Plan by Using a Teaching Map 
(Q: What materials linking to the ideas can I use to teach?) 

 

Photo 6 Organising the Teaching Plan 

(Q: What teaching activities can be developed by using the starting point/materials… 
from the teaching draft plan?) 
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Photo 7 Producing a Teaching Performance Based on the Teaching Plan 

 

 

To analyse the teaching performances, including the groups’ teaching plans, 

would be complex. It was important to take into account not only the 

pedagogical strategies used in the performances but how the students (the 

other participants as students) engaged with the teaching. However, there 

is insufficient space to describe all the details in this thesis. Hence, three 

recoded video clips of the teaching performance of each group were firstly 

identified using the features of PTCPed and PT in order to provide an 

overview of the teaching strategy frequency. The details of the quantitative 

analysis for each group’s performance, together with the qualitative 

evaluation, are shown in Appendix H. Table 43 provides a quantitative 

summary of the findings that appeared in each group’s performance 

(arranged from most to least popular), including teaching strategies (A), the 

interactions between teacher and students (B) and student engagements (C) 

that related to the features of PTCPed and PT. 
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Table 43 A summary of the participants’ teaching strategies, interactions and engagements in relation to the features of PTCPed and PT 
 

 The features 
of PTCPed/PT 

Group 
A 

Group 
B 

Group  
C 

Total Brief descriptions of the teaching strategies Used 
and students’ learning in each group 

A. Teacher’s 
teaching 

strategies in 
relation to the 

features of 
PTCPed 

Supportive/Enabling 
learning context 

4 14 11 29 GA: Positive encouragement*3; and a free learning climate*1 
GB: Positive encouragement*5; learning climate*9 (good class management makes 

learning effective) 
GC: Positive encouragement * 4; using video, role play for both teacher and students; 

making sure students understand how to do the activity*2. 
Creating/offering 

opportunities (e.g. Time, 
space, challenges) 

8 5 5 18 GA: Posed questions*2 to let students observe an artist’s work; group activity, offering 
varied material, offering opportunities to explain their artwork; challenges*4 

GB: Group activities*3; challenges*2 (limited time; use paper to make clothes ) 
GC: Used video and posed questions*5 to inspire students to think; role play; challenges 

*2 (made a story for role play in limited time) 
Standing back 1 3 3 7 GA: Gave students opportunities to explain their artworks 

GB: Teacher gave very clear instructions/suggestions to help students to create their own 
work 

GC: Using Qs to inspire students to think; role play under clear instruction, but making a 
mother’s card without teacher’s instruction 

Providing learning agency 1 4 2 7 GA: Group work 

GB: Group work (3 main activities), individual work (sketchbook) 

GC: Teamwork (e.g. role play) and individual work (made cards) 

B. Interaction 
between 

teacher and 
students in 

relation to the 
features of 

PTCPed and PT 

Posing and responding 
questions 

18 
(T-P) 

4 
(T-R) 

13 
(T-P) 

6 
(T-R) 

19 
(T-P) 

0 
(T-R) 

50 
(T-P) 

10 
(T-R) 

GA: T: yes-or-no questions*4, open-ended questions*9, and short-answer questions*5 
(the open-ended questions were too general so students cannot answer or were not 
given chances to answer); responding questions*4 (standard answers) 
S: Responding questions* 7(only answered the questions required standard 
questions); posing questions*4 (due to the unclear task explanations) 

4 
(S-P) 

7 
(S-R) 

0 
(S-P) 

5 
(S-R) 

0 
(S-P) 

7 
(S-R) 

4 
(S-P) 
19 

(S-R) 

GB: T: yes-or-no questions*4; open-ended questions*5; and short-answer questions*4 
(Qs were too general, no meaning, or only focused on knowledge); responding 
questions*6 (Teacher answered his own questions) 

S: Responding questions*5 (greater trend to answer the questions required standard 
questions) 

GC: T: yes-or-no questions*2; open-ended questions*10, and short-answer questions*7 
(Qs were too general, teacher answered her own questions, too many questions at 
the same time) 

S: Responding questions *7 

(continued) 
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The features 
of PTCPed/PT 

Group 
A 

Group  
B 

Group  
C 

Total Brief descriptions of the teaching strategies Used 
and students’ learning in each group 

B. Interaction 
between 

teacher and 
students in 
relation to 

the features 
of PTCPed 

and PT 

Play (playfulness) 1 (T) 2 (T) 2 (T) 5 (T) GA: T: vivid pictures on P.P; S: while engaged in making work 

GB: T: interesting examples from TV shows or everyday experience; 
S:leaf-rubbing, clothes making; fashion shows 1 (S) 3 (S) 2 (S) 6 (S) 

GC: used interesting video; Role play both carried out by teacher and students 

Risk-taking 
(offering challenges) 

4 (s) 2 (S) 2 (S) 8 (S) GA: Provided buttons, a black pen and one chosen colour as challenges but didn’t give a 
reason why and how to use them; created a work in limited time 

GB: Used paper to make clothes in a limited time 

GC: Developed a story for role play in a limited time 

C. Students’ 
engagement 
in relation to 
the features 

of PT 

Immersion 2 4 3 9 GA: Students concentrated on looking at artist’s work and making their own work. 

GB: Students concentrated on teacher’s talk and making their own work. 

GC: Students concentrated on watching a video and making their teamwork. 

Being imaginative 2 2 2 6 GA: The students made and explained their artwork, but the teacher didn’t give them full 
freedom to explain their ideas (teacher asked and then students answered) 

GB: The students were making their designer clothes and explained their clothes 

GC: The students were doing role play, and making cards 

Innovation 2 2 1 5 GA: The students made and explained their artworks 

GB: Students created their printing and designer clothes under clear instructions 

GC: Students created their artworks but without teacher’s inspiration or instruction 

Action-intention 1 2 2 5 GA: The students made their group work (not clear) 

GB: The students made printing and clothes 

GC: The students doing role play and making cards 

Self-determination 1 1 1 4 GA: The students discussed their group work 

GB: The students discussed how to make clothes 

GC: The students decided their story and roles in role play activity 

 Total Teacher 37 47 42 126  

Students 23 21 20 64 
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It can be seen from Table 43 that, in Section A, the most popular teaching 

strategy was “supportive/enabling learning context”, which appeared 29 

times in the groups’ performances. It is noted that the elements of teaching 

effectively (e.g. classroom management, and teaching materials) were also 

identified to support students’ learning. “Creating/offering opportunities” 

was the second popular teaching strategy, which appeared 18 times in the 

performances. In this strategy, offering challenges was the most frequently 

used approach, particularly in Group A. The other strategies, in order of 

popularity, were standing back and providing learning agency (both 

appeared seven times). 

 

In section B, teacher and student interactions, the most frequently used 

strategy was “posing and responding to questions”. In total, this appeared 

83 times in the groups’ performances, during which teachers asked 

questions 50 times and responded to students’ questions 10 times. 

Students asked questions four times and responded to questions 19 times. 

Although the open-ended questions were the most frequently-posed 

question type (24 times in total, the other questions included 16 

short-answer questions and 10 yes-or-no questions), these open-ended 

questions were either too general or often answered by teachers, so that 

students were not given the chance to think. The other methods, in order 

of popularity, were: play/playfulness (11 times), and risk-taking (8 times). It 

is noted that the feature of play in teachers’ strategies refers to interesting 

teaching that belongs to the idea of CT. 

 

In section C, the most frequent feature of PT in students’ learning was 

immersion, a total of nine times. The other methods, in order of popularity 

were: being imaginative (6 times), innovation (5 times), action-intention (5 

times), and self-determination (4 times). Finally, the total frequency of the 

use of teaching strategies collected from Group A was 33 times, 45 times 

from Group B and 40 times from Group C. Although the total usage of 

teaching methods was unable to exactly present whether the groups’ 

performances belong to PTCPed, this provides a brief overview for 
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reference. 

 

Finally, from the overall results the total frequency of the use of teaching 

strategies collected from Group A was 37 times, 43 times from Group B and 

42 times from Group C. Also, the total frequency of the students’ learning 

in respond to PT appeared 13 times in group A, 16 times in Group B and 13 

times in Group C. It is noted that the results did not include the frequency 

of the category of “posing and responding question” due to the purposes 

and the contents of questions and answers that students provided in the 

workshop did not exactly belong to the features of PT. Although the 

amount of the use of teaching method and students’ responds to PT unable 

to exactly present whether the groups’ performances belong to PTCPed, 

this provides a brief overview for reference. 

 

The following discussion in this section will focus on qualitative accounts by 

firstly providing a brief introduction to the teaching projects and then 

concentrating on a discussion of the highlighted points. The evidence 

supporting the discussion primarily originates from my evaluations of each 

group and any other possible visual materials, such as photos. 

 

6.3.1 Group A 

6.3.1.1 Brief Introduction to the Teaching Project 

Chien was the volunteer representative for the teaching performance in 

Group A. Her project was to introduce an artist, Piet Mondrian that carried 

on in the following process: 

 

1. Chien used PowerPoint to introduce Piet Mondrian’s CV and artworks 

(Photo 8 below), and supplied some examples (by showing vivid 

pictures on PowerPoint slides) to show the Mondrian style in today’s 

designed products. In her introduction, she tried to use questions that 

gave interaction with the students, such as “Do you know the artist, Piet 

Mondrian?” and “What are the differences between his drawings and 
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the drawings we normally see?” 

 

Photo 8 Introducing artist artworks by using PowerPoint 

 

 

2. After the PowerPoint introduction, students were given a group task 

which was to complete a piece of art by using the key features of 

Mondrian’s artworks (Photo 9). Meanwhile, Chien provided various 

materials (e.g. magazine pages, glue, scissors, and a black marker pen) 

to the students, as well as buttons and a chosen colour, as additional 

challenges. 

 

Photo 9 Group activity- We are little Mondrians! 

 

 

 

3. Finally, Chien encouraged students to share their group artworks with 

the whole class and concluded her performance by providing positive 
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but succinct feedback (Photo 10 below), such as “hmm, it is a very good 

piece of artwork” or “well done”. 

 

Photo 10 Showing group artworks to the class 

 

 

The final pieces made by Groups A, B and C (Photo 11 below). 

 

Photo 11 Final pieces from Groups A, B and C 

   

 

6.3.1.2 An Overall Evaluation of Group A 

Due to discord between the members in Group A, they did not come to an 

agreement for their teaching project until Session 4 of the workshop (the 

teaching performance was during session 5). Hence, Chien decided to work 

on the teaching plan and performance on her own (the reasons will be 

discussed in Section 6.4.2.1). However, as she was late for every session of 

the workshop, it was not surprising that her conceptions of creativity and 

CPed had not altered, and it has been shown in Chapter Five that she was 
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not really familiar with PTCPed. 

 

Chien had several brief discussions with me about her teaching plan before 

her performance, but she could not completely understand the points I 

raised with her. Thus, she decided to adopt my method of teaching from 

Session 3 into her performance, such as introducing the artist artworks to 

students’ art making and setting up a challenge to students. Perhaps this 

was because she thought it would be a safe way to carry out PTCPed. In fact, 

she was late for Session 3 and only joined the project for the last 30 

minutes, so she only knew this project by reading the lesson handouts and 

getting a brief summary from the other students. However, the key points 

in my suggestions to her were to consider how to offer the space to nurture 

students’ creativity by using the activities. However, she thought that 

engaging in more interesting activities (such as a drama play) or seeing 

more examples of artist’s artwork would encourage students’ creativity as 

they grew up (as she thought that creativity means being good at art that 

explained in Chapter Five). 

 

This misunderstanding could also be found in Chien’s teaching. For example, 

her methods of instructing students in her performance, including posing 

questions, were either too narrow or too vague and general to be 

answered and followed by students. For example, her question, “Do you 

know the artist, Piet Mondrian?”, is categorised as a closed yes-or-no 

question, which cannot provide any room for the development of students’ 

thoughts. In addition, although she provided students with many artwork 

examples from the artists on PowerPoint, she did not pose proper 

questions to lead them on to summarise the features of the artist’s work. 

For example, she asked: “What are the differences between his drawings 

and the drawings we normally see?” This question was arguably too broad 

for students to follow. 

 

In Chien’s teaching, the most frequently-used strategy was “creating 

opportunities”; for example, after her presentation to the artists’ artworks, 
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she directly offered many materials to students to make a group artwork. In 

addition, she tried to offer several changelings for students aiming to 

develop their creativity. However, she did not explain clearly what the 

purposes of this group activity were and what these materials were for. 

Therefore, the students were confused to ask several questions to make 

sure what to follow. Finally, in general her ways tended towards 

teacher-focused approach; for instance, while students described their 

work at the end of the performance, she intended to pose questions to 

lead students to present, rather than left a space for them to express freely. 

 

To sum up, Chien’s practice did not belong to PTCPed in terms of the 

content of her teaching plan, as well as her methods of teaching, which did 

not allow creativity to be nurtured. The detail of my feedback to Chien is 

displayed in the evaluation form in Appendix H. 

 

6.3.2 Group B 

6.3.2.1 Brief Introduction to the Teaching Project 

In contrast with Group A, the teaching project in Group B was planned by 

teamwork, and Chou was chosen to be the representative for the 

performance. His teaching process was carried out as follows: 

 

1. Chou introduced how to make a print work by posing humorous 

questions and using examples from everyday experiences (Photo 12), 

for example using coin-rubbing to introduce printing. Students engaged 

with and enjoyed his talk. 
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Photo 12 Posing question to students  

 

 

2. Students were divided into groups to make their group print work 

collaboratively (Photo 13). 

 

Photo 13 Group activity - Making leaf rubbings 

 

 

3. Afterwards, students were given a further task to make designer clothes 

by using their print works. Before they started, Chou explained the 

steps of making clothes from a piece of paper by drawing an example 

on a blackboard (Photo 14). 
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Photo 14 Explaining the way to make clothes 

  

 

4. Students were challenged to create their designer clothes within five 

minutes (Photo 15 below). 

 

Photo 15 Group work when making clothes  

 

 

Final pieces made by Groups A and C (see Photo 16). 
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Photo 16 Final pieces from Groups A and C  

  

 

6.3.2.2 The Overall Evaluation of Group B 

The full detail of my evaluation of Group B is shown in Appendix H. The 

most frequently-used strategies in Chou’s performance (also shown in Table 

43) was “supportive/enabling learning context” (14 times). Chou’s 

performance, from the overall result, encouraged a joyful and playful 

climate in which students could, step by step, engage in both individual and 

group activities through Chou’s guidance. Different from the other two 

groups, Chou was the only case that used clear instructions to help 

students gain abilities so that they could develop their creativity by using 

these new abilities (e.g. making leaf-rubbing and clothes). Using this 

strategy, he also asked several questions which were argued not relevant to 

the teaching (e.g. “Do you know what we are going to do today?” or “Have 

you ever seen a Ten-Dollar coin?”) to catch the attention of the students 

and to make his teaching more effective (e.g. classroom management). 

Therefore, the students seemed to engage in teaching and learning 

activities actively and confidently. 

 

However, overemphasising the teacher’s instructions (teacher-focused 

approach) may sometimes block students’ creativity. For example, in Chou’s 

performance, he firstly posed: “how can we make a piece of paper into an 

item of clothing? Can we make a hole in the middle, so that we can wear it?” 

This was followed by modelling an example in his performance, while 

introducing how to make an item of clothing out of paper. Afterwards, the 
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students imitated his method by making a hole in the middle of the paper 

to design their paper clothing items. I would argue that he could have 

stopped at the first question and left a space for the students to find a 

solution. 

 

“Posing questions” was the second most frequently-used strategy in Chou’s 

performance (appearing 13 times) but it was the most significant influence 

on the nurturing of students’ creativity. Chou often asked questions, but 

the questions he posed either actually implied his ideas to the students 

(see the above example), or he might answer his own question straight 

away, instead of providing students with the chance to think or to answer 

his question. However, Chou argued for the effectiveness of 

question-posing in school practice for two reasons in his post-workshop 

interview (see Appendix O). Firstly, he felt that, “students may just keep 

silent…and are not responding”, so he chose to answer his own questions. 

The second concern he argued was that question posing may affect 

classroom management because, in his viewpoint, encouraging students to 

talk means allowing students to chat or to make noise, leading to loss of 

control and students not concentrating on the teacher’s talk. As the 

post-workshop interview was the last chance for us to meet up and to 

discuss his teaching, I tried to clarify that the issue was not the use of 

question posing, but the appropriateness of the question. See the 

conversations (marked in read) in Chou’s post-workshop interview in 

Appendix O (Case A: Chou). 

 

To sum up, between these three groups, although Chou used most of the 

teaching strategies in relation to PTCPed (appearing 47 times; see Table 43), 

his methods of instructing students from the overall result actually 

intimidated or directly influenced students’ creativity both verbally and in 

action. This may be due to his emphasis upon effectiveness in teaching. 
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6.3.3 Group C 

6.3.3.1 Brief Introduction to the Teaching Project 

Compared to the visual art-based projects from the other two groups, the 

teaching from Group C was more like an integrated arts-based project, 

named “Mother’s guardian angel”. The teaching performance was mainly 

carried out by Mandy, whose specialism is in drama, using the following 

process: 

 

1. Mandy started her teaching by showing a video to catch students’ 

attention and highlighted the theme of the project (Photo 17 below). 

 

Photo 17 Showing a video as a starting point 

 

 

2. After the video, one of the members from her group impersonated a 

pregnant mother doing housework. She then facilitated a group activity, 

role play, in which students created a story to experience how hard it is 

to be a mother (Photo 18). 

 

Photo 18 Group activity- role play 
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3. Mandy invited students to share their feelings of being a mother and 

summarised the key points from the group activity. Furthermore, she 

gave students the task of drawing a card to celebrate Mother’s Day in 

their sketchbooks. While students made their drawings, she shared her 

ideas as examples of what they could draw or what sentences they 

could write down on the cards (Photo 19). 

 

Photo 19 Sharing ideas with students while making artwork 

 

 

There are two examples of the students’ drawings below (see Photo 20). 

 

Photo 20 Two examples of students’ work 

  

 

6.3.3.2 The Overall Evaluation of Group C 

It can be seen that the teaching project in Group C consisted of mixed 

elements from different art forms, such as drama and visual art. The 

teaching materials and activities used in the performance were also shown 

in various ways, compared to Groups A and B, namely through video and 

role play (both teacher and students). The detail of my feedback is shown in 
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the evaluation form in Appendix H. There are, however, two issues I would 

like to highlight in this section. 

 

The first issue is about posing questions. This was the most frequently-used 

strategy in the performance (appearing 19 times). Compared to Group A 

and B, Mandy used more open-end questions (10 times) and 

standard-answer questions (7 times) in her teaching to stimulate students 

to think. However, it was suggested that she explore how to ask a proper 

question and practice this more in her future teaching, which is discussed 

from the following three aspects. Firstly, Mandy attempted to use 

questions such as “who is the Mother’s guardian angel” as a starting point 

in her teaching, but by the end of her teaching, this question had not 

actually been answered, nor had Mandy provided students with an 

opportunity to think about this question. If this question was directly 

related to the purposes of this teaching project, it would be better to invite 

students to look back this question before the end of the teaching. 

Additionally, many of her questions were too general to be answered by 

students, such as “Can you share your feelings on the activity of role play?” 

This question was posed to encourage the students to share their thoughts 

of being a mother, but there was silence from the students when the 

question was posed, so Mandy answered her own question. I suggested 

she used questions, such as “What actions did you do to be a mother in the 

role play? and “how did you feel while you were doing these actions?”, 

assuming these questions might provide a clearer direction for students to 

explain their ideas. Finally, Mandy often asked several questions at the 

same time. On the one hand, students can be stimulated in this way by the 

many challenges, but most of the time they were confused and were 

unable to think about their responses to these questions. 

 

In contrast with Group B, where more attention was paid to the teacher’s 

guidance when leading students' learning, the second issue raised from 

Mandy’s performance was how much freedom/space should be offered to 

students to foster their creativity. In Mandy’s performance, the activity of 
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role play was designed to experience how hard it was to be a mother. 

Consequently, she gave complete freedom to students to create their own 

cards as she thought it was the best way to inspire their innovative ideas. 

However, I would argue that, firstly, role play did not automatically inspire 

the students’ innovative ideas in making cards and, secondly, complete 

freedom is not  the same as offering space for students’ creative 

development. On the contrary, complete freedom could sometimes be 

seen as a barrier for creative development. In Mandy’s teaching, she 

encouraged the students to express their feelings of being a mother, but 

the processes of guiding students to transfer their feelings into ideas to 

appreciate motherhood and then to encourage hands-on practice (making 

their cards) were missing. In particular, for those students whose artistic 

abilities are not good, this may limit them to express their creative ideas or 

even to diminish their creative expression. Furthermore, there can be a 

variety of ways to make a card, not only through drawing. Mandy should 

have encouraged the students to find different possibilities to create their 

own cards. I assumed this may have been because Group C was a mixed 

background group and also because Mandy’s own specialism is drama. 

Therefore, as she was not familiar with the implementation of the detailed 

pedagogical strategies in the field of visual art, something was missing. 

 

To sum up, overall, Mandy’s performance provided the students with many 

opportunities and the stimulation to develop their creativity in an enabling 

learning context. But, considering this was a visual art based workshop, her 

teaching may only be suggested as a starting point for a visual art project, 

which belongs to teaching creatively. 

 

Finally, although Young (the only participant with a visual art specialism in 

Group C) was not a representative of the performance in this group, she 

also mentioned that she had faced the similar problems as Mandy had in 

her teaching (e.g. how to inspire or instruct students, and how to organise 

her teaching). Thus, I intended to discuss the teaching performance with 

Young in her post-workshop interview (see Appendix O: Case E: Young) in 
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order to get a viewpoint from the visual art stance. In the conversation (see 

the paragraphs marked in red), Young also realised that coherent content 

and teaching procedures were missing in the group performance. 

 

6.3.4 Brief Summary to Sub-Question 2.1 

In this section, each group’s teaching performance was examined to 

explore their practices of PTCPed. From the overall results, although their 

practices did not fully belong to an ideal PTCPed, several strategies that the 

participants used in each group’s performance included the features of 

PTCPed. The findings of this sub-question can be summed up as below: 

Firstly, a brief summary of each group’s performance is shown below, 

including three categories: overall summary, good points of the 

performance (stars), and something that could be improved (wishes). 

 

Group A: 

Overall 
summary 

Chien’s performance followed more the traditional teaching 
way in which Chien played the main role in the teaching 
activity. She also focused on describing the knowledge-based 
information (the artist’s background and his artworks), rather 
than leaving the learning ownership to the students. 

Stars Chien set up many challenges in her performance to foster 
students’ creativity. 

Wishes 1. Question posing (e.g. the content of questions) 
2. Standing back 
3. Offering opportunities for creativity development 

 

Group B: 

Overall 
summary 

Chou’s teaching plan offered students many opportunities to 
develop their creativity. While in performance, however, he 
tended to use a teacher-focused approach to teach creativity 
that may limit students’ creativity. 

Stars 1. Chou created a joyful and playful learning context in 
which students actively and confidently immersed in 
learning activities. 

2. Well classroom management (e.g. time management, 
meaningless questions) supported students’ learning and 
increased their attentions. 

Wishes 1. Question posing (e.g. the content of questions) 
2. Standing back 
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Group C: 

Overall 
summary 

Mandy’s performance belongs more to CT, in which she used 
an interesting video and role play to catch students’ attention 
and interest, which consequently led to students engaging in 
the teaching and learning. However, the processes of guiding 
students to link creative ideas with hands-on practice were 
missing. 

Stars Mandy set up an interesting group activity in her 
performance that fired the students’ creativity. 

Wishes 1. Question posing (e.g. the content of and the purposes of 
questions) 

2. Sometimes too much freedom may hinder students’ 
development of creativity 

 

The most frequently-used strategies in the participants’ performances 

(refers to Table 43) were posing questions and creating an enabling learning 

context. The others included creating/offering opportunities (e.g. time, 

space and challenges), standing back, providing learning agency and play. In 

regarding to students’ learning in respond to the features of PT in order of 

the popularity were: immersion, risk-taking, playfulness, being imaginative, 

innovation, action-intention, and self-determination. In addition to the 

PTCPed strategies and the learning in respond to PT, several strategies also 

appeared in the group performances, such as teacher-lead teaching 

strategies in delivering knowledge to students (Group A) and instructing 

examples (group B), classroom management (group B), and giving complete 

freedom (non-limited) for the students to make cards (Group C). As well as 

several creative features also appeared in students’ learning while they 

participating in the group performances, such as confidence, active attitude 

and increased attentions. 

 

Finally, there were several concerns with PTCPed pedagogical strategies 

that appeared commonly in the three group performances, in terms of the 

purposes, the contents of the questions and standing back. 

 

In the following section, the possible influences on how the visual art 

participants manifested their conceptions of PTCPed are discussed. 
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6.4 Sub-Question 2.2: The Influences on the Visual Art Participants’ 

Development of PTCPed 

To explore the possible influences on the visual art participants’ 

manifestation of their conceptions of PTCPed, as explained in Section 6.2.2, 

the post-workshop interview transcriptions were firstly inductively analysed. 

The details of the coding analysis of the post-workshop interview 

transcriptions, along with the frequency, are presented in Appendix P. 

Diagram 30 below further illustrates the brief findings of the possible 

influences on the visual art participants’ development of PTCPed. 

 

 

Diagram 30 Overview of the influences on the visual art participants’ 
development of PTCPed 

 

It can be seen from Diagram 30 that the researcher was the most 

frequently-mentioned factor that influenced the visual art participants’ 

development of PTCPed, which was mentioned 89 times. In this category, 

the researcher’s teaching strategies and examples used throughout the 

workshop (many visual art participants also particularly mentioned the 

integrated arts project in Session 3) were the major influences (mentioned 

72 times in total). In this category, the project experience (particularly in 

Session 3) more significantly supported the visual art participants in 

developing their PTCPed (mentioned 37 times in total). As Liu wrote in her 

reflective log and that provided the best evidence, “the theory of PTCPed 
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seemed very complex and abstract to me, but after joining today’s teaching 

project (Session 3), I suddenly realised what creative pedagogy is!” It is 

clear that the project-based learning directly demonstrated the abstract 

features of PTCPed into actual examples, thereby allowing the participants 

to bridge the theoretical framework with the practical implementation. 

 

The other factors, in order of popularity, were: useful materials or tools 

that I introduced in the workshop (12 times), and my suggestions and 

feedback on the group performances (5 times: mentioned by four 

participants). In addition to the influence of the researcher, the factor of 

group interactions was the second most frequently-mentioned category, 

mentioned by three visual art participants (3/7). 

 

In the following sections, the discussion of the influences on the visual art 

participants’ development of their conceptions and implementation of 

PTCPed is divided into two main perspectives: influence of the researcher 

as a tutor in the workshop (6.4.1); and the influence of group interactions 

(6.4.2). 

 

6.4.1 Influence of the Researcher as a Tutor in the Workshop 

As explained in Chapter Four, this was a five-session CPed workshop, 

including both knowledge (the theory of PTCPed given in Sessions 1, 2, and 

4), teaching techniques and the provided examples (in Sessions 1, 3, and 4). 

The presentation of the analysis in this section is then divided into three 

categories based on Diagram 6.1, namely: researcher’s teaching strategies 

and examples (6.4.1.1), useful materials or tools (6.4.1.2), and my 

suggestions and feedback as the researcher (6.4.1.3). 

 

6.4.1.1 The Researcher’s Teaching Strategies and Examples 

As the researcher and tutor in the workshop, I appeared to directly 

influence the participants’ developments in PTCPed by making suggestions 

about how to think about PTCPed (discussed in Section 6.4.1.3), as well as 
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actively demonstrating the teaching techniques. In this study, my teaching 

strategies and examples (as the tutor) seemed to be the major influence on 

the visual art participants’ development of PTCPed (refer to Diagram 6.1). 

More specifically, these modelled examples, from their viewpoints, 

included occurrences throughout the workshop and in session 3 when they 

participated in an integrated arts project. Table 44 presents a more detailed 

account of the useful teaching strategies and examples, with the 

information arranged from most to least frequently-mentioned in the visual 

art participants’ post-workshop interviews. 

 

 Throughout the 
CPed workshop 

In Session 3 Total 

Standing back 
(passing ownership to the learners) 

9 10 19 

Creating and offering 
opportunities (e.g. posing and 

responding to questions, offering 
challenges, creating more choices 
in the learning context and 
materials) 

9 9 18 

Profiling learner agency 
/(e.g. individual and group works) 

6 7 13 

Enabling learning climate 
(e.g. encouragement, free and 
supportive learning climate) 

7 6 13 

Other strategies 
(e.g. the structure and procedures 
of teaching) 

4 5 9 

Totals 35 37 72 

Table 44 The details of the useful teaching strategies and examples 

 

It can also be seen by Table 44 that “standing back” was placed as the most 

frequently-mentioned strategy from the overall result, which appeared 19 

times. The second most frequently-mentioned strategy was 

“creating/offering opportunities” (18 times). “Profiling learner agency” and 

“enabling learning climate” were both mentioned 13 times. In addition to 

these teaching strategies relating to PTCPed, the participants also 

mentioned that several strategies and examples used by myself as the 

researcher/tutor in the CPed workshop were useful to them (11 times) and 

that they were more in relation to the features of effective teaching, such 

as the structures and the procedures of teaching. In addition, Table 6.4 also 
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shows that my demonstration, the integrated arts project in Session 3 in 

the workshop, may be more useful in building the visual art participants’ 

implementation of PTCPed than other teaching strategies (37 times in total) 

mentioned in this category. 

 

As explained in Chapter Four, the PT pedagogical strategies were especially 

planned in order to get the participants to experience these strategies 

naturally and to, consequently, acquire them actively. In the following 

discussion, the PTCPed strategies used by the researcher and how they 

supported the visual art participants’ learning are discussed. 

 

 

6.4.1.1.1 Standing Back and Creating/Offering Opportunities 

While teachers create opportunities for learners to develop their creativity, 

it is important that, at the same time, the teacher realises the need to 

stand back in order to give the learning ownership back to the learners. By 

taking the dual role of researcher and tutor in this research workshop, the 

strategies of standing back and offering opportunities were particularly 

planned for the reasons stated below: 

 

Firstly, in the role of researcher, I tried to not become involved in the 

participants’ learning and discussions. In order to prevent their knowledge 

building from my own beliefs, what I often did was to create group 

activities (e.g. discussions) and summarise and highlight the key 

information they contributed throughout the workshop. Secondly, in my 

role as a tutor, there were two concerns when choosing the strategies used 

in the workshop. As explained in Chapters One and Four, my first concern 

was the specific learning climate in Taiwan that has been argued as a 

teacher-focused teaching and learning approach. To prevent this typical 

Taiwanese classroom learning climate, the teaching in the workshop was 

designed to use a learner-driven approach, aiming to pass the ownership to 

the learners. From the visual art participants’ views, they found my 

strategies of creating/offering opportunities useful to them. These 
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strategies were: posing questions (e.g. ‘what if’ questions) to inspire their 

creative thinking and imagination, setting up challenges, creating more 

choices in learning contexts and the materials used. 

 

My second concern was standing back and offering opportunities as this 

was evidenced as an important pedagogical strategy in the literatures. Thus, 

to introduce PTCPed, I was hoping to nurture student teachers within a 

creative context by using the strategies to offer them access to pedagogical 

feelings. The changes in the visual art participants can be found from the 

following examples taken at the beginning and the end of the workshop: 

 

1. At the beginning of the workshop: 

A reflection on Session 1 recorded in my research diary, 

 

Is it because of cultural values that students always assimilate what a 
teacher gave to them in the lecture? It can often be seen in Taiwanese 
classrooms that students listen carefully to what a teacher has said or 
provided to them, and copy the notes from what they saw on the 
blackboard or PowerPoint. Teachers only ask students “Do you have any 
questions?” before the lesson finishes, and of course, students never have or 
ask any questions in reply! Unsurprisingly, in today’s session I saw a similar 
picture. Most participants were busy taking notes all the time. I found that, 
most times, they just copied the sentences from the PowerPoint slides, or 
wrote down the summaries I made to them. 
 
I discovered that the participants seemed unfamiliar with sharing or talking 
about their ideas and criticized their partners (or maybe I need to use “give 
feedback to each other”). I guess this is because they can’t get used to 
expressing their ideas and they are also not sure whether their answer is 
right….also I found that the behaviours of taking notes in group discussions 
was eventually affecting the learning climate between the group members 
(group 1). (Researcher’s reflective diary, 17/03/2010) 

 

Two impressions were found from the above reflective diary. Firstly, the 

participants tended to follow a teacher-talk approach; it seems that they 

preferred to be the audience in the teaching-and-learning relationship. The 

second impression was that the participants were perhaps stretching for 

standard answers in their discussions. 
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2. At the end of the workshop 

The following example shows Liao’s expectations in her post-workshop 

interview, in carrying out PTCPed in which she explained how to use 

questions to inspire students and to provide students with space. 

 

“I may focus on how to pose and respond to questions to students. And I 
will try to create more open-ended questions in order to inspire students to 
find out more possibilities in creating their artwork, not just follow mine. I 
think your teaching ways and examples inspired me quite a lot!” 

 

6.4.1.1.2 Enabling a Learning Climate and Profiling Learning Agency 

In addition to offering opportunities and standing back, the visual art 

participants also mentioned the other PTCPed strategies that inspired their 

development and implementation of PTCPed. These included creating a 

joyful and encouraging learning climate, and profiling learner agency, such 

as individual and group activity. More discussion of learner agency focusing 

on group activity is presented in Section 6.4.1.2.1. 

 

Enabling a learning climate, from the visual art participants’ views, included 

verbal and behavioural encouragement, and a supportive and safe leaning 

environment, in which the participants feel confident, free and happy to 

express their ideas and thoughts, and are willing to take up the challenge. 

 

6.4.1.1.3 Other Strategies 

Several useful strategies mentioned by the visual art participants that were 

more in relation to effective teaching (e.g. the structure and processes of 

teaching), also supported the participants’ development of PTCPed. For 

example, Chao had never previously considered fostering creativity in her 

art teaching, but after attending workshop Session 1, Chao wrote in her 

reflection that “…I almost forget the “fun” and the “joy” of learning climate 

and students’ needs in my teaching!” She told me that she used to spend 

lots of time demonstrating and embellishing the students’ drawings, but 

the students never learnt or improved their skills from this. As she wrote, 
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“… But in [tutor/researcher’s] teaching example, she simplified the skills 
and instructed us step by step by only giving some clear points, and then 
we completed a drawing in such a short time! The most important thing 
was we created our own drawings and they looked all different even in 
the same topic!… I never thought drawing can be so interesting!”  
(Chao’s reflective log) 

 

In contrast to Chao, Young was enthusiastic about students’ creative ideas 

before she attended this workshop. She told me about her teaching 

experience and about stimulating her students’ imagination, in which she 

found her students enjoyed an activity because they felt free and were 

encouraged to express their own ideas, drawing what they wanted to draw 

in their papers. However, she had experienced tension with her colleagues 

and the students’ parents as the students’ drawings did not look very 

professional. Young seemed more insistent in her belief in CPed to nurture 

students’ own creativity, as she put forward the following viewpoints in the 

post-workshop interview, 

 

“we are just limited by the name of creative pedagogy that we 
misunderstand creative pedagogy as teaching creatively. Therefore, we 
always prepare creative teaching aiming to promote students’ creativity; 
actually we only work on developing innovative teaching plan, but not 
for improving students’ creativity.” 

 

She further explained that teaching needs to be structured which “doesn’t 

mean to ask students to follow your orders… it should be like what you 

[tutor/researcher] did in the workshop which… provide a space that allows 

students to develop their own ideas and create their own work.” 

 

6.4.1.2 Useful Materials or Tools to Help the Development of PTCPed 

The category of useful materials or tools that emerged from the visual art 

participants’ descriptions in the post-workshop interviews contains group 

activity, sketchbooks and teaching maps (see Diagram 6.1). Table 45 further 

provides the details of useful tools mentioned by each visual art participant 

(arranged from most to least frequently-mentioned), along with the 

frequency of their occurrence overall. 
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 Chou Liao Chien Chao Young Wu Liu Total 

Group activity        6 

Sketchbook        4 

Teaching map        2 

Table 45 The useful tools to inspire the visual art participants’ development of 
PTCPed 

 

It can be seen from Table 45 that the most frequently-mentioned useful 

tool was group activity, highlighted by almost all of the participants 

specialising in visual art. Use of a sketchbook was the next most 

commonly-cited tool, mentioned by four out of seven visual art participants. 

Finally, two visual art participants thought that the teaching map with 

divergent and convergent thinking was useful to the development of 

PTCPed, which was half the number of participants that mentioned the 

sketchbook. It is noted that Chao did not mention that any of these tools 

were useful as she thought my teaching strategies were the most significant 

influence for her. Different from Chao, Liu mentioned all of these useful 

tools in her perception of PTCPed development. 

 

In the next section, the useful materials or tools that helped the visual art 

participants manifest their conceptions and implementation of PTCPed are 

discussed in terms of: Group activity (6.4.1.2.1); Sketchbook (6.4.1.2.2), and 

Teaching map (6.4.1.2. 3). 

 

6.4.1.2.1 Group Activity 

In this study, group activity was the most powerful tool to help the visual 

art participants develop and manifest their perception of PTCPed as six out 

of seven visual art participants mentioned it. For Chao, my methods of 

organising group activities in the workshop were an innovative experience 

and he thought to bring this approach to his future teaching 

implementation of CPed. As he described, 

 

“This is a very fresh experience for me. In the process, it not only provided 
an opportunity for every group to introduce their own drawings, but also 
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created a stage to let everyone discuss how to join our drawings from 
groups” 

 

Another participant, Liu offered a different point of view on group activity. 

Liu thought that a small group provided her with a comfortable 

environment to express her ideas, as her personality was timid and she was 

shy at expressing her opinions in public. Her reflection is shown below. 

 

It was a challenging workshop since week 1. To speak my thoughts to 
other people was very scary to me. But by using the way of short 
discussion with group members in a limited time, I found that I had no 
time to be scared. And surprisingly, after sharing my thoughts with other 
group members for the first time, I felt we became closer to each other 
and I am not afraid to say something afterward because we are a team 
already! (Liu’s reflective log) 

 

Liu told me that she felt it was difficult to inspire students’ creative ideas 

through her teaching, and that she always hesitated over whether to 

demonstrate or not. I suggested she could use a group activity, but she did 

not seem to really agree with this idea. After taking part in my teaching 

project in session 3 on 07/04/2010, Liu had a conversation with me about 

the use of group activity in her teaching, which was noted in my reflective 

diary. 

 

Liu realised that group activity is a really good way to inspire students 
with less intervention by the teacher after the project. She told me that 
today she learned a lot from her team through group collaboration and 
created more ideas by sharing. So she thought that it may be worth to 
give it a try in her teaching. (Researcher’s reflective diary, 07/04/2010) 

 

It seems that the issue Liu met in her teaching has found a possible solution 

through her experience of taking part in a group activity, where she felt 

more freedom and had the confidence to express her ideas. In addition, 

she also learned how to find more possibilities through negotiating the 

different viewpoints with her partners in the group. As she told me, “every 

member was a very important element in the team work.” This positive 

disposition carried though to her learning and could bring new possibilities 

to her future teaching. From the above discussion, she recognised the 
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importance of providing space to students through group activities. 

 

6.4.1.2.2 Sketchbooks 

Creativity is thought of as an active process involving “mental and physical 

processes” (Fautley & Savage, 2007: 4). The concept of the sketchbook in 

this workshop, therefore, was designed to record and evaluate the visual 

art participants’ learning “process” of PTCPed. More specifically, as 

explained in Chapter Three, the purposes of sketchbooks for the student 

teachers in this workshop were, firstly, to write their reflections on their 

learning of PTCPed, as the participants. Secondly, the sketchbook also 

provided an unconstrained place in which the student teachers were able 

to take notes during each session of the workshop. The sketchbooks were 

also used to record the process of artwork making as role playing as 

secondary students, particularly in the teaching project I carried out in 

Session 3 (07 April 2010). In Wu’s post-workshop interview, she made the 

following comment regarding her use of the sketchbook, in which she 

explained that the sketchbook highlighted the process of CL. 

 

“… I think making a sketchbook is just like writing a diary. It not only can 
record every detail of my learning and every idea I have ever had, but it 
also provides me with a record to review my progress of learning and to 
remind me of some points which might not have been special before but 
are meaningful now!” 

 

Wu also wrote a reflection to indicate that the sketchbook was also a good 

tool in the implementation of PTCPed, particularly in the field of 

assessment of creativity, which is shown below. 

 

CPed for me more emphasises the learning process.… (the) experience 
(of learning) has already inspired their creative ideas and behaviour. But 
they (students) may forget this experience, so it is very important to 
ensure their learning is recorded by using a sketchbook. On the other 
hand, it is also useful for me to assess their learning because I can trace 
their learning in their sketchbooks! (Wu’s reflective log) 

 

In addition, Young and Chien mentioned that the sketchbook was a useful 

tool in their development of PTCPed in the post-workshop interviews, but 
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while they described their feelings about the sketchbook in their reflective 

logs, their viewpoints were more relevant to their own personal 

development of creativity. The following example is from Young’s reflective 

log. 

 

A sketchbook was helpful to my learning. I used it to take notes including 
important information or uncertain points. When reviewing these notes, 
the memories and the ideas always come to me to help me build up 
more new ideas. I believe that creativity or to be creative never comes 
properly or perfectly the first time, and it needs to be inspired over and 
over. And from this viewpoint, a sketchbook is a very good tool for me to 
record this process. (Young’s reflective log) 

 

Finally, Liu raised an unexpected benefit of the sketchbook in the 

implementation of PTCPed. She drew on her personality to imagine student 

perspectives, voicing that sketchbooks may be a good tool for providing a 

space for students to express their ideas in an unpressured and less visible 

way. As she said, 

 

“… for some shy students like me, they are not good at showing what 
they thought and felt, but through the sketchbooks they could write 
down or express their ideas and thoughts confidently.” 

 

6.4.1.2.3 Teaching Maps 

Both Liao and Liu thought that the teaching map was a useful tool to 

manifest a PTCPed while planning their teaching. After I introduced the 

teaching map in session 1 of the workshop, Liao wrote the following 

reflection about her use of a teaching map to express the advantages when 

planning a teaching project, 

 

When preparing a new teaching plan, a teaching map is a very useful 
tool. It provides many possibilities for me to choose and to extend my 
thoughts, particularly when I haven’t decided what to teach and how to 
teach. In addition, by using this teaching map I have many ways to 
integrate my teaching with other disciplines to produce a series of 
projects, but never worry about departing from the theme. (Liao’s 
reflective log) 

 

She further mentioned in the post-workshop interview that the 
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implementation of divergent and convergent thinking was the main reason 

for her to use a teaching map (or mind map to her). 

 

“The first thing that comes to me is the teaching map and I prefer to call 
it a “mind map” ... this mind map will be a fantastic way to inspire 
students’ creative ideas … for students, this really helps students to 
think about many possibilities. The best thing is that this mind map also 
provides the choices for students and helps them to make their thoughts 
more logical by using divergent and convergent thinking as we did in the 
workshop” 

 

To Liao, therefore, the use of a teaching map within divergent and 

convergent thinking is the most impressive tool, not only in planning 

teaching but also being used to inspire students’ creative ideas while doing 

a PTCPed. 

 

6.4.1.3 Researcher’s Suggestion and Feedback on the Teaching 

Performance 

There were four visual art participants who directly mentioned (5 times) 

that my suggestion and feedback (mostly on their teaching plans and 

teaching performances) helped them to develop their implementation of 

PTCPed; as Wu stated in her post-workshop interview: 

 

“you offered very useful and detailed feedback on our teaching 
performances which really helped us to reflect on our teaching and find 
out the blind spots! Indeed, sometime we do or learn something habitually 
without considering whether it is suitable or can block students’ creativity. 
And you reminded us through your suggestions!” 

 

Young also thought my suggestions were helpful to her PTCPed 

development. As mentioned in Chapter Five, Young had many extra 

discussions with me about her teaching (regarding her part-time teaching 

work in an art institution) during the workshop, and these have actually 

continued until now (10/2012). In our discussions, I have made many 

suggestions regarding her plans for teaching projects and her teaching 

strategies by posing questions and sharing many examples of my teaching 

with her (for more detail refer to Appendix O). 
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In the next section, the discussion will move on to the next possible 

influence: group interactions. 

 

6.4.2 The Influence of Group Interactions 

Diagram 6.1 shows that group interaction was another influence on the 

visual art participants’ development of PTCPed, and three visual art 

participants (3/7) directly mentioned it. It is possible that group activity was 

the main approach throughout the workshop, and the nature of 

interactions among group members, such as the group climate, could 

therefore be considered as a possible influence. For example, in the 

previous Section 6.4.1.2.1, six visual art participants mentioned that group 

activity created significant spaces in their learning of PTCPed. However, it 

was not easy to identify exactly what influences originated from the group 

interactions. In order to clarify this potential influence, the findings of how 

the visual art participants, within groups, changed their perceptions of 

CPed (see Chapter Five) were firstly considered to provide an overall picture. 

Following this, the analysis, as explained in Section 6.2.2, drew on the 

evidence that primarily originated from the transcriptions of recorded 

video clips, in which the examples of discussions from the groups and 

photos taken in group activities were selected to provide a detailed 

exploration. In addition, the group members’ professional backgrounds 

were also taken into account. More detail of the data resources adopted to 

explore the influence of group interactions are shown in Table 46 below. 

 

 The findings of 
Chapter 6 

Recorded 
videos 

Visual 
materials 

Participants’ professional 
backgrounds 

The influence of 
group interactions 

    

Table 46 Data resources used to analyse the influence of group interactions 

 

The following discussions are divided into three sections that each focus on 

one of the three groups in the CPed workshop: Group A (6.3.2.1), B 

(6.3.2.2), and C (6.3.2.3). 
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6.4.2.1 Group A: A Chaotic Group - Chao, Wu and Chien 

To explore how the group interactions impacted on the participants’ 

development of CPed in group A, an overall picture representing the 

participants’ perceptions of CPed before and after the CPed workshop 

(shown in Diagram 31) firstly offers background information. 

 

 

Diagram 31 The perceptions of CPed in Group A 

 

Diagram 31 summarises the shifting perceptions of the three visual art 

participants in Group A, from the beginning of the workshop to after the 

workshop. It is noted that Chien remained in almost the same position of 

CPed. As explained in Chapter Five, Chien was late for every session at the 

workshop so, in fact, she was unable to really join in with the group 

activities fully. Her answer to CPed in the post-workshop interview was 

probably taken from the PowerPoint slides I used in the workshop. 

 

Chao seemed to have a slight change. It was explained in Chapter Five that 

Chao’s personality and thoughts may be conservative, and also that her 

teaching interests (Chinese brush painting) required more detailed skill 

training and personal internal cultivation. Therefore, she particularly 

emphasised seeking ET, but she started to notice T for C in her teaching. 
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Compared to Chao, Wu was enthusiastic about creativity before the 

workshop, and she was seeking creative and innovative ideas for her visual 

art teaching and learning. She ended by recognising the importance of CL. 

 

Within the various personalities and backgrounds, the participants’ 

interactions in Group A appeared to be a mess and a consensus could not 

be produced. Therefore, I named Group A as the chaotic group. This can be 

confirmed by an example of the group discussion in Group A on the issue of 

“what CPed means to you” in session 1 that is shown in Appendix Q. 

 

From the group discussion, it could be seen that, although both Wu and 

Chao specialised in visual art, they held very different viewpoints of CPed, 

which has been considered from their distinct personalities and subject 

majors. While Chao emphasised traditional skills training, Wu had studied 

Design and was seeking new ideas to produce new designs, and these 

different perspectives reflected on their conceptions of creativity education. 

Hence, from the discussion example, the participants seemed to keep their 

own stance and their discussions appeared as unconnected and nullified 

communications. 

 

This discordant climate within the group interaction might have affected 

their learning of PTCPed and teamwork, and their teaching performance at 

the end of workshop. A participant in group A, Wang, whose specialism was 

drama, decided to withdraw from the workshop after attending session 2 

(28/03/2010) because she felt there was an unsupportive learning climate 

within the group. As her email stated, 

 

‘…the partners in my group still followed the traditional learning way. 
They were always busy in note taking but made less contribution while in 
the group discussions. In addition, [someone] always kept her opinions! 
This really makes me feel uncomfortable in group learning...’ 

 

Although I tried to encourage her to continue, on the basis of ethical 

concerns that the participants can withdraw from the workshop at any time 
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for any reason, she decided to leave. A similar situation also appeared in 

the final teaching practice of Group A. The participants could not reach an 

agreement over their final teaching plan, so Chien abandoned the method 

of teamwork and developed her teaching practice alone. 

 

To sum up, it can be argued that a discordant and unsupportive group 

climate could be a negative influence on participants’ learning. As the 

outcomes have shown, the participants in Group A appeared as individuals 

learning PTCPed. 

 

6.4.2.2 Group B: A Tranquil Group - Chou, Liao and Liu 

Similar to Group A, there were also three participants specialising in visual 

art in Group B, but all of them were master students in the Department of 

Sculpture and had a few teaching experiences in primary or secondary 

schools (the other participant specialised in drama and also had some 

teaching experience in a primary school.) However, in contrast to Group A, 

the participants in Group B appeared to be more peaceful without strong 

personal opinions in their group discussions and activities, and a satisfied 

and consentaneous agreement emerged. Therefore, I named Group B as 

the “tranquil group”. An example of group discussion in Group B in 

Appendix Q provides a close detail of their interactions, in which the 

participants discussed “how to implement a CPed” in session 1. 

 

From the group discussion, it was found that the participants posted their 

arguments and also provided their teaching experience as examples in 

order to make their explanations of CPed clearer. Moreover, their common 

background in visual art and teaching experience helped them understand 

the context of the discussions and go deeper into the practice. Hence, 

although the participants may have raised different opinions on the issues 

through their discussions, they accepted and gathered all the contributions 

from each other to produce a summary with an open minded attitude. 

Diagram 32 shows that the participants in Group B began with different 

viewpoints of CPed but concluded with a similar perception. 
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Diagram 32 An overall picture of participants’ conceptions of CPed in Group B 

 

In addition, the participants in Group B also had a happy teamwork 

experience. Again, their similar background (master students majoring in 

Sculpture) made them easily engage in the creativity learning within the 

context of visual art. The following photos (Photo 21-23) show a group 

activity in Group B, in which the participants completed a group artwork 

step by step collaboratively and expeditiously in a happy climate. 

 

Photo 21 Sharing their ideas to make an artwork. 
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Photo 22 Making an artwork collaboratively 

  

Photo 23 A completed artwork made by Group B  

 

 

This positive group interaction was also beneficial to their implementation 

of PTCPed. In Chou’s (Group B) teaching performance, he not only used 

more teaching strategies in relation to PTCPed than the other groups (refers 

to Table 43), but the teaching designed by Group B also appeared to have a 

well-structured content with the theme of nurturing students’ creativity 

development in the field of visual art. 

 

To sum up, it can be found that the interactions among the participants in 

Group B was happy and collaborative, which suggested a positive climate to 

their development of conceptions and implementation of CPed. 

 

6.4.2.3 Group C: A Noisy Group - Young 

Group C was a happy group and the group members always made a lot of 

noise and laughter during group activities. Young was the only participant 
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in Group C specialising in visual art (the other four participants were from 

music, drama and dance groups), and she was very interested in the issue 

of creativity and its pedagogy before participating in this workshop. Young 

told me that she enjoyed the group learning with her partners from various 

backgrounds, 

 

“I love my group. Because we all come from different art specialisms, so 
we always looked at things in different ways from different perspectives, 
which helped me deviate from my vested thoughts and inspired me to 
create more ideas. Even in the artwork making, we also enjoyed a 
collaborative climate. It really doesn’t matter whether they are good at 
visual art or not. If the workshop comes again, I would still choose a 
group with various backgrounds.” 

 

Photos 24 and 25 show that the participants in Group C were enthusiastic 

about posing and sharing ideas, and their piece of artwork was presented 

in an innovative way by integrating different art forms. 

 

Photo 24 Group C discussed their artwork enthusiastically  

 

Photo 25 Group C presented their artwork in various art forms 
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Lee, specialising in dance, provided further detail in the post-workshop 

interview about the group interaction in Group C, 

 

“Lee: …even though the activities in the workshop were more visual 
art based, we still felt very interested and we all engaged in them so 
much although we often had different opinions! Haha… I found that 
we always argued with each other and tried to convince each other! 
 
M: …how did you deal with the different opinions in your discussions 
or solve the arguments? 
 
Lee: … it depended on whose fist was the biggest!! I am kidding!! 
We decided to write everyone’s opinions down on a paper, and then 
we discussed everything on our list to find out which one is the best 
answer. But most of the time, we found that all the opinions are all 
meaningful and we would like to keep all of them, so we used a 
mind map, which you taught us in the first session, to distinguish 
which opinions could be the main themes and which ones could be 
sub-themes.” 

 

From the above data, it can be concluded that various backgrounds bring 

more fresh impetus and contributions in group activities. More importantly, 

an enthusiastic and collaborative learning climate could have been another 

positive motivation in the group interaction. 

 

However, going deeper into detailed learning on CPed in the field of visual 

art, a variety of backgrounds may become a limitation. Diagram 33 below 

presents Young’s change on her perception of CPed (for more detail refers 

to Chapter Five). 
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Diagram 33 The overall picture of Young’s perception of CPed 

 

Young was not the presenter in the teaching performance in Group C, so 

there was no first-hand information provided for the discussion of her 

implementation of PTCPed. As mentioned, Young had many extra 

discussions with me about her teaching during the workshop, and these 

have actually continued until now (12/2012). Hence, my belief that PTCPed 

can be a major influence on her conceptions and implementation of 

PTCPed. The influence of the group interaction on Young, therefore, could 

be a positive impact on her creativity development, but could also limit her 

development and implementation of PTCPed. 

 

6.4.3 Brief Summary to Sub-Question 2 

In this section, the possible influences on how the visual art participants 

manifested their conceptions of PTCPed were explored. To conclude the 

discussions on the three groups, the findings can be summarised as below: 

 

1. The researcher, as a tutor, in the workshop appeared to be a major 

influence on the visual art participants’ development of and 

implementation of PTCPed. In detail: 

 

A. My teaching strategies and examples appeared to be particularly 

influential; the useful strategies, in order of popularity, were: standing 
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back, creating/offering opportunities, profiling learner agency and 

enabling a learning climate, and other strategies and examples (such as 

the structures and the procedures of teaching). In addition, the 

modelling demonstration (e.g. the integrated art project in Session 3 of 

the workshop) may be more useful in building the visual art student 

teachers’ implementation of PTCPed. 

 

B. Regarding the teaching tools that I used in the workshop, group activity 

was suggested as the most useful tool to help the visual art participants 

manifest their PTCPed, followed by a sketchbook, and a teaching map. 

 

2. Group interactions, particularly the interactive climate within the group, 

could be another possible influence. The findings concluded that the 

participants, with same professional backgrounds, in a happy and 

collaborative, interactive group climate would help the members in the 

development and implementation of PTCPed. 

 

6.5 Summary 

In this chapter, the findings relating to Research Question Two were 

discussed; namely the visual art participants’ manifestation of PTCPed at 

the end of the workshop and the influences on the development of their 

PTCPed. The discussion started from Section 6.2, where the approaches 

and data employed to do the analysis were identified. In Section 6.3, the 

group-based teaching performances were evaluated using the features of 

PTCPed. Additionally, the findings showed that the most frequently-used 

strategies in the participants’ performances were the posing of questions 

and creating an enabling learning context. Two concerns in their 

performances were considered to be improved: the purposes and the 

contents of the questions, and standing back. Section 6.4 highlighted the 

findings of the researcher as a tutor in the workshop and that group 

interactions were two possible influences on the visual art participants’ 

development of and implementation of PTCPed. In Section 6.4.1, my 

teaching strategies and examples appeared to be particularly influential. In 
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addition, group activity was suggested as the most useful tool to help 

participants manifest their PTCPed. Section 6.4.2 concluded that a happy 

and collaborative interactive group climate, together with the group 

members coming from the same professional background, would be 

positive in developing the members’ implementation of PTCPed. 

 

Following this chapter, an overall discussion drawing from the findings of 

Chapters Five and Six will be presented in Chapter Seven. 



        Discussion Chapter 7 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

DISCUSSION 
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7.1 Introduction 

In Chapters Five and Six, the visual art student teachers’ perceptions of 

creativity and CPed, including the possible influences on their 

implementations of CPed, were presented separately, based on the 

research questions. In this chapter, these findings are brought together to 

answer my principal research question: How do secondary visual art 

student teachers in Taiwan develop their perceptions of PTCPed in terms 

of knowledge and practice during a short workshop alongside a 

teacher-training course? The discussion, therefore, will further focus on 

what perceptions of creativity the student teachers specialising in visual art 

hold and how they developed their perceptions of creativity (mainly 

focusing on the features of PT), and PTCPed in terms of knowledge and 

practice. References and the relevant literatures are used throughout to 

explore and illuminate this discussion. Four main sections are expounded, 

headed as follows: 

 

7.1 Introduction 

7.2 Overview of the findings to Research Questions One and Two 

7.3 Discussion on the visual art participants’ views and practice of creativity 

and CPed  

7.4 Key themes and a new PTCPed highlighted from the findings 

7.5 Summary 

 

7.2 Overview of the Findings to Research Questions One and Two 

In this section, the findings to Research Questions One and Two are 

summarised, including the visual art student teachers’ views of creativity 

(7.2.1), their views of and practice of PTCPed (7.2.2), and the possible 

influences on their development of and implementation of PTCPed (7.2.3). 

 

7.2.1 The Visual Art Student Teachers’ Views of Creativity 

In this section, the summary focuses on the first subsidiary research 
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question: What were the visual art student teachers’ perceptions of 

creativity before and after participation in the workshop? The analysis has 

been systematically presented in Chapter Five by the evidence given 

through the student teachers’ pre- and post-workshop interview 

transcriptions. From the overall results, the findings can be summarised as 

below: 

 

Firstly, Table 47 provides a summary of the general perceptions of creativity 

before and after the workshop, along with the frequency of their 

occurrence with regards to the general tendency, the degree and the 

presentation of creativity.  

 

Visual art 
participants 

The general viewpoints of creativity 
General 
based 

Art 
based 

Big-c Pro-c Little-c Mini-c 
Process 
based 

Product 
based 

Both 

Chou 
Before              

After             

Liao 
Before             

After               

Chien 
Before             

After             

Chao 
Before             

After              

Young 
Before             

After              

Wu 
Before             

After              

Liu 
Before             

After             

Total 
Before 4 3 0 3 2 3 1 3 3 
After 6 1 0 2 5 5 1 2 4 

Table 47 The visual art participants’ general viewpoints of creativity 

 

It can be seen from Table 47 that most of the visual art student teachers’ 

creativity referred to general-based creativity. In total, the result shifted 

from four to six visual art student teachers who stayed with this stance 

after the workshop. Only one visual art student teacher’s viewpoint of 

creativity still remained as art-based creativity (the case of Chao). In the 

category of the degree of creativity, most visual art student teachers shifted 

from PCC and MCC to focus on LCC and MCC. Additionally, more visual art 
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student teachers identified that creativity included both process and 

product after the workshop. In general, the student teachers whose 

creativity stance was general-based were also more focused on LCC and 

MCC and they placed their emphasis on both the creative process and the 

product. It is noted that the student teachers who held an art-based 

creativity stance also believed in PCC, and looked at creativity in product 

outcomes (e.g. Chao). 

 

In addition to the general viewpoints on creativity, the features of creativity 

were also identified in Chapter Five. Table 48 (shown on the next page and 

arranged from most to least popular) presents the visual art student 

teachers’ viewpoints of the features of creativity. The table is arranged with 

the frequency of the occurrence of the characteristics of creativity and the 

attitudes toward creativity (mainly from the participants’ views on 

identifying learners’ creativity). 

 

It can be seen from Table 48 that the visual art participants’ viewpoints of 

the features of creativity were more centred on innovativeness, originality, 

and intention after the workshop as five participants mentioned each of 

these. For the details, with regards to the characteristics, they included: 

innovative, original and imaginative (arranged from most to least popular). 

In addition, two visual art student teachers described creativity with the 

feature of change, and one student teacher mentioned transformation. It is 

noted in this category that Chou did not mention the characteristics of 

creativity before the workshop, and Chao did not describe it after the 

workshop. With regards to the elements of attitude; the visual art student 

teachers started to notice creative attitudes after the workshop. Their 

viewpoints included: intention, immersion, self-determination, 

playful/joyfulness, and confidence (arranged from most to least popular). 

Moreover, one student teacher mentioned risk-taking, another 

question-posing, and another problem-solving. 
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Visual art 
participants 

The characteristics of creativity The attitudes toward creativity 

innovative original imaginative others intention immersion 
 

self- 
determination 

playful/joyful confident others 

Chou Before           
After               

Liao Before        (change)       

After         
(transformation)           (risk-taking) 

Chien Before            
After               

Chao Before             
After              

Young 
Before        (transformation/ 

connection)       

After         (change)           
Wu Before       (not limited)         

(facing challenge) 

After        (change; not 
limited)           

(question- posing) 

Liu Before             
(problem-solving) 

After              
(problem-solving) 

Total 
Before 3 4 2 3 0 0 1 0 0 2 
After 5 5 4 3 5 4 4 3 2 3 

Table 48 The overall features of creativity from the visual art participants’ viewpoints 
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7.2.2 The Visual Art Student Teachers’ Views and Practice of CPed 

The visual art student teachers’ perceptions of and practice of 

CPed/PTCPed was systematically analysed in Chapters Five and Six was 

based on two subsidiary research questions:  

 

Research Question 1.1 and 1.2: What were visual art student teachers’ 

perceptions of CPed before and after participation in the workshop? 

 

Research Question 2.1: How were their conceptions of PTCPed manifested 

in their performance at the end of the workshop? 

 

From the overall results, the findings are summarised in Section 7.2.2.1 (the 

visual art student teachers’ views of CPed), and Section 7.2.2.2 (the visual 

art student teachers’ practice of PTCPed). 

 

7.2.2.1 The Visual Art Student Teachers’ Views of Creative Pedagogy 

With regards to the visual art student teachers’ perceptions of CPed, 

Diagram 34 below presents an overall picture. 

 

 

Diagram 34 The visual art participants’ perceptions of CPed after the workshop 

 

Before the workshop the visual art student teachers gave their definitions 
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of CPed, and these definitions and viewpoints (see Diagram 7.1) tended to 

recognise CPed as CT and ET. After the workshop, they gave their 

definitions and evaluations of CPed again. According to their viewpoints, 

nearly all of the visual art student teachers (6/7) recognised that CPed 

should involve the purpose of fostering learners’ creativity (or at least to 

teach creativity; e.g. the cases of Chou and Chao). In addition, they also 

believed that learners’ creativity should be nurtured in a 

supportive/enabling learning climate and under an effective teaching 

context. The details of their perceptions of CPed included three student 

teachers who held the view of CPed as “CT + CL”. In addition, the other 

visual art student teachers held the following stances: “CT + T for C”, “CL”, 

“T for C”, and “CT”. With regards to the detail of the teaching strategies, CT 

includes the meanings of interesting teaching and innovative teaching. CL 

involves the following strategies, in order of popularity: offering 

opportunities and challenges, providing learning agency, and standing back. 

 

Additionally, the issue of the teacher-student relationship in CPed was also 

identified in most of the visual art student teachers’ descriptions, as 

summarised in Table 49 below.  
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Visual art 
participants 

Main role in CP 

Teacher Students Both 

Chou 
Before    

After     

Liao 
Before     

After     

Chien 
Before    

After    

Chao 
Before     

After     

Young 
Before     

After     

Wu 
Before    

After     

Liu 
Before     

After     

Total 
Before 1 2 1 

After 2 1 3 

Table 49 The visual art student teachers’ viewpoints of the main role in CPed 

 
In Table 49, more visual art student teachers recognised the issue of who 

played the main role in CPed (4 to 6 participants mentioned it) after the 

workshop. Their viewpoints of this issue included: three of them (3/6) 

thought that teachers and learners were equally important in CPed; two 

(2/6) believed that the teacher played a key role in leading CPed; and, 

finally, one participant (1/6) identified that students should take the main 

role in CPed and that the teacher is just a helper in the learning process. It 

is noted that Chien did not mention this issue, either before or after the 

workshop. Chao and Young maintained the same view after attending the 

workshop; one considered CPed to be a teacher-based pedagogy and the 

other believed in a learner-based pedagogy. 

 

To summarise from the above findings, the student teachers who thought 

that the teacher played a key role in CPed also held the view of CPed as “T 

for C” (e.g. Chao and Chou), which is a teacher-focussed pedagogical 

approach to teach learners’ creativity. In contrast, the student teacher who 

considered it to be the learners’ role then held the view of CPed as “CL” 

(e.g. Young), a learner-inclusive approach to fostering learners’ creativity. 
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Finally, those who were concerned with the importance of teachers and 

learners held the view of CPed as “CT + CL” (e.g. Liao, Wu and Lu), where 

both the teacher and learners make contributions to CT and learning.  

 

7.2.2.2 The Visual Art Student Teachers’ Practice of PTCPed 

As explained in Chapter Four, the visual art student teachers’ practice of 

PTCPed was designed to carry out a teaching performance in group form. 

The detail of the analysis was presented in Section 6.3, and the findings are 

summarised below: 

 

1. Table 50 below summarises the frequency of the teaching strategies, in 

relation to PTCPed, used by the visual art student teachers in their group 

performances (arranged from most to least popular). 

 

PTCPed Strategies Group A Group B Group C Total 
Posing and responding to 
questions 

18 (T-P) 
4 (T-R) 

13 (T-P) 
6 (T-R) 

19 (T-P) 
0 (T-R) 

50 (T-P) 
10 (T-R) 

Enabling learning context 4 14 11 29 
Creating/offering opportunities 
(e.g. Time, space, challenges) 

8 5 5 18 

Standing back 1 3 3 7 

Providing learning agency 1 4 2 7 
Play/ playfulness  
(e.g. CT: interesting activities) 

1 2 2 5 

Total 37 47 42 126 
 T-P: Teacher posed questions; T-R: Teacher responded to questions 

Table 50 A summary of PTCPed strategies used in group performances 

 

The overall result, shown in Table 50, indicates that the most 

frequently-used strategy in the visual art student teachers’ performances 

was posing and responding to questions. This appeared 60 times in total 

(including posing questions 50 times and responding to questions 10 times). 

The second most frequently-used strategy was creating an enabling 

learning context (appearing 29 times in the performances). The other 

strategies, in order of popularity, were: creating/offering opportunities (e.g. 

time, space and challenges) (appearing 18 times); standing back and 
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providing learning agency (both appeared 7 times); and play/playfulness 

(appeared 5 times). In addition, Table 7.4 also shows that Group B used 

most PTCPed teaching strategies in the group teaching performance 

(appeared 47 times in total), and Group A used the least (appeared 37 

times).  

 

Furthermore, there were several concerns, in relation to PT pedagogical 

strategies, that appeared commonly in the group performances that 

identified in Chapter Six (e.g. the purposes and contents of the questions 

used, and the arrangement of standing back). Finally, in addition to the 

pedagogical strategies in relation to PTCPed, several strategies also 

appeared in the group performances, such as teacher-led teaching 

strategies in delivering knowledge to students (Group A) and instructing 

examples (Group B), classroom management (Group B), and giving 

complete freedom (non-limited) for the students to make artwork (Groups 

A and C). 

 

To examine the teacher’s teaching, it is important to make reference to the 

students’ responses. Table 51 below presents the students’ creative 

engagements in relation to PT when participating in the group 

performances.  

 

Students’ learning in response to PT Group A Group B Group C Total 

Posing and responding to questions 
4 (S-P) 
7 (S-R) 

0 (S-P) 
5 (S-R) 

0 (S-P) 
7 (S-R) 

4 (S-P) 
19 (S-R) 

Immersion 2 4 3 9 

Risk-taking  4 2 2 8 

Play (playfulness) 1 3 2 6 

Being imaginative 2 2 2 6 

Innovation 2 2 1 5 

Action-intention 1 2 2 5 

Self-determination 1 1 1 3 

Total 13 (24) 16 (24) 13 (20) 42 (65) 

 S-P: Students posed questions; S-R: Students responded to questions 

Table 51 A summary of PT responses when engaging in the group performances 

 

It can be seen from Table 51 that students’ learning in response to PT 
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appeared 13 times in Group A, 16 times in Group B and 13 times in Group C. 

It is noted that the category of “posing and responding to questions” has 

been considered as a significant feature of PT (Chappell et al., 2008) and 

has also appeared as the most frequent feature in students’ learning. 

However, I would argue that the purpose and content of the questions 

posed (mostly yes-no questions and short-answer questions) and the 

standard responses required in the group performances did not effectively 

support the fostering of the students’ creative development. I will discuss 

this issue in Section 7.3. Besides this, for the detail, the students’ learning 

in response to the features of PT, in order of popularity, included: 

immersion, risk-taking, playfulness, being imaginative, innovation, 

action-intention, and self-determination. In addition to the above features 

of PT, several creative features also appeared in the students’ learning 

when they participated in the group performances, such as confidence, 

active attitude and increased attention. 

 

7.2.3 The Influences on Visual Art Student Teachers’ Implementations of 

PTCPed 

The possible influences on the visual art student teachers’ implementations 

of PTCPed have been analysed in detail in Section 6.4 and are based on the 

subsidiary research question: What influenced the development of the 

participants’ conceptions and implementation of PTCPed? From the overall 

results, the findings are summarised below: 

 

According to the visual art student teachers’ viewpoints, the researcher 

(acting as a tutor in the workshop) could be the most major influence on 

their development and implementation of PTCPed. In detail, firstly, my 

teaching strategies and examples appeared to be particularly influential. 

The useful strategies, in order of popularity, were: standing back, 

creating/offering opportunities, profiling learner agency and enabling the 

learning climate, together with other strategies and examples (such as the 

structures and procedures of teaching). In addition, the modelling 
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demonstration (e.g. the integrated arts project in Session 3 of the 

workshop) was considered more useful in building up the visual art student 

teachers’ implementation of PTCPed. Secondly, the visual art student 

teachers also mentioned that several useful teaching tools in the workshop 

could help to develop and manifest their PTCPed. The tools, in order of 

popularity, were: group activity, sketchbook, and teaching map.  

 

In addition, group interactions, particularly focusing on the interactive 

climate within the group, could be another possible influence, although 

only three out of seven visual art student teachers mentioned this. The 

findings concluded that, while in a group activity, group members with the 

same professional background found that working in a joyful, collaborative 

and interactive group climate helped them to develop and implement 

PTCPed positively. 

 

Having stressed the overall findings based on each research question, 

Section 7.3 draws all the findings together to discuss the visual art student 

teachers’ perceptions of creativity (PT) and PTCPed. 

 

7.3 Discussion on the Visual Art Participants’ Views and Practice of 

Creativity and PTCPed 

To identify the visual art participants’ views and practice of PT and PTCPed 

(after the workshop), firstly the key findings of this study (from Section 7.2) 

will be compared with the literature of PT and PTCPed. Following this, the 

visual art student teachers’ view of PT and PTCPed will be discussed by 

focusing on what and how their conceptions developed and the theoretical 

implications of this outcome. The relevance of literature in relation to my 

findings is also considered. The discussions in this section are divided into 

two aspects: the features of creativity (7.3.1), and the features of PTCPed 

(7.3.2). 
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7.3.1 The Features of Creativity  

7.3.1.1 The Visual Art Participants’ View of Creativity in Relation to PT 

As explained in Chapter Two, Craft and her colleagues concluded in their 

empirical study (Burnard et al., 2006) that seven key features of PT involved 

several clusters of abilities and attitudes: posing questions, play and 

possibilities, innovation, self-determination and direction, risk-taking, being 

imaginative, and immersion. Table 52 presents the findings of the visual art 

participants’ perceptions of creativity after the workshop, along with their 

creative responses while engaging in the teaching performance, in 

comparison with the features of PT from the literature above.  

 

The features of PT Perceptions of creativity Creative responses 

posing questions  (1)  

play and possibilities playful/joyful  playful/joyful 

Innovation transformation; change   

self-determination     

Intention   active attitude 

risk-taking     

being imaginative     

Immersion   increased attention 

 original  

 confident   

 not limitations  

 problem-solving  

Table 52 A comparison with the features of PT 

 

It can be seen from Table 7.6 that most of the features of PT also appeared 

in the visual art participants’ view of creativity, except the feature of posing 

questions. This feature of “posing questions” was missing in the category of 

the participants’ creative response during the teaching performance, and 

only appeared once in their perceptions of creativity (only Wu mentioned 

it). Therefore, I considered removing the feature of posing questions from 
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the visual art student teachers’ view of creativity.  

 

Furthermore, several features of PT in this study have been mentioned in a 

variety of meanings by the visual art student teachers; for instance:  

 

 The feature of play and possibilities in Craft’s work (2001b) is being 

open to playing with ideas and new possibilities. However, in this study, 

the visual art student teachers placed their emphasis upon the 

attitudes of playfulness and joyfulness while toying with possibilities. 

 

 Innovation was defined as doing something differently in Craft’s work 

(2001b); the visual art student teachers supported this feature with 

the idea of “change” (e.g. a change from the normal, a change from 

the existing conditions) as well as the idea of “transformation” (e.g. 

delivering an innovative idea by transforming the ideas of others). 

 

 Intention is an action which can be seen as ‘an outcome of a person’s 

deliberation or processing’ (Craft, 2001b: 57). In addition to this 

definition, in this study, this feature has also been extended to an 

active attitude to engaging in activities. 

 

 Finally, immersion means a ‘deep concentration’ (ibid: 57). In this study, 

it also presented the meaning of “increased attention” while engaging 

in teaching and learning. 

 

In addition to the features of PT from the literature, the visual art 

participants also view creativity as having the following characteristics and 

attitudes: originality, confidence, no limitations, and problem solving.  

 

 Originality 

As explained in Chapter Two, the feature of originality in the definition of 

creativity was suggested in the literature (e.g. Feldman et al., 1994; 
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NACCCE, 1999; Craft, 2001b) and involves the formulation of high creativity 

or creativity in a domain-specific field. This idea was also applied in this 

study where the visual art participants viewed originality as making a 

choice, producing something new, or building a personal style that is most 

appealing to a person as an individual. For example, the expression that 

students invent “their own forms” to express their ideas and feelings is the 

defining benchmark of originality. Originality in this study also refers to the 

production of a new idea without worrying whether the idea is worthwhile 

or useful. For instance, Young defined being creative as when a person is 

brainstorming and trying to turn out as many possibilities as they can, and 

originality in this sense could be an idea or action that is original to the 

student, but not necessarily to the wider world. The difference between 

the features of originality and innovation is that innovation could be a 

transformation of or connection with other ideas. 

 

 Confidence 

It seems to the visual art participants that confidence is a fundamental 

attitude for being creative. Many of us may have such an experience when 

a creative idea sparkles on our mind; we are often excited at first, but 

quickly doubt our idea. Therefore, a person could not be said to be 

manifesting creativity (PT) if they were not confident in exhibiting their 

ideas or actions. This finding echoes Runco and Bahleda’s work (1986 cited 

by Niu & Sternberg, 2002) in which being confident was described as one of 

the core characteristics that defined creative individuals. In a recent TED 

talk, “How to Build Your Creative Confidence”, David Kelley (2012) also 

raised the idea of confidence in helping creativity development. Kelley 

stated that ‘a little confidence in creativity leads to a lot of confidence in 

everything else’ (ibid) in which he took Bandura’s definition of confidence 

as ‘self-efficacy’ (the sense that you can change the world and that you can 

attain what you set out to do) to encourage people to be confident as a 

creative person. 
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 No limitations 

For some of the visual art student teachers, “no limitations” is an essential 

element while engaged in thinking and creating something new as it 

involves the characteristics of complete freedom with no boundaries. This 

feature also emerged in the PTCPed strategy, in which teachers stand back 

to provide full freedom for students to play with their ideas. 

 

 Problem solving 

The literature (e.g. Craft, 2000, 2001b; Jeffrey, 2005) suggested that the 

concept of PT fundamentally involves the engagement with a problem with 

both problem finding and problem solving (Craft, 2000, 2001b). However, 

the visual art student teachers in this study only mentioned the ability of 

problem solving through divergent and convergent thinking. The feature of 

problem solving seems to be interconnected with many features of PT. For 

instance, while solving a problem, a person may firstly use their 

imagination and play with possibilities in order to find out the best solution. 

Furthermore, in the process of action, it may also involve risk taking, 

self-determination, and confidence.  

 

Form the overall results, the visual art participants tended to appreciate 

creativity as the framework of PT that involved an entirely positive ability 

and attitude in a general domain context. In addition, they viewed 

creativity from both the process and the outcome. In the next section, how 

the visual art student teachers developed their definitions and evaluations 

of creativity are discussed.   

 

7.3.1.2 Discussion on the Implicit Knowledge of Creativity  

As introduced in the literature review chapter, the notion of PT was 

constructed as the heart of everyday creativity, based on the Western 

conceptual framework, and its features have also been examined in the 

English educational context. In this study, some of the features of PT 

(namely play and possibilities, innovation, self-determination, intention, 
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risk-taking, being imaginative, and immersion) were also identified and 

accepted by the visual art student teachers in the Taiwanese classroom. To 

explain this finding, three possible reasons are explored. Below, I discuss 

the first two reasons. Firstly, I assume that the characteristics of creativity 

may be universally meaningful (Rudowicz, 2004) in today’s global 

environment (7.3.1.2-1). Secondly, this finding reveals the views of 

creativity are deeply influenced by Western theory (7.3.1.2-2).  

 

7.3.1.2-1 The Characteristics of Creativity are Universal Values 

As explained in the literature chapter, creativity can be seen as a universal 

value (e.g. Craft, 2005, 2008; Hennessey, 2007; Kim, 2005), and it was 

suggested that several common characteristics of creativity are shared 

between different cultures. For instance, Rudowicz and Hui’s work (1997 

cited by Niu & Sternberg, 2002: 273) found that the characteristics of 

creativity (innovative ideas, imagination, intelligence, independence, and 

high levels of activity/energy) are found both in Western and Chinese 

conceptions. More recently, because of the increasing global interest in the 

economy and technology, creativity has been considered as an everyday 

capability (e.g. problem-solving) (MOE, 2003a; Craft, 2001b), and as 

common competitiveness (e.g. referring to creativity as innovation with the 

characteristics of originality, novelty, and usefulness) (MOE, 2003a; EC, 

2006). Consequently, there is emphasis towards these conceptions and 

features of creativity being applied in education globally, including Taiwan. 

From this viewpoint and from the above empirical evidence, I assumed that 

the features of PT, such as “being innovative and imaginative”, share, 

undoubtedly, the common characteristics of creativity between the two 

cultures. Furthermore, the features of “play and possibilities”, 

“self-determination”, “intention” and “risk-taking” can be referred to as the 

processes and actions of problem solving (Craft, 2001). Problem-solving has 

been suggested in many literatures (e.g. MOE, 2009; HSSEP, n.d. Chan & 

Chen, 2011) as one of the key creative abilities in recent educational 

guidelines in Taiwan. Therefore, these features of PT were accepted 
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naturally by the student teachers in this study. As explained in the previous 

section, the feature of “immersion” is illustrated as an attitude of deep 

concentration, and is a positive attitude encouraged in every effective 

classroom as well as in this study.  

 

7.3.1.2-2 The Views of Creativity are Deeply Influenced by Western 

Theory 

Additionally, in reviewing the development of creativity research in Chinese 

societies, researchers indicated that creativity research in Taiwan began by 

introducing Western creativity theories (e.g. Cheng, 2004; Vong, 2008; Niu, 

2006). In addition, until recently, the publications and numerous creativity 

researches in Taiwan, in terms of the definitions and theoretical framework 

of creativity and CPed (as well as this study), were still highly dependent on 

Western literatures. As a result, some elements of creativity valued in 

Western societies may actually have been internalised by the participants’ 

knowledge and terms of creativity. For instance, the participants’ accounts 

of creativity reflected certain Western theories, such as the framework of 

PT in this study.  

 

However, since the late 1980s, many scholars have suggested that the 

concept of creativity is affected by the values and social norms based on 

different cultures (Lubart & Sternberg, 1998; Lubart, 1990, 1999b; Niu & 

Sternberg, 2001, 2002). Lubart (1999b) suggested that people’s values and 

attitudes towards the outlet of creative expression are defined differently 

across cultures. For instance, in contrast with Western elements of 

creativity, such as the celebration of individual accomplishment, and 

emphasising independent thinking, Chinese culture tends to emphasise 

knowledge and the mastering of skills, social cohesion and harmony, and 

the social benefit or utility of creation (Leung, Au & Leung, 2004; Rudowicz, 

2004).  

 

In this study, although all of the participants are Taiwanese, due to their 
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different professional backgrounds (majoring in Eastern or Western 

painting) their views toward creativity were somehow revealed as different 

characteristics. For instance, Chao majored in Chinese Brush Painting and 

hers creations tended to be more uniform, reflecting on a tradition that 

requires detailed skills training and personal internal cultivation. Therefore, 

when Chao described creativity, she valued creativity through an 

outstanding product, and strongly believed in foundation training 

(knowledge and master skills) for creative presentations. Young, on the 

other hand, majored in Fine Art, which was mainly focused on the 

knowledge of Western paintings. Her view of creativity involved the 

features of being imaginative, innovative, and placed an emphasis on 

playing with ideas and individual original output. She also looked at 

creativity in the learning process as well as the outcome, but not 

necessarily in a perfect outcome.  

 

From the above examples, I realised that, even in the global society of 

today, cultural values may still maintain a certain degree of influence on 

the views of creativity. But why did the evidence in this study show that 

the visual art participants’ views of creativity accepted the features of PT 

so easily? I assume that this could reflect on the value of education in 

Confucian-heritage societies, and, therefore, this is considered as the third 

reason (7.3.1.2-3).  

 

7.3.1.2-3 Tension on the Value of Education in Confucian-heritage 

Societies 

As discussed in Chapters One and Two, research has been concerned that 

education within Eastern culture is inflicted by Confucian values, such as 

obedience and hierarchy, the acceptance of social obligations, and sacrifice 

for the in-group (Ng, 2001; Rudowicz, 2004; Kim, 2005, 2007; Vong, 2008). 

These values have also been reflected in the traditional conceptions of 

learning that have focused solely on ‘measured academic performance’ 

(Wu, 2004: 175; Tang & Biggs, 1996; Lu, 1998; Cheng, 2004; Niu, 2007; 
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Dineen & Niu, 2008). As a consequence, therefore, the students tended to 

seek a standard explanation in knowledge acquisition, such as “correct” 

definitions for creativity and CPed in this study. Within the classroom, 

Taiwanese students are expected to stay at a ‘well-behaved nice boy and 

nice girl stage’ (Wu, 2004: 176). Not only is it unwelcome to ask questions 

or hold different opinions from the teachers, but students also tend to 

easily accept ideas from authority, such as teachers or books (Cheng, 2004).  

 

Although I have been aware of this influence, I tried to use a 

learner-inclusive approach while introducing the framework of PT and 

PTCPed to the participants (refer to Chapter Four), but this ossified 

classroom culture was still embedded in the workshop (see my reflection 

on the classroom culture in Section 6.4.1.1). For instance, the participants 

sought the standard definitions of creativity and CPed from me, and they 

seemed to appreciate the model of PTCPed without raising any doubts. 

However, their true views of creativity may probably be more clearly 

demonstrated when interpreting how they saw and valued creativity in 

their teaching performances. For example, I have argued that some of the 

participants overlooked the features of being imaginative and innovative 

and they saw creativity as “no limitations” when defining creativity and, 

therefore, they fostered learners’ creativity by providing complete freedom 

(see Chapter Six and more discussion in Section 7.3.2). 

 

As Oral (2008: 9) stressed, the conflicts between a teacher’s cultural 

surroundings and universal educational objectives can influence their views 

and attitudes to creativity in the classroom. This tension was reflected in 

the participants’ ambivalence toward promoting creativity in this study. For 

instance, the feature of “question-posing” (is generated through curiosity) 

has been recognised as being at the heart of PT in Western literatures 

(Craft, 2000, 2001b; Jeffrey & Craft, 2004; Cremin et al., 2006), but was 

found absent in the participants’ definitions of creativity (PT) and their 

practice of CPed in this study (only one participant mentioned it). In 
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reviewing the literatures, research (e.g. Wu, 2004; Ng & Smith, 2004; 

Beghetto, 2007) has proved that the creative behaviour (e.g. question 

posing, curious exploration) of students and independent thinking (e.g. 

unique thoughts) in many schools and classrooms, particularly in Eastern 

societies, are viewed as inappropriate. This is because this behaviour is 

incompatible with the educational goal of maintaining order, and is, 

therefore, often ignored by the teachers intentionally. For example, Chou 

reflected on the above phenomena described by the researchers. He 

argued against the effectiveness of question posing (both for teachers and 

students) in school practice (see Appendix O and the discussion in Section 

6.3.2.2) because he thought that using questions may interfere with the 

classroom management and he may lose control over his students. This 

also implies his negative stance concerning “question posing” as a feature 

of creativity.  

 

Reflecting on this study, participants rarely recognised “question-posing” 

as creative feature due to the cultural influence. This finding, however, was 

against PT literature that has suggested it is almost impossible that PT can 

occur without anyone posing a question and it has therefore been argued 

to be perhaps the most fundamental feature. Particularly, the work in 2008 

(Chappell et al., 2008) indicated that it might be possible that the students 

instigated their own non-verbal question-posing (see question modality in 

Section 2.4.2.2.1) to kick-start their creative process and to find a way to 

create something together. Concerning that, the non-verbal 

question-posing is a mental and inner activity, this may be difficult to be 

foreground and also difficult to be detected by teacher(s) (e.g. myself in 

this study) or students (e.g. participants) themselves. I would suggest this 

remain more space to further explore in the future study. 

 

From the visual art participants’ viewpoints, it is undoubted that they 

appreciated the importance of creativity and agreed that the inclusion of 

creativity is necessary in the classroom. However, similar to the case of 
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Chou, some of the participants were worried that they would not maintain 

their authority and would lose control over their students. Hence, I argued 

that they did place more of their appreciation for learners’ creative 

contributions in the process of making a creative product (e.g. immersion, 

being imaginative and innovative), rather than learners’ creative traits or 

behaviours in the classroom (Westby & Dawson, 1995, cited in Ng & Smith, 

2004), such as posing questions, having an independent attitude, or raising 

unexpected creative ideas.  

 

In this section, I discussed the visual art student teachers’ views of 

creativity regarding the three possible reasons for formulating the features 

of PT. In the following section, I will focus on their views and practice of 

PTCPed. 

 

7.3.2 The Features of PTCPed 

7.3.2.1 The Visual Art Student Teachers’ view of CPed in relation to 

PTCPed 

The literatures have suggested that the pedagogical principles for fostering 

students’ PT were identified by Cremin et al. (2006: 113-115), including the 

following pedagogical strategies carried out in a playful classroom: 

‘standing back, profiling agency and creating time and space’ for CL. 

Following on from this, the nature of question-posing and responding was 

suggested as an important aspect in PT development (Chappell et al., 

2008b) in a playful context, and, consequently has become an important 

pedagogical strategy. The nature of the questions posed includes ‘leading 

questions, service questions and follow-through questions’ (ibid: 279). 

Recently, a new dynamic between students, and between students and 

teachers/adults, was further suggested in PT empirical work (Craft et al., 

2012). This dynamic fosters young children’s individual, collaborative and 

communal creativity.  
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To explore the visual art student teachers’ views of CPed, Table 53 below 

presents the findings of their perceptions of CPed after the workshop, 

along with the teaching strategies employed in their performances, in 

comparison with the features of PTCPed summarised above.  

 

The features of PTCPed Participants’ views of CPed Participants’ teaching strategies 

Standing back     

Profiling agency     

Creating time and space 
  

(creating opportunities) 
*the element of space is missing 

  
(creating opportunities) 

Enabling learning climate 
(e.g. playful classroom) 

  
e.g. encouragement, playfulness 

(CT: playful and interesting 
activities) 

  
e.g. encouragement, playfulness 

(CT: playful and interesting 
activities) 

Posing and responding 
to questions 

    

A dynamic between 
students and teachers 

  Teacher-led approach 

 giving complete freedom   

 
effective teaching context  

(e.g. classroom management; 
achieve the teaching targets) 

  

Table 53 A comparison with the features of PTCPed 

 

The overall results from Table 53 show that the visual art student teachers’ 

views of CPed have mainly covered the features of PTCPed from the 

literature. Nevertheless, several features of PTCPed in this study were given 

the meanings on a variety of levels by the participants; for instance:  

 

Firstly, the feature of “creating time and space” in this study has been 

extended as the feature of “creating opportunities” in order to consider the 

feature of risk-taking in PT (referring to offering challenges to students in 

teaching and learning). In other words, in this category, students are 

offered the opportunity to develop inherent creativity by engaging in 

elaborated activities, which the teacher has considered in terms of the 

elements of time, space, and challenges. It is noted that the element of 

enriching space was missing in the participants’ descriptions of PTCPed and 

also presented in a narrow implementation that only focused on indoor 
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activities. This limitation will be discussed in the following section (7.3.2.2). 

 

Secondly, the component of the enabling environment for PT was 

suggested in the literature (e.g. Craft, 2003) as the learning context for 

exploratory and combinatory play. In other words, a playful classroom is 

provided through the dynamic interaction between the students as well as 

the teacher and students. Therefore, in this workshop, it was introduced as 

a playful, joyful and safe learning environment (including using group 

activities) to encourage learners’ CL. In the visual art student teachers’ 

views, they explored and practiced the feature of “enabling a learning 

climate” to include the provision of verbal and non-verbal encouragements 

and building a playful learning environment. It is interesting to note that 

the playful learning environment, from their viewpoints, was created by 

their planned, interesting teaching strategies and activities. For instance, in 

their teaching performances, Group C used an interesting video and a role 

play activity, and Group B offered funny jokes and daily examples. These 

interesting teaching strategies and activities used were also interpreted as 

the features of CT. In addition, a teacher-focused approach seemed to be 

mainly displayed in their practices of PTCPed. 

 

Finally, in Chapter Six, the feature of “posing and responding to questions” 

was highlighted as the most frequently used strategy in the group teaching 

performances. In total, these appeared 60 times in the groups’ 

performances, of which teachers asked questions 50 times and responded 

to students’ questions 10 times. Furthermore, open-ended questions were 

the most frequently-posed question type (24 times in total, the other 

questions included 16 standard-answer questions and 10 yes-or-no 

questions). These open-ended questions can be identified as leading 

questions (e.g. “Can you share your feelings on the activity of role play?”). 

Rarely, they were service questions (e.g. “What actions did you do to be a 

mother in the role play?”). I have argued in Chapter Six and Section 7.2.2 

that they were either too general or were often answered by teachers 
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straightforwardly rather than continuing with follow-through questions to 

students that made them think or execute an idea.  

 

In addition to these features of PTCPed, there were two additional teaching 

strategies that were identified in this study:  

 

 Giving complete freedom 

It has been discussed in Section 7.3.1.1 that the participants defined “no 

limitations” as an essential element of creativity, and, therefore, while 

defining PTCPed they thought that teachers should provide total freedom 

for students. This feature is somehow interconnected with the feature of 

standing back. However, the feature of standing back involves teachers 

positioning themselves, such as stopping and observing, and listening and 

noticing students’ learning (Cremin et al., 2006). On the contrary, offering 

complete freedom may potentially neglect students’ messages when they 

need support or help. Therefore, I would argue that offering complete 

freedom may not be equal to offering the space for students’ creativity 

development. Instead, it could sometimes be a barrier to creativity 

development (see the evaluation of the performance of Group C in Section 

6.3.3.2). I will discuss this issue further in Section 7.3.2.2.3. 

 

 Effective teaching context 

ET can be seen as teaching that successfully achieves the learning 

objectives for the pupils, as identified by the teacher or the curriculum. In 

this study, nearly every participant mentioned that the practice of CPed 

should engage with the context of ET. This means that all the teaching 

strategies and activities need to achieve effectiveness and the learning 

objectives. The strategies included methods that make the material easier 

to comprehend and assimilate; strategies that place the emphasis on 

classroom management; and a coherent of the teaching content and 

targets. For most of the visual art participants, nurturing learners’ creativity 

is a learning objective, but it is just one of many objectives in the visual art 
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curriculum.  

 

In the next section, how the visual art student teachers develop their 

knowledge and implementations of PTCPed are discussed.   

 

7.3.2.2 Discussion on the Implicit Knowledge and Practice of CPed 

In this study, most of the visual art participants described CPed as 

“unconventional teaching” before the workshop - an interesting and 

innovative teaching that is explained as being different from traditional 

teaching and which aims to arouse students’ interest in learning. 

Additionally, only some of them indicated that it is useful for inspiring the 

learner’s creativity. Therefore, in summary, the definitions of CPed given by 

the visual art participants mainly focused on the aspects of “CT” and “T for 

C”. These views have matched the literatures discussed earlier in Chapters 

One and Two that include two aspects of discussion of CPed in Taiwanese 

classrooms. Firstly, CPed was solely used for teaching creatively in order to 

achieve teaching goals (ET). Secondly, because of the influences from the 

Western theories of creativity and CPed, the role of T for C has been 

highlighted in the cultivation of creativity in the classroom (Hsiao, 2006; Lin, 

W. W., 2011; Lin, Y. S., 2011; Tsai, 2011). However, the most frequent way 

found was that teachers apply their own creativity in their teaching plans 

and activities, and that, through these creative activities, students’ 

creativity is developed (Chen, 1990; Mao, 1994; Chao, 2004; Lin, 2008; Ting, 

2008 ).  

 

In this workshop, the participants were given the knowledge of PT and its 

pedagogy, and they also experienced my modeling project example. After 

that, three of the visual art participants then shifted their views of CPed to 

include both CT and CL, and two of them described CT and T for C in the 

criteria of CPed. So far, all of the visual art participants agreed that the 

inclusion of creativity is essential in terms of CPed in classroom teaching 

and learning. However, the overall results of the comparison with the 
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framework of PTCPed in the previous section showed that the features of 

PTCPed were taken into account in the visual art student teachers’ 

knowledge and practice of CPed. However, I have argued that their overall 

teaching practices were somehow absorbed in a teacher-focused approach. 

More specifically, the space of CL was less addressed. In addition, while 

reviewing their practice of CPed, I also suggested that several pedagogical 

strategies needed to be improved (see Section 6.3.4).  

 

In search for possible reasons, firstly, as discussed in Section 7.3.1.2, the 

traditional learning culture in Confucian-heritage societies may have an 

impact on the participants’ views of creativity and may also possibly shape 

their views of CPed. Regarding this aspect, I will focus on the issue of the 

role of the teacher in order to discuss the participants’ views of CPed. 

Additionally, concerning the findings in Chapter Six, my teaching strategies 

and examples were found as the most significant influence on the visual art 

participants’ practice of PTCPed. Therefore, I assume that the second 

possible reason may be their misinterpretations of PTCPed from my 

teaching and demonstrations. For example, several features of PT/PTCPed, 

such as playfulness and being imaginative and innovative, were found to be 

magnified and, consequently, this influenced their practice of CPed. In the 

following sections, the discussions will look at the issues in terms of the 

teacher’s role in CPed (7.3.2.2.1), and their misinterpretations of PTCPed 

(7.3.2.2.2). The following discussion starts from of the teacher’s role in 

CPed to explore why a teacher-focused approach was emphasised in the 

participants’ performance. 

 

7.3.2.2.1 Teacher’s Role in CPed 

The literatures have suggested that a teacher’s teaching methods and 

beliefs may foster or impede the development of creativity (e.g. 

Angeloska-Galevska, 1996; Yang & Hua, 2003; Wu, 2004; Wang, 2011). In a 

classroom context, a learner-inclusive approach (e.g. CL) has been 

recognised as a significant trend in creativity education, in which the 
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teacher plays the role of a guide (e.g. Jeffrey, 2006; Jeffrey & Craft, 2004). 

With regard to the framework of PTCP introduced in this study, the 

participants actually welcomed my unconventional role as a knowledge 

deliverer as well as a non-authoritarian guide in the workshop. In this 

approach, they felt that their opinions were respected as well as their ideas 

encouraged in a joyful and safe learning environment. 

 

However, in the participants’ teaching performances, their pedagogical 

strategies appeared mainly as a teacher-focused approach to lead 

creativity development. Correspondingly, the participants rarely 

considered the room for “learning”, but saw it merely as the result of the 

teacher’s teaching and strategies. For example, Chou, in his teaching 

practice, directly demonstrated how to make paper clothes rather than 

inviting the students to brainstorm their own ideas. This has matched the 

research concerns that promoting creativity in Asian classrooms is mainly 

emphasised by the teacher’s teaching strategy choices and the teacher’s 

role and ethos (Cheng, 2004; Puccio & Gonzalez, 2004; Horng et al., 2005; 

Hennessey, 2007; Ng & Smith, 2004; Wu, 2004). As discussed in Section 

7.3.1.2, due to the impact of traditional Confucian heritage that is highly 

authoritarian, and given the educational goal of maintaining order in the 

classroom, it is not surprising to discover that teachers in Taiwan enjoy a 

great deal of authority, such as in choosing materials, arranging learning 

activities, controlling the learning process, and even deciding the correct 

knowledge (Ng & Smith, 2004), as the participants did in this study. The 

traditional relationship between teacher and students, as a result, tends to 

be hierarchical and formal (Ho et al., 2002; Kim, 2005; Lincoln et al., 2002; 

Dineen & Niu, 2008; Oral, 2008), even though in the visual art classrooms. 

For instance, instead of using the words or actions, such as “invite” or 

“encourage”, in building a joyful interactive learning environment, the 

participants tended to directly give orders or tasks for students to follow. 

For instance,, in this study the visual art student teachers tended to offer 

challenges through their pedagogy (e.g. Chou gave a limited time to let 
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students complete a paper clothes which he had demonstrated), rather 

than encouraging students to find their own way to make paper clothes. I 

would argue this relationship between teacher and students could also be 

a response to participants’ opinions about question-posing as an 

inappropriate behaviour (e.g. Chou) in classroom (see Section 7.3.1.2-3). 

 

I would challenge that this less-interactive relationship between the 

teacher and students may provide limited space for students to develop 

their abilities and attitudes of independent and critical thinking, and to 

discover new insights spontaneously, and this could result in difficulties in 

fostering students’ creativity. In this study, although the participants did 

employ several pedagogical strategies in relation to PTCPed in their 

performance (see Chapter Six), I would argue they played the role of a 

controller or a director, rather than a guide and supporter. Therefore, their 

approaches tended to be more in relation to “teacher-focused T for C”, as 

my perceptions discussed earlier in the literature chapter.  

 

Additionally, under the traditional Eastern learning culture (learning by 

authority), students in Taiwanese/Asian classrooms may be afraid of 

getting lost when they need to make their own thoughts and decisions 

because they have been familiar with their passive role in learning for so 

long (Ng & Smith, 2004). This can be proved as, in the workshop the 

participants learned the framework of PT and PTCPed by accepting my 

suggestions as well as seeking my answers to their standard answers, and 

watching my demonstration as a model example without questions. 

However, they may misinterpret the notion of PT and PTCPed, which, 

therefore, may result in poor implementations or difficulties in fostering 

students’ creativity. In the next section, I will further discuss the second 

possible reason for their misinterpretations of creativity (PT) and PTCPed. 

 

7.3.2.2.2 Misinterpretations of PTCPed  

In reviewing the visual art participants’ practice, several misinterpretations 
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of PTCPed were found. These include:  

 

 Overlooking the features of playfulness and innovation in pedagogical 

practice results in using meaningless activities in teaching.  

 Giving complete freedom in instructions for pedagogy may support as 

well as block creativity development.  

 

7.3.2.2.2-1 Misinterpretations of the Features of Playfulness and 

Innovation 

The attitude of being playful is considered to be an essential characteristic 

of PT and in features of PTCPed (Craft, 2005). During the workshop sessions, 

I aimed to encourage the participants to be playful as well as requiring 

them to make an effort with their own learning through an interesting and 

joyful climate. Meanwhile, I also demonstrated an integrated arts project 

by adapting the elements of playfulness and innovation. This was evidently 

successful by the participants’ descriptions that they enjoyed and were 

relaxed in the interesting activities and, at the same time, they 

endeavoured to learn and to try new things by themselves. 

 

Therefore, while reviewing their teaching practices, it is no surprise that the 

elements in relation to “interesting” or “playfulness” were commonly 

identified in their teaching strategies/materials/activities. For instance, 

Group A used vivid PowerPoint slides; Group B offered life-relevant 

examples/jokes and organised the activities of making clothes and a fashion 

show; and Group C used an interesting video and role-play activity. 

However, I found that not all of these strategies/activities/materials used in 

the performance were advantageous to fostering students’ creativity. 

Instead, I would argue that some of them appeared to be meaningless in 

pedagogical practice. For example, Group C offered an interesting video as 

a starting point to illustrate how hard it is to be a mother. The video was 

about a mother singing a rhythm (The Mom Song; 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEFXj00Gou4 ) to chatter about with 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEFXj00Gou4
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her children. Although the video was funny, it was not consistent with the 

teaching target (who is the Mother’s guardian angel?). Therefore, I would 

argue that the purpose of using the video in this teaching became 

meaningless. Another example, Group A, introduced an artist’s paintings 

among which some of the patterns were applied to designs in life-relevant 

products, such as clothes, shoes and bags. The students were very 

impressed and paid their attentions to these design works. However, Chien 

only showed these images and did not expand the students’ interest by 

firing their imagination or providing the opportunities to further encourage 

more ideas. From these two examples, I would argue that the participants 

only achieved the feature of “CT”, that of using an interesting and 

innovative activity in pedagogical practice, but that the room for “learning” 

was neglected.  

 

By contrast, not every visual art participant in this study supported that the 

feature of playfulness and innovation should be included in CPed. It is 

interesting that, although Chao welcomed the playful learning environment 

created by me in the workshop, including the activities and climate, she 

actually argued against the appropriateness of playful activities used in 

“her” classroom. Chao saw playfulness, as well as innovative teaching, and 

serious learning to be opposing for two reasons. Firstly, as I have discussed 

a lot in previous sections, by recognising the Chinese philosophy of learning, 

the features of diligence, perseverance, and concentration in learning are 

valuable. Secondly, because examinations and competitions are often 

highlighted to evaluate the learner’s efforts in the field of visual art in 

Taiwan (Cheng, 2004; Wu, 2004), acquiring basic knowledge and skills are 

also emphasised as the foundation in further creative development or 

presentations (Cheng, 2004; Vong, 2008). Therefore, playfulness, to Chao, 

firstly challenges the traditional Taiwanese classroom (e.g. teachers may 

lose control of classroom order), and consequently, it causes students to 

have less concentration on skills practice. 
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Yet, in recent years, worldwide studies have stressed a friendly learning 

environment, including playfulness, is a key to successful CPed (Esquivel, 

1995; Chen, 2006; Horng et al., 2005; Craft, 2001, 2003; Craft et al., 2012). 

Personally, I do not think that playfulness and serious learning (or ET) are 

two separate parallel lines, particularly in the visual art classrooms. Instead, 

these two could complement each other. As I found out during the 

workshop when the participants played with ideas and possibilities, they 

were immersed in their creating work. Additionally, when they were 

engaged in a playful and safe learning environment, they came out with 

more ideas and had more confidence to try new things in their work. 

 

7.3.2.2.2-2 Misinterpretations of the Features of Giving Freedom 

In this study (as discussed in Chapters Five and Six), several visual art 

student teachers explained creativity as un-reined imagination that should 

not be limited. Consequently, they viewed and practiced PTCPed by 

adopting the strategy of offering complete freedom. It is necessary to give 

complete freedom in instructions for pedagogy, which also means providing 

the space for students to explore possibilities. However, I would argue that 

this may block as well as support creativity development. In this section, 

considering the space and freedom provided in CPed, there are two issues 

to be addressed. Firstly, the space provided should be without limits and, 

secondly, the space provided needs some criteria. 

 

7.3.2.2.2-2.1 Space Provided Should be Without Limits 

Firstly, the space provided should be without limits, as some of the 

participants displayed in their performances. The literatures have 

suggested that young learners need the freedom to ask questions, to 

disagree, and to make what adults may consider as mistakes (Cheng, 2004: 

271). Throughout these processes, students build their autonomy and 

self-control as well as their creative thinking by engaging in the learner’s 

agency (Cremin et al., 2006). As Hennessey and Amabile (1987: 22) claimed, 

‘the more freedom children experience in the classroom, the more creative 
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they are’. From this aspect, I see that “providing freedom” in a classroom 

setting could be broadly defined to include many elements, such as “time 

and space” (as listed by the PTCPed framework) as well as the feature of 

“offering opportunities and challenges” (as identified in this study to 

encourage learners to play with materials and ideas). It is noted that the 

element of space, in the PT literature (Cremin et al., 2006), was seen to play 

a pivotal role in fostering independent attitudes or actions, including both 

indoor and outdoor physical environments. Thus, expecting a spiritual 

meaning (e.g. providing freedom), space also involves a physical meaning 

as, for example, indoor and outdoor environments. In a Taiwanese 

classroom, “offering space” is more about indoor activities due to security 

and good order with effective classroom management concerns. More 

specifically, Asian teachers (e.g. Taiwanese) tend to follow the traditional 

criteria by establishing their authority when delivering knowledge/skills 

and advising on students’ actions in the classroom (Cheng, 2004; Wu, 2004), 

thus preferring to keep learners sitting on their chairs for good order 

management. From this viewpoint, and in order to review the participants’ 

performances in this study, I appreciated that they were willing to use my 

suggestions to provide space for learners to play freely in the classroom 

during their practices (e.g. Group B: fashion show and Group C: role play).   

 

7.3.2.2.2-2.2 Space Provided Needs Some Criteria 

However, from the participants’ teaching practices, I found “offering 

freedom” may not fully equate to developing students’ creativity. On the 

contrary, it could sometimes be a boundary for creativity development. 

Hence, the second issue is that the space provided needs some criteria. 

There are two reasons for saying so. Firstly, in addition to the participants 

worrying that providing space may lead to unsuccessful teaching and 

classroom management, I also saw that complete freedom without 

checking students’ learning may result in the neglect of their needs. Taking 

the example of Group A, Chien stood back in her performance to provide 

complete freedom for the students to create their artworks, but she did not 
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watch whether the students needed any help. As a result, the students 

asked several questions, such as how to use the materials.  

 

Secondly, my other concern is with the quality of creativity being fostered. 

For example, in this study, Group C tasked students with drawing a card for 

the mother after the role-play activity (Mandy then stood back so to 

provide students with the full freedom to create their own cards). However, 

the result was that the students’ work appeared in various qualities. In the 

context of the classroom, it is important to develop opportunities for 

students to “possibility think”, where creativity is not seen as a product, but 

as a process involving the serious play of ideas and possibilities. As 

explained in the literature review chapter, this generative, problem 

finding/problem solving process may require rational and non-rational 

thought, such as imagination, but mostly the application of knowledge and 

skills (Grainger & Barnes, 2006), in particular in the field of visual art. Hence, 

in order to enhance their creative abilities, I would suggest that students 

should be given considerable knowledge/rules in a domain. However, this 

does not mean it is necessary to place all the emphasis on mastering skills 

and techniques. On the other hand, as researchers have suggested, the 

role of the teacher should be to develop learners’ creativity by adapting 

teaching strategies that balance the generation of new ideas and abilities in 

order to translate theory into practice (Sternberg & Williams, 1996). 

Therefore, in the above case, Mandy could have helped the students by 

organising a further discussion in relation to the aspect of linking their 

ideas with the materials and techniques, or maybe providing some cards as 

examples for them to discover. I believe that students not only keep to 

their own creative ideas, but have more abilities to play with materials to 

produce better quality creative expression.  

 

In this section, I discussed the visual art student teachers’ views of CPed 

regarding the role of the teacher and their misinterpretations of PTCPed. In 

the following section, I consider the key issues arising from these findings. 
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7.4 Key Themes and A New PTCPed Highlighted from the Findings 

In this section, key themes learning from the findings were firstly identified 

(7.4.1); following it, a new landmark of PTCPed emerged from the findings 

(7.4.2). 

 

7.4.1 Key Themes Highlighted from the Findings 

Learning from the above findings, the values behind them and the adoption 

of PT and PTCPed in the Taiwanese educational classroom, two themes can 

be summarised and highlighted, including: 

 

 the influence of traditional values on the student teachers’ conceptions 

and practice of creativity and CPed   

 the neglect of the gaps 

 

In the following sections, I will briefly summarise these two themes 

(7.4.1.1), including the influence of traditional values (7.4.1.1.1) and the 

neglect of the gaps (7.4.1.1.2). Following it, I will discuss these two themes 

with my reflection from the perspective of the role of teacher educator 

(7.4.1.2). 

 

7.4.1.1 Two Themes in Adopting PTCPed 

7.4.1.1.1 The Influence of Traditional Values  

From the above discussions, the findings in this study reveal that the visual 

art student teachers’ knowledge of creativity, and consequently their views 

and practice of CPed, still appear to be influenced by traditional Confucian 

values. With regard to Chinese tradition, authority is respected without 

being challenged. It is paradoxical to discover that they passively see and 

respond to the learners’ creative attitudes and behaviours while in lectures, 

such as independent thinking, being critical and curious (e.g. posing 

questions, trying new things), argued as highly celebrated in Western 
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societies. Yet, the learners’ creative abilities and attitudes to the 

expressions of their artworks, by contrast, are found to be much more 

welcomed by the visual art participants, such as being imaginative, 

innovative and immersive, and engaging with original thinking. These 

cultural contexts and beliefs are also reflected in their ethos and 

implementation of CPed that reveals they essentially adopt a 

teacher-focused approach in their pedagogical strategies for fostering 

learners’ creativity. Correspondingly, the main focus is still on “pedagogy” 

rather than “learning”.  

 

7.4.1.1.2 The Neglect of the Gaps  

In this study, the gaps have been perceived and considered as a major 

theme, involving those between the value systems of two different cultures 

and between the student teachers’ knowledge and practice of PTCPed (e.g. 

Western theoretical framework of creativity in an Eastern classroom 

context, such as the slippery balance between freedom and order). 

 

As being discussed in the introductory and literature review chapters, the 

Western conceptions of creativity and CPed are commonly adopted in 

Taiwanese classrooms, from the perspectives of policy makers and research 

elaborators to the school practitioners (Cheng, 2004; Niu, 2006; Vong, 

2008). In other words, the attempts at a thorough in-depth research to 

explore the characteristics of creativity within the Taiwanese cultural 

context or to consider the role of local educational discourses have been 

rare. For example, this has not been addressed in any of the recent creative 

education projects, such as the White Paper of Creativity Education, or in 

the reformed Grade 1-9 Curriculum.  

 

Given the recent development in creative education, many researchers 

have shown an awareness of the distinctive ways of conceptualising 

creativity in different cultures, and have, therefore, challenged the concept 

of and attitude toward creativity as being value-neutral (Craft, 2005, 2008; 
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Hennessey, 2007; Kim, 2005; Ng & Smith, 2004; Rudowicz, 2004; Wu, 2004; 

Craft et al., 2008). It is reasonable for me to notice that receiving a Western 

theoretical framework (e.g. the framework of PT and PTCPed) without 

concern to traditional values may, in practice, bring about many paradoxes. 

For example, from the visual art participants’ experience in this study, they 

showed their appreciation and acceptance of this new pedagogy but 

adopted it with their own interpretations. I would argue that this gap is due 

to the lack of fundamental research into creativity within the Taiwanese 

context and also, for the participants, the lack of a critical attitude towards 

adopting Western theories or practices. Or perhaps, as many participants 

described, the gap came from the short of practice due to the limitations of 

time:  

 

“The workshop was too short! Only five sections!! I just learned the 
knowledge of creativity and creative pedagogy, and had a little practice, 
then it’s over!!! If we can have more time, I think that I can practice it 
more and feel more confident.” 

(Liao’s post-workshop interview transcription) 

 

7.4.1.2 My Reflection: Contextualising the Conceptions of CPed 

Personally, my view of promoting creativity is not only to see it as a global 

trend to raise competitive capacity, but that I also value creativity as an 

expression of self-actualisation (refer to Chapter Two, Section 2.6). 

Therefore, it is unreasonable for a person to only present their own 

creativity with artwork and not their behaviour or attitudes. To expend this 

viewpoint in a classroom, it is also absurd for a teacher to limit the learners’ 

ownership and autonomy when learning with pedagogy. Drawing from the 

two issues highlighted in the previous section, I understand that creativity, 

as well as its pedagogy, under different cultures has been built around 

different values and, therefore, appears in different criteria. In this study, as 

a researcher as well as a teacher educator, I have also suffered the tug of 

war between traditional cultural values and the Western framework of 

creativity (PT) and PTCPed while planning this study and introducing this PT 

framework to the participants. I actually struggled with several questions, 
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such as: What should be the criteria for creativity in the Taiwanese context 

and in the field of visual art? What kind of ideas and behaviours should be 

encouraged in the Taiwanese classroom concerning the enhancement of 

creativity? What kind of teaching and learning can be accepted by 

Taiwanese students/teachers, and from whose viewpoint? How can I help 

the participants to bridge the cultural differences and to inspire their views 

when looking at CPed in different ways? Similarly, I also found this sense of 

conflict happened to some of the participants between the concept of 

proper teaching and learning, and creative behaviours/ideas. For example, 

Chou looked at question-posing as an inappropriate behaviour and Chao 

overemphasised serious learning in the visual art classroom. However, my 

intention in this study was not to claim that the student teachers have 

successfully changed their views or reached a consensus with me on the 

framework of creativity and PTCPed through my teaching. Yet, I am more 

convinced that, through this experience, a conversation between these 

different values was actually initiated in their minds through the 

introduction and adoption of the framework of creativity and PTCPed.   

 

Some Asian researchers, such as those in Hong Kong, Singapore or Korea, 

have proposed the formulation of a local model for creativity education 

which would maximise the strengths of the traditional culture (Cheng, 2004; 

Choe, 2006; Kim, 2005; Ng & Smith, 2004). In Taiwan, Lin Y. S. (2010), in her 

recent work on fostering pupils’ PT in Taiwanese drama classrooms, also 

endeavoured to bridge the cultural gaps. She proposed an idea of a ‘third 

space’ (p116) to suggest ‘contextualising creative pedagogy’ (ibid: 117) 

through re-evaluating and finding a balance between the different 

perceptions of learning, pedagogical strategies, and teacher ethos that 

would fit in with Taiwan’s unique education system (see Section 2.6). 

Likewise, in this study, during the experience of adopting visual art and 

PTCPed, the participants’ beliefs of creativity and CPed were informed by 

two sets of culture (e.g. from my introduction of Western PT framework 

during the workshop and their previous personal learning and teaching 
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experiences in Taiwan). Meanwhile, the concept of “third space” was also 

embodied in a sharing space of co-learning (not only in my teaching during 

the workshop also in participants’ teaching practice), which is not 

completely teacher-led (sage on the stage) or learner-led (guide on the 

side), but balanced between the two (meddler in the middle). These 

features gave not only the participants but also me more chance to interact, 

negotiate with each other, or even for me to persuade the participants. 

Through the process of interaction and exchange, it does not mean that the 

traditional values need to be discarded. Instead, participants were 

encouraged to re-evaluate traditional culture and to cherish its strengths 

whilst also adopting Western theories and practices with an open, yet 

critical, attitude. Therefore, new values, discourses, or practices could be 

transformed or even emerge as new methods that are desirable. This is 

what I came to understand, building on Lin’s work (2010) as the process of 

“contextualising CPed” with the idea of “third space”, in which both the 

participants and I adopted reflective and critical thinking to evaluate both 

traditional and new values, and in doing so, come to accept, to evaluate, or 

to change perceptions and practice of creativity and CPed. For instance, 

Young kept discussing with me about her teaching dilemmas during the 

workshop and we have maintained these discussions, even now (December 

2012). We have shared the values between theoretical knowledge and 

practice by exchanging and negotiating our views to find out the best 

possible ways for her teaching. 

 

In the next section, a new landmark of PT in relation to pedagogy is further 

suggested through the process of contextualising. 

 

7.4.2 A New Landmark of PT in Relation to Pedagogy  

Through the enquiry of adopting Western values and educational practices 

in a short workshop alongside Taiwanese art teacher training course, the 

criteria of creativity, in relation to the teacher’s role and teaching strategies, 

appeared in different ways due to the different cultural values. These gaps 
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brought out the participants’ misinterpretations when accepting and 

adopting the framework of PT and PTCPed. By negotiating between the two 

cultures and value systems, and the participants’ responses and evaluations 

of the pedagogical framework, a new landmark of PT in relation to 

pedagogy emerged through “contextualising” (see Diagram 35).  

 

 

Diagram 35 A new framework of PT in relation to pedagogy 

 

In terms of the nature of PT in this study, Diagram 35 represents the views 

of the student teachers’ creativity in a Taiwanese visual art classroom 

involving the new characteristics of originality and no limitations along with 

the attitude of confidence. 

 

 Originality 

In this study, the visual art participants viewed originality as making a 

choice, producing something new, or building a personal style that is most 

appealing to a person as an individual. They also see originality as the 

production of a new idea without worrying whether the idea is worthwhile 

or useful, and originality in this sense could be an idea or action that is 

original to the student, but not necessarily to the wider world.  
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 No limitations 

In this study, “no limitations” is an essential element while engaged in 

thinking and creating something new as it involves the characteristics of 

complete freedom with no boundaries.  

 

 Confidence 

The visual art participants believed that confidence is a fundamental 

attitude for being creative. This finding echoes Runco and Bahleda’s work 

(1986 cited by Niu & Sternberg, 2002) in which being confident was 

described as one of the core characteristics that defined creative 

individuals.  

 

Diagram 35 also represents the other features of PT previously identified: 

play, immersion, innovation, being imaginative, self-determination, 

intentionality and risk-taking, driven by the processes and outcomes of 

problem-solving.  

 

 The feature of play and possibilities in this study has been emphasised 

on the attitudes of playfulness and joyfulness while toying with 

possibilities. 

 

 In this study, the visual art student teachers supported innovation with 

the idea of “change” (e.g. a change from the normal, a change from 

the existing conditions) as well as the idea of “transformation” (e.g. 

delivering an innovative idea by transforming the ideas of others). 

 

 Intention is an action which can be seen as ‘an outcome of a person’s 

deliberation or processing’ (Craft, 2001b: 57). In addition to this 

definition, in this study, this feature has also been extended to an 

active attitude to engaging in activities. 
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 Immersion not only covered the previously definition of a ‘deep 

concentration’ (ibid: 57). In this study, it also presented the meaning of 

“increased attention” while engaging in teaching and learning. 

 

 Problem solving 

The literature (e.g. Craft, 2000, 2001b; Jeffrey, 2005) suggested that the 

concept of PT fundamentally involves the engagement with a problem with 

both problem finding and problem solving (Craft, 2000, 2001b). However, 

the visual art student teachers in this study only mentioned the ability of 

problem solving through divergent and convergent thinking. The feature of 

problem solving seems to be interconnected with many features of PT. For 

instance, while solving a problem, a person may firstly use their 

imagination and play with possibilities in order to find out the best solution. 

Furthermore, in the process of action, it may also involve risk taking, 

self-determination, and confidence.  

 

Finally, the features of question-posing and question-responding, which 

had been identified as being at the core of the Western conception of PT 

and the pedagogical strategy, were only vaguely found in participants’ 

features of creativity (PT) as well as in teaching and learning in this study. It 

was argued in the previous sections (eg. Section 7.3.1.2-3 and 7.3.2.2.1) 

and Chapter One that this could result in the influence of Confucian cultural 

tradition (e.g. students’ questions were not welcomed in most Taiwanese 

classrooms). This also applied to the feature of risk-taking that was 

regarded by the student teachers as teachers offering challenges, rather 

than being generated by the learners themselves.  

 

In terms of how the pedagogy relates to PT, Diagram 35 also shows that this 

study extends the existing Western literatures of how pedagogy nurtures 

PT by considering the cultural differences. Pedagogy-nurturing PT in this 

study involved practitioners adopting an effective “CT” context, together 

with creating a friendly and safe “CL” environment where practitioners 
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highly value learners’ agency (including individual and group activities), and 

which offers them opportunities to play with the possibilities of materials 

and ideas, including time, space (mainly focusing on indoor activities in this 

study), and challenges. Furthermore, this study highly addressed how 

practitioners stand back and the value of offering freedom to learners in 

pedagogical practice, in which teachers’ ‘stepping forward’ (Craft et al., 

2012: 59) into the learners’ learning space is suggested as an important 

stimulation for supporting learners’ creative ideas and contributions in 

practice. 

 

Finally, the findings propose to build an environment that embodies an 

enabling learning climate and an effective teaching context in order to 

foster learners’ PT. “Environment” is used here as a broad term that, 

therefore, includes certain elements, such as classroom settings, the roles 

of the teacher, teaching strategies, and learning agencies and climate. 

Setting up situations and environments which encourage learners to take 

ownership of ideas, and thus their learning, is equally demanding.  

 

7.5 Summary 

This chapter has provided a discussion of the findings that were presented 

in Chapters Five and Six. The discussion started from Section 7.2 that 

consisted of an overview of the findings to Research Questions One and 

Two. Section 7.3, firstly, focused on comparisons between the findings in 

this study and the frameworks of PT and PTCPed in the literatures in order 

to identify the visual art participants’ knowledge and practice of PT and 

PTCPed. Secondly, the detailed discussions placed an emphasis on how the 

visual art student teachers formulated their views and the implementation 

of creativity and CPed. Section 7.4 was firstly devoted to the issues 

highlighted from the discussions in terms of the influence of traditional 

values, and neglect of the gaps. Following, a short reflection from my role 

as a teacher educator was further provided. Finally, a new landmark of 

PTCPed was introduced to the Taiwanese context. 
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In Chapter Eight a conclusion is provided, along with implications for policy 

and practice. 

 



        Implications and conclusion Chapter 8 
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CHAPTER EIGHT  

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSION 
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8.1 Introduction 

In the previous discussion chapter, I teased out the visual art participants’ 

responses and their practice to creativity and the CPed according to the 

research questions. I also explored the insights based on the responses 

informed by the literatures and summarised the key themes identified 

through the findings. Finally, through the negotiations between the two 

cultures and value systems, a new landmark of PTCPed emerged based on 

the Taiwanese ITAE context. In this final chapter, I intend to use this new 

model of PTCPed to further discuss the implications for policy and practice, 

considered from the perspective of IATE. In addition, I will provide a 

reflection on the limitations of the research as well as suggestions for 

future research in PTCPed. The chapter is divided into four sections, headed 

as follows: 

 

8.1 Introduction 

8.2 Implications 

8.3 Final Reflection 

8.4 Conclusion 

 

8.2 Implications 

In the final section of Chapter Seven, I highlighted two key themes 

emerging from the discussions: the influence of traditional values and the 

neglect of the gaps between the different cultural values, and between 

knowledge and practice. Meanwhile, I also provided a brief personal 

reflection to suggest an idea of “third space” for ‘contextualising’ (Lin, Y. S., 

2010: 117) that could be borrowed and applied while introducing a 

Western framework of PT and PTCPed to Taiwanese student teachers. 

Finally, a new model of PTCPed based on the Taiwanese IATE context was 

suggested. In this section, I will scrutinise three specific implications for 

practice and policy by considering “contextualising creativity and PTCPed” 

within the context of IATE in Taiwan. These include:  
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 A balance of the paradoxes when adopting PTCPed (8.2.1) 

 Building a classroom community in teacher education (8.2.2) 

 Bridging the gap between policy and practice (8.2.3) 

 

Next section, the emphasis particularly places on the four pedagogical 

strategies in order to balance the paradoxes of adopting CPed in Taiwan. 

More specifically, I will suggest a possible space for the occurrence of CL. 

 

8.2.2 A Balance to the Paradoxes of Adopting PTCPed  

The concept of an idea of “third space” for “contextualising” (Lin, Y. S., 2010) 

has been used to suggested the extended model of PT and PTCPed in 

Chapter Seven (see Section 7.4.2; repeats in Diagram 36 below to add 

understanding). In this section, I would further use this new landmark of PT 

model to provide improvements to the gaps and paradoxes that emerged 

from the participants’ knowledge and practice of PTCPed (as discussed in 

Chapters Five, Six and Seven).  

 

 

 Diagram 36 A new framework of PT in relation to pedagogy 
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As discussed in Section 7.4, the ideas of a “third space” in this study could 

be seen as a different sort of learning environment for the student teachers 

(i.e., my CPed workshops); and a shared space for co-learning (i.e., 

balanced between teacher-led and learner-led). In other words, by 

blending values from both perspectives (Western theory and Eastern 

classroom context), the application of CL can be highly encouraged in 

Taiwanese classrooms by asking the following questions. For example, how 

can a visual art teacher structure the lessons to include the features of PT? 

How can a teacher encourage learners and allow their own interests, 

simultaneously, in a typical Taiwanese visual art classroom? What 

approaches and criteria should a teacher use for the evaluation or 

assessment of learners, in terms of creative behaviours and the quality of 

the artwork? The discussions include the role of the teacher (8.2.2.1), 

playfulness vs. meaningfulness pedagogy or serious learning (8.2.2.2), and 

freedom: standing back vs. stepping forward (8.2.2.3).  

 

8.2.2.1 The Role of the Teacher 

Compared to the suggested role of the teacher in Western PT literatures as 

a guide and supporter when delivering creativity, the teacher in the 

Taiwanese visual art classroom tends to play the role of a controller or an 

authoritative director (Cheng, 2004; Wu, 2004) in order to maintain good 

order in their classroom and achieve good standard results in artworks. In 

addition, the findings in this study also showed the participants’ learning 

was impacted by the traditional learning culture (learning by authority) 

where a standard/correct answer from the teacher educator (myself) was 

common.  

 

However, Lucas (2001) suggested that nurturing creativity requires the 

capacity to live with complexity and uncertainty; in other words, ‘it will be 

difficult to nurture it in communities where only certainty is rewarded’ 

(p42). Reflecting on the subject of visual art, it is full of imaginative visual 

images and possibilities, rather than isolated components (see Section 
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2.5.2.2). It has been suggested that the content of visual art curriculum in 

AHLA should cover ‘mediums and skills, aesthetic and forms, and meanings 

and contents’ (Kuo, 1994: 5). Therefore, to nurture creativity (PT) in 

Taiwanese visual art classrooms, I suggest there needs to be a balance 

between the two poles of the teacher’s role, in which the teacher plays 

both (or either) a directive role which values traditional virtues (in terms of 

behaviours) and (or) a facilitating role which values opportunities and 

pedagogical strategies for nurturing the learner’s creativity.  

 

Sternberg and Grigorenko (2004 cited by Beghetto, 2007: 108) stated, the 

‘best way to promote students’ creativity is for teachers to encourage and 

model the creative thinking and behaviours in the classroom’. This idea also 

responds to Hetland’s (Hetland et al., 2007; more detail see Section 

2.5.1.2.2) identification of three studio structures for visual art learning 

(teachers were encouraged to demonstrate the process and product in the 

beginning of visual art learning, students then make artworks based on 

teachers’ assignments, and finally the learning ended up with a discussion 

and reflection). Through this structure, eight studio habits of mind were 

developed, including ‘develop craft, engage & persist, envision, express, 

observe, reflect, stretch & explore, understand arts community’(ibid: 6). In 

this study, I would suggest that it is important for a visual art teacher to use 

a creative model in which they design inventive activities and encourage 

the learners to be playful when engaging in both individual and group 

creative activities, stand back to offer space/freedom, and create 

opportunities that challenge learners’ creative ideas and abilities. Through 

this way, teachers not only have chances to offer art theoretical knowledge 

and practical techniques for the learners, but also leave spaces for the 

learners to explore their creative development based on these fundamental 

learning. Meanwhile, I would also suggest that learners are more likely to 

be motivated if the learning environment is stimulating and well-resourced 

and if they contribute to the environment themselves or help to construct 

it. In this context, visual art learning is not the transmission of knowledge 
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or the training of skills from teachers to novices but is an active and 

productive partnership where meanings are questioned and negotiated to 

help construct a learning community (Addison & Burgess, 2007: 37). 

 

8.2.2.2 Playfulness, Meaningfulness Pedagogy or Serious Learning 

As explained in Chapter Seven, the participants appeared to overlook the 

feature of playfulness in PTCPed that used interesting and novel teaching 

activities/strategies in practice. However, these strategies were argued as 

being meaningful in pedagogy and in fostering the learners’ creativity (e.g. 

Chien). In contrast to this misinterpretation, the view of learning held by 

several participants (e.g. Chao and Chou) was related to serious learning or 

learning art theory and techniques with effort. Therefore, many argued 

against the feature of playfulness.  

 

Concerning the examinations and competitions that are often highlighted 

and which evaluate the learner’s efforts in the field of visual art in Taiwan 

(Cheng, 2004; Wu, 2004), the emphasis on acquiring essential knowledge 

and techniques is believed to be the foundation of further development or 

innovation (Cheng, 2004; Vong, 2008). Furthermore, imitation and 

persistent practice are common methods in visual art teaching and learning, 

in which the teacher’s authority and direct demonstrations are, therefore, 

considered central. Vong (2008) indicated that a teacher-directed pedagogy 

involving direct instructions and demonstrations was still essential for the 

development of learners’ creativity within the Chinese context. Hetland 

(Hetland et al., 2007) also highlighted the importance of teachers’ 

demonstrations help learners in building up knowledge and techniques in 

American visual art classrooms (see previous section). Hence, it is 

undoubted that the accumulation of basic knowledge and skills is necessary 

to be taken into account in the Taiwanese art teaching and learning context. 

Nevertheless, the questions then are “how” to carry out the 

demonstrations and then move forward to students’ learning. 
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From the discussion in Section 7.3.2.2.2-1, the cultural difference caused 

the participants’ to view playfulness as only conducive to arousing students’ 

interest in learning, rather than providing a space for learners’ ownership 

during a playful activity. Personally, I agree that it is possible to achieve a 

balance between CL and traditional serious learning (or ET) in visual art 

teaching and learning. In this aspect, I consider that the feature of 

‘enjoyment’ (Wu, 2004: 177) can be used to describe ‘playfulness’, as 

embedded in PTCPed, which involves innovative, playful, and relevant 

teaching and learning to arouse the learners’ enthusiasm and confidence. 

The balance of the sources of enjoyment and serious learning that the 

participants evidenced in this study were that, for example, they 

concentrated on playing with ideas and possibilities, and, consequently, 

developed more creative ideas with a better quality outcome while 

engaging in a playful, free and safe learning context and environment.  

 

8.2.2.3 Freedom: Standing Back vs. Stepping Forward 

As discussed in Chapter Seven, several visual art student teachers viewed 

and practiced PTCPed by offering complete freedom. The literatures 

suggested that learners need freedom to fire their creativity (Cheng, 2004; 

NACCCE, 1999; Cremin et al., 2006; Hennessey & Amabile, 1987), including 

enough time and a safe space (Cremin et al., 2006; Dower, 2008). In this 

process, it is important for a teacher to not only offer learning agencies for 

learners but also to stand back in order to return learning ownership back 

to the learners as well as allow them to try any possibilities, to play with 

their ideas, and even to make mistakes (e.g. “stretch and explore” in 

Hetland’s Studio Habits of Minds (Hetland et al., 2007)). However, from the 

participants’ practices, I found that “too much freedom”, on the contrary, 

can restrict creativity development. Therefore, I would suggest that the 

space provided needs some criteria. The reasons are: firstly, that providing 

freedom may lead to unsuccessful classroom management due to the 

traditional learning culture in Taiwan; secondly, I also see that allowing 

complete freedom without offering foundational knowledge and skills and 
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checking through students’ learning may result in the neglect of their needs; 

and the quality of the creativity being fostered (as learners may do not 

have enough hand-on skills to bloom their creativity through artworks). 

Thirdly, I would argue that if students can do whatever they like, how 

teacher ensure statutory curriculum content and assessment criteria are 

covered? Although as mentioned in Chapter One and Two there is no clear 

guideline to define creativity in AHLA, creative, artistic development is not 

an automatic consequence of maturation (Zimmerman, 2005: 64). It is 

impossible for visual art teachers to foster learners’ creativity in unclear 

and loose structures in the classroom (Siegesmund, 1998; Hickman, 2005a; 

Fleming, 2010).  

 

In participants’ practice, offering freedom (space) means that the teacher 

stands back to offer the opportunity for learners to follow their own 

interests and shape their own learning. In a classroom setting, this can 

involve many elements (e.g. time and space, as the previous framework of 

PTCPed listed, as well as the feature of “offering opportunities and 

challenges” in my new model of PTCPed). However, I also suggest that 

freedom should be offered in the right way and at the right time as well as 

serious consideration given to how and when a teacher should position 

themselves. As the researchers (Cremin et al., 2006: 113) indicated, 

standing back was considered central to learner ownership and 

engagement. When teachers stand back to offer freedom, they should also 

‘step forward’ as a ‘meddler’ (McWilliam, 2008 cited by Craft et al., 2012: 

58-59) when necessary, which means co-constructing alongside learners by 

stopping and observing, listening and noticing, and giving and receiving the 

learner’s engagement with sensitivity in order to prioritise their learning. 

For example, taking the above suggestions to review the performance of 

Group A (refers to the discussion in Section 6.3.1, I argued that Chien only 

showed artists’ works in PowerPoint without further discussions and then 

let students to work on their group pictures), Chien could encourage and 

model the expression of original ideas in order to evaluate the artists’ work 
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from various perspectives, such as colours, shapes, textures, and materials. 

She should then stand back at the right time in order to create 

opportunities for students and to encourage them to use their evaluations 

to play with more source materials and ideas so as to create their own work. 

However, it is also important that she should always observe and check 

over whether the students need support at any time and any point.  

 

In the next section, the emphasis is placed on the implications for IATE in 
Taiwan. 
 

8.2.3 Building a Classroom Community in Teacher Education  

In this section, two implications for the aspect of practice, from the 

perspective of IATE, were obtained based on the experience of this study: 

 

 A workshop-based and group-based course (8.2.3.1) 

 Challenging student teachers to be reflective practitioners (8.2.3.2) 

 

The detailed discussions for each suggestion are illustrated below. 

 

8.2.3.1 A Workshop-based and Group-based Course 

In this research, the forms of workshop and group learning were carried 

out to introduce the framework of PT and PTCPed. This is based on Western 

theory and practice in which the teacher plays an important role in either 

stifling or supporting CL. Therefore, many cultural shocks and value 

differences were involved. I would argue that using the traditional training 

ways in Taiwanese teacher education courses, including IATE, that mostly 

focus on individual learning through lectures and seminars, are not suitable 

for adoption. My intentions when choosing the workshop were to consider 

the emphasis placed on the acquisition and development of skills and an 

exploration of ideas through issue-based work (Prentice, 2007: 15). In 

addition, through peer learning, not only were the student teachers’ 

fundamental concerns and varied values shared, but they also learnt the 
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work collaboratively. 

 

I chose a workshop-based course that was available for practice. In addition 

to the student teachers’ practice, I, as a teacher educator, also modelled 

several examples of PTCPed. To an extent, the student teachers engaged in 

experiential learning, both for themselves and as teachers. Through the 

processes they learned independent learning strategies, teaching strategies 

and reflective practice. In this enquiry, I would consider “modelling” as a 

successful teaching strategy; through “modelling”, the teacher educators 

can have an opportunity to explain decisions and negotiate progression to 

suit the participants. These not only provided the participants with the rich 

potential of actual and virtual environments for material and digital enquiry, 

but also, through their engagement in different kinds of activities, they 

became able to enquire into making and responding to creativity through 

visual art and the methods of teaching and learning. As the researchers 

suggested, a workshop provides ‘a transaction with a situation in which 

knowing and doing are inseparable’ (Schon, 1987, cited in Prentice, 2007: 

15) and this fosters learning modes that are experiential to ensure that 

‘knowledge is not divorced from knowers’ (Salmon, 1995, cited in Prentice, 

2007: 15). Therefore, I would suggest that this could be a considerable way 

to cultivate Taiwanese visual art student teachers to adopt the methods of 

a workshop and working in a group.  

 

8.2.3.2 Challenging Student Teachers to be Reflective Practitioners 

In this study, the student teachers were required to write a reflective 

journal in their sketchbooks after every session they participated in the 

workshop. Although this function did not work well in this study (discussed 

later in Section 8.3.1), literature and also some participants have illustrated 

the powerful role of reflective practice in teacher training (e.g. Harris et al., 

2010; Loughran, 2002; Larrivee, 2000; Fautley & Savage, 2007; Prentice, 

2007); for example, Young told me that ‘I reflected on what I have learned 

from the workshop and how I apply these pedagogical strategies to my 
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future practice’.  

 

Given the experience of this study, I consider that the introduction of 

Western theories and conceptions into a Taiwanese education context 

without critical and reflexive thinking has contributed to the paradoxes 

(refers to Section 7.3.2.2.2). For example, in this study, the participants’ 

misinterpretations of knowledge and the implementation of the pedagogy 

to foster creativity have been argued as coming from their 

“transplantation”, yet without critical “transformation”. While seeking to 

develop an integrated approach to CT and CL by bridging the two different 

cultural values, it is important to note that every teacher goes through their 

own process to find a balance between the roles, as each teacher’s 

disposition and starting point is different. As researchers have encouraged, 

reflection can be recognised as the standard way in which ‘teachers can 

become better acquainted with their own story’ (Conle, 2000 cited by 

Fautley & Savage, 2007: 122). Schon (1983 cited by Prentice, 2007: 13) 

proposed three models of reflection: ‘reflection-in-action, 

reflection-on-action and reflection on reflection-on-action’. He described 

the former as reflection taking place during the event; and the second as 

reflection taking place after an event. The third one, in Cowan’s word (2006, 

cited in Harris & Lowe, 2010: 16), ‘reflection-for-action’ is where student 

teachers begin to identify the actions required to improve learning and 

pedagogy for their future actions. From the perspective of a teacher 

educator, I would also suggest that a student teacher should place 

reflective practice at the heart of their work in order to keep a critical 

attitude towards a reflection “on”, “in” and “for” teaching and learning, and 

to be open and flexible toward accepting the learners’ creative behaviour 

and contributions.  

 

In the next section, the emphasis is placed on linking practice with policy. 
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8.2.4 Bridging the Gap between Policy and Practice 

A gap was perceived between the practices of the school teachers and 

government policy which informs the core competences and attainments of 

the curriculum. For example, as argued in Chapters One, Two and Seven, 

creativity still seemed to be a watchword in the most current Taiwanese 

classrooms. Given my view of the gap between policy and practice, it is due 

to the dependence on Western definitions of creativity education in Taiwan. 

Cheng (2004) also suggested the reason is because the policies contradict 

the interests or the actual practice of schools, teachers or even parents and, 

as a consequence, they cannot be fully implemented in schools. Concerning 

the above implications for the theory and practice in the Taiwanese visual 

art classrooms and secondary teacher education, it is important to note 

that these efforts should also get support from the Taiwanese government 

and academic community. To suggest improvements in policy is not an easy 

task, it requires comprehensive concerns and plans. Hence, in this section, I 

propose to bridge the gap by providing an initial point, based on my study 

and personal reflection, with the support of academic research.  

 

Firstly, I would suggest that research should focus on the local definitions 

and scope of creativity and PTCPed in a Taiwanese art educational context. 

Secondly, research should also pay attention to understanding the 

relationship between the theories and actual practical problems that are 

pertinent to creativity education in Taiwan (e.g. in the field of art education 

in this study). Through such enquiry, the foundational questions should 

explore specific instances, such as: What is the meaning of “creativity 

education” in Taiwan? How can it be defined in a school setting? What kind 

of creative capabilities do students need to achieve in visual art and at 

secondary levels? What is the role of the art teacher and how can they 

foster students’ creativity? How and in what ways can teachers assess 

students’ creativity in the subject of visual art? Through being familiar with 

the indigenous concepts of creativity and CPed, the implications of 

adopting Western values and educational practices could be sought.  
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8.3 Final Reflection 

Through this study, I identified the findings by analysing the qualitative data. 

A qualitative analysis is an on-going process (Stake, 1995), and the 

interpretations and insights will always depend on who goes back to the 

data and when, and in which ways the data is documented and organised in 

the analytical cycle. With time and new insights from each reading, this 

thesis could be just the starting point. It is essential to open up the findings 

and arguments in this study to different interpretations and applications. 

Therefore, in this section, I consider the limitations of this research (8.3.1) 

that mostly focus on the methodology, and I also suggest areas for further 

investigation (8.3.2). 

 

8.3.1 Limitations 

Firstly, I originally intended to set up a study of twelve target participants 

specialising in visual art. However, half of my actual participants came from 

other art specialisations. In Chapters Three and Four, I explained the 

reasons for using the alternative choices of the participants (allowing 

non-visual art participants to take part in the workshop) and how I adjusted 

the content of the workshop in the best way in order to collect the data. 

Although the multiple data perspectives from the different participants’ 

professional backgrounds employed in this study enriched their 

interpretations of PT and PTCPed and were useful in a simulated secondary 

classroom in which students had varied interests, I believe the tensions of 

the multitude of professional backgrounds also created more complications 

in actual practice. On reflection, if I could have collected the data as I 

originally planned, the interactions among the participants’ knowledge and 

practice may have been different and simpler. This could have enabled me 

to gain a deeper insight into the student teachers’ knowledge and practice 

of CPed in the field of visual art. 

 

Secondly, with regard to the tools used for collecting the data, such as 
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sketchbooks, videos recordings and group discussions, I have discussed how 

I employed these strategies and the limitations in the actual practice of my 

own research in Chapters Three and Four. However, I did not highlight the 

challenges involved in the use of these strategies in suggestions for the 

participants’ interpretations of PT and PTCPed, such as the use of 

sketchbooks. In this study, I only provided a brief instruction and 

suggestions on how the participants used the sketchbook to record their 

reflections on their learning during the workshop. However, the function of 

the sketchbook did not provide real insights into their thoughts and 

reflections as I expected. Instead, the participants tended to use the 

sketchbook to focus on note-taking throughout the sessions and, as a 

consequence, they all looked similar to each other. I would argue that this 

shortcoming of using a sketchbook may have affected the participants’ 

critical learning of and reflections on PTCPed. From this experience, it is 

important to be aware that all of the strategies and tools involve complex 

skills and processes and are influenced by a range of factors that are 

specific within the context of the particular research as well as the 

participants’ backgrounds. As a result, it may be necessary to offer more 

detailed information when introducing the tools or maybe provide several 

actual examples on their usage for the participants.  

 

Thirdly, in this research, the CPed workshop only lasted five sessions plus 

the opportunity of one tutorial session to interact with the participants 

(each session was for two hours, including the last session which was 

teaching practice). However, I would argue that the shortage of time not 

only limited my design of the workshop but also constricted the 

participants’ practice of PTCPed as it was only available as a group, rather 

than as individual participants. If this workshop could be administered for 

longer, every participant could then be offered the opportunity to 

implement their knowledge of PT and PTCPed and put this knowledge into 

practice. This would enable a deeper insight and investigation into every 

participant’s development of CPed. Additionally, this time concern also 
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applied to the nurturing of the participants’ values and practice of PT and 

PTCPed. Even though the participants welcomed the novel experience of 

learning and reported their development in pedagogical abilities and 

attitudes, I would suggest that it is necessary to extend the time in order 

for participants to become more familiar with the values and practices of 

PT and PTCPed over a longer period, for instance a semester course. As 

many participants described, “the workshop was too short! …I just learned 

the knowledge of creativity and creative pedagogy, and had a little 

practice ... If we could have more time, I could practice it more and feel 

more confident” (Liao’s post-workshop interview transcription).  

 

Finally, due to the word limitations, the findings and the discussion in this 

study have been mainly focused on the exploration of the visual art 

participants’ general perceptions and practice of creativity and PTCPed. 

Therefore, the applications of visual art in PTCPed from a domain-specific 

viewpoint were less addressed. 

 

8.3.2 Areas for Further Investigation 

In this study, I focused on studying student teachers’ responses to creativity 

and CPed, and to introduce a framework of PTCPed in IATE. The themes 

emerging from this study offer further insight into the continued research. 

Firstly, I would suggest more attention be placed on understanding how 

these student teachers blend their new values of creativity and CPed in a 

real secondary classroom and how they nurture students’ creativity. For 

example, how these student teachers approach this new pedagogy by 

concerning the traditional learning culture, and how the students reflect on 

this new pedagogy? Secondly, the driving PT features, question-posing and 

question-responding, were found to be absent in the participants’ 

definitions of creativity (PT) and their practice of CPed in this study. 

However, since they have been recognised as the core of the PT framework 

in the western literature, and they could be identified through verbal and 

non-verbal forms. Hence, it would be worth to further explore how they 
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may be expressed in Eastern (e.g. Taiwanese) classrooms. Thirdly, 

concerning the limitations of the participants of this study, in further 

studies I would suggest placing an emphasis on the context of only visual 

art student teachers. It was my original intention to make such a context. 

However, due to the concerns of methodology and ethics, I had many more 

spontaneous participants from other art specialisations. Hence, it would be 

interesting to concentrate on an analysis of visual art participants and 

further investigate how they respond to PTCPed without the interaction 

with other art specialisms. Fourthly, as mentioned in the previous section, 

how PTCPed can be applied in the visual art classrooms could be another 

specific focus in further studies. 

 

Related to the suggestions directly above, it would also be worthwhile to 

investigate the responses of participants in different groups or positions. In 

this study, the small sample focused on student teachers from an arts 

university in Taipei city and, therefore, the implementations of the 

pedagogy is limited to a certain group. For future studies, I would propose 

an investigation of the indigenous perceptions of CPed through 

respondents with different positions in the educational system, such as 

school teachers, school students, and policy makers. It would also be useful 

to extend the research to different education levels (e.g. student teachers 

at primary level, and primary school teachers and pupils) or different social 

backgrounds (e.g. to select universities/schools in different parts of Taiwan). 

These are all possible ways to extend our knowledge of the range of 

different views of CPed in a Taiwanese context. 

 

Another area of interest could focus on studying how creativity is facilitated 

in visual art. For instance, how the nature of PT is situated in the field of 

visual art, and from what aspects and how the teacher uses the nature and 

approaches of visual art in order to nurture the PT of the learners? In 

addition, as much more weight has been put on the scientific research of 

creativity in Taiwan (see Chapter Three), I would suggest interpreting these 
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questions through in-depth qualitative descriptions in order to capture the 

unique instances and complex interactions between teaching and learning 

in the visual art process. From this viewpoint, an investigation into 

socio-cultural factors in fostering creativity in education is also suggested. 

Finally, as the most recent PT work has placed an attention on a new 

approach of “narrative” (Cremin et al., 2012), this could be another 

possibility for further creativity study in Taiwan. 

 

8.4 Conclusion 

Previous investigations of PT and PTCPed were focused on the relationship 

between teacher and child creativity. However, this study set out to explore 

visual art student teachers’ knowledge and practice of PT and PTCPed, and, 

hence, the student teachers’ experience. In this thesis, the relevant 

theories of creativity in the Western world, including the earlier traditions 

of creativity research and more recently developed approaches, were 

explored. Furthermore, the factor of the cultural context of the East was 

explored, in particular the gaps between the Eastern and Western 

conceptualisation of and discourse for creativity. The scope for reviewing 

the literatures was then narrowed down to insights related to fostering 

creativity in educational settings. The terms and practice of CT, T for C, and 

CL were then discussed to identify the attributes of CPed in Eastern and 

Western educational contexts, including the models of CPed and the role of 

the teacher, and the possible paradox for promoting creativity in Asian 

classrooms. The objectives and approaches to the visual art were also 

elaborated so as to reveal the close relationship between the visual art, 

creativity and CPed in a Taiwanese educational context.  

 

A series of workshop sessions, based on the theoretical framework of PT 

and its PTCPed as well as the concerns of two sets of educational values, 

were designed to introduce the Western concept of creativity and PTCPed 

to the secondary student teachers in an arts university. Through adopting a 
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case study approach within the action research concept, an in-depth 

understanding of a specific context on the participants’ knowledge of and 

practice of creativity in relation to pedagogy was explored. Qualitative data 

were collected from the participants’ interviews together with the 

reflective documents of the participants and the researcher, and any 

possible visual materials. Observations were also video-recorded. The 

analytical methods focused on both inductive and deductive approaches to 

explore how student teachers developed their perceptions of creativity and 

PTCPed and the possible influences in practice.  

 

Learning from the findings on the values behind and the adoption of PT and 

PTCPed in the Taiwanese educational classroom, two themes were 

summarised and highlighted. These were the influence of traditional values 

on the student teachers’ conceptions and practice of creativity and PTCPed; 

and the neglect of the gaps between two sets of cultural values as well as 

between the knowledge and the practice. Therefore, an idea of third space 

to “contextualise” was borrowed from similar empirical work (Lin, Y. S, 2010) 

in order to suggest implications for theory, practice and policy in the 

context of Taiwanese IATE, and therefore, a new landmark of PTCPed 

emerged. 

 

To summarise, my research has contributed to the understanding of the 

complexity and richness of visual art student teachers’ knowledge and 

practice of PT and PTCPed, and the possible influences when building their 

conceptions in and around such practice. This study confirmed most 

features of PT, but found question-posing to be absent and it, significantly, 

identified several emerging PT characteristics and attitudes: originality, 

confidence, no limitations, and problem-solving. These features were 

fostered by teacher’s CT and learners’ CL in an enabling and effective 

context in which teachers offered the learners’ opportunities (including 

time, space and challenges) to develop ideas and confidence to play with 
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the materials, prioritised learners’ agency (including individual and group 

activities), and stood back to offer freedom, and at the same time moved 

step forward to observe the learners’ engagement and check when to offer 

help. From the context of teacher education in Taiwan, teacher educators 

are suggested to appreciate this complexity, and to understand and allow 

student teachers to interact with different perspectives or approaches 

when interpreting their pedagogy through reflective practice. 
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Appendix A  A Map of the Research Plan 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Stage 2: 
 

Creative Pedagogy 
Workshop (Q2) 

 

- Observations (video), participants’ 
sketchbooks, researcher’s reflective 
diary, any possible visual materials & 

participants’ performance 

Knowledge of creativity 

and its pedagogy 

 

Skills of creative 

pedagogy 

Stage 1: 
 
Participants’ perceptions of 
creativity and its pedagogy 
before the workshop (Q1.1 ) 

 
- Pre-workshop Interviews (A) 

Stage 3: 
 
Participants’ perceptions of 
creativity and its pedagogy 
after the workshop (Q1.2)  
 

– Post-workshop Interviews (B) 
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Appendix B  Ethical Approval Form 
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Appendix C  Sample of Consent Form 
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Appendix  D Pre- and Post-workshop Interview Questions 

Pre-workshop Interview Qs (A): participants’ definitions/opinions and experience 
of creativity and creative pedagogy 

 Participants’ background information (e.g. age, educational background, 
teaching experience) 

1. What do you mean by creativity? Where do you get this information from? 
2. Do you think that you are a creative person? Why/ Why not? Please provide an 

example. 
3. What do you mean by creative pedagogy? Where do you get this information 

from? 
4. Can you give an example from your learning or teaching experience which you 

think belongs to creative pedagogy? 
5. In your point of view, do you agree that creativity can be fostered through 

teaching? 
6. What do you expect to gain from this coming PT workshop? 
7. Any questions? 

Post-workshop Interview Qs (B) : participants’  great understanding,  and 
willingness and useful approaches 

1. What do you think about creativity after this workshop? 
2. What is your understanding about creativity pedagogy after this workshop? 
3. How do you know whether young people engage in creative learning? 
4. Would you implement this concept into your teaching? Why/Why not? And  

how? 
5. Do you have confidence to foster young people’s creativity? Why/Why not? And 

how? 
6. What have you learned from this workshop for your future teaching? Any useful 

approaches or materials? 
7. Any questions, suggestions or reflections to this workshop? 
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Appendix E  Examples of Participants’ Sketchbooks 
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Appendix F  Examples of Researcher’s Reflective Diaries 
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Appendix G-1  Examples of Group Teaching Map  

Group A 

 
Group B 

 
Group C 
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Appendix G-2  Teaching Draft Plan  
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Appendix G-3  Group Teaching Plan 

Session 1:              (Course Title) 

Group:  Students:        pupils Lesson time:   mins Lesson:  / 

 

● Aims The aims of this session are to: 
 

● Intended Learning 
Outcomes 

By the end of the session, students will be able to: 
 

 

● Prior Learning  

● Resources  

 

Time 
 Teaching 

Strategies/aids  

Students’ 

Learning 

Formal/informal 

Assessment 

5’ 

 

 

 

 

(50’) 

10’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction:  

 

 

 

2. Main Task:  

Activity 1:  

 

 

 

 

Activity 2:  

 

 

 

 

3. Conclusion:  

 

 

 

 Eg: Students are 

confident to use 

vocabularies and 

to discuss with 

partners 

 

 

Teacher’s personal reflection:  
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Appendix H-1  An Example of Pre-workshop Interview Transcriptions 
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Appendix H-2  An Example of Post-workshop Interview Transcriptions 
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Appendix I  A Plan for Possibility Thinking in Teaching and Learning 
Workshop 

Date Rough Plan 
01/03 March Talk- seeking participants (12 student teachers) 
08 March PT in T and L workshop meeting (20 mins) 
08-12 March Pre-interviews (10-15mins/ each participant) 
17 March 
(90 mins) 

Session 1 Creative Teaching 
1. What does CT mean to you? 
2. The meanings of teaching creatively, T for C and CL 
3. The discourse of Creative Pedagogy in this study 
4. How can we create innovative teaching? 
 Activity: Let’s be creative: planning a teaching plan (Teaching map (Appendix 

G-1), Teaching draft plan (Appendix G-2), and Teaching plan (Appendix G-3)) 
24 March 
(90 mins) 

Session 2 Creative Learning (Teaching for creativity) 
1. T for C and CL 
2. What is creativity? Can it be taught? 
3. Possibility thinking (PT) is the core of creativity 
4. PT creative pedagogy 

31 March 
(90 mins) 

Tutorial- designing your teaching plan 
 Informal Feedback A from students 

 
07 April 
(120 mins) 

Session 3 Integrated arts project- Welcome to my hometown: Penghu 
1. Introduce artist- Wassily Kandinsky; 

Activity 1: “Let’s be Wassily Kandinsky”. 
2. Welcome to Penghu; 

Activity 2: Making a piece of artwork- “Belong to Penghu images”. 
3. Introduce artist- Paul Klee; 

Activity 3: “Background- Paul Klee”. 
4. Brief introduce what/how to integrate with other art forms; 

Activity 4: “Visualising music! Composing art!” 

 
14 April 
(120 mins) 

Session 4 Creative assessment in the arts 
1. Creating a joint-groups artwork 
2. Final performance 
3. How can we assess creativity: final product or process? 
4. What criteria and tools can we use to assess creativity? 
 Activity: A. Group: the assessment criteria (Appendix K);  B. 2 stars and 1 

wish 
5. Sketchbook and portfolio assessment 
 Informal Feedback B from students 

21 April 
(90 mins) 

Session 5 Teaching practice 
3 groups (30 mins/per group: 20 mins practice+ 10 mins discussion and) 
 Feedback (Appendix L) 

26-28 April Post-interviews (10-15mins/ each participant) - Collecting reflective 
logs/sketchbooks 

Assignment 
(Group 
Discussion 
Questions) 

A: The role of the art teacher: Do they have to be creative? 
B: What do you think of creative pedagogy? Do you think it is workable in school 

practice? 
C: What creativity was covered in today’s session? 
D: Does creative pedagogy mean to foster students who could produce creative 

products? 
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Appendix J  PowerPoint Slides Used in the Workshop Sessions 

Session 1 Creative Teaching 
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Session 2 Creative Learning 
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Session 3 Integrated Arts Project 
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Session 4 Creative Assessment in the Arts 
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Appendix K  Group Assessment Criteria (Session 4 Creative Assessment 
in Art) 

評量 PT 創造力的標準及細則 Assessment Criteria and Guidance (Completed by group) 

期望的學習成果 
Intended Learning Outcomes 

理想達成目標的標準 

Criteria for satisfactory completion 

 
 
 
成果 
product 
( 知

識、情

意、技

能) 

在這個單元/課程，學生能夠… 

In this lesson/session, students will 

be able to: 

當學生做到/達成/顯示… 

Students will provide evidence of: 

1 提出問題 Posing questions 
遊戲 Play 
沉浸、專心 Immersion 
革新、創新 Innovation 
冒險 Risk-taking 
富想像力 Being imaginative 
自我決策 Self-determination 

 

2  
 

 

3  
 

 
 

4  
 

 

過程 
process 
( 知

識、情

意、技

能) 

5 提出問題 Posing questions 
遊戲 Play 
沉浸、專心 Immersion 
革新、創新 Innovation 
冒險 Risk-taking 
富想像力 Being imaginative 
自我決策 Self-determination 

 
 
 

6   
 

7   
 

8  
  

 

其他 
Others 
( 知

識、情

意、技

能) 

9  
 

 

10  
 

 

11  
 

 

Teacher’s 
Self-Reflection
教師自我教學

反省 
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Appendix L  The Analysis of the Group Performances 

Evaluation Form: Group A 
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The Records of the Analysis: Group A 
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Evaluation Form: Group B 
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The Records of the Analysis: Group B 
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Evaluation Form: Group C 
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The Records of the Analysis: Group C 
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Appendix M-1  Definitions of the Themes & Codes toward Creativity 

Identified in the Pre- and Post-Workshop Interviews 

Table A Pre-Workshop Interview: Visual Art Participants 

Code Code Definition 

Theme 1: General concepts Visual art student teachers’ general images of 
creativity 

1-1 Nature/ natural/both Visual art participants’ views of whether 
creativity can be fostered 

1-2 Art based/ general based Visual art participants’ views of how they look at 
creativity in domain, including art or general 
-based 

1-3 Personal experience/ 
opinion  

Visual art participants’ views of what shaped 
their creativity, including personal experience or 
opinion 

1-4 Degree of creativity Visual art participants’ views of how they look at 
creativity in different degrees, including pro-c, 
little c and mini-c 

Theme 2: Characteristics Visual art student teachers’ views of the 
characteristics of creativity or what can be 
called creative. 

2-1 Definitions  of creativity Visual art participants’ definitions of creativity, 
including originality, innovation, imagination  

2-2 Attitudes toward 
creativity 

Visual art participants’ attitudes toward 
creativity, including facing challenges, 
self-determination, and problem-solving 

Theme 3: Process & product Visual art student teachers’ views or experience 
of creativity in teaching and learning, including 
process and product-focused 

3-1 Process Visual art participants’ views or experience of 
creativity in relation to process 

3-2 Product (through an 
object) 

Visual art participants’ views or experience of 
creativity in relation to product 
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Table B Post-Workshop Interview: Visual Art Participants 

Code Code Definition 
Theme 1: General concepts Visual art student teachers’ general images of 

creativity 
1-1 Art based/ general based Visual art participants’ views of how they look at 

creativity in domain , including art or general 
based 

1-2 Degree of creativity Visual art participants’ views of how they look at 
creativity in different degrees including, pro-c, 
little c and mini-c 

Theme 2: Characteristics Visual art student teachers’ views of the 
characteristics of creativity or what can be 
called creative. 

2-1 Definitions  of creativity Visual art participants’ definitions of creativity, 
including originality, innovation, imagination  

2-2 Attitudes toward 
creativity 

Visual art participants’ definitions of creativity in 
relation to attitude  

Theme 3: Process & product Visual art student teachers’ views of creativity 
in teaching and learning, including process and 
product-focused 

3-1 Process Visual art participants’ views of creativity in 
relation to process, including a starting point 

3-2 Product (through an 
object) 

Visual art participants’ views of creativity in 
relation to product, including positive outcomes, 
being meaningful, foundation training 

3-3 Process, product, or both Visual art participants’ views of the criteria of 
creativity or what can be called creative while 
observing other’s creativity, including process, 
product, or both 
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Appendix M-2  Coding of Pre-Workshop Interview Data: Creativity 

RQ 1: What are the perceptions of the participants regarding creativity and creative pedagogy employed in the workshop? 

1.1 What are their perceptions of creativity and its pedagogy before the workshop? 

Open codes Analysis Axial code Final code 
Chou: 
1. in creating an artwork, creativity is an inspiration or a thought (it comes/happens 

by chance and is unexpected… maybe one day you get an idea suddenly. hmm…I 
believe that it must exist and should be hardly prepared, but I cannot describe 
clearly when and where it exists)  

2. creativity is related to personal experience, and for me it is more in art   
3. creativity can be a personal style appearing in your work, so that people can easily 

tell the style from your artworks  
4.  creativity is that it must be trained or cultivated through a period of fundamental 

learning which can be skill or internal improvement..., and then people can have 
the capability to produce a creation  

 art based 

 an inspiration/ thought 

 personal experience 

 personal style in your 
work (original; product) 

 process of learning and 
finding style 

 fundamental learning 
which can be skill or 
internal improvement 

 nurture 

 mini-c & pro-c 

 art based(3)/ general(4) 

 Personal experience (7)/ 
opinion (0) 

 an inspiration/ 
thought/idea (3) 

 through an object (3) 

 fundamental training 
(knowledge, skill or internal 
improvement) (4) 

 nurture(4)/ natural/ 
both(3) 

 original(4) 

 innovative(3) 

 process(3)/ product(3) 

 imagination (2) 

 problem-solving (1) 

 challenge(1) 

 self-determination(1) 

 positive outcome (1) 

 transform/ connection (1) 

 big c (0)/pro-c (3)/little-c 
(2)/mini-c (3) 

General concepts 
- Nature/ 

natural/both 
- Art based/ general 
- Personal 

experience/ 
opinion 

- Degree of 
creativity (big c, 
pro c, little C and 
mini c) 

 
Characteristics 

- Definitions: 
Originality, 
Innovation, 
Imagination, 
Connection/ 
transformation 

- Attitudes: Facing 
challenges/ 
risk-taking, 
self-determination 

Liao: 
1. use my own way to complete or carry out a task in a novel way  
2. Because creativity for me means something different from the normal; to change  
3. not only in making art, creativity is important as well in doing anything  
4. how can I deal with the same materials or topics and give a new meaning to my 

work…I often deliberate upon what to do, and I think that the process of my 
thinking is also the process of creativity. 

5. part of creativity is inborn, and it does not just appear 

 general 

 your own way (original) 

 through an object 

 making experience 

 innovation 

 change 

 giving a new meaning  

 process of 
thinking/doing 

 natural and nurture 

 little -c 

Chien: 
1. Creative capability which is about our innate talent and also needs acquired effort  

 ability 

 natural and nurture 
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2. creative capability   
3. Because I’ve learned art since I was a child, creativity is always an important 

concern 
4. I think that my talent is in realism…haha.. This style may have attracted people’s 

attentions when the camera hadn’t been invented…But in this technologic time… 
5. Especially art includes everything and art is flexible and creative 
6. They were not born as creative persons; they were fostered in their creativity 

while they were learning art or other subjects, and maybe from their personal life 
experience 

7. There are several fields which also need creative ability, such as people working on 
the radio, television and film…Many fields …any work which doesn’t deal with 
numbers. For example, management also needs creativity  

 general 

 art-based 

 learning experience 

 creativity is abstract 
form in art 

 creating something new 
(innovative) 

 learning art can 
increase creativity 

 personal life experience 

 pro-c 

 
Process & product 

Process: 
-  thought/ idea/ 

inspiration/ 
motivation: (e.g. 
Problem-solving, 
no limitation) 

   
Product (through an 

object): 
- Positive outcomes 
- Fundamental 

training: skill, 
knowledge, 
personal 
experience or 
improvement 

Chao: 
1. Creativity is an interest to create a piece of art  
2. I think that it may be in relation to my life experience. 
3. It must need some foundation to help me work better 
4. While I am making my paintings, I still follow the ideas of the traditional principles 

in Chinese brush paintings from our history.  
5. It (creativity) should be built on  prior knowledge or skills. Why I taught students 

these skills in this lesson, because it is very important for them to learn 
fundamental skills. And I believe that these skills will have significant outcomes in 
their future art career 

6. I only can say that… education or teaching can only improve 50%, and another 
50% comes from the students themselves…I think it depends on how hard they 
work on their work, or even through their reading or learning, or how strong the 
feelings or emotions are that they feel in their life experience. 

 art based 

 through an object 

 life experience 

 fundamental training 

 to break the tradition 
(original) 

 innovation 

 positive outcome 

 nurture (teacher and 
student self) 

 pro-c 
 

 

Young: 
1. First-hand presentation from your creative ideas which may be stimulated by 

something or comes from the person him/herself  
2. Actually even just a piece of unfinished drawing also presents creativity. But it 

does need to be expressed through something that people can see and feel. 
3. I would like to write whatever I like through the ‘blue-sky thinking’; that there are 

lots of interesting or imaginative fantasies. 

 general 

 ideas 

 originality 

 transform/ connection 
(?) 

 through an object but 
doesn’t matter whether 
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4. Sometimes you make an artwork, actually you have been influenced by 
something, so that it is not original indeed. 

5. I think that this idea comes from me, and from my learning experience 
6. This work must come from my soul…It may be similar to someone’s work because 

people may have analogue daily experiences. But still this work has to come from 
you, and is not influenced by something.  

7. I believe that creativity can be fostered through education. It just depends on how 
and what you inspire them with, so that I think the key factor is the teacher. 

an unfinished or brilliant 
work 

 blue-sky thinking  

 imagination 

 learning experience 

 nurture 

 mini-c 

Wu: 
1. Creativity is to express whatever you think… not to be limited. 
2. I remember that once I made a clay piece… Another experience … But my parents 

sometimes said: ”I like the house you built yesterday!!” Hence, I would follow 
their likings and build certain houses day by day in order to please them. 
However, I don’t think this is being creative!! 

3. It became difficult for me to face challenges 
4. 70% of creativity can be fostered through education or efforts, but 30% of 

creativity is still innate 
5. in my point of view, 30% of creativity comes from inborn talent, and only 70% of 

creativity can be made efforts for  

 general 

 thoughts/ideas 

 no limitation 
(self-determination) 

 personal experience 
(original) 

 facing challenge 

 natural (70%) and 
nurture (30%) 

 mini-c –little c 

Liu: 
1. It usually comes from a problem happening, and then we may find ways to solve 

this problem. And “the process” that we are finding the solutions or solving the 
problem is creativity. It may be just one problem, but there may be more than one 
solution... 

2. I think it may be in relation to … that I have always taken part in art competitions 
since I was little. … I have been trained to find the solutions or the best way to 
solve or complete this task.  

3. It can be accumulated by time and age. Let’s say it is a “profundity of life”!! The 
so-called “profundity of life” can be explained as personal experience. The more 
experience you gain, the more feelings you can express, or the more expressions 
you can present through your work. 

4. (example of pastries)  

 general 

 personal experience 

 problem-solving 

 process of solving the 
problem 

 personal experience 
enhances creativity 

 nurture 

 imagination 

 little c 
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Appendix M-3  The Overview Findings of the Visual Art Participants’ 

Perceptions of Creativity in the Pre- and Post-Workshop 

Interviews  

 

 
Diagram A An overview findings of the visual art participants’ perceptions of 

creativity 

 

 
Diagram B An overview of the categories after the workshop 
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Appendix M-4  Coding of Post-Workshop Interview Data: Creativity 

RQ 1: What are the perceptions of the participants regarding creativity and creative pedagogy employed in the workshop? 

1.2 What are their perceptions of creativity and its pedagogy after the workshop? 

Open codes Analysis Axial code Final code 
Chou: 
1. A systematic thought, needs to be carried out step by step. 
2. Someone’s work with innovative ideas or different expressions  
3. Actually you will be surprised how wonderful and imaginative their 

drawings are, and the details they have actually observed and felt  
4. To define creativity, I feel that it is very difficult to give a clear definition 

because it involves too many meanings. I can’t find an exact definition for 
it. Before the workshop, I may think creativity is just a change, but after I 
found this is meaning may just be part of definitions for creativity. There 
too many things I have to care about when I would like to foster students’ 
creativity. 

 general 

 a systematic thought 

 innovation 

 through an object 

 original 

 imaginative 

 intention 

 mini-c 

 product 

 art based(1)/ 
general(6) 

 thought/idea/way/ 
expression (5) 

 innovation(5) 

 through an 
object(5) 

 original(5) 

 imagination (3) 

 intention(4) 

 transform (1) 
foundational 
training (skills and 
internal 
improvement) (2) 
attitudes/actions/re
sponds (4) 
product(2)/process(1)
/ both (4) 
immersion (4) 
playful/ joyful (3) 
self-determination 
(3) 
risk-taking(1) 

Personal concepts 
Art based/ general 
Degree of creativity: 
big-c/pro-c/little-c/mini-c 
Characteristics 
Definitions of creativity: 
Originality, Innovation,  
Imagination 
Attitudes toward creativity: 
Confidence, 
self-determination, 
intention and joyfulness 
Process & product 
1. From the participants’ 
definition: 
Process: (1) 
A starting point: thought/ 
idea/ expression/ decision/ 
choice  to create  
something, to transform  
or to discover & solve 
problems 
 

Liao: 
Creativity is a change; for example for the student, change is when they get 
information from their teacher, they can accept it but transform the 
information using their own ways to express 
After the workshop I realised that creativity actually needs to be built up from 
a foundation. 
I believe more that sufficient capacity and training actually brings more 
powerful creativity.  
We can tell it from students’ faces and actions; for example, do they 
concentrate on their thinking/working/discussing? Are they interested in their 
work and their participation and so on… Besides this, their artwork is also 
another important standard to assess their creativity. But after the workshop, 
I have learned not only to assess from their final product. I, as a teacher, have 
to focus on the process, such as how they planned their artwork? Have they 
done their best to make their artwork? Have they challenged themselves and 

general 
transform 
innovation 
originality 
through an object 
foundational training 
attitudes/actions 
product/process (2) 
immersion 
playful 
self-determination 
intention 
risk-taking 
mini-c - pro-c 
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tried to create their work in a different way? Positive outcome(1) 
teacher is the key 
factor(1) 
confident(2) 
no limitation(2) 
based on the inner 
characters--meaning
ful(1) 
Daily life(1) 
Problem-solving(1) 
Posing question (1) 
big c (0)/pro-c 
(2)/little-c (5)/mini-c 
(5) 
 

Product (Through an 
object): 
Positive outcomes 
Meaningful: based on 
object’s inner character/ 
daily life 
Foundation training  
 
2. From the criteria of 
creativity: Process, product, 
or both 
Process: 
Attitudes/actions/responds 
(2) 
Self-determination 
Confidence 
Immersion 
Playful/joyful 
Intention 
Product; through an 
object/work (2) 
 

Chien: 
Creativity is the ability to break the current situation and development. 
People should have this breakthrough ability to create or maybe I have to 
improve our current situation and to make our further even better 
When I post open-ended questions, students can think of many imaginative 
answers; it means they are thinking creatively.(p.58); when students fully 
concentrate their attentions on their learning, working or thinking. 

general 
innovation 
positive outcome 
attitudes/actions/responses 
imagination 
intention 
immersion 
little-c 
product/process 

Chao: 
I found that if the students can be inspired by a good teacher in terms of their 
emotions, skills, thinking and so on, they must show powerful creative 
capacity. 
Creativity still has to be shown through an artwork 
I think I can tell it from whether I can ask questions bravely and whether I can 
make my work confidently 
I think I prefer to leave the last 5 mins in every class and encourage students 
to share and explain their works 
I prefer to let them work by themselves 

art based 
through an object (art) 
teacher is the key factor 
foundation training (skills 
and internal improvement) 
confidence (A) 
intention 
self-determination 
mini-c & pro-c 
product 

Young: 
Someone has lots of ideas which are different from others, or someone is 
seeking for change and originality all the time! … it also is a process of joyful 
imagination with no limitation and burden at all. 
To tell is their smiles, for example when they are very happy to do their work. 
Next, when I am not saying: “No! Not this way!” or “Why don’t you make it in 
another way!” But I give them full freedom to work on their works. It can be 
easy to tell from their work. Beside these, the straightest way to tell whether 
they are engaged in creative learning is actually from their reactions and 
attitude, such as whether they are concentrating on their work.  

general 
innovation 
change (intention-A) 
original 
joyful process(1) (A) 
imagination 
no limitation 
self-determination 
immersion 
product/process (2) 
attitude/reactions 
little-c & mini-c 
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Wu: 
Creativity is a change, but it should be based on the object’s innate character 
to create and change. Hence, creativity also has another meaning, 
unlimited…just like every object has its own characteristics and principles or… 
maybe… I could say “foundation”, thus whatever changes these features still 
exist. And creativity needs to be built or expressed based on these features. 
For example, you could create varied great artworks by using your creativity, 
let’s say drawings for instance, but drawing is always a drawing, it cannot 
become a piece of music. 
You can tell whether the audiences are engaged in creative learning from their 
reactions and the expressions on their faces and their behaviour. It is very 
different when the audience was bored while a practice teacher kept talking 
knowledge and writing down the keywords on the blackboard; or when a 
practice teacher can really catch the audiences’ attention  
I always see students’ reactions or their responses 
When you see their eyes are shining, then I realise that I have caught their 
attention and they are interested in it. And when they actively ask questions 
or they start to discuss this issue with their partners, I can tell they are 
engaging in creative thinking.  

general 
change 
through an object 
based on the inner 
characters 
innovation 
no limitation (original; 
self-determination) 
reactions/attitude/ 
responses 
joyful 
immersion 
posing questions 
product/process 

Liu: 
Particularly in our daily life,  an idea you had or the way you used to solve a 
problem is different from others, then this ability can be called creativity.  
From students’ responses or their reactions. 
Some shy students, they are not good at showing what they thought and felt, 
but through the sketchbooks they could write down or express their ideas and 
thoughts confidently. 

general 
daily life 
idea/way 
through an object 
problem-solving 
originality 
responses/reaction 
thought/felt 
process(2)  
confidently 
little-c 
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Appendix N-1  Definitions of the Themes & Codes toward Creative 

Pedagogy Identified in the Pre- and Post-workshop Interviews 

Table A Pre-Workshop Interview: Visual art Participants 

 

Code Code Definition 

Theme 1: General Concepts Visual art student teachers’ general images of 
CPed 

1-1 Definitions Visual art student teachers’ first image of what 
CPed is, including different for traditional 
teaching, and varied terms in CPed 

1-2 Purposes Visual art student teachers’ views of what CPed 
aims for, including teaching effectively, teaching 
creativity, and others  

1-3 Other features  Visual art student teachers’ views of  CPed: the 
main roles in CPed, enabling learning 
environment, and others 

Theme A: Creative Teaching Visual art student teachers’ perceptions of CPed 
relating to CT 

A-1 Features  of CT  Visual art student teachers’ views of CPed 
relation to the characteristics and teaching 
strategies of CT 

A-2 Purposes of CT Visual art student teachers’ views of CPed 
relation to the purposes of CT 

Theme B: Creative Learning Visual art student  teachers’ perceptions of 
CPed relating to CL 

B-1 Features of CL Visual art student teachers’ views of CPed 
relation to the characteristics and teaching 
strategies of CL 

Theme C: Teaching for 
Creativity 

Visual art student teachers’ perceptions of CPed 
relating to T for C 

C-1 The features of T for C Visual art student teachers’ views toward CPed 
relation to the characteristics of T for C 

Theme D: Effective Teaching Visual art student teachers’ perceptions of CPed 
relating to ET 

D-1 The features of ET Visual art student teachers’ views of CPed 
relation to the characteristics and teaching 
strategies of ET 
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Table B Post-Workshop Interview: visual art participants 
 

Code Code Definition 

Theme 1: General Concepts Visual art student teachers’ general images of 
CPed 

1-1 Definitions Visual art student teachers’ first image of what 
CPed is, including varied terms in CPed 

1-2 Purposes Visual art student teachers’ views of what CPed 
aims for, including teaching creativity and 
teaching effectively  

1-3 Other features  Visual art student teachers’ views of CPed: the 
main roles in CPed and learning context 

Theme A: Creative Teaching Visual art student teachers’ perceptions of CPed 
relating to TE and CT 

A-1 Features  of TE Visual art student teachers’ views of CPed 
relation to the characteristics and teaching 
strategies of TE 

A-2 Features of CT Visual art student teachers’ views of CPed 
relation to the features and teaching strategies of 
CT 

Theme B: Creative Learning Visual art student teachers’ perceptions of CPed 
relating to CL 

B-1 Features of CL Visual art student teachers’ views of CPed 
relation to the characteristics and teaching 
strategies of CL 
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Appendix N-2  Coding to Pre-Workshop Interviews Data: Creative Pedagogy 

RQ 1: What are the perceptions of the participants regarding creativity and creative pedagogy employed on the workshop? 

1.1 What are their perceptions of creativity and its pedagogy before the workshop? 

Open codes Analysis Axial code Final code 
Chou: (A+C but C is not the main purpose) A for ET 
It is to use an innovative way to teach, which is different from the tradition; it attracts 
students’ interests and makes learning unwittingly … maybe it could be said that creative 
pedagogy makes teaching more interesting so that students can learn more and produce 
better artworks. 
And it should be able to resonate with students, too. It won’t make students feel bored… 
from my prior teaching experience, the head teacher always asked me to do some 
preparation before teaching. But I believe that through creative pedagogy you can 
provide students with more things than the textbooks. So I don’t like to just read 
through the textbooks  
fundamental learning is very important;  it doesn’t matter if from the teaching, 
self-learning or our surroundings, creativity can be learned or assimilated from 
everywhere 
 

different from the tradition 
use an innovative way to teach (AS) 
attracts students’ attentions/interests (AP) 
learn more and produce better artworks 
(ET-AP) 
more information (ET-GP) 
teaching interestingly (AF) 
fundamental learning/internal improvement to 
achieve better creativity(ET-A; C) 

different from the traditional 
teaching(6) 
teaching innovatively (4) 
teaching interestingly(2) 
attracts students’ 
attentions/interests(4) 
needs fundamental 
learning/internal 
improvement (1) 
effective teaching (5/7) 
teaching for creativity (5/7) 
learners’ ownership(2) 
multiple choice to students 
(providing opportunities) (3) 
Positive enabling learning 
climate(3) 
standing back (3) 
main role (t (1)/s (2)/b (1)) 
discussion (1) 
play (1) 
integrated subject (1) 
CP= teaching art (1) 
More flexible ways in 
teaching (1) 
Related to daily life & 
environment (2) 
learner-centre approach (2) 

A: CT 
B: CL 
C: T 4 C 
ET: effective teaching 
 

General concepts 
General definitions: 
- different from the 
traditional teaching (11) 
 
-ET (3)/CT (8)/ B (1)/ 
C(4) 
 
General purposes (GP): 
- ET (7) 
- T 4 C (9) 
 
Other features: 
Main Role 
(T(5)/S(2)/B(1)) 
 enabling learning 
environment (5) 
 

CT (8) 
Features (AF)&  
- characteristics: 
teaching innovatively 
(7), teaching 
interestingly (6) 

Liao: (ET+B but not to for creativity) ET 
A change/improvement to the traditional teaching ways; it is to change or to improve 
from the traditional teaching in order to achieve better learning outcomes.  
uses “discussion” in the teaching and learning, I have no idea whether it belongs to 
creative pedagogy… but they inspired me to have more ideas though these discussions… 
It is more than just to listen to what teachers give us…it is an interactive relationship in 
teaching and learning. If it can belong to a part to creative pedagogy…  

different from the tradition 
to achieve better learning outcomes (ET-GP) 
uses “discussion” to inspire me to have more 
ideas (BS) 
an interactive relationship in teaching and 
learning (collaborative relationship between 
teacher and learners) (BS; R) 

Chien: (A+C- but she thought art =creativity)A for ET 
beyond the traditional teaching  
creative pedagogy is not only different from the traditional teaching, but also means to 
foster students’ creativity. It involves a positive outcome, such as to make a better 
drawing.  
if we can integrate our subject with another subject… the lesson will become very 
interesting. Especially art includes everything and art is flexible and creative…let’s play a 

beyond the traditional teaching 
foster learners’ creativity (C) 
positive outcome (ET-GP) 
integrate subjects (AS) 
teaching interestingly (AF) 
play (AS; C) 
to relax students and to catch their attentions 
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game!!  
But after playing the game, we still go back to our drawing, because a school teacher so 
far has a regular schedule progress to achieve... So the purpose of playing a game… is to 
relax students and to catch their attentions. 
while playing a game, students will become more creative and will brainstorm more 
ideas. I think that this is a good strategy and more flexible way to use in art teaching. 
Also, since art is not a serious subject, students don’t really care about it, so…less 
pressure on the teacher… 
 

(AP; PE) 
cp= teaching art; CT 
more flexible ways in teaching (AS) 
less pressure on the teacher 

- Strategies (AS):: play, 
integrated subjects,  
funny examples 
 
Purpose(AP): 
- attracts students’ 
attentions/interests (6) 
- effective teaching (6) 
 
CL 
Features (BF): 
- providing opportunities 
(3) 
- profiling agency (2) 
- standing back (3) 
- learner’s ownership (2) 
- More flexible ways in 
teaching (1) 
 
T for C (9) 
 
Features: 
Learner-centre approach 
(4) (Related to daily life 
& environment (2)) 
Purpose: teaching 
creativity  
 
ET 
Features: 
(e.g. meet the learning 
outcomes, systematic 
teaching, well-prepared 
teaching) 

Chao: (ET+A but A is not really necessary) ET 
it is a systematic teaching. Through this teaching strategy students in any levels can learn 
things more easily and quickly, and particularly it attracts their internal interests to work 
on art creations. 
both teacher and students enjoy the teaching activity  
I feel that creativity does not just come though playing, even though I believe play is a 
good way to promote creativity, but I think it really depends on the person. 
creative pedagogy should be well-prepared teaching from teachers 
…in his every course by demonstration…. really shocked me 
 

systematic teaching(ET) 
effective teaching and learning (ET-GP) 
attracts their  interests (GP) 
enjoyable (enabling teaching &learning 
climate) (PE) 
well-prepared teaching (ET) 
Teacher-focused teaching (teacher’s role) 
Different learning experience (innovative 
teaching) (AS) 

Young: (B+C) B 
This workshop really discards the traditional teaching and gives the learning ownership 
back to pupils themselves  
you are still aware that they have to work by themselves. 
Pupils must be the main role in learning, and the teacher is just an assistant to help their 
learning. We are not just giving; we only give when they need, and what they need. 
My way is to provide pupils with many choices, but not tell them what to do  
when a child asked how to draw a cherry, I discussed the shape of a cherry with him/her, 
instead of drawing a cherry. 
 

teaching for creativity (C) 
different from the traditional teaching 
learners’ ownership (BS) 
Child-centre approach (CS) 
the teacher is just an assistant (teacher’s role) 
Pupils must be the main role in learning (B) 
provide multiple choices(BS) 
standing back(BS) 

Wu: (A+B but creativity is not her purpose+ ET) A for ET 
I had nice feedback on my artwork presenting…I do not tell them how to do certain steps 
which they should follow. And I don’t limit the ways and the materials… they can use 
anything to create their pieces. 
The purpose is to get students to engage with the topic and to produce a good work, and 
not just to read the information from the textbook! 
In relation to the teaching topic, it will be something more related to their daily life; it 
must not get beyond their experience or just follow the textbooks 
creative pedagogy involves two ideas; the first one is what I have described above about 

nice feedback (PE) 
they can use anything to create their pieces 
(Learner’s ownership) (BS) 
I don’t limit the ways and the materials 
(standing back) (BS) 
engage with the topic and to produce a good 
work (GP) 
something more related to their daily life (CS) 
not get beyond their experience ( ET-S) 
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no limitation to guide students’ learning and thinking…creative pedagogy could be more 
abstract… it is about a way of teaching which is different from the normal way of 
teaching and can also bring a different outcome. 
It is a form of teaching which is different from the traditional way of teaching  
Most teachers may start from the introduction of the western history straightway, not 
from other issues which students are interested in.  

different the traditional teaching 
bring a different/better outcome (ET-GP) 
using innovative way (AS) 
to catch students’ interests(AP) 
learner-centre approach (CS) 

Liu: (A+ET) A+ET 
learning from the surroundings of the environment.…creative pedagogy is to open up 
their windows to look outside of the world  
I don’t limit the materials they use… nothing was limited  
I think that it is very important that if students do not make any effort, I won’t help. 
I would never help too much unless students are willing to make efforts on their works. 
Taking an example from the literature lesson, before a teacher may just read through 
the textbook, but now he/she would like to change the way of teaching, such as to 
create some puzzles and so on, students certainly will gain different knowledge 

learning from the environment (C). 
open up their windows to look outside of the 
world (GP) 
nothing was limited (standing back)(BS) 
Child is the main role (ET-S; R) 
various contexts in teaching (BS) 
willing to make efforts (ET)  
differed from traditional teaching 
teaching innovatively (AS) 
gain different knowledge (ET-GP) 
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Appendix N-3  The Overview Findings of the Visual Art Participants’ 

Perceptions of CPed in the Pre- and Post-Workshop Interviews 

 
Diagram A The visual art participants’ perceptions of CPed before the Workshop 

 

 
Diagram B The perceptions of CPed by visual art group after the workshop 
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Appendix N-4  Coding to Post-Workshop Interviews Data: Creative Pedagogy 

RQ 1: What are the perceptions of the participants regarding creativity and creative pedagogy employed on the workshop? 

1.2 What are their perceptions of creativity and its pedagogy after the workshop? 

Open codes Analysis Axial code Final code 
Chou: (A+D+C+B, but more teacher-focused) A+ C within EC & D 
creativity belongs to students and creative pedagogy is more teacher-based. And I think these two things 
need to be complemented each other. More clearly, students’ creativity needs to be fostered by teacher. 
it is about using daily life examples to lead students step by step to think, but not to explain the learning 
topic to students straight away. Therefore, students can learn under a relaxed and interesting climate and 
without pressure. And students won’t lose their confidence at the beginning.  
It involves teaching creatively and teaching for creativity, especially it provides students many opportunities 
to think. 
I tried to just walk around and see their working  
I won’t tell them what to do straight away, I may just give some hints and key points and let them work by 
themselves. But now, I mean after workshop, I found that how to lead students use their imagination but 
not to limit their thinking is very important in creativity education. 
argument: Question posing  

students’ creativity needs to be 
fostered by teacher (R-T/B) 
daily examples (D) 
Learning step by step(D) 
relaxed and interesting climate (EC) 
teaching creatively (A) 
teaching for creativity (C-GP) 
providing many opportunities(BS) 
standing back (BS) 
let them work by themselves 
(learner’s ownership, standing back) 
(BF;R-S) 

different from the 
traditional teaching(1)  
effective teaching(6/7) 
teaching creatively(5/7) 
teaching for creativity(6/7) 
learning agency(5) 
standing back(5) 
daily examples(1) 
Learning step by step(3) 
enabling learning 
climate(8-6/7) 
learner-centre(2) 
learner’s ownership(5) 
inter-learning between 
teacher and students 
(co-participants)(1) 
teacher’s effort (1) 
teacher as the main role 
(1) 
teacher is an assistant (1) 
playful interaction –
EC/R-B (1) 
posing and responding 
questions(4) 
challenge(2) 
teacher’s concept(1) 
teacher’s characteristic (1) 
teacher’s 

A: teaching creatively 
B: creative learning 
C: teaching creativity 
D: teaching/learning 
effectively 
EC: enabling learning 
climate 
 
General Concepts:  
Definitions: 
- A+B (3) 
- A (1) 
- A+C (1) 
- B (1) 
- C (1) 
Purposes (GP): 
- teaching creativity 
(7/7) 
- teaching effectively 
(5/7) 
Other features(GF) 
the learning context: 
EC (6/7), D (6/7) 
- R: T (2)/ S (1)/B (3)  
 
CT: 
Features(AF): 
-A: teaching creatively 

Liao: (A+D+B+C)  A + B within D & EC 
a teaching way in which teacher using heuristic method to inspire students’ learning and creative thinking.  
uses an innovative ways to teach students 
using posing questions and interesting activities to inspire students’ creativity and learning step by step.  
a teaching method which is very different from the traditional teaching ways.  
to plan the teaching by considering the students’ ability and interests 
creativity needs to be fostered by teacher’s effort to create some certain teaching strategies in an enabling 
learning environment. 
this is a pedagogy which more focuses on the learner, and also provides a stage for the interactions and 
inter-learning between teacher and students  
focus on how to post and respond questions to students. And I will try to create more open-end questions 
and try to inspire students to find out more possibilities in creating their artwork, not just follow me. 
Question: explaining/questioning skill 

CP=heuristic method (GF) 
interesting activities (learning 
agency) (BS)(AS) 
innovative ways (AS) 
inspire creativity (C-GP) 
learning step by step (DS, GP) 
learner-centre (ability and interests) 
(D, C)co 
different from the traditional 
teaching ways (GF) 
teacher’s effort (R-T) 
certain teaching strategies (D) 
enabling learning (EC) 
inter-learning between teacher and 
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students (co-participants)(R) 
pose and respond questions (BS) 
open-end questions  (setting 
challenges)(BS) 
learner’s ownership (BS R-S) 
providing opportunities (BS) 

self-improvement (1) 
CP=open-end teaching 
method (1) 
coherence in the 
content(1) 
various contents and 
methods – DC/DS(1) 
providing many 
opportunities (4) 
CP=heuristic method (GF) 

(6/7) 
-D: teaching effectively 
(2/7): content & target  
 
CL: 
Features(BF): 
- learner’s ownership (9) 
- standing back (9) 
- setting 
challenges/tasks (9) 
- learning agency (8) 
- providing 
opportunities (5) 
 
 

Chien: (A+B+C, but teacher-focused) A 
Creative pedagogy is not only a teaching which aims to foster students’ creativity, it also a teaching in very 
creative and innovative ways. 
it is to use a creative teaching ways to stimulate students’ creativity. 
use group activity and give them more opportunities to discuss or express their ideas. 
 

teaching creatively, innovative (A) 
teaching for creativity(C-GP) 
group activity(learning agency)(BS) 
providing more opportunities (BS) 

Chao: (D+C+B but more teacher-focused) C within EC & D 
teacher has to prepare his/her teaching and remain students the main points of the project in a clear and 
simple way. And also teacher needs to inspire his/her students creating their own artworks by using some 
teaching materials, such as pictures, PowerPoint, and so on. This teaching process must be joyful and helps 
them to reach self-affirmation. 
in such limited time or certain conditions, as you always remained us in the workshop, students will be 
challenged and inspired their creativity and potential. Once students’ potential can be fostered, then it is 
the best teaching method. 
to re-plan my teaching and to simplify my teaching steps, not just focus on pushing them to complete a 
great drawing. Moreover, I also need to enrich my teaching aids, such more vivid pictures, to help my 
students’ learning. Take drawing as an example, now I may let students to practice tone firstly, not just to 
start from drawing an object. 
I did step by step engage in the learning through your vivid explanations, teaching aids and whole learning 
environment. 
you always encouraged us quite a lot so that I felt more confident to create my work and never worry to 
make mistakes. 
during their learning I will just respect their learning ways and let them become the owners in their learning. 
I may just remain them some key points but basically I prefer to let them work by themselves. 
to add the elements from music and drama into visual art. And also I would like to encourage them to use 
multiple materials in their work. 
you provided quite a lot of different materials for us and also encourage us to use different ways to create 
our work. So even in a short time, we can choose the materials or the ways we felt comfortable most to 
work. I found this way can help students to build their confidence and their ideas immediately! And also for 
some students who are not very good at drawing, they can find their way to engage in art making. 

Teacher as the main role (R-T) 
the main points of the project in a 
clear and simple way (D-GP) 
various teaching aids(DS) 
joyful and helps (EC) 
limited time or certain conditions 
(challenge-time, tasks) (BS) 
their creativity and potential (C-GP) 
make learning step by step (D) 
whole learning environment (EC) 
encourage for confidence(EC) 
confidence (creative attitude) (C-GP) 
standing back (BC) 
respect their learning ways (BS) 
learner’s ownership (BC R-S) 
creating various learning context and 
materials(learning agency) (BC) 
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Young: (B+C+D)  B within D & EC  
creative pedagogy to me… becomes just a tool! … students can enjoy in their learning. Because only when 
pupils joyfully enjoy in their learning or work and don’t feel limited from teachers or adults, their creativity 
are naturally be fostered! 
it is child-centre pedagogy! And as a teacher, I think I am just an assistant to support their learning. 
to leave the learning space to them and let them become the owner of their own learning. And just being a 
third person to observe and support their learning 
the teaching procedure and rhythm (structure) are the most two important things in a creative 
pedagogy…teacher needs to give a clear task in an appropriate timing to attack students’ attentions and also 
let them concentrate on their work.   
Question: teaching structure  
 

Enjoy, joyful (EC) 
their creativity are naturally be 
fostered (C-GP) 
don’t feel limited from teachers or adults 
(providing opportunities, standing back) 
(BS) 
learner’s ownership (BF R-S) 
CP=child-centre approach (C) 
an assistant to support their learning 
(R-T, standing back-BS) 
teaching procedure and rhythm 
(structure) (D-co) 
clear task in appropriate time (D; BS) 
to attack students’ attentions(D-GP) 
concentrate on their work(DP) 
teaching for creativity (C-GP) 

Wu: (A+B+C+D)  A+B within D & EC 
Creative pedagogy is to let children keep their learning ownership, and to let them have their own stages to 
perform themselves. Besides, teacher’s teaching has also to be creative and original, and the most 
important is not to strangle children’s creativity. To sum it up, creative pedagogy is that both teaching and 
learning should be involved with creativity. 
Creativity actually has to be promoted through the teacher’s well-designed teaching activity and strategy. … 
I realised I have to change not only my teaching strategy, but also my teaching concept and my teaching 
plan. 
when a practice teacher can really catch the audiences’ attention and allow the learners (audience) to ask 
questions. 
to try the team work exercises which you used in our workshop... maybe I didn’t link my main theme into 
my starting point and the conclusion! But in your teaching practice, I can find that you actually just kept one 
or two key themes and took them into the whole teaching  
I would like to appreciate students’ works more and also create an enabling learning environment for 
students by using ‘what if’ questions instead of providing students solutions straight away. 
Question: teaching performance practice  

learner’s ownership (BF R-S) 
standing back (BS) 
teaching creatively (creative and 
original) (A) 
teaching for creativity (C-GP) 
both teaching and learning should be 
involved with creativity(GF) 
well-designed teaching activity and 
strategy (D-co) 
teacher’s concept (R-T) 
catch learners’ attention (D)  
allow learners to ask questions 
students’ observation and 
questioning ability (C-GP) 
teamwork (learning agency) (BS) 
coherence in the content (D-GP)co 
appreciate students’ works (EC) 
‘what if’ questions (posing question) 
(challenges) (BS) 
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Liu: (A+B+C+D) A+B within D & EC 
I found even though to imitate a painting, it has become different. The teacher has to lead students to 
observe many things before they start to draw the painting, such as colour, form, shape, tone, and so on. 
And after these observations and discoveries, students actually are not just copying the painting but they 
are using the elements they have learned from the painting to create they own drawings. 
I think as a teacher, I have to train myself to have an ability of response sensitivity not only to students, but 
also to our surroundings. Because I found that creative pedagogy is a very open-end teaching method and 
also it requires various subject contents and teaching creatively and effectively. 
It (creativity) becomes very easy to tell … whether students engage in creative learning or they focus on 
learning and thinking 
teachers have to improve themselves all the time in order to provide better quality teaching. And this will be 
a win-win situation, in which students’ creativity also get improved. 
reative pedagogy you introduced to us feels like a playful interaction between teacher and students, so that 
there is not certain teaching ways or rules I have to follow as all the teaching strategies need to depend on 
students’ needs and reactions. … this just likes we are playing toss-up question game, that I post questions 
or challenges and then students try to think about as many possible solutions or answers as possible. 
I don’t have to worry whether my students get bored.  
Question: PT pedagogy in school practice  

systematic teaching(?)(D) 
leading students to observe (profiling 
agency) (BS) 
CP=open-end teaching method (GF) 
teaching creatively and effectively (A, 
D) 
teacher’s characteristics (GF; R-T) 
various contents and methods(D) 
provide better quality teaching 
(D-GPco) 
playful interactions(EC, R-T & S) 
posing questions/challenge 
(challenges) (BS) 
Enjoy (AP) 
Teacher’s self-improvement (GF, R-T) 
Teaching for creativity (C) 
Learner’s ownership (BF; R-S) 
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Appendix O  Raising Issues in the Visual art Participants’ Post-Workshop 

Interviews 

Case A: Chou (extract) 
M [researcher]: Next question is, will you apply what you have learned from this 
workshop, for example creativity as possibility thinking and PT creative pedagogy, 
for your future teaching? 
 
Chou: Sure, I would like to. I think this pedagogy is quite similar to my teaching 
way by leading students to think. Just likes what I said above, when I started a new 
topic, I won’t tell them what to do straight away, I may just give some hints and 
key points and let them work by themselves. But now, I mean after workshop, I 
found that how to lead students use their imagination but not to limit their 
thinking is very important in creativity education. This just likes that we can find 
young pupils (up to primary school pupils) are very creative at drawing and making 
things, but when they are getting older and learn more skills, they only follow the 
certain patterns on their drawings, which is never creative at all.   
 
M: What do you think any difference between your teaching and creative 
pedagogy?  
 
Chou: hmm…in some degrees they are quite similar. These two teaching ways all 
use conductive pedagogy…I mean both using key points to lead students think.  
 
M: well, PT creative pedagogy quite focuses on a child-inclusive teaching and 
learning approach. For example, teacher posts questions to lead students to think, 
and also responds their questions by questioning. And through discussions, 
teacher and students find out the solutions or answers together. 
 
Chou: But I always argue this way of question posing, students may just keep 
silent…and no answers responding.  
 
M: Right, I agree with it, especially this situation often happens in Eastern 
classrooms. 
 
Chou: So… because in school practice there are always many students (averagely 
35 students) in one classroom, so that I have to give my attention to every 
student. Hence, for better classroom management, I always found that I must to 
give students something in a short time and then push them starting their 
drawings as soon as possible. But if I only have 1 or 2 students, then this question 
posing pedagogy would be very useful. 
 
M: But have you noticed that when you told the hints or key points to students, 
actually they followed your instruction to draw?   
  
Chou: Yes… they quite followed what I suggested to draw… maybe they used to 
learn through imitation or listen to teacher or adults’ opinions. For example the 
topic is ‘my favourite animal in the zoo’; I may say monkey is my favourite animal 
in the zoo…then most of the students only draw monkey, but maybe monkey is 
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not their favourite. They just followed my hints!  
   
M: So this is your ideas and plan for the drawing not from the students, isn’t it? It 
may because your words have influenced their ideas or implied the answers… 
 
Chou: Yes. 
 
M: O.K. Let’s talk about this teaching from another way. If teacher stared this 
lesson by asking questions; for example, have you been to a zoo? How was the 
weather on that day? What colours on the sky? What have you seen in the zoo? 
only animals, what else...and so on. Using such as details but specific questions to 
lead students to think and let them are able to answer…because these questions 
for them are not difficult, everyone can answer the questions easily.   
 
Chou: Right. 
 
M: On the other hand, these questions somehow provide certain degree of 
opportunities for students to transfer their memories into art. When we ask what 
colours on the sky, students have to describe their image into colours. This also 
helps them to build up their ideas of their paintings. 
 
Chou: Yes, this just likes what we did in the workshop- the game of drawing our 
names!!! 
 
M: Yes. You got it! Actually from the teaching practice in the last week of our 
workshop, I found that your practice was very great, and only a few places you 
have to be aware not to talk too much or probably using questions instead of 
talking. And also do practice more about how to ask questions and what questions 
are good questions. 
 
Chou: Did I ask questions in my practice…I forgot!! Haha… 
 
M: Yes, you did. I noticed that you often asked questions, but you didn’t give 
students chance to answer. You always answered your own questions straight 
away. Moreover, you often asked inappropriate questions which actually have 
implied students’ ideas to yours.  
 
Chou: oh!! Can you give me an example? 
 
M: For example, in your practice, to make clothes by a piece of paper. You asked 
them a question, ’how can we make a piece of paper become clothes? Can we 
make a hole in the middle, so that we can wear, can’t we?’ In these questions, I 
may stop at the first question. And then let students to work on it. Or maybe I 
continue to provide a solution for students likes what you did. But I would use one 
more question to ask; ‘Except for making a hole in the middle, what else can we 
make paper become clothes?’ I am sure that from this question they would think 
about lots of ways to design their clothes. Compared to the second question you 
asked, it is a yes or no question which has no space for students to develop their 
thoughts, and also it has also implied students how to work.  
 
Chou: That’s right! I see… I never thought about it before…  
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Case E: Young (extract) 

M: Will you apply what you have learned from this workshop, for example 
creativity as ‘possibility thinking’ and PT creative pedagogy, for your future 
teaching? 
 
Young: I am willing to use this creative pedagogy, but to be honest I am not sure 
whether I can carry it out well because I think that I always have many ideas which 
come very quickly. This may be the so-call flight of ideas! Therefore, before I often 
forgot to follow the planned rhythm in my teaching. My colleagues who are 
working with me in Huashan1914 Creative Park always said that my teaching plan 
seemed really good, but when I used it in teaching, there were always some 
problems came out. And I was very sad and couldn’t find out the reasons. Until in 
this workshop, I saw your teaching and also discussed my teaching with you, 
finally I realised that it is the rhythm of the teaching! I didn’t manage my teaching 
rhythm well in my teaching. Even though I still can’t manage it very well now, I 
have already found out my problem and tried to practice it.  
 
M: Alright, let’s focus on the teaching plan. You have discussed with me about the 
difficulties you met when planning a teaching. How do you feel now? Any better? 
Or still have any questions? 
 
Young: Hmm… I used to pay my attentions to make my teaching more interesting, 
so that my plans were always full of blue-sky thinking. But after discussed my 
project, My Lovely Cow, with you, I really followed your suggestions to restructure 
my plan into a clear rhythm. Also I tried to work on the process at home and found 
it really worked. Yesterday I also discussed this new teaching plan with my 
colleagues in Huashan1914 Creative Park. They were all very surprised and 
impressed that I can plan such structured and creative project. Haha! They knew 
how awful my teaching was… jumping all the time!! We are all very looking 
forward to this project next week!! Now I am working on the teaching projects 
planning for a summer camp. Well, I have not really finished it, but I have realised 
the importance of the rhythm and the structure in a teaching. Of course there will 
be some different requirements in this summer camp due to the limitations of 
equipments and place. Therefore, to plan a teaching somehow challenges me, 
particularly how to structure the teaching! Maybe I still need more practice! 
 
M: Right, another reason I asked you this question is because when I looked at the 
teaching plan from your group, I found actually you have the most creative ideas, 
and also the every single section in your planned project (a project contains 4 
sections) are brilliant enough to become an individual project. However, in your 
group, the coherent and the flow of the teaching in the plan were missing. If a 
teaching project contains 4 series of teaching sections, as we did in our workshop, 
every single section should be coherent with other 3 sections to make them as a 
whole, as well as every single activity in a section. For example, in your teaching 
you asked a question that who is the mother’s guardian angel? However, until 
your teaching finished you actually have not answered this question or you have 
not provided your students to think about this question, have you?  
 
Young: Yes, we didn’t. 
 
M: So why would you ask this at the beginning of your teaching? This question 
became meaningless, didn’t it? And then after posing this question, you jumped to 
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next role play activity. The role play was great. But would you please tell me the 
purpose of this activity? 
 
Young: hmm… we planned this role play activity aimed to let students to feel how 
hard it is to be a mother.  
 
M: Therefore, actually it didn’t really coherent with your topic: Mother’s guardian 
angle, did it? I would like to suggest that probably to consider the logicality and 
the coherent between the activities and the main theme and arrange these 
activities carefully. Which activity can be a great starting point? And which activity 
can inspire students to enter the topic? And so on, they all have to consider it very 
carefully and also to think about the possible reactions or reply from students. 
 
Young: Yes, I can’t agree with you more. Indeed, I really found this is my big 
problem; probably this is because of my personality. For example, most art people 
would like to make a plan or draw a draft before they make a big work. However, I 
am the one who is never to make plan or draft in advance. I always like to make 
my artwork freely, and when some new ideas come out, I put them into my work. 
Therefore, my artwork often has very different feedback. I think that because for 
me art is a very relax and free style, since I studied in the teacher training 
programme and later on I taught in Huashan1914 Creative Park, I really felt that 
teaching is really challenge to me.  
 
M: Right, maybe let us think about it from another way. I think you must learn 
how to mix colours before. Can you think about how did you learn to mix colours 
at very first time, probably in your primary school?  
 
Young: hmm… I was not a smart student before, I think. I remember that I made a 
table to record that which colour mix which colour will become which colour. Also 
I used “+” to present the meaning of “mix”; and mark “more” and “less” to 
present the quantity of the colours I used to produce this colour. Very stupid way! 
 
M: Wow very experimental!! Right, from your description, have you noticed that 
this is actually your learning “process” that you learned how to mix colour. I am 
sure that there must be lots of similar experience in your learning in any subject. 
You just never noticed them or never recorded them, so that you cannot 
remember it. If you recoded them on your sketchbook as we did in the workshop, 
then you can tell these learning processes very clear. And this is also the most 
important part in a teaching that teacher has to plan for students; of course some 
students may find their own way to learn, but for some students who can’t learn 
by themselves, teacher then have to arrange an interesting activity to help them 
to learn. And I think that this is also the missing part in your teaching and your 
teaching plan. Can you understand it? 
 
Young: Yes, this is really the part I have to practice more. 
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Appendix P  The Implementation of Possibility Thinking Creative Pedagogy 

Open codes Analysis Axial code Final code 
Chou: 
when I started a new topic, I won’t tell them what to do straight away, I may just give 
some hints and key points and let them work by themselves.  
after workshop, I found that how to lead students use their imagination but not to limit 
their thinking is very important in creativity education.  
I think especially after this talk with you, I have fond my problem. I will try to consider 
and plan my questions in my teaching before I ask.  
I really like the group activities you used in the workshop; you not only had individual 
group activities, but also you had join-group activities! So that we can have group 
drawing and also have one big completed drawing combined by all the groups! This is a 
very fresh experience for me. In the process, it not only provided an opportunity for 
every group to introduce their own drawings, it but also create a stage to let everyone 
to discuss how to join our drawings from groups  

using hints/key points to 
lead students to think (SB)-> 
both 
not to limit their thinking 
(SB) -> both 
my suggestions 
individual group activities 
and join-group activities 
(LA)-example 
create a stage to let 
everyone to discuss (OO)   
example 

my suggestions/feedbacks (5) 
group activity (6)  
my teaching example (3) 
my teaching strategies (4) 
teaching map (2) 
group interaction (3) 
sketchbook (4) 
interaction between teacher and 
students (2) 
SB (whole) (9) 
SB (example)(10) 
OO (whole)(9) 
OO (example) (9) 
LA (whole)(6) 
LA (example) (7) 
EC (whole)(7) 
EC (example) (6) 
others (whole)(4) 
others (example) (5) 

standing back [SB] 
offering opportunities [OO] 
profiling learning agency [LA] 
enabling learning climate [EC] 
others  

 
researcher’s influence (89) 
my teaching strategies and 
examples (72) 
(e.g. through the whole 
workshop (35), in Session 3 
(07 April 2010) (37)) 
 
useful materials and tools 
(12) 
(e.g. group activity (6), 
sketchbook (4), teaching 
map (2)) 
   
my suggestions/feedbacks 
(5) 
 
group interaction (3/7) 

Liao: 
this is a pedagogy which more focuses on the learner, and also provides a stage for the 
interactions for students and an inter-learning between teacher and students, which is 
not just one-way teacher-to-students teaching. This creative pedagogy is teacher not 
only teach students, but also can get feedback from students. In the process, it actually 
creates more learning opportunity to both teacher and students. 
I may focus on how to pose and respond questions to students. And I will try to create 
more open-end questions in order to inspire students to find out more possibilities in 
creating their artwork, not just follow mine. I think your teaching ways and examples 
inspired me quite a lot! 
The first thing comes to me is the mind map (teaching map)... this mind map will be a 
fantastic way to inspire students’ creative ideas  
 this (the form of teaching map) really helps students to think about many possibilities. 
The best thing is that this mind map also provides the choices for students and helps 
them to make their thought more logical by using divergent and convergent thinking 
clear feedbacks as you gave us in the workshop… 

learner-centred (SB) both 
interaction for students 
inter-learning between 
teacher and students 
(co-participants)  
creates more learning 
opportunity(OO) -whole 
posing and responding 
questions(OO, SB)both 
teaching strategies and 
example (overall) 
 felt happy and enjoyed 
learning thoroughly (EC) 
both 
teaching map 
my feedback 
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in our workshop, we were divided into small group, so that we not only had your 
attentions, but we also can learn from our partners.  
in these weeks we were being as students in the workshop, this actually likes being 
observation to your teaching, and I felt happy and enjoyed learning thoroughly. Also, I 
experienced a really creative pedagogy, particularly the ways to nurture our creativity. 
So I really would like to bring this experience to my students in the future. 

group activity(LA) both 
group interaction 

Chien: 
 use group activity and give them more opportunities to discuss or express their ideas. 
Actually through your teaching in this workshop, I just found I am a creative person  
I believe that I can take the concept form your teaching examples into my further 
teaching, then my students must become more creative. 
…they then would like to look at your sketchbooks, because they would like to 
understand your learning process and your thoughts and creativity... and I found this is 
really a good way to record my learning process and thought 
a different classroom climate and management. Before I only thought that teaching and 
learning should be managed in a certain condition; for example teacher provides 
knowledge by talking and explaining, and students take notes or make their own 
artwork by practicing the skills. I never think teaching and learning can be so interesting, 
particularly in such a relaxing climate.  

Group activity (LA) both 
OO  both 
my strategy (to participant’s 
creativity) 
my teaching examples 
(both) 
sketchbook 
relaxing learning climate 
and management (EC, 
others)whole 

Chao: 
I really shocked from the workshop and started to reflect my teaching.  
after this workshop I found that maybe I need to re-plan my teaching and to simplify my 
teaching steps, not just focus on pushing them to complete a great drawing. Moreover, I 
also need to enrich my teaching aids, such more vivid pictures, to help my students’ 
learning.  
you always encouraged us quite a lot so that I felt more confident to create my work 
and never worry to make mistakes. This remains me if I find my students feel less 
confident next time, I think I will use encouragement instead of drawing/demonstrating 
for them.  
I have thought to add the elements from music and drama into visual art. And also I 
would like to encourage them to use multiple materials in their work.  
I hope I can at least continue this joyful and warm teaching and learning way to my 
students in the future. 

Researcher’s influence 
re-plan my teaching and to 
simplify my teaching steps 
(others: effective 
teaching) examples 
SB example 
creating more choices in 
learning context and 
materials (OO)  example 
enabling learning climate 
(EC) both 
learner’s ownership (SB),  
example 
enabling learning climate 
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you provided quite a lot of different materials for us and also encourage us to use 
different ways to create our work. So even in a short time, we can choose the materials 
or the ways we most felt comfortable to work. I found this way can help students to 
build up their confidence and their ideas immediately! And also for some students who 
are not very good at drawing, they can find their way to engage in art making. 
I did learn much from the interactions with classmates and from your teaching. 
Especially the joyful learning environment really makes me feel comfortable and no 
pressure at all to engage in creative learning.  

(EC) example 
group interaction(LA) 
both 

Young: 
teacher needs to give a clear task in an appropriate timing to attack students’ attentions 
and also let them concentrate on their work. Hence, I think the procedure and the 
timing control are very important to me. 
 Until in this workshop, I saw your teaching and also discussed my teaching with you, 
finally I realised that it is the procedure of the teaching! I didn’t manage my teaching 
procedure well in my teaching. Even though I still can’t manage it very well now, I have 
already found out my problem and tried to practice it.  
after discussed my project, My Lovely Cow, with you, I really followed your suggestions 
to restructure my plan into a clear procedure.  
I feel that I am more positive and confident to work on it. But we discussed before and 
in this interview, I really have to practice to contain “process” into my teaching. 
In the workshop and also from our several one-to-one discussions, finally I found the 
answer. Even though there was no enough time in our workshop, but I can see the 
process and the structure in your teaching. This was also a very positive teaching 
example to me.  
After the workshop, I have taught several sections in Huashan1914 Creative Park, and all 
my colleagues said my teaching became much more structure than before. I am really 
feeling more confident than before. 
I really think structure and process of teaching 
“Structure” for me should like what you did in the workshop which is a coherence and a 
procedure, but provide a space where allows students develop their own ideas and 
create their own work.  
Others, such as the use of sketchbook and group activities, are also very powerful tools 
that I learned from you teaching 

give a clear task in an 
appropriate timing (OO)  
example 
procedure and the timing 
control (others) both 
immerse (EC) whole 
my teaching examples 
my suggestions/feedback 
structure and process of 
teaching (others)  
whole/suggestions 
SBboth 
OO both 
the use of sketchbook 
group activities 

Wu: catch the audiences’ 
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when teacher can really catch the audiences’ attentions and allow the learners 
(audiences) to ask questions, the audiences would really engage with the teaching. 
Compared to the teaching practice in the last semester, I found that I am more 
confident now, and I understand what good teaching is, especially after attending this 
workshop!!   
I will focus on the training of questioning ability. 
And I really believe in the power of the sketchbook that you introduced to us, because a 
sketchbook can help to record every detail of their learning. 
in classroom practice, I would like to try the teamwork exercises which you used in our 
workshop and project. 
I didn’t link my main theme into my starting point and the conclusion! But in your 
teaching practice, I can find that you actually just kept one or two key themes and took 
them into the whole teaching, which was clear and powerful.  
I would like to appreciate students’ works more and also create an enabling learning 
environment for students by using ‘what if’ questions instead providing students 
solutions straight away, as you did in the workshop.  
I am very positive. I think that my confidence started at 20 and then during the 
workshop was 50-60, but now after the workshop, wow, I think I am at over 90!!! Guess 
what! Last week while I did my teaching practice in one of teacher training courses, my 
friends said my teaching has become so different!! And also I even raised several useful 
suggestions or points to their teaching!!  
If in practice, I would like to recommend that the sketchbook is the most useful thing I 
have learned from the workshop.… Therefore, we rarely focus on the process but much 
more on the final product! … we just realise what all of our learning processes have 
missed. I think making a sketchbook is just like writing a diary. It not only can record 
every detail of my learning and every idea I have ever had, but it also provides me with 
a record to review my progress of learning and to remind me of some points which 
might not have been special before but are meaningful now! So I would like to take 
sketchbooks into my future teaching.  
This workshop not only involved knowledge, but also you led and inspired us in how to 
apply this knowledge into practice.  
you offered very useful and detail feedback to our teaching performances which really 
helped us to reflect on our teaching and find out the blind spot! Indeed, sometime we 
do or learn something habitually without considering whether it is suitable or block 

attentions (others)  both 
allow the learners 
(audiences) to ask questions 
(OO, SB) whole 
questioning ability 
teamwork (LA) both  
one or two key themes and 
took them into the whole 
teaching (others: effective 
teaching  examples 
EC both 
using ‘what if’ questions 
(SB, OO)both 
sketchbook 
researcher’s influence 
feedback and suggestion 
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students’ creativity. And you remained us through your suggestions!   

Liu: 
in your teaching we used the sketchbooks quite often; maybe for some shy students, 
they are not good at showing what they thought and felt, but through the sketchbooks 
they could write down or express their ideas and thoughts confidently. 
I really believe that this is a very successful and powerful teaching method, so that I will 
do my best to take this concept into my future teaching. Maybe some people may feel 
that it will take much our time to think about the teaching plan and to prepare the 
teaching activities by using creative strategies. But I really believe that teachers have to 
improve themselves all the time in order to provide better quality teaching. And this will 
be a win-win situation. 
Your teaching strategies made teaching plan become systematic and easy, such as the 
use of group discussion and teaching map. I really enjoy doing things with my group.  
the creative pedagogy you introduced to us feels like a playful interaction between 
teacher and students… this just likes we are playing toss-up question game, that I post 
questions or challenges and then students try to think about as many possible solutions 
or answers as possible. I really like this teaching way.  
I particularly like the way you used to inspire our thinking!!  
when we were in the workshop, I found that for a new activity or discussion most 
people actually needed more time to think or needed your instructions to help them 
brainstorm their thoughts. They cannot just start from a topic and linked to details. And 
I believe that this situation must be same as most students do. Probably it may explain 
why some of my students always cannot catch my teaching up. From this experience, I 
realise that I need to learn how to slow down my teaching, and try to reorganise and 
divide my teaching into several activities/sections in order to help students step by step 
follow my teaching easily, which just likes what you did in the workshop.  
through those playful group activities in the workshop, I found that creativity needs an 
open-mind and there are always no right or wrong answers or any certain rules in the 
world of creativity. This understanding actually quite encourages me to express my ideas 
more… I think the same situation may also happen on students, therefore, I think that I 
would like to try this way (group activity) on my teaching.  

Sketchbook 
SB, OO both 
Group discussion(LA) 
both 
teaching map 
playful interaction between 
teacher and students (EC) 
both 
posing 
questions ,challenges (OO, 
SB) both 
the way to inspire our 
thinking (OO) whole 
structure and process of 
teaching (others) 
example  
enabling learning 
climate(EC) examples 
playful (EC) whole 
group activity (LA)both 
group interaction 
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Appendix Q  Examples of Group Discussion Transcriptions 

Group A (extract) 

 

Time: workshop session 1 02:35-08:51 
Chao (VISUAL ART), Wu (VISUAL ART) and Wang (DRAMA- withdrew after week 2)  
※Chien (VISUAL ART) was missing in this discussion 

Name Dialogue 

Chao I believe that creative pedagogy is a well-prepared teaching. And teacher is the most 
important element to lead students to learn systematic. In addition, creative pedagogy to 
me should build on the prior knowledge and skills. From these skill training, students can 
learn how to present their paintings properly and not to diverge from the tradition too 
much. 

Wu It sounds like very similar to the traditional teaching… 

Chao I think creative teaching is more about making the teaching more effectively, compare to 
the traditional teaching. 

Wu To make teaching more effectively…(think…) 

Chao Yes. Creative teaching is to use an interesting way to teach but it also has to achieve the 
teaching targets. So as teachers we have to be careful how to teach. In my point of view, I 
think that it is important to start by teaching foundational skills and knowledge. 

Wu How to teach… hmm… this remained me that I really appreciate a teachers’ teaching 
because he used to make his teaching as a story. For example, when he taught 
“colour-mixed”, he would made a story that Queen Yellow marries to King Red and then 
one year later they have a baby named Orange. He always used stories to catch students’ 
attentions because all the children love story. And also he also took the foundational 
knowledge and skills, as you mentioned, into stories so that students can learn in a joy 
climate. (Look at Wang) hey, what do you think?    

Wang Go on your discussion … (drawing on her sketchbook) 

Chao I would like to emphasis that the foundational skill is very important! Without this 
training, it is impossible to create something new because everything comes from 
tradition.  

Wu But I think being creative needs to be different from the tradition. Therefore, you can give 
a new meaning or function to old elements. This is what creativity means and this is also 
what we are going to teach students; to encourage them to create something different, 
doesn’t it? 

Chao When you use the traditional elements, this means to start from the tradition, doesn’t it? 
Old elements mean traditional elements. So I still think that in our teaching it is important 
to teach traditional skills and knowledge. Without this training, how students can draw a 
nice painting?  

Wu I think that that is because we always use similar methods and materials to create the 
artworks, but of course we only have these methods… haha…so that this seems that we 
follow the tradition or learn from tradition… but this doesn’t mean we need to be 
traditional! Creativity means doing something new. What do you think? (look at Wang) 

Wang But I think that I agree creativity is to do something new, but it is also important that to 
be creative… we have to be aware whether our ideas or behaviours could be accepted by 
the others. Because we share of life with other people, so while we are teaching, it is 
important to teach students that their creative ideas need to be appropriated by the 
public and can be accepted by the others. Being creative doesn’t mean to seek peculiar.      

Wu …needs to be appropriated and accepted by the public… (think for 3 secs)  
But I believe that creative pedagogy itself also means not to be limited! For example, in 
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my teaching I did provide them some drawing examples or ideas to them. But I don’t like 
to demonstrate or … 

Wang Ask them to follow your ways! 

Wu Yes, only if this is a really difficult task. I don’t want to let students copy my work or follow 
my ways to make their artworks. Hmm…Now… I feel that creative pedagogy may have 
more than one meaning or definition… 

 
Group B (extract) 

 

Time: workshop session 1 20:29-25:31 
Chou (VISUAL ART), Liao (VISUAL ART), Liu (VISUAL ART) and Dia (DRAMA) 

Name Dialogue 

Chou I think creative pedagogy is a change from the traditional teaching. In general class, 
students may feel bored when we are teaching by using a formal or general strategy. Of 
course, it is difficult for them to concentrate on their learning or to learn what we are 
going to teach if they feel bored. Therefore, to carry on a creative teaching is to use some 
interesting teaching methods to help students immerse in their learning. In a word, they 
would love a funny teacher and a fancy teaching! 

Others Haha…(laugh) 

Liao So creative pedagogy to you means to be a funny teacher! It sounds that it needs to make 
a lot of efforts to be a good teacher.  

Others Haha…(laugh) 

Dia This sounds very tired! 

Chao More specifically creative pedagogy means that teacher needs to plan the lesson 
carefully and to design and add some special but interesting scenarios to catch students’ 
attentions. This just likes a drama. You need to have a well-design script and create some 
funny or special moments to catch your audiences’ attentions. Therefore, creative 
pedagogy to me is to wrap the materials that we are going to teach in an interesting and 
fancy cover. Never think about to use the traditional and formal teaching methods! It is 
out of date!! Just don’t let them feel bored. 

Liao Hmm… This makes sense to me! I agree with you, but I would more prefer to use teaching 
strategies. For example, we can inspire students’ ideas by asking them questions that 
they are interested in, or we can extend their thoughts by offering them our experience, 
and so on. Moreover, as the integrated learning has been highlighted in our curriculum, it 
would be a great idea that we can also combine arts with other subjects to teach 
students.  

Liu But… does doing a creative teaching only means being interesting? 

Liao What do you mean? 

Liu Because I feel that what you said in my understanding is more emphasis on interesting or 
funny! But does being interesting really equal to doing creative pedagogy? Besides 
interesting, what else should we be aware of while carrying on a creative pedagogy? 
What about not to limit students’ thoughts and creative behaviours? I think to gave 
spaces to students is really important in my teaching! 

Others …(think) 

Dia Can you give an example? 

Liu Hmm… for example, in my teaching I always encouraged my students to create their own 
artworks, and I demonstrated rarely because I don’t want to influence their ideas. 

Chao Hmm… I agree with you! This sounds similar to my teaching. 

Liao So, shall we conclude that to carry on a creative pedagogy, teachers need 1. to create an 
interesting learning climate to students; 2. to use effective teaching strategies to catch 
stusents’ attentions; and 3. not to limit students’ thoughts.  
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GLOSSARY OF THE KEY TERMS 

 
 

Term Definition 

Action-based Case Study A research methodology adopting a case study 
approach with an action–research-like approach, 
which not only involved the teacher-researcher’s 
reflexivity and evaluation on practice, but also 
provided an in-depth understanding of a specific 
context on participants’ concepts of, and practice in, 
creative pedagogy. 

Creative Pedagogy [CPed] Pedagogical practices to nurture learners’ creativity. 

Possibility Thinking 
Creative Pedagogy 
[PTCPed] 

The pedagogical principles of fostering learners’ 
creativity (in which possibity thinking is the core) 
based on Cremin et al’s 2006 study. The pedagogical 
strategies are important in the evolution of PT 
through standing back, profiling learner agency and 
creating time and space. 
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